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The A lmost G)mplete 78rpm Ke/iord l)»Hn^ Guide first apjiearexl in S«-pteml»er, 1979, at the

suggestioii of a number of collectors who had seen my txjpious, if flisorf'anizexi, doUt, on the is^ue

and retarding dates of various record labeLs. It was placed on sale at a re<x>rd show, and I was

overwhelmed by lh«; resjMjnsc, as 1 still anr A revised se<x>nd edition was offerexl to collectors by

mail, and again, the response was overwhelming, with the book being praisetl in auction lisL\ on

radio shows featuring vintage recx)rdings, and in discographic publications. Two printings of this

exlition ;Hold out rapidly, but personal circumstances kept me from continuing the projex;t at that

point. Since then, I have been beseiged by inquiries from collectors, and conges in my
circumstan(£s along with new computer technology that makes it simple to create a finishfxl work
have allowed me to satisfy the many inquirers with a new edition of the b(x>k.

The title still applies in the sense that the book, like any referemo work, is still not (ujmplete.

I'or example., I am still trying to arrange the time, finances and permission where nroe-ssarv to

explore record company files as they still exist. As well, there are many types of recordings which

have either gone unresearched (popular vocal, standard and semi-classical, for example) or where

considerable research has taken place but the results remain unpublished (country music, for

example, where no comprehensive discography has yet appeared, or ethnic recordings, or dassicjil

recordings, where discographies usually cover one artist or composer and are usually maddeningly
incomplete). Information is welcomed from anyone who can fill gape in existing listings or provide

informaion on labeLs or series not herein covered; I hope to be able to make revisions available on

a regular basis, to make the book even more useful to collectors. Please note, however, that the

primary aim of this book is to cover the 1900-1942 period, with supplementary post-1942 listing-,

provided for common labels and a few of collector interest I do not intend to sort out the morass
of post- 1942 labels, as this was more than adequately done by Bill Darnels, whose work mav still

be in print While I can use such data for my personal files, it will probably not apptear in future

editions of this guide.

After three editions and twelve years, it is impossible to find space to thank all of those who
assisted me from the beginning, even if 1 could remember them alL However, sj)ecial thanks go to

the following; Those whose work I researched - primarily the indefatigable and irreplaceable Brian

Rust who seems to have single-handedly organized the science of discography - and also others, .such

as the late Ed Moogk and Alex Robertson; Allan Debus; Bill Daniels; the many contributors to

Record Research, and countless others. Those who promoted the book, including Glenn T^oodcock,
David Lennick , Len Kunstadt, Martin Bryan and Norman Stevens, among many others. Local
collectors, such as Ross Brethour, Claude Arnold, John Black, Jerry Parker, the late Brian Boyd, and
those members of the Canadian Antique Phonograph Society emd lAJRC who contributed
uiform.rtion and assistance - there are many more as welL And - finally . thnap

,
living or dead, who

made the records upon which the hobby is based
Special thanks go to Bill Erase, whose annotated copy of Rust’s Dance Band Discography was of

value; to Jeff Healey, with whom I have exchanged data for many years; to Colin Braj', whose
encour.3gement (read constant badgering) helped me decide to renew the project, and my good
friend Anita Hoel, who, although not part of the hobby, provided much the same service; and to

Big Sid Cutlet , my long-suffering feUne housemate, for not stepping on the computer keyboard too

often, even when dinner was late. There are, as noted countless other individuals who should be
thanked but some have vanished in the mists of twelve years of memory (or beer) and there is

inadequate space to thank the remainder. I do wish to send thanks in advance, though, to anyone
who can assist in expanding or correcting future editions of the guide by providing missing
infornLation - and in dosing, wish the best of luck to my fellow discophiles, except in the matter
of fintUng that rare disc Tm seeking before I do !

February 29, 1992
STEVEN C BARR
211 Pape Av.

Toronto, CANADA .M4M 2\^ 2



INTRODUCTIOIN

From 1890 until 1960, 78 rpm records were manufactured in quantities which re^iched tens and

even hundreds of millions yearlj. When record poduction changed to the newer microgroove ty^

in the lOSO’s, and record players no longer played the older records, they were consigned to attics,

Itasements, garages and barns (or, all too often, to the trash] from where they are Unlay being

resurrecte-d by collectors and nostalgia buffs interested in the music of generations p^t This guide

is intended to affiist record collectors and others interested in old records in determining the age of

theii- discs.

This book lists, by both catalog and matrix numbers, the majority of the 78 rpm records issued

in the United States, Great Britain and Canada between 1900 and 1942, and a large numlier of

those issued between 1942 and 1958, as well as other records using material recorded as noted. It

allows approximate recording and issue dates to be determined for the many reconls that are not

revered in the standard discographies.

The user may wonder at the curious designation, ’’(Almost) Complete”. In fact, it is all but

impossible for any reference book to be absolutely complete, cspcially one such as this where,

much of the original information is unavailable now if indeed it ever existed. Certainly, the manu-

facturers of these records never expected interest in them to outlast the popularity of the .songs

recorde.d, and many of the record companies vanished without a trace, their files r.onsigned to scrap

dealers. Further, the catalogs and supplements which are the only source for much of the

information are themselves collectors’ items, hard to find and expnsive when found- Thu-s there

are certain categories of recordings for which the information is not contained herein. These are,

for the most part (there may be others) as follows:

1. Most indepndent record oompanies from the post-1942 era. While there is a substantial amount

of (lata available on these, its inclusion would make the Guide larger and more expnsive.. Most

collectors tend to be interested in one of the two priods, alsa For those collectors who are

interested in these later recordings, it is recommended that they check the guide authored by Bill

Daniels, which txivers most labels issued between 1940 and i960. While 1 cannot verify that the

b(M>k is still in print, it may be available in libraries.

Z Series of records comprised of speial, non-ppular material, such as classii'al, ethnic, educational

oi other similar types of recordings. Much of this material has not yet been covered by

diMographic works, or at least those including dates of recording or issue; as well, much of this

material is either of limited appeal to collectors or attracts only certain group of collectors outside

the main body of dis(»philes, so that little information ha.s been published.

d. Labels producexl in small quantities for spcialty material local distribution or sale bv one

firm, or issued for one event Where information on such labels has been found, thev are included,

but many of these issues are unrecorded or yet undiscovered. It should be noted that these are

often manufactured by established record companies and thus can be dated by matrix numliers or

regular issues of the same material

Some gap in the coverage of previoas editions have been filled by members of the discophile

group; others remain to be filled. Anyone who has information on pre-1942 records not listed

herein is welcome to send any such information to me at the address elsewhere in the guide; as
well any suggestions or comments about the guide or its contents will be gladly received It is only
hopd that this guide will assist record collectors in any way possible.



If you are not an experienced record collector, or are. not familiar with the terms used to

describe the various numbers appearing on a record, please read the following section l>eforc

reading or using the instructions following ! (Also check the glossary.)

1. CATALOG NUMBER - this is the number which the manufacturer used to identify the recorcL

Almost all records, except for a handful - often special-issue items - have a catalog number. It is

virtually always the same on both sides, and in most cases it is the most prominent numlier on the

laliel; it may appear on the surface of the record as weK This can be used, in the, first section of

the guide, to determine the issue date of the record It has nothing to do ^ith the recording date,

as sides were often issued which had been recorded much earlier.

2 MATRIX NUMBER (also known as master number) - This is the number assigned to the master

recording of the side in question. In some cases, a different matrix number was assigned t() each

attempt at recording a specific selection; in other cases, each attempt was assigned a different take

designation. The take designation is only applicable to determining the date of a rec<»rd when a

selection was re-recorded at a later date, often by different performers, and issued under the same-

number as the earlier version. This was a common practice during the first decade of recording,

but occured less frexjuently thereafter. In this case, the actual date of the. later version can only W
e.stablLshed if it is listed in a discography, as the numbers on the record will still refer to the

earlier version. The matrix number may appear on the label or on the surface of the record,

under the label or in the runout, which is the area between grooves and labeL It may be stamped

or handwritten. Note that a number under a record label will often be clearly readable if the area

of the label is rubbed lightly with a soft lead pencil; this can then be erased with a soft gum
eraser without damagin

g the label The matrix number can be used in the second section of the

guide to find the recording date of the side in question. Some record companies, most notably

Victor, did not show matrix numbers; also, some companies used the runout area to indicate issue

numbers on their own labeKsj, so these numbers may appear on other labels. These u-ill usuallv be

mechanically stamped and end in A or B, and must not be confused with matrix numbers.

3. (jONTROL NUMBER - this is a discographic term indicating a false matrix numl)er sho^^Tj to

disguise the source of a side, or to allow the record company to use a number in its own matrix

sequence for a side recorded by another company. If the latter is true, an approximate date can Ik*

obtained using the issuing company’s matrix listing, unless the original matrix number apjiears also;

if the former is the case, the control number sequence may be listed in the guide as such, although

the original matrix number may appear also. Gmtrol numbers are not generally found in this

guide, with two exceptions those instances where the control number is a number in the matrix

number series of the issuing label and the series used by the Plaza Music Company which appears

on Oriole, Banner, and other of the labels pressed by this firm. The latter series is listed because it

is ased extensively and the records using it do not display the actual matrix, thus making
identification of the sides a lengthy and involved process (A situation which the author plans to

correct with a forthcoming publication).

4. OTHER NUMBERS - other numbers appearing on records are generaUy the catalog or control

numbers from previous or contemporaneous issues of the side. If the former, they can be u.vd tu

establish the actual age of the side in question (This was often the case with Victor, who recoupled

single..sided material on double-sided records). If the latter, it is only of value if data fur the lal>el

being dated is not listed, but data for the other issue is. Some records, as weU, show numers which
were for internal company bookkeeping and of no particular value to collectors.



HOW TO USE THE DATING GUIDE

NOTti If you are unfamiliar with any of the terms used below, please read the preceding [ogf" '*>

('heck the glossary elsewhere in the Guide.

To determine the approximate date of issue or recording date Ithe two are not always related) <>1 a

record:

1. Determine the ciountry of issue. This should be somewhere on the label, although it is not

shown on many U5. labels If it is not the United States, Great Britain or Canada the ret'ord will

probably not be covered by this guide unless it uses the same numbering sequence as a label Irom

one of the aforementioned countries or uses matrices recorded there and liearmg the oruinul

matrix numbers. Records not from those three countries are referred to in the following .c-

"foreign” records.

Z If you have no estimate of im approximate date for the record, see the ”Record Era Guidp" >*

the back of the book to establish an approximate date; this can be u.sed to verify ihe dati

established with the guide,

3. Use the index to locate listings for catalog and/or matrix numbers for the record.

4 Once you have found the listing, find the two numbers listed between which the Duml>pr or

the record falls. Determine the difference between your number and the closest listed numD i \ou

'>hould then be able to extrapolate an approximate date,

5. If you cannot locate the label name in the index:

A. It may be a foreign label, as explained above.

R It may be a po6t-1942 labeL most of which are not shown, as noted in the introduction.

You can verify this by checking it against the "Record Eja Guide”.

C It may be a oneoff or specialty label for which no information has l»een found, as noted

in the introduction. Qieck it against other records in your collection to see if the manufacturer can

be identified, or check to see if a matrix number appears and it is in a listed sequence.

6. If the label has a listing, but no number similar to that on the record appears there, (tr if the

date established by the use of the listing appears to be inaccurate in comparison >»ith the material

or artist or the appearance of the record:

A. Any of the cases shown above in section 5 may be the tase.

R It may be an earlier or later label using the same name as a listed labeL

C The record may be in a series which is not listed due to data being unavailalde. In this

case, it may be possible to date it by matrix number.

7. If the matrix number entry only is not found or appears to be incorrect

A The record may use a foreign matrix (not from the three countrie.s notedj

R The matrix may be from another source, and show its original number.
C The number may be a control number from a sequence not liste<L

D. The number may not be an actual matrix number; it may be an issue number from
another labeL as noted previously, or it may be another unknown type of number,
bl The number may be in a non.«tandard sequence. Some labels, most notably Gilumbia
used different nmatrix number sequences for types of material or other purposes. I'hese are

listed where information is available-



If the record does not appear to be listed, note that many specialty labels are actually the

product of established record companies "in disguise". Check the record against others in your

collection to visually determine if this is the case, and if one or both sides appear elsewhere on an

ordimury issue on a listed label, where they can be dated- Alse, see the introduction for a

description of several types of records where are not covered in the Guide to any extent, and

means of identifying such items.

TO THE USEIL-

It must be noted that any reference work can only be as accurate as the sources of information

on which it is based. Matrix number entries are based primarily on record company files where

they are available and accessible, and on discography entries where this is not the case, as such,

where files exist, these dates are ipiite accurate except as noted below; where files no longer exist,

these entries are based on the educated guesses of various discographers, corrected where necessary

by my own estimates. Issue date entries are, in aU but a few cases, estimated from recording dates

allowing four to six weeks between recording and issue, and are thus less accurate

It is also the case that numbers, particularly matrix numbers, were not always used in strict

sequential order. In some cases, blocks of numbers were assigned to various studios, some of which

did very little recording. In other cases, numbers appear to have been overlooked and used later, or

items were renumbered at a later date for various reasons. For those wishing more exact infor-

mation it is suggested that the bibliography at the back of the book be checked for discographic

publications relevant to the records in question, or that record company catalogs or more particu-

larly monthly supplements be referred to where available.

One other situation must be noted- While every effort has been made to use the most accurate

data obtainable, in the case of more obscure items the information at hand was often of a

questionable nature. Information prefixed with "c.’^circa) is known to be reasonably correct but not

as accurate as most of the data. Information followed by ”?" is assumed, estimated or otherwise

suspect data, included only when no other information could be found to give approximate dates.

As noted elsewhere, where missing information can be provided or errors corrected, such

informationm will be enthusiastically received by the author The address is given at the end of the

preface. The purpose at hand is to make subsequent editions of the Cnide as accurate as is

humanly (yes, record collectors are human! possible.

Subsequent to completing this edition of the guide, it has been noted that it may be possible to

obtain access to some file data for a number of companies, thus allowing more accurate and more

complete listings for a number of labels and companies. It was not felt that it would be

appropriate to further delay the appearance of this edition, so it is planned that when as much as

possible of this data has been obtained it will be released in supplemental form. As well, there is

a project to provide photographs of as many labels and types of labels as pjossible, and it was felt

that this would necessitae both undue delay and a much-increased price, so that when this is

completed it will also be released as a separate pubbeation supplementing the Guide. Please do not

make specific inquiries regarding these projects as not dates are as yet even estimated for them.

The user will please note that this book was produced by a two-finger typist with a discount

desktop publishing program; any errors found will become the property of the management !



SOME NOTES TO THE USER

Both the first-time user and the owner of a picTious edition of the Cnide may find the new

arrangement of the book to be somewhat baffling at first In order to keep related material

adjacent and keep the most commonly used data together, the book has been divided into sections,

each one containing information on a certain group of record labels. They are as follows

Section 1 contains data on the major firms that dominated the industry for substantial periods

Victor, Columbia, Decca aoH thp. American Record Corporation and its predecessor companies. This

section will cover the majority of records encountered by most users.

Section 2 contains data on the major independent labels of the period beginning with the use of

lateral cutting by independent labels in 1919 and ending with the depression. This will cover most

of the records of collector interest not covered above.

The following sections contain information on smaller or short-lived independent record firms,

divided into the three major periods of independent record manufacture:

Section 3 covers the independents of the 1900-08 period, who attempted to elude the patents of

Victor and Columbia until enjoined by law from doing so.

Section 4 covers the numerous minor labels of the 1919-32 period, along with the handful of

manufacturers of vertically cut records in the previoas few years.

Section 5 covers the handful of independent labels of the 1938-42 period.

The following secti<m provides supplemental coverage on po8t-1942 labels, which are for the

most part not in the Guide. The most common labels, and some of particular interest to collectors,

are covered herein.

The final sections cover records from outside the llnite/d States

Section 7 covers C-anadian recerd labels which were not issued in the U5. except those of the

Cumpo Company, which are listed in section 2. Other independent labels of all periods are covered

insofar as information is available.

Section 8 covers British record labels of the 1900-1942 period, with coverage extended for major

labels insofar as information is available.

If the above information is not sufficient to locate entries for desired labels, the user may
consult the index at the front of the Guide.

The user familiar with previous editions of the Guide should note two substantial changes in

the arrangement of this edition. Firstly, the matrix number information for labels which did their

own recording or used their own matrix or control sequence is included in the label listing; there

is no l<Higer a separate matrix secti<Hi. Secondly, Canadian issues of IJ. S. labels, where different

numbering sequences were used, are grouped with their U. S. rcimterpart; the Canadian label

section includes only labels issued in Canada alcme British material continues to be in a separate

sectiem, since the is virtually no direct relatum between issues in Britain and those in North

.\merica. Users should note the new arrangement of the index, however !



RECORD SERIES

The user of the Guide will note that many record companies used different numeric sequences for

different material, and a few standard designations are used in the Guide fur each series:

POPULAR: The is the most common series and the one most often listed in the Guide; many

labels used only this series. In general, it comprises recordings of rocaL band or instrumental

performances of popular songs, although some labels issued other material in such series. Note that

some labels used separate series for instrumental and vocal records.

CLASSICAL: Major labels tended to issue serious instrumental and vocal performances on one or

more series, usually priced higher than popular records, while lighter recordings of classical

material usually appeared in the popular series. Smaller labels generally issued only lighter

materiaL usually in their standard (see below) series.

(jOUNTRY: Catalog designations for such series included "Folk”, "Hill and Country" and "Old Time

Tunes". The material included was intended for rural white customers (though it sold to others as

well) and ranged from commercial songs, even older popular items, to traditional performances of

folk materiaL Earlier such recordings often appeared in the standard series.

ETHNIG The large foreign-bom population in North America created a ready meurket for

recordings in nearly every language, and many labels sold them, some exclusively. Some used

foreign recordings while others were locally recorded. Many labels used different series for each

Language ! A discography of such recordings has recently been issued by the University of Illinois

press and it is hoped that further editions of the Guide will expand ethnic-series coverage.

HAWAIIAN: A few labels issued such material on a separate series. On smaller labels, such records

usually contain commerciaL often popular, material played on a "Hawaiian" or slide guitar along

with other string instruments.

HOT DANCE: Used by Victor for a series of dance band records for Black customers.

OPERATIG Used by a few labels for vocal classical issues, often not operatic !

RACK- A euphemistic designation for records aimed at a Black audience (later "Rhythm and Blues")

usually including blues, jazz and gospel materiaL Such records are usually highly collectible Decca

designated one such seri^ as "Sepia" records.

SACRED: Used for religious materiaL On early labels, this is usually familiar hymns, and on post-

1942 labels usuaUy gospel; the former is of Httle interest and the latter of considerable

STANDARDS Used for non-popular recordings, vocal and instrumentaL such as familiar songs. Light

classical materiaL novelty items, Christmas carols and the like Early country issues are often in this

series if used These records (except the latter) are not extensively collected or documented

It must be noted that other series, and other designations for those above, are known. Pre-1906

issues, in particular, often used seperate numeric^ blocks for each possible musical sub-type,

creating a chaos of numbers that makes it essentially impossible to estimate dates for such issues,

while some postwar labels, not covered here, used a different series for each artist

vii



NOTES ON SPECIAL RECORDS

The Cnide user will note a number of references throughout various sections of the book to

piersonal or special issues. Many record comptanies, most notably Columbia and Gennett but in fact

almost all record manufacturers, would produce special records for anyone willing to pay for their

manufacture. Most of these are quite rare, having been issued in quantities of a few hundred or

even less. They were sold by performers or band^ issued to record or commemorate special events,

used to promote or advertise organizations or firms or used as promotional vehicles for movies or

musical events. Some carry special labels used by the record company for private recordings, and

others use blank labels or test-pressing labels of the record firm involved; however, some were sold

under names or labels chosen by the maker of the record- for the most part, these arc not listed

in the date data sections of the Guide, nor are they discussed in the history sections, primarily

because little or nothing is known about such issues; where data is available, it is listed, and where

the issues seem to consitute a label and information is available, their history is detailed in the

appropriate section. Another related category, although not private records, are the issues pressed by

the record companies themselves to promote or demonstrate their products.

For the most part, it is impassible to date such issues, and for this reason they are included in

the list of items for which the Guide is of minimal value. There are, however, some circumstances

under which such issues can be dated, at least approximately:

(1) The record, or one side of it, carries a catalog number in the regular sequence, or a catalt^

number in a sequence used for special recordings.

(2) The record shows a matrix number or numbers either in a standard sequence or in a sequence

used for special recordings for which other dates are known.

(3) The label carries a year or a date (common on promotional or commemorative items or

recordings of a special event)

(4) A known performer, or someone who later became known, is present, so that the record has

been researched previously.

(5) As was often the case with demonstration records for record companies, one side of the record

is from the comany’s regular catalog and carries a matrix or catalog number allowing its date to be

determined in the usual fashion.

Examples of such ”1311618” include Chappelle & Stinnett and Crenshaw, among others which

featured one artist or band, privately recorded; Moxie, which was a promotional item for the soft

drink of that name; the various Ku Klux Klan-related labels of c.l923-24( the demonstation records

pressed by Columbia and other labels; many other such items exist See the "Record Era Guide" to

avoid confusing these with the thousands of independent labels of the 1940’s and 1950’s. The
author would welcome information on any such issues for which it might become available.
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SOME WORDS ABOUT RECORD PRICES

It must be noted that this is not a price guide. 1 have been asked about this by many purchasers

and prospecive purcasers of the book. Should you specifically want a price guide, please note that

there is no such thing as a guide to the price of every 78 rpm record; such a publication would

be of prohibitive size and cost, even if it were possible to assemble the worL’ The best price guide

available is Les. R. Docks’ "American Premium Record Guide”, a new edition of which recently

appeared; it lists all of those records Docks believes to be of significant worth. While I do not

concur with every entry in the book, I find it in general to be accurate - providing the user

remembers that the prices listed are for records in excellent shape, which is, sadly, not how they

are usually found. It is also a valuable reference work, containing pictures of virtually all record

labels mentioned and listing various issues of titles which can assist in identifying pseudonymous

issues of a given title.

This Cnidc can, however, assist the user in determining the value of a record. For the most part,

records issued from 1936 until 1942, other than country or race items, are of average value. This

is also true of popular vocal records from 1925 to 1935 (not those by noted personalities, but the

regular vocalists of the era). Popular dance band fox trots of 1925-35 are of above average value,

especially on labels other than Victor or Columbia. This is particularly true of 1931-34 dated

records, as those from the mid-depression era are fairly scarce. Records from the pre-electric era arc

of average value for dance items, and below average for non-personality vocals unless the title is of

interest this covers about I910-1925i Non-popular items from this era are of minimal value unless

of other interest; this includes light classical, instrumental solos, vocal versions of hymns or old

standards, and the like. Pre-1910 records (single-faced) are of at least average values, with very

early original pressings of pre-1904 records and independent pre-1910 labels fairly valuable (for

details on identifying original pressings, see the label section). Race, blues, country/folk and records

by significant jazz performers or noted personalities are all of above average value, with some

being extremely valuable.

Records from 1942 onwards are generally of below average or even minimal value, excepting

blues, rhythm and blues and country records, with the former of above average value and the

latter of at least average value. The most valuable items from this era are 78 rpm versions of

Rock and Roll records, especially those from 1958 or later, when only a handful of 78’8 were

pressed for the jukebox market This area is not however, covered to any extent in the Guide. In

general, if the above guidelines indicate that a large portion of your records are in above average

value categories, you would be well advised to check Docks or another price guide, while if most

of your records faU into the average or below average categories, you would probably find very

few applicable entries in price guid^
There are two other ways in which the Guide can assist in determining record value. First if

some significant artist was with a band or group for a period of time, the book can help you

identify those records on which he or she is likely to be present Additionally, you wiU notice that

there are numerous labels for which only one date is entered - these, for the most part, lasted for

a very short time and only issued a handful of records, and are thus of above average value to

collectors of labels or researchers such as myself.

Finally, one word of advice. There is no such thing as a record without value. Many records

appeal only to a smaU minority of collectors with certain specific interests. Some may be interested

in one type of music, others in certain instruments, still others in the music of a certain artist,

even if not favored by the majority of collectors. It is simply a matter of finding the collector

whom the record suits. This, as well, applies to values. 1 have purchased valuable blues records

relatively cheaply from collectors uninterested in blues, and have seen extremely high prices paid

by a collector who wants, for whatever reason, a specific record offered. So take values with a

grain of salt, and remember the best reason for collecting is a love of the music on the records!



HOW TO USB THE INDEX

Although it is not intended to be so^ the less experienced eidlectoar, or stnnecHie familiar with an

(dder edition <d the Caidft, maj find the new arrangement of the index somewhat intimidating.

Unlike prerious editions, labels are listed in stricdy aljdiabetical (xdn, and Kstings include catalog

and matrix number listings as well as text entries. Where several labels of the same name but

different time periods or issuing countries are listed, thej are identified sqMoratelj as to this and

listed in order of issuing country^ and time period issued within each country.

The tjrpe of entry is indicated by the typeface in which the p^ number is printed. The catalog

number listing locatums are shown first, in b<dd type. The locatioais of matrix number listings will

follow; these are printed in itMlic (slanted) type If these are followed by an asterisk (*), it indicates

only an entry in a list of labels. Any mentions <d the labd in the text are then listed, in regular

type; If these are underlined, it indiutes a paragrajdi entry specifically omceming the label, while

other entries sim[dy indicate that the label is mentumed. Crossreferenoes, <n entries providing no

infwmatioii except a reference to the label name, are not referenced in the index. Thus, an entry

reading as f<dlowB

ACME ... 54*. 55, 22,33,10.1^

would indicate that the Acme label is mentioaied on page 54 in a listing whidi does not provide

^ledfic data, but the catalog data a^^iears in a listing on page 55. The matrix sources fw the

Acme label, which for many minor labels are various larger firms, are listed (« page 22 and 3X A
paragrajdi concerning the Acme label appears cm page IQ, and the label is mentioned, but not

detailed at length, on pagp IS For die major U. S. bdwls, which often have a dozen or more text

entries, the index infwmadon is listed separately, but for the minor labels, which may have one

entry of each type (or none) qiaoe pecludes separate Hotings fcnr each type of data. It should be

noted diat dieze are no ^ledfic inda entries for the many British minor labels of the pre-1915

era, but such as are known are listed, along widi the source if known, cm page 146, at the end of

the British label data section.

The user of the Cnide should note one dctaiL Since many matrix series appeared m numerous
labels - in some cases, twenty ot more > the labels using each matrix series, other than fncducts of

the company who recorded that series, are not listed. In most cases, there will be only a single

matrix listed tm the page referred to; if not, the numbers and dates should make it easy to

determine which series is used on the recnd in questum. It must be noted that many labeln drew
from more than ime source, or okht than cox series, and the autiuH’ may not be aware of eadi

and every source of recordings toe every label It might also be noted that many labels removed
the matrix information for whatever reason, and others used false control numbers to «liagiii>»» the

source. Where this was consistently draie the Cnide provides information on these series as weU,
but this is not always the case. Finally, numbers often appear on a record which ate not matrix or

catalog numbers for the item in question, but may be issue numbers on other labels or niimVw^rB

serving an unknown purpose for the manufacturer. Except fw (key (kU, who often designated

takes with Letters, the odlector should be suqndous in particular of numbers wnding in "A” or "B",

as these are often issue numbers.

It is sincerely hoped that the new index feumat will jnove to be efficient once the user "gets the

hang” of it The author welcomes suggestimis as to possiMe improvements. Should you be iTi»iKli» to

locate a record in the index, [dease refer to the instructions f<H- using the Cnide itself or the

various sections <Hi record identificatimi, as it is entirely possiUe tiie record may not be covered in
the listings in the bodi.

X



INDEX (A -CEL)

A B BROADCAST INTEK-
NATIONAL . . 130, 18, 130

ACE 17, 60*,

kOO .. 179, 21 68 m 145
ACTUELLE - see Pathe Actuelle

AEOLIAN
VOCALION . aee VocaUon

AERONA 129
AJAX ... 17, 59*, 43, 44
ALVINA 112*

AMQO 66, ^7. ^
AMERICAN Oman . . 77, 75

AMERICAN
RECORD 00. 77, 25

AMERICAN RECORD OORP.
OF CAUFORNU .... 92

AMERICAN TALKING
MACHINE CO. ... 77. 25

AMMOR 97. 24
ANCELOPHONE . 90*, 81, M
ANSONIA 57, 57, 42

APEX
(catalog) . . 58. 59. 60, 17*

(matrices) . ... 18 21, 24
68 88

(text) 4, 43. 14& 166

APOLLO (1905) 77
APOLLO (1921) 91, 85
APOLLO (Pathe*) .... 7^ 24
ARAGON 112*

ARETINO 77*. 29. 12
ARGO 103

ARIEL
(catalog) 129
(matrices) 119, 128 127, 128

ARISTOCRAT 103
ARROW 87
ARTHUR FIELDS

MELODY RECORD ... 90
ARTO S7, 5Z ^
ATLANTIC 102
AUDOLA 92

AURORA
(catalog) Ill
(matri^ 2840
(text) a UJ2

AUTOGRAPH . . 87£L8435B6

BALDWIN (1920^8) . . 69. 70

BALDWIN (1930^8) . . 97*. 24
BAMBOO GARDENS .. 97,, 24
BANNER (& FJ 77

BANNER (D. FJ

(catalog) 16
(matrices) 1870
(text) 4114& 166

BEXA GRAND 127

BF1.T.

(catalog) 57
(matrices) . ... 57, 68 65
(text) 42. 14R 166

BELLDBC 134
BELTONA .. 179, 21 68 145
BERLINER

(U. SJ . . . 77. L la 22
BERUNER

(Canada) .... 39, 77, 4
BERLINER (U. KJ .

see HIS MASTER’S VOICE
BILTMOR Ill
BINGOLA 66, 57 51
BLACK PATTI ... 64. 42
BLACK

SWAN ... 87, 87, flL 84

BLU DISC 87, ai
BLUE BHID

(NYRD ... 68, 7a 5a 53
BLUE NOTE 97, 24

BLUEHUKD
(catalog) 3a 40
(matrices) 40
(text) ... 1^ 54 9a 148

BLUEBIRD
(Canada) 39, 40, 40

BOY SCOUT n, 22, 9
BROADCAST

(UJQ 179, 130
BROADCAST

TWELVE 179, 130
BROADCAST

POUR.TUNE ... 130, 130
BROADCAST

IMPERIAL . . 130, 18 130

BROADWAY
(catalog) 6a 69
(matrices) 1870
(text) . . 14 sa 5a 14a 166

BRUNSWICK (U. SJ

(catalog) 19, 60*

(matrices) .... 18 28 97
(text) a 4 a IL 14
4a 44 9a 109. 142. 166

BRUNSWICK (U. KJ
(catalog) 34 131
(matrinra) . . 18 28 38 141

(text) a6

BUCKEYE . .

BUDDY
BULLDOG . .

BULLET (CanJ

BUSY BEE . .

... 77*

64 55 42
... 131

61*

. . 77. 75

c

CAMEO (U. SJ

(catalog) . 22

(matrices) . 18 22
(text) . . a a 14 17, 8a

142, 166

CAMEO (CanJ 112

CAMEOKID . 2a .22 2
CANADIAN MUSIC LOVERS’

LIBRARY 69, 18 61

CAPITAL . . 172

CAPITOL
(catalog) . . 102

(matrices) . 102
(text) .. a 8a 24 101, 109

CAPITOL
(U. KJ . 173

CARDINAL
(catalog) . 87
(matrices) 68 87
(text) . . . 49, 84 85

CARNIVAL . 69, 70

CELEBRITY . 131



INDEX (CBN -DOM)

CENTRAL 77

CHALLENGE
(catalog) 73
(matrices) .... 18, 2i, 65
(text) 11, 56

CHABIPION
(catalog) 64
(matrices) 65
(text) . . . JA 4a lia 166

CHAPPELLE AND
STINNETTE ... 87, 86

CHAUTAUQUA .... 69, 70
CHECKER 103
CHESS 103, 3, 101

CINCH 124, 125
ONBOORD \ZX 144
CmZEN 132
CLARION (SlFJ 78

CLARION
(1920) 87, 57, 8L 149

CLARION (193a32, CoL)

(catalog) 27
(matrices) 29, 30
(text) la 149

CLAXTONOLA
(catalog) 68
(matri^ 7(9

(text) 49. 52, 53

CLEAR TONE (1905) 77

CLEARTONE
(catalog) 57, 87

imatrii^ .... 57, 67, 87
(text) 42Lai

ajoo 77

CLIMAX t5, 29
(also see Cninmhia (U. ^

CLOVER ... 63, d? 5;*, 42

COLISEUM
(catalog) 127*. 130
(matri^ .. 21, 65, 127,

129 139 145
(also see Scala for histwy)

COLUMBIA (U. SJ

(catalog) 25. 26, 27
(matrices) . . 19 29 39

31 115 116 117, 118
(text) . . . 1. 2, 3, 4, 6 11,

la 48, Sa 54, 75. 83,

86 109, 147, 15a 166

COLUMBIA (CanJ

(catalogi 28
(matrices) . ... 29 above

(text) 4, 3a 131

COLUMBIA (U. KJ
(catalog) . 115, 116
(matrices) . . . . ..29 39 31

115 116

(text) 6

NOTE - Gcdamlna had laanches

wwld-wide. Only the above cat-

alog data is listed but check

matrices against above listings.

COMMODORE . . . . - 97, 94
COMMUNITY

CHAUTAUQUAS .. 64,*, 65
CONCERT (1905) . 77*

CONCERT (1920) . .... 87
CONCERT (Can. VicJ . . . 39*

CONNORIZED . . . 64. d5( 49
CONQUEROR - 73, 56 ISQ
CONSOLIDATED . . 77*

OX^SOUDATED
RECORD CO. - see Emecam
CONSTANTINOPLE .... 92
COOGAN . 172, 22
CORAL . . 103, 33
CORT 77*

CRENSHAW 86
CRITONA. 172
CROWN (1920) . . 57, 57, 42

CROWN (1930rs)

(catalog) .... 88
(matrinm) .... 88
(text) 5a 3^ 83, 95

CROWN (Canada)

(catalog) . . 17, 60*

(matrices . ... .. 19 61 88
(text) 44

CROWN (U. KJ . . . 132, 132

CURRVS
(catalog) ......... 132

(matrices) .... 19 65?, 67,

134 139 141

CURRYS
CYCLE SHOP ... see aboTe

(also see Portland and Westport)

D

D & R 11, 29
DAMON (Canada) 61*

DANDY 63, d.? 42
DAVEGA 89, 19 24
DAVIS AND
SCHWBGLER 97, 94

DE LUXE
(Victor IT) 35, 15

DbLUXE (KING) 105

DeLUXE-MAPLE LEAF . . 109

DEGCA (U. SJ

(catalog) 32, 33
(matrices) .. 20*, 34 65* 120

NOTEf Starred listings are fw
80000 series only)

(text) .... 2, 4, 8, 14, 43,

54, 95, 101, 147, 151

DECCA (Canada)

(catalog) 33, 60
(matrices) .... dQ as above

(text) 14, 43, 148, 151

DECCA (U. KJ
(catalog) 120
(matrices) . ... 19 33 120
(text) 5, 114

DELTA (N. OJ 97, 94
DIAMOND

(U. S. early) 11, 27
DIAMOND

(U. & 1920r8) .. 1^, 29 11
DIAMOND (U. KJ . . 132. 141
DBOOVERY-
MAPLE LEAF 110*

diva 27, .2S? 13
DOMESTIC 88. 55
DOMINION (CanJ . . Ill, 109

DOMINION (U. KJ
(catalog) 133
(matri^ . ... 22 67, 133



INDEX (DOM -BAR)

DOMINO 01. S.I

(catalog) 17

(matrices) 18
(text) IL 1S2, 166

DOMINO (Canada)

(catalog) .... 17*, 59, 60
(matrices) .. 18 24> 60, 88?
(text) 44 152. 166

DUOPHONE . . . 133, 28 133
DUPLEX 77
DURIUM (U. SJ -

See HitOf-Tfae Week

DURIUM (U. Kj
(catalog) 133
(nutrices) 89, 133
(text) 5,6

E

EAGLE 77
E(3JPSE 133

EDISON
(catalog) 62
(matrices) 62
(text) . . L 2, 4, 48, 152

EDISON BKI.T.

ELECTRON .... 134, iJ:?

EDISON BELL
RADIO 134, iJt;

EDISON RELL
WINNER
(catalog) 134
(matrices) .. 18 68 65, 135

EDISON RELL (all) 5

ELECTRADISC ... 38, 4a 15
ELEcmuc;

The . . 63, 42. 167

ELITE 99, 99, 102 %^
EMRASSY 69, 7a

EMERALD 91, 85

EMERSON
(catalog) 57*, 63
(matric^ 18*, 63
(text) . . IL 4& 50, 82, 84

114 152, 166

EMPIRE (U. SJ . . 23, 24, IQ
EMPIRE (U. KJ 135

EVERYBODYS
(catalog/matrices) . . . 63, 63
(text) 47. 84

EXO 135, 135

F

FAMILY LIBRARY OF
RE(X)RDED MUSIC ... 112

FAMOUS (U. SJ .. 68, 7a 53
FAMOUS
ARTISTS . . 58*, ia 61?, 44

FAMOUS SINGERS 88
FAULTLESS CONCERT . . 77
FAVORITE 127

G

GAMAGE
(catalog) 136
(matrices) .. 21, 65 129, 145

GAVOTTE . . 60, 111, 61 44
GEM 87, a7 82
GENERAL 97, 95

GENNETT (U. SJ

(catalog) 64
(matrices) 65
(text) .. 2, 43, 44 4a 52,

8L 82, 84 86,

95, 114 15a 166

GENNETT (Camria) -

See STARR-GENNETT

GLOBE
(catalog) 57, 66
(matrices) . ... 57, 68 67
(text) 42. SL 133

GOLDEN 88, Oa 82
GOLDEN DAWN .... 92, ,27

G(X)DSON .. 136, 63 ,67, 136
GOSPEL TRUMPET . . 64*, 65

GRAFTON
(catalog) 136
(matrices) .. 21, 68 64, 65

129, 141 145
GRAMMOVOX 136
GRAMOPHONE SHOP

VARIETIES . . 97, 172, 95

GRAMOPHONE (& Typewriter),

GRAMOPHONE CONCERT (UK)

Sec HB MASTER’S VOICE

H

HARMOGRAPH
(catalog) 89
(matrices) . . . 18,22,24 70

(text) 82, 154

HARMONY
(lire.1916) . . 77*, 78*, 29, 12

HARMONY (192532)

(catalog) 27

(matrices) 29 30

(text) la 54 154
166, 167

HARMONY (1949) 103

HARMONY (U. KJ 136

FEDERAL (1920^8)

(catalog) 72*, 88
(matrices) . . . 18?, 63?, 88
(text) 46, 81 85, 152

FEDERAL (King) 105
FEDERAL-MAPLE

LEAF . . . . ]

FETHERFLEX 135*

FILMOPHONE .... 135, 135
FISKANA 36, 40

4IN.1 135, 135

GRAND (Canada) 61*

GREY GULL
(catalog) 66
(matrices) . . 18 68 67, 70

(text) .. 11, 46, 5a 82, 85,

15a 154 166

GUARDSMAN (also Inricta)

(catalog) 136
(matrices) . ... 21 65 127?,

128?, 129, 145

GYPSY
SIMON SMITH . ... 64*, 65



INDEX (HAR - MAJ)

HARMONY
RECORD 65

HARPERpOOLUMRIA . . . 173*

HARVARD ... 25. 7r, 77*.

HECTROLA 5^ ISi 62

HELVETIA 92*
HFRSrHKT.

COLD SEAL ... 64. 42
HERW1N . .99, 65, 70,11911
HI-TONE (Canada) .... 112*

HIS MASTER’S VOICE
(Canada) - see VICTOR

ms MASTER’S VOICE (U. KJ
(catalog) 121. 122
(matrices) . . 124, 125, 126
(tend 5

HIT IM, 104,%. 96

HIT OF
THE WEEK ... 89. ^ 82

HITS 91. 85

HOCHSCHILD. KOHN
AND COMPANY ... 91, 70

HOLLYWOOD .... 173, 173
82. 85

HOLLYWOOD
HOT SHOTS 97. 25

HOMESTEAD ... 17, 89, 10,

80, 11, 83

HOMOCHORD
(prc.1915) 128.

HOMOCHORD (1921-35)

(catalog) 137
(matrices) . .21, 24, 65, 125,

128?, m 141 145

(Following relates to two above)

HOMOPHON(D 128,

HOT RECORD
SOdETY ... 9^, 10 2H %

HUDSON (U. SJ 69. 70
HUDSON (U. KJ . . 137, 137
HY-TONE 51,57,^
HYDROLA ^ 10 61

65 71

I

mEAL SACRED
RECORD 89. 65*, 70

IMPERIAL
(190491 ... 77, 3. 75. 154

IMPERIAL
(postwu) 104, 154

IMPERIAL (CanJ 39*

IMPERIAL
(U. KJ . . 138, 10 130 154

IMPERIAL ffilOADCAST -

see BROADCAST IMPERIAL
IMPERIAL

JUNIOR 138,

INCO 99, PJ? 25, 96
INTERNATIONAL - 77, 77, 25
INVKTA 136, 128*

IRAGEN 91, 65

J

JEWEL
(catalog) 16, 67*

(matrices) 10 67
(text) IL 5L 154

JOHN RYAN . . 99, PP 95, 26
JUMBO UR, 127, 120

JUNIOR
^ ^

OPERETTA 22, .2?

K
K K K - see OUR SONG
KALAMAZOO . . 77, 29*, 75
KALUOPE 128
KEENOlPHONE . ... 19, 76

KEITH
PROWSE ... 138, 65 21

KEY 138, 10 120
KIDDIE KONCERT
KARTON 172, 22

KILDARE 138, 20 21
65?, 145

KING 105, 109
KINC-MAPLE LEAF . . . 109

KUNCSOR 128

L

LA BELLE .... 89, 90*. .2P

83. 154
LA PATRIE 109, iPP
LAKESTOE . . 77*, 29 12. 95

LEEDS 77, 75

LENOX 11, 18

LEONORA ^ 10 61?

LEVAPHONE .... 138, .24

24 65
LEWIS 139, 142, 144

LIBERTY MUSIC
SHOP 91, 10 29 33,

94, 2i 154
UDO 138,

LINOOLN 22, 22 94,

% 156
UTTLE MARVEL .... 138
LITTLE TOTS’ 17*

LITTLE
WONDER . . 30, n 155

LONDON (U. SJ ... 104, 229
LONDON (Canada) . . Ill, 120
LONDON (U. KJ 173
LONDON-LIBERTY .... 112

LUCKY STRIKE
(catalog) 17*, 59
(matri^ .... 10 24 61
(text) 44

LUDGATE .... 138, 24 dS
130 145

LYRATONE 69, 70
LYRIC (a FJ 77
LYRIC

(D. FJ 89, Pp 83, 155

M
M G M 105, 101
(also see MetraC<ddwyn-Majer)

MACGREGOR . . . 97*, % 94
MACKSOUD 92
MACLEVIN 90
MADBON . . . 66,67, 5a 155
MAJESTIC (8”a916) 90
MAJESTIC (1920^8) . . 90, 83
MAJESTIC

(194(^8) . . 104, 104 95, 96
MAJESTIC (U. KJ . . . . 139

XIV



INDEX (MAN-OXF)

MANDEL 90, a3
MANHATTAN 11*, 29
MAPLE LEAF .... 111. Iffl

MARATHON
(U. SJ 6Z, 63i^

MARATHON (U. lU . . . 139
MAROONl (CanJ . . . 61*. 61

MARCONI VELVET
TONE 18, 29 11,16

MASTER .... .. 98, 93 9^
MASTER-TONE . ... 90, 70

MASTERPIECE . . . . 104*, 95

MAY FAIR . . . ... 139, 13
135 141

MEDALUON . . ... ^, 63
41 155

MELBA ..... . . . 139. 141
MELOlDEE . . . 172
MELODISC . . . . .90, 63 41
MELODOGRAPH 172
MELODY .... 90
MELOTO . . . . . 139, 21 65

129 145
MELOTONE (U. SJ

(catalog) ... 16, 20
(matrices) . . 13 20
(text) - . a IL 155

MINERVA . . 172, 18, 61 44

MTTCHELL
(catalog) .... 66, 69, 90*

(matrices) . ... 63, 67, 70

(text) 50i 83. 155

MONARCH . . 25, 4a 162

MONOGRAM . . . Ill, 4 109

MONTGOMERY
WARD ... 9^ 33 40 99,

9a 156

MOXIE 90, 86
MOZART 78, 76

MUSE 22, 2
MUSIC BOX 69, 7(9

MUSIC EDUCATION
SERIES 92

MUSICAL HEALTH
BUILDER 92

MUSICANA Ill, 182
MUSICRAFT ... 98*, 106, 26
MUSSELL AND

WESTPHAL 92

N

MElXyrONE (Canada)

(catalog) . . 17*, 20*, 60, 172
(matri^ ~ 13 20, 61, 65*, 88
(text) a 43, 4i 155

MELVA 90, 83
MERCURY .... 106, 106, 4,

lOL 109
MERITT 90, 83
METEOR 90, 83

N. U 92
NADSCO ... 66, 63 67, Si
NASSAU 11, 29
NATIONS FORUM ... ^ 12
NATIONAL (1924) . . 69, 70

NATIONAL MUSK LOVERS
(catalog) 17
(matrices) ... 13 2Z 63 70

(text) .. a IL 47, 84. 166

METROGOLDWYN.
MAYER 21, 29 n

(also see M G M)

METROPOLE . . 139, 139 141
METRaTONE (CanJ ... 61*

MICRO 112

MICROPHONE
(catalog) 59
(matrices) 13 24, 61,

(text) 44

MIMOSA 139

NATIONAL RAIHO
ADVERTISING . . 20, .2a fi

NATIONAL RECORD
CO. (Canada) Ill

NATIONAL RECORD
EXCHANGE .. 68, 7a 52. 53

NEW COMPORT . ... 67,

NEW FLEXO 88

NEW PHONIC 17. ia
(also see N. M L) 22 11

NEW YORK 90. 84
NEW YORK ACAIOMY
OF MUSIC 92

NEW YORK GRAND OPERA
COMPANY 77

NICOLE 139*

NIGHTINGALE 77
NORD6KOG .. 90. 57, 42, 84

o

OCTOCROS 139, 141

OMON (U. SJ . . 71, 5a 71

54, 5^ 156

ODEON (U. KJ . . 128, 127,

123 5, 54

OGREN and UHE 92

OKEH
(catalog) 2L 71

(matrices) . ... 13 30, 31,

71, 119 128?

(text) ... a 13, 43, 49; 54.

55, 82, 15a 167

OLIVER 139*

OLYMPIC (U. SJ

(catalog) 90, 91
(matrix data unknown)

(text) .. 81 83, 84, 85, 152

OLYMPIC (U. KJ 139
100 X - see OUR SONG
ONTARIO 109*

OPERAPHONE
(8" U. SJ 172, 84

OPERAPHONE
(KT U. SJ 23, 24, 89?

OPERAPHONE
(Canada) ... ^ 13 61 65

ORIENTAL 92, 20?

ORIOLE (U. SJ

(catalog) 16

(matrices) .... 13 22?, 63
67, 70*

(text) .. 2, IL 50; 152. 166

ORIOLE (U. KJ . . . 139, 21

ORMSBY 77

OUR SONG . ... 92*, 65, 86

OXFORD
(catal^ 12, 11,18
(matrices) 29
(text) . . 12, 56i 75, 76 152

XV



INDEX (P.REO)

P

PAN 91. 89

PANACHORD
(catalog 140
(matrioes) .. 18 ^ 38 1^

PANHELLENION 92

PARAMOUNT
(catalog) 68, 69
(matrinrs) 18 70

(text) .. 8. 11, 13. ^ 51
81, 82, 95v 151 167

PARLQPHONE (U. SJ

(catalog) ... 71
(mall umj . . 38 71

(text) .. 54 55, 132

PARLOPHONE (U. KJ
catalog) ... 119
(mati^xs) . . .. 38 31 119
(text) .... . . . 5, 54 157

PAR-aKET . . 91, 84
PAT WHEELAN 92, <0

PATENAUDE,
A. V. 61.

PATHE* (U. SJ

(catalog) 23
(matrioesL ... 18 22, 28 61

(textl 2,4,8,9,

m 22,158

PATHE*
(Can. IQSOTs) lir

PATHS
(U. KJ . . . 140, .24 141

PATHE’ ACTUELLE (U. SJ

(catalog) 23
(matrices) ... 18 22 24, 61
(text) la 158 167

PATHET ACTUELLE (U. KJ
(catalog 140
(matrices) .... 22?, 24, 141

PEACOCK
(catalog 141
(matTM^J .... 18 38 148

142 144

PEERLESS 172

PELICAN 141, 127, 128
PENNINGTON 70

PERFECT (U. SJ

(catalof^ 16, 23
(matrinaa) ... 18 22 24, 61

(text) IL 17. 151 167

PRONOUNCIPHONE ... 172
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE RECORD INDUSTRY

.\hhough it is fairly common knowledge, at least among record collectors, that recorded sf>und

first appeared before an amazed public in 1877, when Thomas Edison first displaye<l his new

invention, the phonograph, it is interesting to note that the recording industry did not appear until

some years later. Edison was heavily involved with the electric Ught, which had proven to l>e a

commercial success, and as a result took little interest in promoting the phonograph. Although he

had suggested the possibility of making pre-recorded material available, it would not have been a

practital possibility with the original "tin-foil” machine, with its poor reproduction and lack of

durabdity of recordings.

In 1884, the Bell interests, who had been doing additional work on the invention, introduced an

impn»ved version nsing a wax-coated cylinder. Bell and Edison eventually agreed to combine forces

and promote the new, more practical phonograph; however, it was still envisioned as an office

machine, similar in function to its descendant, the Dictaphone, and no thought was given to

providing pre-recorded cylinders. This was to change in a few years, though. The new phonograph,

with a coin-in-slot attachment (an early jukebox, as it were) became a popular novelty item in

ariuides and other amustment places. The owners of these machines discovered that their patrons

much preferred to Listen to the efforts of competent performers, as opposed to their own amateur

attempts, and began requesting that dealers provide them with pre-recorded material to entertain

th«ir customers. The first recordings of this type known to us appeared in mid-1889, and the first

recordings were made available to the public in the next year. Thus the record indu-stry started.

\t the same time, a recent immigrant, Emile Berliner, was using a monetary windfall obtained

by improvements to telephone transmitters to finance research into a new concept - the idea of

recording sound on a disc, making a mold from the original recording, and stamping out multiple

copies of the original The idea of a disc reeording had been considered earlier - even by Edison,

in fa<t - but was abandoned, because of the distortion inherent in the method , among other

rea,son.s. It must be noted, however, that Berliner’s machine was incapable of recording, unlike the

phonograph, and thus useful only for entertainment After a futile search in the United States for a

manufacturer, Berliner returned to Europe, where a toy manfactirrer aggreed to produce a small

version of his new invention as a novelty. A number of "plates”, or records, were recorded to go

along with the machine in late 1889 or early 1890, becoming the first recjtrdings in the

(morc-or-less) 78 rpm format

Berliner returned to the U5. by 1892, and began perfecting and promoting improved versions of

his "Gramophone”. Limited quantities of records were manufactured during this period as weU. X
full-scale operation selling machines and records was in place by the end of 189.^ and a s})riiig

driven machine made available shortly thereafter; the constant speed of this proved much m<»re sat-

isfactory than earlier hand-wound models. The situation in the industry soon became chaotic^, how-

ever, with Berliner’s sales manager, Frank Seaman, leaving Berliner after a dispute regarding pay-

ment to found his own Zonophone firm. The various firms and individuaLs involved laumheci

numerous lawsuits against one another, and some chicanery was involved tis well Finally, bv 19(12.

the legal battles were settled by cross-licensing agreements which allowed the Victor Talking

Machine G>mpany, the successor to Berliner formed by Eldridge Johnson, and Gdumbia t<) pres.-,

disc records, while Columbia, Edison and a few smaller companies maunfactured cylinder records.

X handful of firms took advantage of the legal chaos in the industry to j*ress dis<’ record>

without benefit of patent protection during the first decade of the 19(Kys; they were all foned

from the field by 19(^ however, leaving only Victor, Columbia and the labels they pressed under

other names in the lateral-cut disc field Some companies pressed vertical-cut discs at this time, with

no great success; they were joined by Edison’s entry in the disc field in 1913 - a quarter-inch

thick, microgroove, vertically cut record which was only playable on Edison machines. These sold

well at first, but proved too unwieldly and their accompanying machines too expensive after a few

car.-, had pKissed, with later issues being extremely rare.
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By 1915i, the phonograph industry was oajoying a boom. Numerous compames were marketing

machines, many manufactured by established companies or assembled from various part sources.

Many companies otherwise in the music business - piano manufacturers, music comanies, and the

like - began selling phonographs under their own familiar names. Shortly thereafter, the more

successful operators in the phonograph business began selling records as well Since the patents on

the standard lateral-cut records were still tied up, these firms started offering lines of verticalcut

records, providing attachments or adjustments to allow their machines to play both types of records.

Finall y, in early 1919, the independent companies threw caution to the winds and decided to press

lateral records. Victor took them into court, of course, only to discover that their essential patents

had eitpired and they could not legally prevent competition. The vertical-cut record became history,

with only Pathe’ and Exlison continuing to issue them for a few more years, and numerous firms

entered the record industry.

The industry entered its best years after World War L The economy was going well, and every

family wanted a talking machine and the latest dance records to play on it Record compames

appeared right and left, and a dozen or so versions of each popular tune were available. The good

times were short-lived, however, partly because of adjustments in the economy and shortly

thereafter because of a new and unexpected competitor - radio. By 1923, radio was aU the rage,

and record sales dropped. They dropped even further throughout the 1920’s, as radio sets became

less expensive, and a new set invented by ranadian R S. ’Ted" Rogers operated from house

current eliminating the need for batteries. Most of the independent labels left the field in the

1920’s, although new firms continued to appear and disappear. Even G>lumbia experienced financial

difficulty in 1923, eventually being refinanced by its British subsidiary. By 1929, most of the

remaining independents, except Cennett and Paramount had merged into the American Record

G>rporation which would all but dominate the industry during the 1930's.

The depression was almost a death blow to the record industry. Already suffering from the

heavy impact of radio competition, record firms were hit hard by plummeting sales as remaining

family income went for necessities rather than luxuries such as records. Paramount disappeared

without a trace, absorbed by the struggling Gennett firm, which finally was acquired by the new

Decca Rex»rd G>mpany in 1934 Bruns'wick sold their record operations to Warner Brothers, who

left the record business after a year and some months at the end of 1931, selling out to the

American Record Corporation at a bargain price. Britain’s two largest companies merged to form

Electric and Musical Industries, Limited; this necessitated the selling of U& Columbia operations

since EMI was also tied to RCA Victor. Columbia was acquired by tl^ Crigsby-Crunow Corporation,

a manufacturer of luxury radios, who were soon in financial trouble aim. ARC finally acquired

Columbia Records for the amaving price of $70,5001 RCA Victor considered leaving the record busi-

ness to concentrate on radio, but instead launched a line of low-priced labels, one of which.

Bluebird, was continued and sold weU.

In 1934 Jack Kapp, then working for Brunswick records, noted that while the more expensive

lines of records were not selling well, the bargain-priced labels were selling reasonably welL What

was required, he decided, was a line of inexpensive records featuring current star performers and

current tunes. He obtained financing from the British firm of Decca records, and launched a

namesake label in the fall of 1934 having "raided” Brunswick and other labels for a cast of stars

including Bing Crosby, the Mills Brothers, Cuy Lombardo and other name singers and bands.

Although there were some initial difficulties, by the end of 1935 the new label was a success.

Other companies competed by beefing up the rosters of their bargain labels by moving major

artists to their rosters or reissuing material by noted performers (particularly those signed by Decca).

VocaUon, heretofore aU but ignored by ARC became one of the company’s most important labels,

particularly in the race and country fields. This naturally aided record sales.
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By 1937, the record busiiiess appeared headed toward health agaiiL Record sales increased as

Decca’s 3Scent record and its competitors brought prices within reach, RCA’s new attachment made

every radio a record player at a low price, the "swing" fad made records popular with the young

cjrowd, who wanted favorites on demand (only possible with records), jukeboxes became a fe-ature in

almost every tavern, restaurant and teen hangout (each used about 20 records a month, and there

were many thousands), and. finally, the industry discovered radio could be used to promote records,

not done since the early 1920’8. The first "disc jockey" shows (excepting local operations, usually

illicit) appeared around 1935. In the beginning, they employed a format simulating a live show, but

later made no pretense about featuring recordings, inviting requests and promoting favorites. Record

companies noted that records featured on these shows sold well, and soon began working with radio

stations, providing promotional copies of records and press materiaL The recorded music format was

advantageous to radio stations, especially smaUer stations with limited budgets, and soon was

everywhere on the airwaves., as it remains today.

By 1940, the business was once again experiencing record sales (no pun intcndcdl) It was so

successful, in fact, that for the first time in years independent companies began to enter the field

At first, they concentrated on music not readily available from the established firms, but shortly

began recording popular materiaL World War II intervened, however, as Japanese advances in Asia

cut off supplies of shellac, the necessary material for record manufacture. By 1942, it was necessary

to bring in an old record to buy a new one, and scrap drives were held to collect old records (one

wonders how many collectors’ items were recycled ! ) The situation deteriorated fiudher in June,

1942, when the head of the Musicians’ Union, James C Petrillo, noting the degree to which records

were replacing live music on radio, caUed the union out on strike against the record companies. At

first, since there was no raw material to make records, the companies refused to capitulate; by the

end of 1943, however, the new companies, with no backlog of materiaL were required to accept

union terms to stay in business and recording activity resumed- The major labels held out almost

another year, signing and starting recording dates in November, 1944
Although this book ends its coverage, nominally, in 1942, it might be advisable to continue the

history of the "78". After the end of World War D, the development of vinyl plastic material

made record manufacture easier. Many firms set up custom pressing plants, where anyone who
wanted (and many did) could have records pressed. There were literally hundreds, perhaps

thousands of record labels proliferating after 1945, many of which issued one or two records. In

1948, Columbia announced a new record format, the Long-Playing or LP record, employing a

narrower groove and a playing speed of 33-1/3 rpm. It was not the first of its type (Victor

produced an unsuccsessful 33-1/3 rpm record in the early 1930’s) but Columbia also offered an

inexpensive adapter for existing record players. RCA countered with the 45 rpm single, which was

designed so as to require a special player, but RCA also offered a cheap 45 adapter. Both formats

were more convenient than the heavy, fragile 3-minute 78 rpm record, and by 1952 most

companies offered all three formats.

In the mid-195()’s, rock’n’roll burst onto the music scene. The major companies all but ignored

this development at firsL although Decca did sign Bill Haley as a country act The numerous

independent companies were more flexible, though, and more willing to take chances. The more

fortunate small labels, such as Sun, Chess, ImperiaL Dot and others foimd themselves with major

stars on their rosters. The major labels did acquire some important figures - most notably RCA’s

deal with Sun Records to hire Elvis Presley - but many more stayed with the original label In

fact major labels often signed them later to discover they no longer had any appeal No longer

would the record industry consist of a handful of large firms. One related development, however,

was the end of the 78 rpm record. To the teenage music fan, the "78" was bulky, ugly and "old"

compared to the modem "45". As weU, the smaUer companies could not afford to piess both

formats, and most, except a few race-oriented labels with lower-income customers who owned old

players, dropped 78 rpm records. By the end of 1960, the "78" was obsolete . . . except to those of

us who collect them!
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THE REGORDUNC INDUSTRY IN CAJNADA

Most of the, history of the recording industry in Gmada consists of the history of two firms, the

Berliner Cram-CXPhone Comptany, later the Victor Talking Machine Company of Cnnada, and the

Compo Company, and this material is contained in more detail in the history of the Compo firm

later in this section. The industry originated when Emile Berliner, having sold his U. S. operation,

moved to Canada in 1899 to set up a firm there. Columbia then set up a Canadian subsidiary in

1903, and started pressing operations shortly thereafter. Edison, on the other hand, never set up a

factory, choosing to have their products distributed by a Canadian firm.

For the first decade, the Berliner firm and their Columbia competition were the record industry

in Canada. However, as the record business grew, several firms .started distributing British and U. S.

records, in some cases having them pressed under their own labeL The expansion was limited by

the fact that Canada entered the war in 1914, but when the war ended in 1918 the expansion

continued. The Berliner firm did not press records for other companies, but its chief executive,

Herbert Berliner, saw that this would be a lucrative operation, and set up Compo as a custom

pressing firm in 1919. In the meantime, two other noted firms had entered the industry; Pathe,

whose presence would prove to be short-lived, and Brunswick, selling a line of vertical-cut records

not sold in the U. S., and later their usual Brunswick line. Pathe recorded briefly in Canada, but

Brunswick cut only a few special items.

In 1921, the U. S. Victor firm realised that Herbert Berliner was running his namesake firm a.s

an independent operation and heading their major competing firm as well, and pressured Emile

Berliner and the company’s directors to change the situation. Finally, in 1921, Herbert was fired

from the Berliner Company, shortly thereafter expanding his Compo Company to include recording

activities and its own record labels. In 1924, the U. S. Victor firm aapiired Ae Berliner operations,

running them as a subsidiary company from that point By this time, only Brunswick and
Columbia were maintaining actual subsidiary operations in Canada, and both of these disappeared

as their U. S. parents were acquired by the American Record Corporation, who already had

arrangements with the Compo firm for release of labels and product By 1934, Victor and Compo
once again comprised the Canadian record industry, and this would remain so until the revived

Gilumbia label whose parent American Record Corporation had been purchased by CBS, made
arrangements with a radio firm, Sparton of Canada, to press Columbia records in 1940.

The recOTd industry once again entered boom times in the early 1940’s, only to see them shut

down by wartime shortages and the musicians’ strike of 1942-44 While Canadian musicians were

not on strike, the legal status of their recording for the U. S. owned Victor firm was doubtful
although Compo did issue a handful of sides by Canadians on the revived Apex label However,
when the war ended the industry expanded, and the flood of U. S. independent firms were glad to

lease sides to Canadian companies. Many new labels were laimched from 1946 onward, and while
some recorded in Canada, most drew from U. S. sources. Several Canadian independent labels, in

fact, were eventually taken over by the once-minor labels whose product they pressed in Canad.i^

such as Regal by Gpitol and Monogram by Mercury. While depending on independents for

material meant the Labeb featured unknowns at first, when the rock and roll boom occurred most
of the hit records m North America appeared on independent labels who had deals with .small

Canadian finus allowing their success as well In 1954, Columbia set up a subsidiary in Cana<la
and Sparton started their own label with some success. The Compo Company was purchased by
Decca records, whose product it pressed, so that the major U5. companies and the CanadinTi

independent firms divided the industry, similarly to the U. S. The 78 rpm record was continued
into 1959 in Canada, but disappeared by 1960, ending an era started by the disc record’s inventor.
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THE RECORDING INDUSTRY IN BRITAIN

The recording industry got off to an early, if not very successful, start in Britain, In 1889, Emile

Berliner, unable to generate any intere,st in his new invention, the disc record, in the 1). S. (it was

still generally felt that any system that allowed only playback, not recording, was of minimal use)

returned to Europe looking for interest While he was not overwhelmed with offers, he did find a

German toy manufacturer who thought his disc "gramophone” would sell well as a novelty, and

produced machines and Sinch discs for the toy trade; these were extensively marketed in Britain as

weU. These caught on to some extent but the interest did not last, so Berliner returned to the IJ. S.

to set up what would eventually become the Victor firm. He did enjoy gradual sucxxss there -

enough that he set up a British subsidiary, the Gramophone company, in 1897, which started

recording operations in 1898. In this year, the Edison Bell Gnnpany was set up to import and sell

Ktbson machines in Britain, and in 1899 Edison establishexi recording facilities in London, although

ihew were closexl in 1909. The final major firm appeared in 1900, when Gdumbia consolidate/! its

European operatioms in London as welL In 1903, the Gramophone Company (at that point having

"Typewriter" appended to its name after an attempt at marketing them) purchased the fcdtering

Zon-O-Phone operations, selling the U. S. portion of the firm to Victor and continuing the label.

Ihe ready availibility of the German industry, where most British records were pressed from

1889 to 1914 (and perhaps differences either in patents or marketing strategies) meant that Britain

w'as flooded with records on various labels during the 19041914 period, some were marketed by

the German firms under their own «*r various names while others were presse/l for Brirish firms.

The most notable was Odeon, which eventually became part of Carl Lindstrom’s world-wide record

empire in 1911 - this included Odeon, Parlophone, Jumbo and the U. S. Okeh firm - but many
lesser firms competexl as welL This came to a sudden halt in 191S after the start of World War L

Some of the affected firms disassociated themselves from their German ownership, such as Jumbo

and Homochord (and Okeh in the IJ. S. in 1918) but most of them disappeared. They were

replatcd by a smaller number of British-owned labels. Columbia had faltered somewhat, being

merged with Louis Sterling’s Rena label and sold under that name, but Sterling arrange/l financing

from the Li. S. Columbia firm in 1917 and reorganized the company.

hen the war ended in 1918, the record business began to expand, as it did elsewhere, in 1920,

Victor acquired control of the Gramophone Company. Carl Lindstrom, with his country nc» lunger

at war, reorganized his holdings and the Parlophone and Odeon names reappeared. W ith the record

business booming in North America, several of the larger independents entered the British market

cither by setting up subsidiary operations, as did Vocalion; by leasing their name and material to a

British company, as did Brunswick; or by making arrangements to lease or exchange materiaL as

did many companies. The former two methods proved unsucxiessful - Vocalion wa.s qui<kJ\

disas-sociated from its U. S. parent, while the Brunswick name was used by' a number of firm.'

before finally being acquired by Decca. In 1923, a British syndicate purchased the British Columbia

sulisidiary from its troubled U. S. parent, and in a reversal of earlier events, the British oyieration

refinanced and gained control of the American company, primarily in order to acquire British

rights to the newly developed technology of electrical recording. The British Columbia firm also

acquired Cnrl Lindstrom’s world-wide operations in 1923, and with it the Odeon and Parlophone

names. Columbia completed its acquisitions in 1928 by purchasing the French firm, Pathe, by then

no lf»nger associated with the U. S. operations under that name. Many independent firms entere/i

the, record industry during the late 1920’s, both recording their own material and leasing L. S.

sides from various smaUer firms there
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in 1929, the third major name in the Britinh recording industry appeared- Edward Ijewis actpiired

the Decca G>mpany, a successful producer of portable phonographs, lie launched a line of records

under that name, hiring some of the most important artists from other comjtanies. This proved

sutM-essful, and the label quickly became established - to the point where they could provide the

funds for Jack Kapp to launch the namesake label in the U. S. in 1934 (there was no dire*r

connection between the two labels, although they were closely associated). The success of Decca and

the oncoming depression affected the rest of the record industry. Although not as badly hit as its

North American counterpart, since radio programming did not provide as much competition and the

economy was not quite so hard-hit, there was a substantial drop in sales. In 1931, the Gramophone

Gtmpany and G>lumbia were merged to form the giant Electric and Musical Industries (IsMIl.

Interestingly enough, this created an anti-trust violation in the IJ. S., since it left Victor in majorit)

ownership of its primary rival, Columbia, and the IJ5. Columbia firm was sold off. Also in 1931,

the Durium Company, the U. S. firm responsible for Hit-Of-The-Week records, launched a line of

plastic-coated paper records in Britain, with no more success than its U. S. counterpart

As the decade continued, the economic conditions continued to affect the industry. Some of the

smaller labeb simply disappeared, but most were acquired by their comjjetitors. lA*cca was

(Kirticularly active in its acquisitions. They acquired British Brunswick in 1931 and Edisou Bell in

1933; in 1937 they acquired the Crystalate Company, who had themselves acquired British

Vocalion in 1934 With this 1937 merger, there were no significant independent firms left in the

record business. The industry, however, came to a virtual standstill in 1939. Britain had entered

W«>rld War 11 in that year, and was directly involved in warfare by 1940. This, plus the wartime

shortages, made the manufacture of phonograph records a low-priority item very (prickly; as well,

records were taxed as a luxury item, reducing sales still further. Unlike the situation in North

America, where record production resumed at full speed after strikes were settled and shellac <>r

substitutes, available, and then boomed after the end of the war, the industry in Britain wa- all

but ina<;tive through and after the war. Shortages, war damage and the concentration of industiiai

production on export goods all affected the industry. This meant that there was no correspf>niiuig

flood of independent labels in the Late 1940’s, nor was a large amount of U. S. musu' available i<i

the British record purchaser - the U. S. independent labels were either uninterested in or ur..!w ,;rc

of the Brithish market, and thus the country was late in discovering rock and rolL

The first independent labels began to appear in the early 1950’s. One of the first was a priviud

of the Dutch electrical giant. Philips, who set up pressing facilities in Britain in 1951 and weic

active by 1952 One of their first moves was to acquire the British rights to the pnxlucr of I

Columbia, who were no longer directly affiliated with their British namesake. Other firms followed

.suit, and custom pressing facilities were established in the mid-fifties, allowing .smaller firm- t(>

enter the indnstry. By the end of the decade British record buyers were enjoying a wide selection

<»f labels and music, as the pop music industry became internationalized (EMI would add to (lii> hv

purchasing the U. S. Capitol 1^1, one of the first of such transatlantic mergers). .Another re .uh of

the slow growth of the British record industry in the piostwar period was the late introduction of

records of other speeds. IP’s did not appear in Britain until 1952 with 4.5’’s following. As well,

the equipment to play them was not readily available to the ordinary (x»n.sumiT, so they were slou

in gaining popularity. The 78 rpm record began to disappear in 1959, but was produced until

early 1962 and may in fact have been pressed later for export to markets where the wind-up
phonograph was still the order of the day - thus the rumour of Beatles 78’s, which M'ould unite

two otherwise separate eras !
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SECTION 1

The following section contains information on the major record firms - those who sold the

majority of records manufactured during the years of their existence and continued for a

substantial length of time. These are Victor, Columbia, Decca, including their subsidiary labels, and

the American Record Corporation, with the latter including the predecessor firms merged or

acquired (excepting Columbia). The ARC labels are listed in groups by the original parent label,

starting with Plaza labels followed by Bnmswick, Cameo, Pathe’ and VocaUon, each with its

respective subsidiary labels, whether or not they continued beyond the parent labeL The records

listed in this section comprise 80% or more of the pre-1942 records, and about one-half of the post-

1942 records, which a user of the Cnide is likely to encounter. Note that Vocalion is listed under

Brunswick (ARQ while Okeh is in section 2.



AMERICAN RECORD CORPORATION (AJLCJ

The American Record Corporation was formed by the amalgamation of the Plaza Music Company

and Cameo Records (which included Pathe) in 1929. They acquired fi^:iinswi£k at the beginning of

1932 and Columbia (see fneceding) in 1934, and were in turn purchased by CBS in 193R The

labels issued by the firm are listed under the ptarent or founding company of each, which appear

by company on the following pages. Note that "ARC" is used to refer to the finn.

BRUNSWICK

The Brunswick-BalkeCollender Company was a Icmg-time manufacturer of various items, primarily

billiard taUes, in 1916 when they elected to enter the phonograph busines& Within a year, they

started issuing a line of vertical.cut records in Cnnada. apparently to test the market When the

expiry of the relevant patents allowed other firms to press lateral.cut records, Brunswick quickly

entered this market in the U.S., introducing a line in late 1919. Their records sold well, and they

became a major name in records. In 1930, with record sales dropping, they sold their record

operations to Warner Brothers. As improved methods for sound films eliminated the use of disc

recordings, and record sales continued to drop, the movie firm elected to sell off the recx)rd

operation once again, this time to the American Record Corporation They acquired Brunswick and

its subsidiary labels in January, 1932, and pnessed them until ARCs own acquisition by CBS in

1938. The Brunswick label was droppied in early 1940 and sold to Decca, who revived it first as

a reissue label in 1943, and as a p>op>ular label in 195S.

VOCALION: This label was started as AEOLIAN-VOCALION in 1917, manufactured by the Aeolian

Compiany, a manufacturer of reproducing pianos and phonographs. They issued verticalx;ut records

until late 1919, when like most firms they started pnessing lateral-cut records. Brunswick acquired

the label at the beginning of 192S, and pressed it (although in smaller quantities) from that pK>uit

onward. Only a handful ^ records were issued on the label from mid-19^ until 1933, when ARC
revived the label as a mid-price line. After CBS acquired the ARC labels, the Vocalion name
continued in use until mid-1940, when it was changed to Okeh, although using the same numbering

sequence. The label was acquired with Brunswick by Decca in 1943, althou^ the name was not

used again intil the late 19^s.

MELOTONE: This label was introduced by Brunswick at the end of 1930 as a lower-priced label

It was continued by ARC when they acquired Brunswick, and was issued in the U5. until April,

1938. It was actually continued until 1942 in Canada, primarily as a country label

SllPERTONB: See Sears, fm: whom Brunswick pressed the S.2(X)0 series. Brunswick also p»ressed

some Silvertone records for Sears, apqiarently drawing from Vocalion material

Other Brunswick-pressed spiedal items include National Radio Advertising, a line of 1 2-inch

transcrip>tions pneased in 193(131 for radio use, and some items on the Canadian Aurora label

manufactured by Brunswick’s Canadian subsidiary.
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CAMEO

The Cameo Record Company began issuing records at the beginning of 1922, on the Came^i label;

This was followed shortly by the Muse label (below) and a number of other labels as well Cameo

was a store label for Macy’s in New York, although sold elsewhere as weU, for the first few years

of its existence - records from this period are «juite conunon. Macy’s apparently dropped the label

in 1925, and later issues, though hardly rare, are less common. Cameo started electrical recording in

1926, although no indication appears on the records. In 1928, Cameo merged with the Pathe'

record firm, and a year later this new firm was one of the founding partners of the American

Record Corporation. The Cameo label was dropped by ARC at the end of 1930, but Romeo (below)

was continued. Cameo had a number of subsidiary labels, which are detailed below.

CAMEO-KUh This was a line of 7-inch children’s records pressed in the early 1920’s. These have

been seen under other names as welL No details are known.

LINCOLN: Little is known about this label, which first appeared in mid-1923 and was dropjted

shortly after the ARC merger in 1929. The label used Cameo material and was numbered in the

2000’s, duplicating Cameo issues from 1927 onward. It does not seem to have been a client label

MUSE: This label appears shortly after the start of Cameo, and runs conciurrently to Cameo issues

for most of its short Ufe; a handful in the low 300’s were pressed by Cameo but used matrices

from other sources. This may coincide with the short period during which Cameo pressed the

Oeiole label The Muse label was replaced by Tremont in 1924 and the latter ran until 1925.

ORIOLE: Cameo apparently manufactured the first few records issued on this label though not

using their own material See MUSE above, and see the entry under Plaza for further information.

ROMEXh This label was first pressed in 1926, and was sold, though jiossibly not exclusively, by the

S. IL Kress chain of stores, primarily based on the West Coast As with Lincoln, 1927-30 issues run

concurrently with Cameo. When ARC acquired Cameo, the label was continued after other

Cameo/Pathe' labels were dropped as was Perfect (q.v.), with Romeo being pressed until at lenst

TREMONT: See Muse above.

VARIETY: Cameo pressed a label under this name for a brief period in

known about it It is unrelated to the the equally short-lived label of the

Master in 1937.

1927, but very little is

same name pressed by

Cameo did a limited amount of custom pressing, although not much They pressed the first dozen

or so Onole records (see Plaza) and official Boy Scout records during the early 1920’s, and some
late National Music Lovers” (see Plaza also) issues in 1927. Others may exist as well.
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PATHF

Fathe' Freres fust entered the record manufacturing business in France in 1894, manufacturing a

line of cylinders. In 1906, they began issuing disc records, but these were unrelated to any other

discs on the market, They were vertically cut, with a non-standard groove which allowed them to

be played with the umque Pathe* needle, tipped with a rotating sapjdiire ball, which virtually

eliminated wear on both needle and record, Imt made it impassible to {day them cm any machine
not so equipped. As well, they played at various non-standard speeds, usually 90 rpm, staiW at the

center with grooves running outwards, and had label information etched into t^, record surface.

Needless to say, these did not sell well outside of France, and although they continued the odd
playing system, all else was relatively standard by the time they entered the U. S. market in 1914.

These recxuds scdd relatively well in the U. S. during the ’teens, but sales dropped off, as did those

of all vertical-cut records, after patent expiration allowed independent firms to produce standard

lateral records. In late 1920, Pathe' launched their line of Actuelle reccuds promoted as "needle-cut"

to indicate they could be pdayed on standard machines. Less than two years later, they followed the

lead of other firms and introduced a cheaper labeL Perfect; shortly after this introduction the tvs'o

labels. Perfect and Pathe' Actuelle, began to run concurrently, although no promotion or publicity

ever at any time related the two.

Both of the labels, particularly Perfect, sold wcU, even though sound quality was less than perfect

for the first year or two of the supposedly Perfect labeL due to Pathe’s practi«» of rec<*riling

matrices on an oversize cylinder and then dubbing vertical and lateral masters from that This
produced loud rumbling noises which show up obviously, especially when the records are played on
modem equipment The vertical Pathes gradually fell from favor, and were phased out in 192S;
the rarity of later issues indicates that sales must have been extremely low.

the beginning of 192^ the Pathe' firm was acquired by Cameo records, and from this point

the same sides apqiear on Pathe' and Cameo and subsidiary labels, although usually under different

identities. This comlnned firm then became mie of the founding partners fOT the American Record
Corporation in niid-1929. The Actuelle label was dropped very shortly after this second mer«ei,
while Perfect was continued until ApriL 1938, when ARC dropped its cheapest lahok

Althou^ Pathe' had no subsidiary labeb except Perfect, they pressed or were related to the
foUowing Labels, and possitdy others, including some known oneoff issues. All were primarily client

labels:

CRESCENT: A line of c.1917 vertical-cut records fnessed for a phtmograph manufacturer - whose
machines would not play the records ! Thus a rare label

DAVBCA: A line of records jnessed 1922-23 for a chain of retail stores in the New York City
area; they drew from other sources as welL

EMPIRE/OPEIRAPHONEyWORLIk These labels are known to have been related to each other, but
their exact relationship with Pathe' is not known. They pressed both vertically and laterally cut
records, with the latter using dubs of Pathe' sides and the former from several sources. They
apparently ran from 1918 to 1920, possibly ending when Pathe' began selling lateral records.

STARCKi Pathe pressed some records for this label in 1926i No details are known.

SUPERTONE: Pathe* was (me of several sources for this labeL sold by the Straus & Schram
Gmipany of Chicago, a music firm, 1925-27.

YORK: A short-lived 1917 Label s(dd in Canada and derived from Crescent (abovej
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PLAZA

The Plaza Music G>mf)any^ was apparently in existence before they entered the record industry at

the end of 1921, as a supplier of musical merchandise to retailers. They launched a number of

labels, listed below. They first used masters from the New York Recording Laboratories (Paramount,

q.v.) and other sources, but began recording their own material late in 1922. Their masters were

leased extensively to other independent companie.s and they also pressed many minor labels for

various clients. They also appear to be closely related to the Consolidated Record Company, the

final manufacturer of Emerson records. In mid-1929. Plaza operations were merged with Cameo and

Pathc', themselves combined only a few months before, to form the American Record Corporation,

in a deal financed substantially by the Crystalate Company, a British firm who issued Plaza

recordings overseas. This firm eventually acipiired Brunsswick and Columbia before being lK>ught

by CBS in 1938. The more notable Plaza-related labels are listed below.

BANNER: The first Plaza label, and the only one to bear the Plaza name on the labeL Banner was

first sold in January, 192Z It appears to have been dropped aroimd the end of 1936. One source

credits the label as having been pressed for S. S. Kresge, although this has not been verified.

DOMINO; This label first appeared in 1924 It was apparently a store label for the chain of Metro-

poUtan Stores. It was dropped in mid-1930, but was revived for a year or so in 193Z

JEWEL: This was part of a group of labels which was sold even more cheaply than Plaza’s original

labels, cheap though they were. The other labels in this group, such as Oriole (see below) and

Challenge, were client labels. They were pressed on lower quality material used pseudonyms for

almost aU issues, and used B-sides not issued on other labels. Jewel first appeared in 1927 and was

dropped in 1931.

NATIONAL MUSIC LOVERS: Not all of these were recorded or pressed by Plaza, but the majority

of issues iLsed Plaza sides. The records were sold by mail in groups of eight at a very low priers.

They appear to have sold well initiall y, but the rarity of later issues indicate sales drofifK'd off

later. The label name was changed to New Phonic in 1927, and a few more records issued.

ORIOLE: This was the store label for the McCrory chain. The first dozen or so were pressed by

Cameo, although Cameo masters were not usuaUy used; these appeared in late 1923. For the l>elter

part of a year thereafter, they were pressed by Grey Gull who were using primarily leaser!

masters, many from Plaza, during this period. From mid-1924 onward. Oriole records were pressed

by Plaza, later ARC The label is known to have been pressed until early 1937, and may have

lasted until 1938.

REGAL; This label started life in 1920 as a lower-priced subsidiary label of Fanerson, using

Emerson sides issued pweudonymously. When Emerson was reorganized in 1922, the Regal Record

Company was spun off as a separate firm, and became the record manufacturing arm of Plaza

until ARC was organized. The Regal label was dropped in early 1932 after ARC acquired

Brunswick and Melotone.

Note that Plaza and ARC pres.sed a large number of minor labels many of which drew from other

sources as well throughout their existence. Most of these were "client labels”, that is labels pressed

for a phonograph manufacturer, a store or chain of stores. Those known are listed elsewhere,

including Challenge and Silvertone under Sears and Uomestead and Herwin under their own names.

Existing labels acquired by ARC are in the appropriate sections (Le. Perfect, Melotone, Cameo, etc.)
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COLUMBU

CoIuiuIma traces its ancestry, and its name, back to the very first days of the phonograph as a

commercial entity. The firm was founded as one of the distributors for the North American

Phonograph Company. They began producing cylinder reemds around 1889. When E]dis<Hi closed

down the Nwth American firm, Columbia went into business independently as the American

Phonograph Company. After a drawn-out patent fight, they made licensing arrangements with Victor

to allow both firms to press disc recordU in 1901. Their first discs appeared under the Climax

name, but by 1903 were sold as Columbia records. Although Colum^ records sold well, the

company encountered financial difficulties when the record business slowed in 1922, and was

refinanced by its British subsidiary, who wanted the rights to the electrical recording process bemg

developed by Western Electric and licensed by Columbia- In. 1931, the two major British record

firms merged, and the new parent company was forced by American courts to sell off Columbia,

since they were also tied to RCA Victor. Columbia was purchased by the Grigsby-Grunow

Corporation, who sold luxury radios, but they themselves failed in 1934, and the Columbia label

was purchased by the American Record Corpwation. La 1938, the Columbia Broadcasting System

(ironically, originally financed in part by Columbia Records at its founding) bought the American

Record Corporation, and, logically, restored the Columbia label as the flagship line in 1939.

Columbia introduced the ”LP” record in 1948, and dropped 78’s in 1958 (1960 in Canada)

Columbia pressed a number of additional labels, both client and subsidiary, over the years. They

are detailed below.

EARLY LABELS Columbia juessed a large number of labels from its early years until 1916.

While they are too numerous to list, the most notable are detailed below, ^me had their own
catalog series, others did not, but all can be dated by matrix number (although if the side was

drawn from the back catalog the issue date may be later). See the section on early independent

labels for further discussion of thi.s group.

ARETINO/DIAMOND/HARMONY (not the later Harmony - see belowl/STANDARD/UNlTEEk All of

these were labels pressed by Columbia for jidionograph manufacturers; they used oversue spindle

holes so that they cannot be jdayed on standard machines. Some use Columbia catalog numbers.

LAKESIDE: This was |ues8ed for the mail order firm of Montgomery Ward,

MARCONI VELVET-TONE: The actual connection of the inventor, Marconi, with this label is not

known. The label was pressed c. 1907, using a thin, flexible disc completely unlike the usual

shellac record. The label was short-lived.

OXEORD/SILVERTONE: These labels were pressed for Sears, Roebuck and Company (q.v.)

The following labels were also pressed by Columbia.

UTTLE WONDER: This was a line of S-inch records pressed for sale in Sand-lO-cent stores from
1914 until about 1924 Some were made by the artists who cut the selection for Columbia, but
most used "house" artists. The earliest have an embossed "label" and later issues have a small paper
labe-L first yellow then orange. The number series, which douUed as matrix and catalog numbers,
was also used for other 5-inch pressings, mostly children’s record, until at least 1926

NATION’S FORUM: Cedumbia pressed these spoken-word records, featuring notables of the day
from 1918 to 1920, in both 10^ and 127 sizes.
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The following Labels are based tm the Harmony label, a line of lower priced records recorded

acoustically from its inception until 1930.

HARMONY: This was the first low-jniced label introduced by G>lumbia in 1925. It was drojiped

in 1932, along with the other low-priced labels. Many issues on the labeb listed below used

harmony’s numbering system. It was also pressed and sold in Canada, and early Canadian issues

carry a slightly different price notice.

CLARION: This was a lower-priced (35 cent) label which appeared in 1930. It used sides recorded

for Harmony, but paired them differently, and some Brides appear to have been cut for Clarion

only.

DIVA: This label was pressed for the W. T. Grant chain of stores from 1927 to 1930. The issues

duplicated Harmony and were numbered in parallel but 2000 higher and with a C suffix.

PARAMOIINT/PIJBLIX/SPECIAL RECORDS: Columbia pressed records for a number of movie

studios (including the original Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer record!) using Harmony materiaL Some appeared

under the studio labeL while others are labeled "Special Record", usually carrying the title of the

motion jncture which they are intended to promote.

PURITONE: This label was pressed for the Straus & Schram Company of Chicago. It did not use

parallel Harmony numbering and the -S suffix suggests it was originally intened to be Supertone,

(and some may have been issued under that name) which was used for other Straus & Schram

lines. The name was also used by Sears, which may be the reason for the change.

V'^ELVET TONE: This label seems to have appeared & 1926. It duplicateed Harmony with numbers

KXH) higher and a -V suffix until 1931, when it began using distinct pairings and numbers. It

also pressed and sold in Canada but there is no significant difference in Canadian issues.

No client or subsidiary labels drew from the higher-priced Ciolumbia line from 1917 onward. Some

which may appear to contradict that statement are from the series below.

PRIVATE RECORDS: Columbia provided the service of recording and pressing records for anyone

for a set price. Some were identified as Columbia product, but others appeared on individual labels

numbered in the -P sequence, or bore catalog numbers in their own sequences.

It must ^ noteri that Columbia acquired the General Phongraph Corporation, the manufacturers

of Okeh records, in October 192d The history of that firm, both before and after this acquisition,

is detailed under the Okeh name. Columbia operated Okeh as a separate company from 1926 until

1934, and the name was used until at least 1935 and twice thereafter, from 1940 to 1945 and

from 1951 onward, as a subridiary labeL Okeh had its own subsidiary labels, even after the

Criumbia acqurition, and these are detailed under Okeh as welL
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DEGCA

In 1934, the recwd industry was at rock bottom. The annbination of the depression and the

increasing popiularity of radio had cut record sales by 90 per cent (x more from the boom years

of the early 1920^8. Only two firms in the industry were enjoying any success - RCA Victor and
the Americem Record Corporation; the odicrs were either defimct, or, in the case of Columbia,

nearly sa Jack Ka|^ had worked for Brunswick since the 1920^s, anH was stiR doing so at this

point, after that label had been acquired by ARC He was, however, having difficulties with the

new management In August of that year, Kapp obtained financing from the British Decca firm,

after whom he naned his new label, and launched a company with a unique approach, the new
Decca label would feature top stars, such as Guy Lombardo, Ted Lewis and Bing Crosby, but sell

for only thirty-five cents. Prior to this, lower-priced labels generally featured lesser talent while the

stars appeared on the expensive labels.

Although there were some rocky mcmients in the first year or two, Kapp’s approach worked. He
was personaRy acquainted with a number of l^-name recording artists through his many years at

Brunswick, and he brought much of that label’s roster of talent with him to Decca, along with

others from Victor and Columbia. Scmie of the stars left Decca after a year or two, but Crt^y in

particular stayed with the labeL and the new label became a major force in the industry very

quickly. The low jnice disappeared after 1942, as Decca records jumped in jhtcc first to fifty and
then to seventy-five cents; but the impressive roster of talent kept sal^ high.

In 1936 Decca negotiated an agreement with the Compo Gmpany (q.vj of Canada to press and
seR Decca records in that country. Decca bought Gnnpo frmn I^bert Berliner in 1951, operating

it as a subsidiary thereafter. In 1943, Decca acquired the rights to the discontinued Brunswick label

frcHn CBS, including the reissue rights to material recorded prior to the ARC takeover of
Brunswick in 1931. The label was fii^ used strictly as a reissue labeL but was revived in 1955 as

a popular labeL alcmg with VocaRon, whose namr Decca also acquired in the deal Decca continued
as a major label throughout the 1950’s, dropping 78 rjun fnessings in 1959. It was eventuaRy
acquired by the giant Music CorpwaticHi of America, and the Decca name was dropped, although
recently revived for a reissue series.

BROADWAYt In their acquisition of the remnants of the Cennett labeL Decca apparently acquired
the remains of the Paramount firm, which Cennett had acquired in 1932 A handful of relea.ses

were issued on a revival of the Broadway labeL but no details are known. FuR details of this label

appear under the New York Recording Laboratcnies heaHing.

BRUNSWICK: As noted above, Decca acquired the Briinswick and VocaRcm labeb from CBS in

1943, foRowing their discontinuanoe there. Brunswick was used by Decca 1943-51 and 1955 onward
and Vocalion from about 1949 onward. Those series are listed under the label names in question,
and the history under the Brunswick name in the American Record Corporation section.

CHAMPION: (see Cennett) When Decca started operations in 1934, they purchased the moribund
Cennett firm in order to acquire jnessing facilities. This deal included rights to the Cennett
matrices stiR in existence, and to the ChamjHon label as weR, Decca continued the Champion label
from 1934 until mid-1936, issuing both Cemiett material and new recordings, in popular, country
and race scries; these series are listed imder CHAMPION in the Cennett section.
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VICTOR

The Victor Qater RCA) label traceB its ancestry back to the beginning of the disc record Disc

inventOT F-mile Berliner set up a firm in 1892 to market gramofdiones and reonds, but after legal

difficulties sold the operatum to Eldridge Johnson, from whom Berliner had been buying sjning

motors, jcdinson started using the Victor name in 1900, and shortly thereafter changed the firm’s

name to the Victor Talking Machine Company. Berliner, meanwhile, moved to Montreal, where he

set up his own firm; the Berliner firm drew from VicUn and was acquired by them in 1924 (see

Gompo for details! In 1903 Victor bought out the Zon'O-Phone Gcunpany (see below! Victor rapidly

became the most successful company in the record industry, selling millions of discs yearly- In

1926, Johnscm sold the bocnning firm to a banking syndicate, who in turn sold it to RCA in 1929,

when the companies were merged into the RCA Victor Corpcnation (this was not used as a label

credit until 1947). RCA considered dropping record operations during the depressfcm, but instead

brought out lines of lower-priced reonds. When Columbia announced the LP record in 1948. Victor

replied by devehqHng the 45 rjnn single, which sufq>lanted the 78 rpm disc by the late 195(rs.

The company still exists today under European ownei^p.

MONARCH/DE LUXE/DE LUXE SPEQALe These names were used for KT, 12” and 14” records

re^jecively (a few 7" issues were labeled "Victor Monarch Record”) from their first issues until

1904 The first issues in each had their own number series as well From 1902 onward all used

Victmr numbers, and from 1904 the Victor name.

ZON-O-PUONE: In 1899, Emile Berliner and his sales agent, Frank Seaman, disagreed <hi financial

matters. Seaman’s response was to start manufacturing and selling gramophones and records under a

new name, Zon-O-Phone, and, allied with the American I^tmograph Company (later Columlna) to

obtain an unjunction preventing Berliner from selling gramophones and reccnds (quickly overturned).

After the injunction was overturned and Victor organized, the ZondXPhone firm faltered and was

taken over by Victor in 1903. Victor pressed a line of records under that name until 1912,

idegatifiaUe by their dark green paper labels. The European Zon-CkPhone operations were acquired

by the Gramcqihone Company (HMV) who continued to use the name until 1931.

The following are subsidiary labels, as well as the few client labels, pressed by VictOT.

BLUEBIRlh The most successful oi a group of lower-juiced labels introduced in 1932, Bluelurd

first ajqieared as an 8iach record before the lOinch issues starting in 1933. The label was issued

until 1945, and the name used as a series on RCA Victor in 1949.

ELECTRA-DISG A short-lived label running concurrently with Bluebird in 1932-34

OXFORIh Victor pressed some issues of this Sears (q.vj label, drawing from ZonjO-Phone, c. 1908

SUNRISE: Another of this group, first appearing in late 1932 and dr<q>ped in 1934 There was also

a Sunrise label pressed by Grey GuU which is not related.

TIMELY TUNES: A label prooDod by Viotw for mail-<Hxler chain Montgcunery Ward in 1931, these

are very rare. Victor also pressed most, but not aU, of Ward’s own label frcun 19341941. (q.v.)
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A. R. C. (PLAZA)

The fcdlowing labds

were pressed onljr b)r

the Plam Music Ctm-

pany and its successor,

the American Record

Gorpmation. For Per-

fect see Pathe, Melo-

tone see Brunswick,

Vocalion see that label,

CcKiqueror, Challenge

and SilTertome see

Sears labels, Renneo see

Cameo. Labels which

drew both from naza/

ARC and other sources

are listed under their

own identities.

BANIVER
1000 . . . ... 12/21

1070 . . . 6/22

1140 . . . 1/23

1200 . . . 623
1295 . . . 1/24

1360 .. . 624
1475 . . . 1/25

1530 .. . 625
1650 .. . 1/26

1770 . . . 626
1900 .. . 1/27

1999 to 6000
6000 . . . 627
6140 . . . 1/28

6154? to 7000

7115 . . . .... 628
7252? to 6200

6270 . . . 1/29

6415 . . . 629
6555? to 0500

(Paralleled Cameo)

0500 . . . 1/30

0700 . . . 630
0850? to< 32000

32000 . . 1/31

32200 . . .... 631
32350 . . 1/32

32450 . . .... 632
32650 . . 1/33

32760 . . 633
32920 . . 1/34

33050 . . .... 634
33300 . . 1/35

33450 . . .... 635
Ends at c. 33490

hi September, 1935 A
n^ mediod of num-
bering these issues.

The year’s last digit

Oast two for scmie

1935 issues) was fol-

lowed by the month

numerically indicated,

and a snial number
series for each month’s

issues. Thus 608-01

(-51 for race or coun-

try issues) started the

August, 1935 issue.

This was used for

Brniner into 1936 and

Melotone and Per-fect

until its end in April,

1938L Oriole ran at

least into 1937 and

Renneo’s ending date is

not known.

STANDARD^
2000 1/22

2050 6/22

2067 1/23

2100 6/23

2105 1/24

2113 624

2120 626

2133 8/26

2140 1/27

2156 627
2173 1/23

Ends, subsequent stan-

dard issues were num-
bered in the pcqiular

series, with the first

such issues haying an
S prefix.

JEWEL
5000 4/27

5200 ... 1/28

5275 ... 628
5475 1/29

5650 ... 629
5800 ... 1/30

6050 630
6225 ... 4/31

Ends.

REGAL

Emerson pressed:

900 620
930 1/21

985 621
999 to 9100

9175 1/22

The Emerson series

ends at c. 9225k

Plaza jnessed:

9300 622
9400 1/23

9480 623
9585 1/24

9650 624
9770 1/25

9860 625
9950 1/26

9999 to 8000
8075 626
8225 1/27

8310 627
8450 1/28

8550 628
8690 1/29

8750 629
8900 1/30

8999 to 9001

9099? to 10000
10050 630
10200 1/31

10279 631
Series ends.

101 8/31

218 2/32

Label drojqied.

ORIOLE
100 9/23

180 1/24

240 624
300 1/25

350 625
525 1/26

675 626
775 1/27

925 627
1075 1/28

1275 628
1475 1/29

(Cent next columiO

1625 .... . . . 629
1800 . . . 1/30

1950 . . . 630
2150 . . . 1/31

2260 . . . 631
2390 .... . . . 1/32

2490 .... . . . 632
2620 .... . . . 1/33

2700 . . . 633
2820 .... . . . 1/34

2900 .... . . . 634
3060 .... . . . 1/35

3150 ....
See Banner.

. . . 635

COUNTRY:
See the series below.

which was used for

both country

issues <m the

and race

Labels in

question.

RACJi

This series ran parallel

with Romeo 5000 and

Jewel 20000; other

ARC labels either did

not issue race records

OT used their popular

series fev them. All

numbers are estimated

as this material was

often held.

8000 c.630

8030 1/31

8055 631
8110 1/32

8140 632
8195 1/33

8225 633
8310 1/34

8360 634
8415 1/35

8494 635
Ends.

From this point, race

and country issues

were numbered amiliir

to the 193638 popular

issues (see Banner) but

the issue number
started at 5L
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A. R. C. (PLAZA)

DOMINO

NOl’hi Domino records

with 5-digit catalog

numbers are Canadian

(in spite of manufac-

turer credits on some)

and are listed in the

Compo section.

300 . 1/24

330 ..... . . 6/24

430 . 1/25

431 to 3432

3500 . 6/25

3650 . 1/26

3725 . 6/26

3850 . 1/27

4000 . 6/27

4075 . 1/28

4150 . 6/28

4230 . 1/29

4310 . 6/29

4450 . . 1/30

4545 . . 4/30

Ends.

STANDARD:
0100 . . 1/24

0145 . 6/25

0160 . 3/26

0162 .11/26

0178 . 5/27

Ends but exact niiYn«

ber not known.

MISCELLANEOUS

Aside from the labels

mentioned at the intro-

duction to this section,

the following were la-

bels pressed by Plaza

or ARC for clients;

HOMESTEAD
LENOX
POLK
SHAMROCK STORES
(poshly others)

Date by matrix.

NATIONAL
MUSIC LOVERS’/

NEW PHONIC

While this label was

not preyed exclusively

by Plaxa, nor was it

drawn exclusively out

of Plaza materiaL it

used much Plaza mat-

erial; the contiauation

of NML as New
Phonic drew primarily

from Plaza product

1000 ,10/22

1040 6/23

1060 ....... 1/24

1075 6/24

1100 . . 3/25

1125 1/26

1160 6/26

1185 1/27

1205 , 6/27

1218 (last) ... . 1/28

Series continued under

new name.

1219 . 1/28

1235 ......., 6/28

1256 (last?) . . .

Ends.

1/29

The following Labels

were pressed in Can-

ada by the Compo
Gmpany and made
extensive use of Plaffii

and ARC materiah

APEX
AJAX (sold in U5J
DOMIHO
LUCKY STRIKE
MICROPHONE
STARR (GENNETT)
CROWN
ROYAL
STERLING
ACE
(others known)

See the Compo Com-

pany section for List-

ings of these labels.

LITTLE TOTS’

PLAYTIME

Plaza pressed 7-inch

children’s records un-

der the above names

and possibly others.,

including some listed

above, such as Romea
they seem to have

started in 1923. The

earlier issues use a

4000 matrix series,

and 1932 onward use

the ARC matrix series.

The Playtime label

lasted the longest, as it

was still in use in the

1940’a Because of the

nature of the materiaL

it has not been

extensively researched

and no exact dates of

recording (other than

ARC-series issues) or

issue are known.

NOTESc

Plaza and ARC matrei-

ces appear on a

countless variety of

labels, not only in

North America but in

Britain, Australia and

elsewhere in the

world. Almost any

1922-35 record bearing

a matrix number from

5000 up is likely to

be using this materiaL

Unless the date ob-

tained from the matrix

number is contradicterl

by other information,

this provides a means

of dating minor, for-

eign or unknown la-

bels not listed in the

Guide.

For American Record

Corporation of Cali-

fornia, see MacGregor.

AMERICAN RECORD
CORPORATION
(I he 1929 issues)

In July, 1929, the

Plaza Music Gimpany
and some of its related

firms merged with the

already combined

Cameo cind Perfect

firms to form the

American Record Cor-

poration. At this point,

the recording opera-

tions of the three laiel

groups were combined.

Each issue on ail

labeE used a single

matrix; it bore a

Pathe matrix number

under the label if

recorded in that

studio, as most were,

along with a number

in the matrix series of

the issuing grouj> in

the wax, on the LibcL

or both; issues on old

Plaza labels also bore

a number in the Plaza

control series (above).

Some sides were recor-

ded in the Plaza

studio; these bore a

number in the matrix

scries of the issuing

label and may or may

not have shown the

Plaza matrix in the

wax. This practice was

discontinued in mid-

October of 1929. The

Plaza studio was no

longer used, and ail

labels u.sed matrix

numbers in the ARC
series, which continued

the Plaza series. In a

few cases, a side

recorded earlier for

one label might appear

later on another group

with an assigned "mat-

rix" number.
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A. R. C. (PLAZA)

MATRICES

The Plaza/ARC matrix

series is one of the

most common on inde-

pendent labels, as well

as the numerous labels

previouslt detailed. It

was also issued exten-

sively on British labels

as welL

L(X:AT10N:

Plaza/ARC matrices al-

most always appear in

the runout area, with

a numerical take fol-

lowing the matrix. A
few Plaza labels (see

below) used the con-

trol series listed and
did not show the true

matrix. When Plaza ac-

<piired sides from
other labels, a number
in the Plaza matrix

series was assigned as

a control; these often

do not show takes.

From July to October

1929, ARC matrices

were assigned numbers
in the Plaza, Clameo

and Pathe series with
the true matrix shown
under the label (unless

on Plaza labels only

and mastered in the

Plaza series) and a con-

trol in the appropriate

series on the label for

all labels and in the

runout of the Plaza

labels. Other companies
using Plaza/ARC sides

may or may not show
the Plaza/ARC number
and take, or show the

number only. The la-

bels of these often

show a control number
which may be in the

wax as well - see each

label for details.

The series was used on
all Libels listed or

named in this section.

plus others

ous to list

too numer-

NOTE*

This sequence was

con-tinued by CBS af-

ter their
]

purchase of

ARC The po8t-1939

portion of the series is

listed in the Columbia

section.

Brunswicks and Melo-

ones use a1 B prefix.

Columbias a (XX.

5000 . . . . . . .12^22

5180 ... . . . . 6/23

5375 ... . . . . 1/24

5525 ...
5790 1/25

6037 . . . . 6/25

6370 . . . .. . . . 1/26

6625 . . . . 6/26

7025 1/27

7300 6/27

7705 1/28

8008 . ... 6/28

8430 1/29

8790 . . . , 6/29

9250 . . . . 1/30

9775 . . . . 6/30

10350 . . . . . . 1/31

10675 . . . . . . 6/31

11070 . . . . . . 1/32

11880 . . . . . . 6/32

12820 . . . . . . 1/33

13400 . . . ... 6/33

14550 . . . ... 1/34

15275 . . . ... 6/34
16550 . . . . . . 1/35

17600 . . . ... 6/35

18450 . . . . . . 1/36

19400 . . . ... 6/36

20500 . . . . . . 1/37

21150 . . . ... 6/37

22275 . . . ... 1/38

23000 . . . ... 6/38

23900 . . . . . . 1/39

24725 . . . ... 6/39

Continues as noted.

CONTROL SERIES

This was used on Ori-

ole, Jewel, ChaUenge,

Banner and several

others from 1926-29.

200 2/26

375 6'26

650 1/27

900 6/27

1325 1/28

1540 6/28

2000 1/29

2400 6/29

Ends at c 2569.

A 10000 series was

used on the inirial

issue of Domina Some
items in this series do
not seem to have been

issued elsewhere, al-

though they may have

unknown matrix num-
bers in the SOCKfs.

Orioles with control

numbers in 2000 or

3000 series will shows

matrices in the runout;

It is also not umisual

to see matrices shown
on the label with an
extra initial digit, but
the record will usuaUy
show the actual mat-

rix number (or 1+#).

NOTE:
When other labeU

used Plaza/ARC matri-

ces, they often assagned

control numbers, ei-

ther in their own
matrix series (as Pathe)

or in control series for

"foreign" matrices (as

British Imperial and
the NYRL/Paramount
group). While Compo
did not assign control

numbers, they did dub
ARC sides for un-

known reasons, using a

Compo matrix number

OTHER LOCATIONS

CfflCAGC:

C500 1/33

C585 6/33

C^75 1/34

C800 10/34

CIOOO 6/35

C1250 1/36

C1400 6/36

C1725 1/37

C1900 6/37

C2350 10/38

02600 6/39

See Columbia for con-

tinuation.

LOS ANGELES:
LA-1 9/33

LA-120 3/34

LA-185 9/34

LA-300 1/35

LA-380 7/35

Series replaced byi

LA-1000 6/35

LA-1080 1/36

LA-1125 6/36

LA-1210 1/37

LA-1370 ..... 6/37

LA-1550 1/38

LA-1660 6/38

LA-1775 1/39

LA-1950 6/39

LA-2100 1/40

LA-2250 6/40

LA-2367 9/40

Replaced by H(C0)

NOTE
ARC also assigned a

separate prefix and
sequence to each recor-

ding location. Recor-

ding activities were

generally sporadic at

these locations and it

is thus impossibh; to

estimate dates by
numbers in the se-

quence since the loca-

tions were often visi-

ted only once or twice

per year or so.
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KT POPULAR: 12” POPULAR: KT VIOLET LABEL
(Black label] (Black label)

5000 1/20

2000 1/20 20000 . ?/20 5010 6/20

2030 6/20 5040 1 21

2080 1/21 5060 6/21

2115 6/21 5080 1/22

2180 1/22 20009 . 1/23 5135 6/22

2290* 6/22 , 5185 1/23

2375 1/23 Continues but few

2440 6/23 20035 . 1/25 issued.

2540 1/24

2630 6/24 12” VIOLET:

2800 1/25 20044 . 6/26

2910 6/25 20055 . 6/27 25000 ?/20

3000 1/26 20065 . 6/28 25005 R21

3200 6/26 20090 . 6/29

3400 1/27

3550 6/27

3750 1/28 20104 . 1/32 2.5013 1/24

3950 6/28 20109 . 6/32 Ends at unknown
4175 1/29 20113 . 1/33 number.

4375 6/29

4680 1/30 Brunswick Lssuexl a

4820 6/30 numl»er of series dur-

4999 to 6000 inp its life for various

6010 1/31 20141 (last) . . . 3/40 <ateeories of material

6130 6/31 Ends. W here these can be

6240 1/32 dated, data follows:

6350 6/32 KT RACE:
6475 1/33 10” Single-faced:

6600 6/33 7000 . 4/27 10000 1/20

6725 1/34 7030 . 1/28 10021 1/21

6915 6/34 7040 . 6/28 10043 ?/'22

6999 to 7301 7050 . 1/29 Ends.

7350 1'35 7075 . 6/29

7450 6/35 7125 . 1/30 13000 1/20

7580 1/36 7160 . 6/30 13013 1/21

7680 6/36 7185 . 1/31

7768 1/37 7210 . 6/31

7890 6/37 13097 1/24

8040 1/38 7233 (last) ... . 7/33 Ends.

8150 6/38

8300 1/39 KT CXILINTRA: 12” Single-faced:

8353 6/39 30000 ?/20

a480 1/40 100 . 4/27 30004 1/21

8517 (last) .... 4/40 145 . 6/27

Ends.

30022 '!'/23

* About 40 of the Ends.

2200’s are renumberexi 290 1/29

5000 popular issues; 35000 ?'20

they were issued in a 35003 ?23
group in early 1922. Ends 12^31. Ends.

Kf Ui.ul *le-fa(ed:

10100 . .-'24

10L57 . 1 25

10269 . 1 27

Dropped at unknown

jtoint.

1.5000 . ?2i

1.5057 i 24

1,5093 1 25

15120 027
1.5121 i 1 27

L5181 9 28

15189 2 29

.As above.

ir Dimble-facexh

30i(K) 2 1

30107 1 25

30113 1 27

As above.

.50000 .'2!

50047 . . . . . . 1 24

5005.5 . . . . . . 1 25

.50081 . . . . . . 1 27

50149 . . . . . . 728

.As above.

A mimlx^r of othn

series are knovn f>ui

no data is at hand

These include lln

4(K)fHi Spanish >erie',

apjwrently for

American sale, othi i

ethnic recordimh- and

short-livexl classi< ai i-"-

ue^ particularly thc'C

fietwen 1930 and lv34

(ARC dropjK-d m(Kl

classical music on

Bruuswick after aojui-

rin^ (/dumhiaj.
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SUBSIDIARY LABELS MATRICES CmCACX):

MELOTONir Issues through 1923 l-CH . . . . 1/24

show matrix numbers 175.CH . . . 9/24

M.12000 .... 12/30 in the runout (side- Ends?

M.12190 6/31 ways). Some, not all.

M-12300 1/32 issues after 1926 will CIOOO . . . 8/27

M.12395 6/32 show the last two or C2000 . . . 6/28
M-12580 1/33 three digits of the C2700 . . . 1/29
M.12700 6/33 number in the runout. C^750 . . . 6/29
M-12890 1/34 ARC pressings from 05000 . . . 1/30
M.13020 6/34 these show numbers. 05850 . . . 6/30
M.13260 1/35 An "E" prefix is on 07150 . . . 1/31

M.13400 6/35 electrically recorded 07800 . . . 6/31

M-13457 (last) . . 9/35 sides; 1^ recoidings Cr8400 . . . 1/32
Subsequent issues use use this sequence with (J)(;8851 . • • • 12^32
the ARC system of an "X” prefix. To ARC O series.

dated catalog numbers This sequence may
through ApriL 1938, start wdth CanaHian LOS ANGELES:
when the label was vertical-cut issues. but

dropped. no data is at hand. A-1 . 1/24

A-140 . . . . 9/24
C.2000 9/19 Ends?

Melotones numbered in 3000 1/20

the M.900. M.14000 or 3715 6/20 lae;i . . . . ?/27
90000 series, with 5000 1/21 LAE-33 . . . 1/28
gold-on-blue labels, are 6000 6/21 LAE-200 . . . 6/28
pressed by the Compo 7000 1/22 LAE;390 . . . 1/29
Company in Canada 8250 6/22 LAE;515 . . . 6/29
and use their number 9600 1/23 LAli675 . . . 1/30
series - see under those 10775 6/23 LAE^15 . . . 6/30
listings. 12200 1/24 LAE^OIO . . . 1/31

13300 6/24 LAE;1080 . . . 6/31

14600 1/25 Ends at unknown
15900 6^25 poimt, to ARC LA-
17300 1/26

Brunswick did not 19500 6/26 Brunswick also recor-
press any other subsid- 21000 L/Zl ded in other sites.

lary labels excep 23500 6/27 designating the location
Vocalion, detailed on 25800 1/28 with a prefix. No data
the next page. Super- Issues prior to 27250 is available on these
tone (see under Sears) use a separate number matrices.
and a line of radio for each take - those

programs under the after use letter takes. NOTES
National Radio Adver- 27625 6/28
rising name, which 29100 1/29 (The author wishes to
used Brunswick matrix 29900 6/29 be advised of correc-
numbers for their 31600 1/30 rions)

cata-log numbers. Their 33000 6/30
Canadian subsidiary 35900 1/31
juessed Aurora records 36800 6/31
which are listed under 37525 1/32
that name in section 7 EndsL Later issues use
of the Guide. ARC numbers.



A. R. C. (VOCALION)

VOCAUON

Vertical-cuU

1200. 8/17

1250 1/18

1299 to 12000

12025 6/18

12090 1/19

12160 6/19

12250 1/20

Ends.

Lateral-cut:

14000 \.2J19

14060 6/20

14125 1/21

14200 6/21

14285 1/22

14350 6/22

14485 1/23

14600 6/23

14740 1/24

14825 6/24

14950 1/25

15040 6/25

15180 1/26

15350 6/26

15500 1/27

15590 6/27

15720 1/28

15740 6/28

15750 1/29

15775 6/29

15830 1/30

15845 6/30

15855 1/31

15860 6/31

15865 1/32

15875 6/32

15880 1/33

15892 ?/33

From this point, the

series is no longer

used for popular

music. It was

continued for ethnic

issues, mostly polkas,

Init no dates are

known except the fol-

lowing issue:

16026 4/42

The label was revived

as a popular label

with the following

series. After July 1940

the label name was

changed to Okeh but

the series continued

and earlier records

still in the catalog

retained their number.

25001 10/33

25021 to 2522

2600 .... . . . 1/34

2725 .... . . . 6/34

2860 .... . . . 1/35

2950 .... . . . 6/35

3125 .... . . . 1/36

3250 .... . . . 6/36

3375 . . . 1/37

3585 .... . . . 6/37

3925 .... . . . 1/38

4160 .... . . . 6/38

4600 .... . . . 1/39

4950 .... . . . 6/39

5375 .... . . . 1/40

5600 .... . . . 6/40

5975 .... . . . 1/41

6275 .... . . . 6/41

6525 .... . . . 1/42

6650 .... . . . 6/42

6700 .... . . . 1/43

6713 .... . . . 6/43

6715 .... . - . 1/44

6720 .... . . . 6/44

6732 .... . . . 1/45

6747 .... . . . 7/45

Ends - revived ac

6800 .... . . . 6^51

6850 .... . . . 1/52

6883 .... . . . 6/52

6935 . . . 6/53

7015 .... . . . 1/54

7030 .... . . . 6/54

7050 .... . . . 1/55

7055 .... . . . 6/55

7070 .... . . . 1/56

7077 .... . . . 1/57

7098 .... . . . 1/58

7102 .... . . . 6/58

7108 .... . . . 1/59

Continues on 45 rpm.

RACti

1000 4/26

1020 6/26

1070 1/27

1100 6/27

1140 1/28

1175 6/28

1240 1/29

1400 6/29

1430 1/30

1500 6/30

1565 1/31

1620 . 6/31

1665 1/32

1680 6/32

1710 1/33

1745 (last) . . . . 7/33

Subsequent race and

country issues were in

popular series, but had

catalog numbers

fixed with ”0”.
.

pre-

COUNTRY:
5000 ?/26

5160 6/27

5385 1/30

No other data known.

NOTES:
Vocalions issued prior

to the Brunswick take-

over in 1925 used a

number of various ser-

ies for higher-priced

and ethnic issues. No
data is available on

these issues, and most

such series contained

only a handful of

items. All pressed

prior to 1925 can be

dated by use of the

matrix numbers (q. v.)

Vocalions were pressed

in Canada, but all

known issues dupli-

cated U. S. VocaHon

issues except for the

colour of the records.

MATRICES

Lo<ated under label at

left side unril 1925;

Brunswick issues as

parent labeL

Both series below use

a different matrix

number for each take.

5000 11/19

6000 6/20

6800 1/21

7600 621
8400 1/22

9250 6/22

10650 1/23

11650 6/23

12500 1/24

13300 6'24

14090 12/24

Series ends.

New series recorded by

Brunswick:

100? 12/24

875 6/25

2000 1/26

3150 626
4325 1/27

5200 6/27

6950 1/28

7400 4/28

Dropped. .AU later iss-

ues on Vocation use,

Brunswick matrices un-

til 1932, ARC there-

after.

NOTES
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CAMEO ROMEO

200 .

240 .

300 ,

350 .

450 .

550 .

650 .

750 .

850 .

950 .

1065

1160

1290

1/22

6/22

1/23

6/23

1/24

6/24

1/25

6/25

1/26

6/26

1/27

6/27

1/28

Start year-dated

8100

8225

8381

9000

9180

9315

0101

0275

series

. 2/28

. 6/28

. 12/28

. 1/29

. 6/29

. 12/29

. 1/30

. 6/30

These last minihers

parallel Banner 0500

numbers (q.rj but the

exact poimt at which

Cameo was dro|q)ed is

not currently known.

UNOOLN

200 ... . c.6/26

310 ... . . 1/27

400 ... . . 6/27

520 ... . . y28
645 ... . . 6/28

805 ... . . 1/29

975 ... . . 6/29

1120 . 1/30

1300 . 6/30

1500 . 1/31

1620 . 6/31

1750 . 1/32

1850 . 6/32

1980 . 1/33

2070 . 6/33

2190 . 1/34

2270 . 6/34

2440 . . . . . 1/35

2530 . 6/35

2565 . 9/35

Subsequent iissues used

the ARC dated Hum-

bers. Exact last

numerical and Last

Rmneo issue unknown.

For details of the race

series (500(J see Oriole

whose 8(X)0 series this

paralleled.

2000 1/23

2070 6/23

2150 1/24

2250 6/24

2280 1/25

2360 6/25

2450 1/26

2510 6/26

2600 1/27

2650 6/27

2760 1/28

2875 6/28

3030 1/29

3205 6/29

3350 12/29

Ends - exact pmnt not

currently known.

Frcnn mid-1927. Lin-

coin and Rcnneo ran

parallel with Camea

MUSE/TREMONT

Muse:

300 1/23

335 6/23

410 1/24

430 3/24

Name changed • exact

point not known - fax

Tremont:

0520 1/25

0545 7/25

Drofqied.

Some use other matrix

sources than Camea

VARIETY

All of the Cameo-

pressed 5000 series are

c. mid-1927, date by
using matrix numbers.

MISCELLANEOUS

Cameo also intssed:

BOY SCOUT RECDS
JUNIOR OPERETTA
NATIONAL MUSK
LOVERS (few 120(rs)

ROYCROFT

and possibly others.

These can be dated by

using matrices below.

MATRICES

These are stamped in

the run-out until mid-

1927, under the label

until July, 1929, and

both thereafter. On la-

bel of all issues.

100 ... . ... 1/22

215 ... ., ... 6/22

375 ... ., . . . 1/23

525 ... .. ... 6/23

775 ... .. ... 1/24

1000 . . . 6/24

1300 .. . . ... 1/25

1475 . . . . ... 6^25

1750 . . . 1/26

1980 .. . 6/26

2275 . . . 1/27

2500 . . . . . . . 6/27

2785 . . . 1/28

3170 . . . 6/28

3560 . . . .... 1/29

3950 . . . .... 6/29

4171 Oast) . . 10/29

Ends - subsequent is-

sues on Cameo and

Romeo used ARC mat-

rix numbers.

From their mid-1927

merger. Cameo and Pa-

the* cut material at

the same session, but

each firm’s issues bore

tiieir own matrix

numbers. See Perfect

for 1929 ARC details.

NOTES AND
COMMENTS

(Please advise the

author of corrections)

ARC also issued a folk

(country) series on post-

1929 Romeo, but de-

tails are not known.

As noted, from about

Pathe matrix 107900

on, the recording

efforts of the com-

bined Cameo and

Pathe were united,

although separate takes

and in some cases sep-

arate recordings were

used on eacL Each

label shows only a

number in its own
matrix series, unless

the side was cnt for

one label and Later

issued on another; in

that case. Cameo-based

labels usually show the

Pathe matrix under

the label and a Cameo

matrix on the label,

while Pathe-based iss-

ues show the Cameo

matrix under the label

(occasinally with a

number in their own
series as well).

For a discussion of the

recording and matrix

number assignation in

the early months of

the American Record

Corporation (July to

October 1929) see the

Plaza/ARC section.

NOTES
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A. R. C. (PATHE’)

PATHE PATHE ACrUELLE VOCAlx
032000 11/23

The early oentreatart 1) The earliest issues 032020 1/24

Pathe leonds were im- ate under the "Actu- 032060 6/24

ported from Euitme. elle” name only, while 032100 1/25

Production of Pathe the latest are "Pathe”

records in the US. be- with the "ActueUe" in 32140 11/25

mn in 1916 for die fine print 32180 6/26

vertical cut discs. 32220 1/27

There were numermis S As noted, this label 32270 6/27

series designating var- leed the same numbers 32320 1/28

ious sues and types of as vertiad cut Pathe 32365 6^28

material; <Mily the issues. Numbers below 32415 1/29

popular series are 020400, drawn from 32445 6/29

listed below. Pathe’s back catalog 32480 1/30

20000 2/16 were issued late 1920 Ends.

20050 6/16

20090 1/17 022400 9/20 STANDARDS
20160 6/17 See Pathe remarks

20275 1/18 020485 1/21 021059 10/23

20325 6/18 020540 6/21 021100 .... 1/24

20435 11/18 020675 1/22 021135 .... 1/25

To new series. 020742 6/22

020850 1/23 21175 6/26

22000 10/18 020970 6/23 l^esumably continues.

22050 1/19 021078 (last) . . 11/23

22100 6/19 Series en^ "STAR” SERIESc

22250 1/20 0250000 . ?/20

22385 6/20 From this point, vocal

The following appears and dance/jazz issues

to continue this series, were in separate series. 025070 .... 6/22

but this is not veri- paralleling Perfect

fied at this time.

DANC&
20480 1/21 036001 12/23 025115 .... 6/24

20540 6/21 036011 1/24 025125 .... 1/25

For the (xmtinuatuHi 036078 6/24 025140 .... 6^25

of this series, see 036161 1/25 25160 . 1/26

Pathe ActueUe (right) 036219 6/25 25185 . 6^26

which used the same "CT dropped at )36303 25200 . 1/27

numbers as its vertical 36322 1/26 25210 . 6/27

cut "parent” with the 36408 6/26

addition of a aero 36537 1/27 Last issue unknown.

prefixed. 36608 6/27

36702 1/28 Fot 7500 race series,

12-incb 36776 6/28 see Perfect 1(X) series.

40000 1/16 36869 1/29 which paralleled the

36994 6/29 Pathe ActueUe series.

37069 1/30

40150 1/19 37089 3/30 Other Pathe’ series is-

40175 6/19 The actual last number sued on ActueUe use

issued may be 37083 the Padie numbers
40212 9/20 in 2/30, although the fHvfixed with a "(T as

Ends. files show 37089. do those above.

EMPIRE/
OPERAPHONE/
WORLD/IOtJieK?)

Series below are Pathe*

derived- Other vertical-

cut issues known; some

use Ljriolq.vJ numbers.

Verticab

6200 c.6/18

6260 1/19

6300 6/19

Ends shortly after.

Lateral:

31100 4/19

31130 1/20

31150 6/20

31175 1/21

Ends.

Issues using 500 series

have the 31000 num-

bers in the runout also

500 6'20

Ends?

No data known for

21000/400 vocal series.

Date by Pathe matru.

OlESCENT

All! known c.1917

Pathe pressed the fol-

lowing labels as welL

ahmg with a number

of special issues; most

carry the Pathe’ Act-

uelle isaie number on

the labeL and all have

it stamped ia the

record surface.

APOLLO
BAMBOO GARDEN
SILVERTONE (a few)

SUPERIOR (1922)

SUPERTONE (S & S)

STARCK
There may be others.

DAVEGA (mostly from

Psthe*) in section 3b
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A. R. C. (PATHE’)

PERFECT

A more detailed ac-

count of this series

may be found in Rec-

ord Research maganne.

issue #5l/5Z

Dance:

14000 6/22

14067 1/23

14122 6/23

14192 1/24

14259 6^24

14342 1/25

14400 6/25

14503 1/26

14589 6/26

14718 1/27

14789 6/27

14883 1/28

14957 6/28

15050 1/29

15175 6/29

15250 1/30

15310 6/30

15400 1/31

15470 6/31

15550 1/32

15610 6/32

15705 y33
15765 6/33

15850 1/34

15925 6/34

16040 1/35

16110 6/35

16143 8/35

Fnnn this point. the

label used the ARC
system of dated cate-

Log numbers in whi<di

the first one or two
digits represented the

year and the following

two the month, so that

Perfect 606-01 w<Hild

have been issued in

June of 1936 The la-

bel ran until April of

1938, when CBS drop-

ped all cheap labels.

yocak

(Includes ooundy)

12000 6^22

12035 1/23

12065 6/23

12100 1/24

12140 6/24

12175 1/25

12205 6/25

12230 1/26

12260 6^26

12300 1/27

12350 6/27

12400 1/28

12445 6/28

12495 1/29

12535 6/29

12560 1/30

12610 6/30

12660 1/31

12715 6/31

12770 1/32

12805 6/32

12860 1/33

12900 6/33

12965 1/34

13000 6/34

13085 1/35

13140 6/35

13162 Oast?) . . . 9/35

To dated numbers.

Standard:

11000 6/22

11210 . . . ... 1/25

11250 . . . ... 6/26

11254 . . . ... 3/27

11345 c.11/34

Finds

"STAR" Seriese

11500 6/22

11550 . . . . . . 6'24

11560 . . . . . . 1/25

11575 . . . ... 6/25

11595 . . . . . . 1/26

11620 . . . ... 6^26

11635 . . . . . . 1/27

11645 . . . . . . 6/27

1165a .... c.12/30

Finds at an unknown
point

Race:

100 3/26

119 1/27

140 1/28

150 6/30

160 1/31

170 6/31

185 1/32

0205 6/32

0220 1/33

0245 6^33

0265 1/34

0285 6/34

0305 1/35

0335 7/35

Ends 9/35; race and
countiy records also

used the dated catalog

number sequence de-

tailed at left but with

the final two numbers
starting at 51.

PATHET MATRICES

Located under label if

shown. Prefixes indi-

cated the cut of the

final record.

65000 1/16

66050 1/17

66600 1/18

67375 1/19

68250 1/20

68550 6^20

69080 1/21

69250 6/21

69550 1/22

69750 6/22

70000 1/23

70250 6/23

70454? to 105000

105050 1/24

105400 6/24

105775 L'25

106090 6/25

106525 1/26

106900 6/26

107325 1/27

107600 6/27

108000 1/28

108200 6/28

108575 1/29

108850 6/29

109032 Oast) . . 10/29

Ends.

E2000 matrices are in

the Compo (q.y.) series.

NOTE-
Subsequent Pathc’ and
Perfect issues used the

ARC/Plaza series^ From
July^ through October

1929, after the merger,

ARC issues bore the

matrix in the sequence

of the recording studio

or the only label

issued, (HI the recxffiL

as well as a number
m the matrix sequence

of the label issued

both on the record

and the label

(See Plaza for details)
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COLUMBIA

SINGLE-FACED

NOTES: Columbia SE.

issue numbers dupU-

cate the matrix

numbers, and since

Columbia used many
odd series, some issues

may not be listed.

Issues below 1000 may
be on CLIMAX labeL

1 . 1901

600 . 1/02

850 . 602
1125 . 1/03

1400 . .603

1700 . 1/04

1800 . 604
1999 to 3000

3075 . 1/05

3160 . 605
3293 . 1/06

3400 . 606
3525 . 1/07

3622 . 6/07

3900 . 1/08

Double-faced records

started at this point

For single-faced issues

on Columbia <h: client

labels see matrix aeries

and add 1 montL

DOUBLE-FACED

Prefix series

A- are popular except

A-3000 to A-3199 and

A-750(fs are education-

al series. & are ethnic

(not listed) Other pre-

fixes are yarious spec-

ial series for which no

data currently on hand

i(r

A-1 9/08

A-250 1/09

A-550 ()im

A-800 1/10

A-900 6/10

A-960 1/11

A-1000 ...... 6/11

A-1 100 1/12

A-1180 6^12

A-1275 1/13

A-1350 6/13

A-1450 1/14

A-1550 6/14

A-1675 1/15

A-1750 6/15

A-1900 1/16

A.2050 6^16

A-2175 1/17

A-2275 6/17

A-2500 1/18

A-2600 6/18

A.2700 1/19

A-2760 6/19

A-2870 1/20

A-2965 6/20

A-2999 to A3301

A-3360 1/21

A.3420 6/21

A-3530 1/22

A-3630 6/22

A.3800 1/23

A-3900 6/23

A-4001 (last) . . . 8/23

To -D series.

IT
A.5001 8/08

A.5050 1/09

A.5110 6/09

A-5150 1/10

A-5325 6/11

A.5550 6/14

A-5770 1/16

A-5850 6'16

A-5940 1/17

A-6000 6/17

A.6020 1/18

A.6060 6/18

A-6100 1/19

A-6115 6/19

A^140 1/20

A.6160 6^20

A.6180 1/21

A.6187 6/21

A-6205 1/22

A-6220 6/22

A.6230 6/23

To 50000-D series.

SUFFK SERIES

1-D to 3176D (KT)

and 50000tD are pop.

ular series. 140(X)-D is

race, 15(X)0tD country;

others are rarious pre-

mium priced or spec-

ial series. Most of the

latter, except fw such

Masterworks series for

which data is known.

are not included. Items

with other suffixes are

special series, such as

"-F" (ethnic) and "jG",

also not listed; some

can be dated by

matrix number.

KT populac

1-D 1/24

14aD 624
275-D 1/25

37SD 625
525.D 1/26

650lD 626
85aD 1/27

105aD 627
125aD 1/28

140aD 628
1675-D 1/29

185aD 629
2075.D 1/30

22iaD 630
235aD 1/31

245aD 631
2547.D 1/32

2626D 632
2725.D 1/33

277SD 633
2865.D 1/34

295aD 6/34

300aD 1/35

3045-D 635
3ioaD 1/36

313SD 636
316aD 1/37

3165-D 11/37

3176D 638
Fnda.

CBS restarted label at

35200 in 1939 (q.vJ

\T popular:

50001-D 1/24

50013.D 1/25

50016D 6/25

50027-D 1/27

5007aD 5/28

501560 1/29

502760 1/30

5028SD 1/31

50304D 1/32

50341-D 12/33

May continue?

Race:

13006D 1/24

13007-D to 14001-D

14023-D 6/24

14056D 1/25

14086D 625
1410SD 1/26

14136D 626
14186D 1/27

14226D 6/27

14296D 1/28

1432SD 628
14396D 1/29

14466D 629
14496D 1/30

14536D 6/30

14566D 1/31

14586D 6/31

14646D 1/32

14655-D 632
1467SD 1/33

14686D 4/33

Ends.

Country:

15006D ?/24

15056D 1/26

15075.D 626
15116D 1/27

15156D 6/27

15226D 1/28

15286D 628
15346D 1/29

1542SD 629
15506D 1/30

15596D 630
15675.D 6/31

15741-D 632
Enda sh<Hlly after?
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COLUMBIA
PRIVATE RECORDS

Prior to 1924, private

recordings bore the

matrix numbers on

one or both sides in

lieu of catalog num-
bers. These were in

special series and no

data is currently at

hand for these issues.

In 1924s a catalog ser-

ies for private recor-

dings was introduced.

1-P . . .. . . . . 1/24

3ap .

.

6/24

6ap .

.

1/25

7SP . . 6/25

8ap . . 1/26

85-P . . 6/26

9SP . . 1/27

loap . . 6/27

nap . . 1/28

139lP . . 2/30

i7ap . .

End of series unknown

MASTERWORKS/
CLASSICAL

Pri(»r to 1924, speci-

ally priced clagrical

issues were in the

usual catalog or matrix

series, although with

different la^ls. In

1924, Columbia intro-

duced the Masterworks

line, including the first

album sets. These first

appeared in a number
of series indicatiiig size

and price, similar to

Victor’s Red Seal series

Wj.v.) but most were
dropped in 1925 or

192^ except ITOOO^D

and 67000^D. Vocal

issues appeared on

various -M series, most

of which included

only a few issues,

from 1926 onward. In

1929, aU non-album

classical issues were

numbered in the pop-

ular -D series, and this

continued until 1934,

when the American

Record Corporation ac-

quired Columbia and

used it for classical

issues in the existing

D and M suffixed ser-

ies, which were contin-

ued by CBS after

1939. Such data as is

known is shown below.

The Masterworks series

issues are divided into

three pieriods. A large

number of -D suffixed

series appeared in

1924, designating var-

ious categories of size,

price and materiaL All

but the 67000-D series

were dropped around

mid-1925, and new ser-

ies added for KT and

vocal issues. Around
1930, classical issues,

except album sets,

were included in the

black label popular

series; in 1934, when
the American Record

Corporation bought the

Columbia operations,

the Masterworks series

were revived. After

1939, CBS continued

the -D and -M series

currently in use; the

lowest 10" -M series

was dropped and a

short-lived 19000-D scr-

ies added- Where series

are not shown here, it

indicates the series had
a short life span and a

handful of issues. Most

Masterworks issues can

be dated by matrix.

iiooaD . . ., . . ?/36

1112SD . . . . . 1/39

insao . .

.

. . 1/41

11885-D . . . . . 1/43

1196aD . . . . . 1/44

1202aD . . . . . 1/45

1225aD . . . . . 1/46

1235aD . . . . . 1/47

1295aD . . . . . 1/49

1313SD . . . . . 1/51

17001-D . . .. . . ?/26

17005.D . . . . . 1/27

1702aD . . . . . 1/29

1712aD . . . . . 1/39

1718aD . . . . . 1/40

17225-D . . . . . 1/41

1730aD . . . . . 1/42

1735aD . . . . . 1/43

1735SD . . . . . 1/44

17365-D . . . . . 1/45

17625-D . . . . . 1/51

67001-D . . .

67085-D . . . . . 1/25

6722aD . . . . . 1/27

6745aD . . . . . 1/29

6785aD . . . . . 1/31

6875aD . . . . . 1/37

6943aD . . . . . 1/39

7035aD . . . . . 1/41

71325-D . . . . . 1/43

7147SD . . . . . 1/44

7165aD . . . . . 1/45

71725-D . . . . . 1/46

7185aD . . . . . 1/47

7260aD . . . . . 1/49

7315aD . . . . . 1/51

1-M . . . .... 2/26

12SM . . .... 1/27

162M . . .... 1/29

40aM . . .... 1/39

42aM . .

Dropped.

.... 8/39

200aM . . ... 2/26

2015-M . .... 1/27

206S.M .

Dropped.

.... 1/29

400aM 2'26

402SM 1/27

404SM 1/29

4056.M 1/32

422aM 1/39

425aM 1/41

429aM 1/42

430aM 1/43

430SM 6/44

432aM 1/46

434aM 1/47

May continue?

500aM 2^26

506aM 1/27

509aM 1/29

Dropped.

700aM 2/26

7115.M 1/27

716aM 1/29

735aM 1/39

736aM 1/40

7375-M 1/41

7385-M 1/42

739aM 1/43

7405-M 1/44

744aM 1/46

747aM 1/47

900aM 2/26

9015.M 1/27

904aM 1/29

9L5aM 1/39

9152M ?/42

Dropped?

Unfortunately, as the

user will note, there is

considerable data yet

to be inrludc<l on
these Columbia Master-

works series. The
author is most inter-

ested in hearing from
anyone currently re-

seaichiug this area,

and welcomes any data

on issues in these

series!
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COLUMBIA

"RED LABEL” SERIES

35200 . . . - . 9/39

35350 .... . . 1/40

35455 .... . . 6/40

35870 .... . . 1/41

36150 .... . . 6/41

36470 .... . . 1/42

36600 .... . . 6/42

36670 .... . . 1/43

36675 .... . . 6/43

36685 .... . . 1/44

36720 .... . . 6/44

36765 .... . . 1/45

36815 .... . . 6/45

36910 .... . . 1/46

36990 ....
37215 .... . . 1/47

37385 .... . . 6/47

38055 .... . . 1/48

38215 .... . . 6/48

38385 .... . . 1/49

38500 .... . . 6/49

38675 .... . . 1/50

38840 .... . . 6/50

39140 .... . . 1/51

39415 .... . . 6/51

39635 .... . . 1/52

39765 .... . . 6/52

39910 .... . . 1/53

40000 .... . . 6/53

40150 .... . . 1/54

40240 .... . . 6/54

40405 .... . . 1/55

40515 .... . . 6^55

40635 .... . . 1/56

40705 .... . . 6/56

40810 .... . . 1/57

41940 .... . . 6/57

41090 .... . . 1/58

41195 .... . . 6/58

41315 .... . . 1/59

Cuntinues on 45 rpm.

RACE-

30120 .... . . 6/48

30150 .... . . 1/49

30160 .... . . 6/49

30180 .... . . 1/50

30205 .... . . 6/50

30225 .... . . 1/51

30239 .... . . 5/51

Ends Below 30120

renumbered from the

popular series above.

RED LABEL (Cont.)

COUNTRY:

As with the race series

the early issues (20000

to 20425) are renum-

berings of country

material issued in the

popular series.

20440 . 6/48

20535 . 1/49

20590 . 6/49

20655 . 1/50

20710 . 6/50

20770 . 1/51

20815 . 6/51

20890 . 1/52

20950 . 6/52

21060 . 1/53

21120 . 6/53

21195 . 1/54

21255 . 6/54

21340 . 1/55

21405 . 6/55

21480 . 1/56

21520 . 6/56

21569 .11/56

Ends.

-HALL OF FAME"

These issues, in a

50000 series for

popular and 52000 for

country, were issued in

late 1956 for an

unknown period-

NOTfi

There are various

other CBSera series,

all with various colour

Labels, as wcU as

continuations of such

series as the -F ethnic

issues. No data is

available on these at

the present time.

SUBSIDIARY LABELS

(lor Vocalion/Okeh see

VocalionJ

HARMONY:

NOTE: Velvet Tone
numbers run 1000

higher and end in -V

(until c. 230(kV); Diva

runs 2(X)0 higher and

ends in -G (label ends

at about 321(1G).

l-H 9/25

7aH 1/26

175-H 6/26

3iau 1/27

42aH 6/27

55aH 1/28

65aH 6/28

80aH 1/29

90aH 6'29

1075-H . 1/30

ii5aH . 6/30

125aH . 1/31

132aH . 6/31

140aH . 1/32

i425^H , 4/32

Ends.

SMENUTE SERIES:

6001-V . 9/31

6501-V .11/31

Only a handful were

issued in either series.

Velvet Tone used a

10000-V series. Clarion

a 11000-C series.

VELVET T0N&
(see above)

230av . 4/31

238av . 6/31

248av . 1/32

253av . 6/32

Ends.

OTHER SEIHES:

700av (6000-G) . 6/30

(all issued simultanc-

ously?)

CLARION:
5001X: .... . . 6/30

5225C .... . . 1/31

532aC .... . . 6/31

5420jC .... . . 1'32

547(W: .... . . 6/32

Ends.

90oac .... . . 8/31

(all issued simultanc-

ously?)

(Also see the 5-Minute

series)

PlUVATE SERIES:

Most of these were iss-

ued for movie
:
promo-

tion. They appear on

fUm comjKmy labels

such as Metro-GoldwvTi-

Mayer, Paramount (not

the record c(»rn[>any)

and Publiv, as wieU as

special issues creiditinp

omly the film in

tion and "Special Rcc-

ord”.

looap 3/29

1025.P 6/29

i07ap 1/30

To 200aP:

2(XK).P 2/30

2025-P 6/30

Ends.

PIJRITONE:

(This label was pressed

for Straus & Schram, a

Chicago mu-sic firm.

Most of their records

were sold as Sufxirtone,

and some of these may

have, appeared :js suclv

Sears also sold Super-

tone records. which

neccssitatexl the change)

lOOOS . 8/28

121SS . 4'29
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COLUMBIA (CANADA)

CANADA

There were several

series of Columbia rec-

ords issued only in

Canada, as follows:

R-lOOO’s arc renumber-

ings of British issues,

with the R- added.

R-4000’s were recorded

in the LI.S. and Britain

for Canadian issue.

1600(XD are issues of

British sides in Canada

All of the above are

best dated by using

the matnx numbers,

which are in the usual

American and British

series listed.

C SERIES

Cl 1/40

ClOO 6/40

C180 1/41

C400 6/41

C600 1/42

C700 8/42

C720 1/44

C750 1/45

C800 1/46

C860 1/47

CIOOO 1/48

C1200 1/49

C1420 1/50

C1650 1/51

C1900 1/52

C2050 1/53

02400 1/54

The series was drop
ped in early 1954, but

revived later for Cana-

dian recordings.

C2605 6/57

GREEN LABEL

KXinch (.75)

C6000 . . . . ,. . 9/40

C/6105 . . . . .. . 3/41

C6190 . 8/44

C6202 - 8/45

C6283 .10/47

06387 .10/48

C6520 . 1/50

C6575 . 1/51

C6610 . 6/52

End not known.

Most after C6100 are

in popular albums.

laincfc (.75)

C8000 . 9/46

emo . 3/47

Ends?

Used for non-album

issues at the higher

price.

MASTERWORKS

Very little data is

available for the Cana-

dian Masterworks ser-

ies. What is known is

listed below in the

various series known -

there may be others.

10-inch:

010025 9/40

010053 3/41

010120 8^44

010150 10/47

010180 10/48

Continues.

12-incl]:

012020 3/41

Ends.

020040 9/40

020069 3/41

Ends

The series previous

were dropped in favor

of the 015000 12-inch

series below, which

was the primary 12"

classical series.

12-inch:

All up toe

015250 9/40

015343 3/41

015660 8/44

015856 8/45

016040 10/47

016155 10/48

Continues, although the

data is not presently

available for any .sub-

se«pient issues.

Both light classic and

popular material was

issued in the follow-

ing series,

025001 ?/45

025005 8/45

025028 10/48

Continues, although it

is unlikely for many
more issues.

dBLDREN^

The following is the

only established date

in this series, which

probably consisted of a

dozen or so Lssue-s:

03007 ?/48

NOTES:

Prior to 1940, issues

of G)lumbia’s Canadian

operations used identi-

cal numbering to their

U. S. counterparts and

often usexl imported

American labels, except

as noted. If a Colum-

bia or Harmony rec-

ord is identifiable as a

Canadian issue but has

a number in the U. S.

series, look imder U. S.

Columbia for data.

Red-label country is-

sues carried a ”-c”

suffix for a few

months after the

20000 scries was

dropped in late 1956.

NOTES

(Corrections arc reques-

ted by the author)
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COLUMBIA (MATRICES)

MATRICES

LOCATION:
From 1901 until 1915,

Columbia matrix num-

bers appeared under

the lal)el in a format

with the matrix, take

and stamper numbers

appearing in that or-

der, separated by hy-

phens, as 3533-1-1

Z

After 1915, the matrix

nxunber was relocated

to the run-out area

(and the typography

changed) with the take

and stam|)er appearing

under the label stilL

About 1020, the pro-

cessing of masters was
changed, and Columbia

records began appear-

ing with a concentric

groove near the label

edge; the take does not

appear on this type of

record. About 192Z
this problem was cor-

rected by relocating

the take to the run-out

also, exactly opposite

the matrix number. On
records pressed from

matrices originally cut

for Okeh or a related

labeL the take is a

letter following the

matrix and the other

numbers in the take

position are stamper

numbers. This system

was used until 1951,

when the take was
moved to the end of

the matrix number, as

it appears on most
other labels.

The following matrices

were used on Colum-

bia amd all subsidiary

and client labels

pressed by Columbia

(see comments re ARC).

NOT&
Columbia, unlike other

companies, used a com-

plicated array of mat-

rix number series for

various types of rec-

ords. Only the popular

series and such others

for which data is read-

ily available are shown

following. Often, a side

originally recorded for

special issue would ap-

pear on the popular

series of records - if

you are unable to

locate a matrix num-
ber in the list below,

either this is the case

or it was recorded in

Britain (see that data).

10-inch POPULAR:
1 . . 10/01

600 . . . 1/02

1125 .... . . . 1/03

1725 .... . . . 1/04

1999 to 3000

3075 . . . 1/05

3350 .... . . . 1/06

3600 .... . . . 1/07

3800 . . . 1/08

4000 . . . 1/09

4250 .... . . . 1/10

4800 .... . . . 6/10

4999 to 19100

19400 . . . ,. . . 6/11

19700 . . . .. . . 1/12

19950 . . . .. . . 6/12

19999 to 38100
38500 . . . .. . . 1/13

38875 . . . .. . . 6/13

39150 . . . .. . . 1/14

39500 . . . .. . . 7/14

39800 . . . .. . . 1/15

39999 to 45500
45750 . . . .. . . 6/15

46300 . . . .. . . 1/16

46800 . . . ,. . . 6/16

47300 . . . ,. . . 1/17

. 47500 to 77000

77090 . . . ,. . . 6/17

77600 . . . . . . 1/18

77850 . . . . . - 6/18

78250 . . . . . . 1/19

78500 . . . . . . 6/19

78900 . . . . . . 1/20

79250 . . . . . . 6/20

79600 . . . . . . 1/21

79875 . . . . . . 6^21

80125 . . . . . . 1/22

80350 . . . . . . 6/22

80750 . . . . . . 1/23

81050 . . . . . . 6/23

81450 . . . . . . 1/24

81800 . . . . . . 6/24

. 81999 to 140000

140225 . . ., . . 1/25

1406.50 . . . . . 6/25

141400 . . . . . 1/26

142250 . . . . . 6/26

143200 . . . . . 1/27

144250 . . . . . 6/27

145450 . . . . . 1/28

146350 . . . . . 6/28

147800 . . . . . 1/29

148600 . . . . . 6/29

149700 . . . . . 1/30

150550 . . . . . 6/30

151200 . . . . . 1/31

151570 . . . . . 6/31

152060 . . . . . 1/32

152200 . . . . . 6/32

152325 . . . . . 1/33

152400 . . . . . 6/33

152600 . . . . . 1/34

152770 . . . . . 6/34

Ends.

NOTEi
At this p)int, Colum-

bia was actpiired by
the American Record

Corporation, and subse-

cpient issues used their

matrix sequences, q.v.

This sequence was

continued by CBS af-

ter their acquisition of

ARC, and the post-

1939 portion of this

sequence will be listed

later in the Columbia

matrix section.

12” POPULAR;
30000 8/06

30040 i/07

30125 j/08

30200 1/09

30320 1/10

30625 1/1

1

30925 1/12

30999 to 36???

36540 1/13

36850 1/14

37425 1/15

-37480 1/16

37499 to 48500

49050 1/17

49220 6/17

49300 118
49400 6/18

49567 1/19

49640 6^19

49730 1/20

49850 6 20

49920 1/21

49965 6'21

49999 to 98000

98010 1'22

98035 6/22

98050 1/23

98115 1/24

98160 l/'25

98200 1/26

98305 1/27

98425 1/28

98620 1/29

98675 1/30

98725 1/31

98750 1/32

The series may have

continued for a few

more numbers but

certainly ven' few

HARMONY SERIES

100300 7/29

100362 L'30

100409 6/30

100480 1/31

Ends toe

351000 431

351150 1/32

351161 3/32

Other Harmony issuers

use Columbiii series.
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COLUMBIA (MATRICES)

PRIVATE/TEST

Earlier series preceded,

this une - no data.

91000 6/18

91115 2'20

91310 4/22

91330 9/22

91470 10/23

91475 6/24

91499 to 170000

170025 1/25

170200 3/26

170275 5/27

170300 4/28

170420 12^29

170615 10/31

170755 7/34

Ends.

ETHNIC-

This series was used

for U5. recordings of

foreign materiaL

Earlier series known.

105000 al921

105500 6/25

106200 ..... 1/26

106750 6/26

107400 1/27

108100 6/27

108625 1/28

109400 6/28

110150 1/29

110650 6/29

111500 1/30

112100 6/30

112700 1/31

112875 6/31

113000 1/32

113550 6/32

113750 1/34

Eontinues, possibly into

the ARC takeover era.

OKEH SERIES

For earlier series, see

the Okeh section.

These may appear on

other Columbia labels.

400000 1/28

400600 5/28

402200 1/29

402900 6/29

403350 1/30

404275 5/30

404600 1/31

404950 6/31

405200 3/32

Continues?.

FOR UJL ISSUE

265000 1/33

265125 5/33

Continues?

U. S. ODEON and

PARLOPHONE

490000 12/29

490080 6/30

Also:

495000 12/29

495051 5/31

Apparently, the first

series had vocals and
the latter did not Iss-

ues on these labels also

used the Okeh series

of matrix numbers.

MISCELLANEOUS

S.MINUTE COLUMBIA
255000 3/32

260000 5/32

5.MINUTE HARMONY
710000 7/31

236000 9/31

236014 1/32

In both cases, the two

series indicate a differ-

ent type of cutting.

UTTLE WONDER

This series was used

on the 5-inch Little

Wonder records and a

few other Sinch Col-

umbia pressings, such

as the records pressed

for children’s "Bubble

Books”. There may be

others as weU. Little

Wonder records used

the same number for

matrix and catalog

number, so this listing

can be used for both

by adding about one

month to obtain the

issue date.

1 ?/14

85 1/15

175 6/15

275 1/16

400 6/16

565 1/17

640 6/17

680 1/18

890 . 6/18

1040 1/19

1160 6/19

1275 1/20

1365 6/20

1440 1/21

1505 6/21

1580 1/22

1650 6/22

1715 1/23

1754 4/23

This is the last entry

in (Jeorge Blacker’s

ting of the labeL al-

though there may be

additional issues not

known. The sequence

is known to continue,

and 1784-1795 are

children’s recordings

cut by Henry Burr af-

ter 1925 (electric) and

issued on Velvet Tone
and possibly other la-

bels, even Little Won-
der itself.

CANADA

Very few sides were

actually recorde«l in

Canada, although Col-

umbia opertated a Can-

adian subsidiary of

one or another sort

from 1903 onward. A
handful of French-

Canadian .sides were

cut in the 1910’s ex-

act date and details

unknown but presum-

ably Montreal recor-

dings as the. matrix

numbers are not in

any known s<M[uen<».

French-Canadian recor-

dings from 1926 on

which bear E- prefix

matrix numbers were

recorded by G>mpo
and numbered in that

series, listed under

Compo. A 1957 recortl

shows matrix numbers
with a CO-M- prefix,

presumably indicating

Columbia - Montreal; it

bears a catalog numl>er

in a continuation of

the G series ((f.v.) no

longer in general ase.

All other Cblumliia

records issued only in

Canada appear to have

been recorded either

in Britain or the U. S.

and liear matrix num-
bers in the serits used

in either country.

NOTE: If a matrix

number on a Columbia

record is not listed,

check UJL listings in-

cluding related labels.

There are also numer-

ous series u.sed for

special purpascs, inclu-

ding dubbexl sides and
special recordings.
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COLUMBIA (CBS MATRICES)

ARCyPLAZA SERIES 44850 1/51 H(00) (HoUywoodk

45875 6/51 Replaces ARC LA-

This series was origi- 46975 1/52

nated by the Plaza 44800 6/52 H-1 9/40

Music Company at the 48600 1/53 H.195 1/41

end of 1922 (where 49450 6/53 H.350 6/41

the 1922-1939 pcntion 50700 1/54 H-600 1/42

of the series is listed). 51600 6^54 H-915 7/42

When the American 53500 6/55 H.960 1/43

Recmrd Corporation, 54700 1/56

the successors to Plaza, 57150 1/57

acquired Columbia, the 60550 3/58 H-1125 11/44

following series was Continues ftn 45 rpm. H.1425 6/45

used. Columbia i^ues H.1640 1/46

have "CO" as or in a M- (WM-lb H.1875 6/46

prefix. The listing be- See Variety (Section 3 H-2160 1/47

low starts with the H-2375 6/47

first numbers in the CKX)) (Chicagolb H-3100 1/48

series afqieazing (HI the Continues ARC series. H.3200 6^48

Columbia label C2600 . 6/39 H-3500 1/49

C2900 . 1/40 H-3800 6/49

15600 . 8/34 C^175 . 6/40 H-3990 1/50

16550 . 1/35 C3575 . 1/41

17600 . 6/35 C3750 . 6/41

18450 . 1/36 C3925 . 1/42 H-4500 6/51

19400 . 6/36 C4275 . 6/42 H4??? to H-10000

20500 .... . .1/37 RHGai0075 . . 1/52

21150 . 6/37 RHOai0175 . . 6/52

22275 . 1/38 RHCiai0375 . . 1/53

23000 . 6/38 C4350 . 1/45 RHCai0525 . . 6/53

23900 . 1/39 C4425 . 6/45 RHC»l10750 . . cl/54

24725 . 6/39 C4490 ..... . 1/46 RHOai0999? to 33???

25650 . 1/40 C4560 . 6/46 RHCa33500 . . c8/55

27400 . 6/40 C4700 . 1/47

29400 . 1/41 €^4785 . 6/47 Recording activities on

30600 . 6/41 C4995 . 1/48 the west coast appear

32000 . 1/42 C5000 . 6/48 to have been gradually

32800 . 6/42 C5025 . 1/49 phased out during the

33200 . 1/43 C5060 . 6/49 latter part of the SO^s,

33300 . 6/43 Cy5100 . 1/50 Or all changed to one

33400 . 1/44 C.5145 . 6/50 series, but exact details

33650 . 6/44 C5200 . 1/51 are not known at this

34000 . 1/45 C5270 . 6/51 time

34750 . 6/45 C5295 . . . . 1/52

35600 . 1/46 C5350 . 6/52

36400 . 6/46 C5400 . 1/53 MONTREAL
37350 . 1/47

37850 . 6/47 Ctmtinues to unknown A 1958 Canadian Co-

38600 . 1/48 number. lumbia in the posess-

39000 . 6/48 ion of the author has

40350 . 1/49 It is not known when a matrix number with

40800 . 6/49 recfH’ding operations in a COM- prefix, which

42300 . 1/50 Chicago were discon- was fHesumably recor-

43900 . 6/50 tinned by CBS. ded in Montreal

NOTE: CBS oontLnued

the ARC practice of

designaritifr other recor-

ding locations with

separate prefixes and

series. In most if not

all cases recording in

these locations was ac-

complished with port-

able equipment on spo-

radic visits, so that

numbers were assigned

in groups, often

months or even years

apart, making it

impractical to estimate

dates by number.

NOTES

iPlease advise the aub

hor of correctionsJ
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DECCA (U. S.)

BLUE LABEL
OScent popular)

100 9/34

350 1/35

470 6/35

650 1/36

875 6/36

1075 1/37

1325 6/37

1600 1/38

1825 6/38

2250 1/39

2500 6/39

2975 1/40

3170 6/40

3575 1/41

3825 6/41

4100 1/42

4310 6/42

4400 1/43

4420 6/43

4430 1/44

4445 6/44

4450 1/45

4455 (last) .... 4/45

Superseded as popular

series by 50cent

18000 series..

COUNTRY:
5000 9/34

5060 1/35

5110 6/35

5171 1/36

5231 6/36

5311 1/37

5390 6/37

5470 1/38

5545 6/38

5636 2/39

5699 6/39

5779 1/40

5850 6/40

5912 1/41

5959 6/41

6014 1/42

6055 6/42

6082 1/43

6091 6/43

6095 2/44

6101 6/44

6106 1/45

6112 (last?) . . . 9/45

RACK
7000 9/34

7030 1/35

7075 6/35

7135 1/36

7180 6/36

7250 1/37

7330 6/37

7400 1/38

7475 6/38

7560 1/39

7610 6/39

7700 1/40

7770 6/40

7820 1/41

7850 6^41

7880 1/42

7900 7/42

Issued ^mradically toe

7910 8/44

Ends.

"SEPIA":

8500 3/41

8552 6/41

8595 1/42

8625 6/42

8647 1/43

8652 6/43

8655 1/44

8660 6/44

8668 1/45

Enila.

liinch POPULAR:
15000 9/34

15015 6/35

15028 1/37

15033 6/37

15038 1/38

15045 6/38

15048 7/40

May contiiiue for a

few more numbers.

The two following ser-

ies were originally in-

tended for higher-

priced issues. As the

price of popular rec-

ords increased, Decca

transferred the popu-

lar issues to each ser-

ies in turn. No race

series was associated

with the first, but

there was a short-lived

country series with a

handful of issues in

1946

PERSONALITY (.50):

18000 7/39

18030 .... . . 1/40

18075 .... . . 6/40

18105 .... . . 1/41

18150 .... . . 6/41

18200 .... . . 1/42

18360 .... . . 6/42

18540 .... . . 1/43

18547 .... . . 6/43

18575 .... . . 1/44

18605 .... . . 6/44

18640 .... . . 1/45

18685 .... . . 6/45

18750 .... . . 1/46

18880 .... . . 6^46

18923 Oast?) . . .11/46

Ends.

PERSONALITY (.75):

23000 ....
23020 .... . . 1/37

23060 .... . . 1/38

23080 .... . . 1/39

23095 .... . . 6/39

23130 .... . . 1/40

23160 .... . . 6/40

23200 .... . . 1/41

23225 .... . . 6/41

23245 .... . . 1/42

23260 .... . . 6/42

23265 .... . . 1/43

23275 .... . . 6/43

23295 . . . . . . 1/44

23340 . . . . . . 6/44

23375 . . . . . . 1/45

23425 . . . . . . 6/45

23475 . . . . . . 1/46

23565 . . . . . . 6/46

23770 . . . . . . 1/47

23950 . . . . . . 6/47

24285 . . . . . . 1/48

24440 . . . . . . 6/48

24530 . . . . . . 1/49

24640 . . . . . . 6/49

24820 . . . . . . 1/50

24985 . . . . . . 6/50

24999 to 27000

27330 . . . . . . 1/51

27650 . . . .. . . 6/51

27930 . . . . . . 1/52

28275 . . . - . . 6/52

28530 . . . .. . . 1/53

28750 . . . ., . . 6/53

28950 . . . .. . . 1/54

28999 to 29???

29220 . . . .. . . 6/54

29400 . . . .. . . 1/55

29590 . . . ., . . 6/55

29775 . . . .. . . 1/56

29975 . . . .. . . 6/56

30175 . . . .. . . 1/57

30325 . . . .. . . 6/57

30550 . . . .. . . 1/58

Gmtinues on 45

with a 9- prefix.

rpm.

COUNTRY:
46001 .10/46

46025 1/47

46055 6/47

46113 1/48

46135 6/48

46147 1/49

46170 6/49

46200 1/50

46240 6/50

46285 1/51

46330 6/51

46390 1/52

End a.
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DECCA (U. S. / CANADA)

12-mrh PERSONALITY

29000 1/36

29035 . . . . . . 1/38

29057 . . . . . . 6/39

29080 . - . . . . 1/41

29125 . . . . . . 1/43

29130 . . . . . . 1/44

29135 . . . . . . 6/44

29155 . . . . . . 1/45

29170 . . . . . . 6/45

29180 . . . . . . 1/46

29200 . . . . . . 6'46

29220 . . . . . . 1/47

29230 . . . ... 1/48

Ihe series presumably

(ontinues a few more

numbers?

MISCELLANEOUS

REISSUE SERIES

25000 1/47

25075 6/47

25335 1/48

25390 6/48

25400 9/48

Ends.

VINYL S1TIIE&

(Often prefixed DU-)

40000 9/45

40010 6/46

40025 1/47

40038 6/47

40050 1/48

10055 9/48

Ends.

CANADA

Most Decca issues as

pressexl by the Compo
Company, who had the

Canadian rights to the

label, are numbered as

their U. S counter-

parts. The primary ex-

ception is the 10000

series below. 1938-42

issues in the 26000

series, listed under

Apex in the Compo
section, appeared under

the Decca name. There

was also a 216000 ser-

ies in the early lOSO’s

which issued European

material

The following series

was used by Compo
due to the different

price structure for the

Decca label in Canada.

It primarily drew on

the American 18000

series (some of which

appeared in Canada

under their own num-

bers and were priced

higher) but a few of

these drew from other

series not issued in

Canada, such as 8500.

10000

10075

10125

10145

10170

10210

10260

10325

10375

10395

6/42

1/43

6/43

1/44

6/44

1/45

6/45

1/46

6/46

9/46

At this point, the U. S.

18000 series was drop
ped; a few more of

this series appeared.

10400 c.1/48

10417 (last?) . . c.1/49?

Ends.

NOTES

Please advise the aut-

hor of corrections.



DECCA (MATRICES)

MATRICES

LOCATION:
Decca matrix numbers

are virtually always in

the run-out area, with

the matrix number fol-

owed by a take letter.

A few of the earliest

issues show the matrix

only on the label or

not at alL A double

letter as a take indi-

cates the use of an

alternate turntable on

the same take. Canad-

ian pressings show the

number and take in

the same location but

in faint handwriting;

they do not show the

matrix on the label in

most cases.

Decca matrices were

also used on Decca

pressings on the Cham ,

pion label (40, 45 and

50000 catalog series)

and Canadian Melotone

(40 and 45000 series),

as well as the Decca-

pressed Brunswick ser-

ies and the Coral label

from the 1943-1960

penod-

It must be noted that

the U. S. and British

Decca labeb do not re-

late directly and most

overseas issues of

Decca material appear

on Bnmswick laheU in

other countries.

There are a few series

not listed here; these

are either from out-of-

town sessions or other

sources, such as World
Transcriptions. Matrix

numbers which begin

with letters are U. ^

NEW YORK:
383?? . 8/34

39200 . 2/35

39600 . 6/35

. 39999 to 60000
60300 . 1/36

61150 . 6/36

61500 . 1/37

62250 . 6/37

63125 . 1/38

63900 . 6/38

64900 . 1/39

65710 . 6/39

67010 . 1/40

67850 . 6/40

68550 . D41
69200 . 6/41

70125 . . . . . . 1/42

70800 . 6/42

71275 . 7/42

71330 . 1/43

71400 . 6/43

71460 . .10/43

71650 . 1/44

72250 . 6/44

72700 . 1/45

72850 . 6/45

72950 . 1/46

73500 . 6/46

73750 . 1/47

75000 . . . .. . . 6/49

76700 . . . ,. . . 1/50

76500 . . . ,. . . 6/50

- 76999? to 80000

80300 . . . ,. . . 1/51

81200 . . . ,. . . 6/51

82150 . . . ,. . . 1/52

83000 . . . ,. . . 6/52

83800 . . . ,. . . 1/53

84650 . . . .. . . 6/53

85600 . . . ,. - . 1/54

86600 . . . ,. . . 6/54

87300 . . . .. . . 1/55

89999 to 100000

Continues for 45 rpm.

LOS ANGELESe
DLA-1 8/34

DLA.80 1/35

DLA-160 6/35

DLA-275 1/36

DLA425 6/36

DLA.650 1/37

DLA-800 6/37

DLA-1100 .... 1/38

DLA.1295 .... 6/38

DLA-1700 .... 1/39

DLA-1765 .... 6/39

DLA-1915 .... 1/40

DLA.2000 .... 6/40

DLA.2325 .... 1/41

DLA-2400 .... 6/41

DLA.2800 .... 1/42

. Prefix changes.

1,3025 6/42

1,3180 1/43

1,3230 1/44

1,3700 1/45

1,3825 6/45

1,4025 1/46

1,4200 6/46

1,4350 1/47

1,4500 ...... 6/47

1,4800 1/48

L-6000 1/51

L.6300 6/51

L6575 1/52

L6825 6/52

L7000 1/53

L7300 6/53

1^7525 1/54

L7725 6/54

Continues?

CHICAGO:
C93?? 8^34

C9750 1/35

9999 to 90000

C90250 6/35

C90550 1/36

C90800 6/36

C91075 1/37

Prefix dropped.

91250 6/37

91400 1/38

91470 6/38

91570 1/39

91750 6/39

91900 1/40

91999? to 93000

93075 6/40

93500 1/41

93650 6/41

93900 1/42

The series, and pre-

sumably Chicago re-

cording activities, seem

to have been phased

out around this time.

SAN FRANOSCO:
DSF-9 4/35

This may have been a

portable unit recording.

NOTE:

Copies of the Decca

files and ledgers are

known to be accessible

at the library of the

Country Music Hall Of
Fame in Nashville,

should the user wish

more accurate data on

a Decca record or mat-

rix. It is hoped that

this information can

be used to provide a

supplement to this

book soorL
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VICTOR

SINGLE-FACED 17625 . . . . . . 6/14 25850 6/38

(all sizes) 17675 . . . . . . 1/15 25899 to 26000

17750 . . . . . . 6/15 26120 1/39

Pre-Victor Berliner iss- (continued at right) 26250 6/39

ues see section 6 for 17825 . . . ... 1/16 26415 1/40

comments. 18000 . . . . . . 6/16 26605 6/40

18150 . . . . . . 1/17 26799 to 27200

1 a8/00 18300 . . . ... 6/17 27255 1/41

1100 . 1/02 18400 . . 1/18 27435 6/41

1400 . 6/02 18460 . . . . . . 6/18 27725 1/42

1850 . 1/03 18520 . . . . . . 1/19 27890 6/42

2300 . 6/03 18570 . . 6/19 27975 (last) . . . 9/42

2550 . 1/04 18640 . . . . . . 1/20 Missing numbers were

2900 . 6/04 18675 . . 6^20 used in Latin America.

2999 to 4000 18720 . . .... 1/21

4200 . 1/05 18760 . . .... 6/21 A new popular series

4350 . 6/05 18850 . . . . . . 1/22 started 194i
4530 . 1/06 18910 . . . . . . 6/22

4775 . 6/06 19000 . . . . . . 1/23 2ai500 9/42

4930 . 1/07 19100 . . .... 6/23 2ai520 1/43

5200 . 6/07 19200 . . . ... 1/24 2ai530 6/43

5400 . 1/08 19330 . . .... 6/24 2ai550 1/44

5550 . 6/08 19550 . . .... 1/25 2ai585 6/44

5650 . 1/09 19700 . . .... 6/25 2ai630 1/45

5740 . 6/09 19920 . . .... 1/26 2ai675 6/45

20000 . . .... 4/26 2ai790 1/46

20075 . . .... 6/26 20-1875 6/46

5850 . 6/11 20400 . . 1/27 20-2090 1/47

Dropped mid-1912 20650 . . .... 6/27 2a2315 6^47

21150 . . .... 1/28 2a2650 1/48

MONARCH lainclc 21500 . . .... 6/28 2a2920 6/48

3000 . 1/01 21800 . . 1/29 2a3310 1/49

3350 . 6/01 22000 . . 6/29 2a3460 6/49

. 22250 . . 1/30 2a3620 1/50

(SPECIAL) DE LUXIi 22400 . . 6/30 2a3820 6/50

2000-2049, 2200 issued 22600 . . . . . . 1/31 2a4015 1/51

19024)3; 31000 see 22700 . . 6/31 2a4160 6/51

12” S.F4 41000 issued 22900 . . .... 1/32 204450 1/52

late 1903 (14”). 22999 to 24000 204740 6/52

(23000 series see at 2a5115 1/53

DOUBLE-FACED right) 2a5325 6/53

24000 . . .... 5/32 2a5580 1/54

16000 . 9/08 24200 . . 1/33 2a5765 6/54

16200 1/09 24300 . . 6/33 2a5975 1/55

16300 . 6/09 24500 . . .... 1/34 2a6150 6/55

16450 ,1/10 24600 . . .... 6/34 2a6390 1/56

16550 . 6/10 24750 . . .... 1/35 2a6540 6/56

16750 . 1/11 24899 to 25000 2a6800 1/57

16900 . 6/11 25050 . . .... 6/35 2a6940 6/57

17050 - 1/12 25200 . . 1/36 2a7135 1/58

17100 . 6/12 25320 . . 6/36 2a7265 6/58

17250 . 1/13 25500 . . 1/37 2a7440 y59
17400 . 6/13 25600 . . 6/37 The last 78 rpm issues

17500 . 1/14 25750 . . 1/38 occur around this time.

’’HOT DAJSCE”

V.38000 1/29

¥-38055 6/29

V-38100 i/30

V-38130 6/30

V-38146 (Last) . . 1/31

to

23000 12/30

23041 (Last) . . . 9/31

RACE

V-38500 3/29

V-38530 6/29

V.38575 1/30

V.38595 6/30

V.38631 (Last) . .IZ'30

to

23250 12/30

23270 6/31

23310 1/32

23340 6/32

23375 1/33

23400 6/33

23432 (last) . . . 1/34

22-0001 1/49

22-0060 1/.50

22-0085 6/50

22-0110 1/51

22-0140 a'51

COUNTRY

V-40000 1/29

V-40085 6/29

V-40180 1/30

V-40255 6/30

V.40335 Oast) . .11/30

to

23500

23555

23615

23685

23740

23800

12/30

6'31

1/32

6/32

1/33

6/33

23859 (Last) . . . 1/34

21-0000 1/49

21-0155 1/50

21-0345 6/50

21-0420 1/51

21-0498 8/51
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VICTOR

IT POPULAR 35712 . 6/21 VIOLET LABEL
35714 . 1/22 (SINGLE-FACED)

SINGLE-FACED 35716 . 6/22

(Early issues under the 35718 . 1/23 10-inch:

mune "De Luxe” 35725 . 6/23 60000 . . . . . . 2/10

35730 . 1/24 60035 .... . . mi
31000 1903 35740 . 6/24 60095 .... . . 1/12

31170 1/04 35750 . 1/25 60100 .... . . 1/13

31250 6^04 35760 . 6/25

31340 1/05 35765 . 1/26

31380 6/05 35775 . 6/26

31465 1/06 35800 . 1/27 60143 . . . . . a6/16

31540 6/06 35825 . 6/27 to 45000 DJi'. series.

31590 1/07 35870 . 1/28

31660 6/07 35925 . 6/28 12-inch:

31700 1/08 35960 . 1/29 70000 .... . . 1/10

31725 6/08 35970 . 6/29 70030 .... . . 1/11

35995 . 1/30 70085 .... . . 1/12

31740 6/09 36010 . 6/30 70090 .... . . 1/13

36030 . 1/31 70105 .... . . 1/14

36040 . 6/31

36046 . 1/32 70112 . . . . . . 1/16

31825 4/11 36070 - 6/32

36080 . 1/33 70117 . . . . . . 1/18

31835 10/12 36088. 6^33

36098 . 1/34 70123 .... . . 1/20

DOUBLE-FACED 36110 . 6/34 70125 . . . . . c.3/20

36160 . 1/35 to 55(XX) DJ. series.

35000 9/08 36165 . 6/35

35030 1/09 36175 . 1/36 BLUE LABEL
35060 6/09 36183 . 6/36 DOUBLE-FACED
35100 1/10 36190 . 1/37

35145 6/10 36205 . 6/37 45000 . . . . . c.m2
35180 mi 36210 . 1/38 45050 .... . . 1/13

35200 d^ll 36212 . 6/38 45057 .... . . 1/14

35210 1/12 36214 . 1/39 45060 .... . . m5
35235 6/12 36230 . 6/39 45075 .... . . 1/16

35265 m3 36237 . 1/40 45105 .... . . 1/17

35300 6/13 36300 . 6/40 45146 . . . . . . 1/18

35355 1/14 36395 . 1/41 45156 . . . . . . m9
35375 6/14 36410 . 6/41 45175 . . . . . . 1/20

35430 1/15 36425 . 1/42 45200 .... . . 1/21

35465 6/15 Last number unknown. 45255 .... . . 1/22

35500 m6 45330 . . . . . . 1/23

35575 . 6/16 Also used on Fiskana. 45375 . . . . . . 1/24

35605 . 1/17 45475 . . . . . . 1/25

35640 . 6/17 45525 . . . . . . 1/26

35670 . 1/18 Superseded by the 28-

35675 . 6/18 series in late 1942;

35680 . m9 only a handful of 12”

35686 . 6/19 popular records were Series dropped, and
35690 . 1/20 issued in this series. the artists thereon

35700 . 6/20 and discographic data transferred to Red Seal

35705 . 1/21 is so far not at hand. 4000 series.

BLUE LABEL

DOUBLErfACED

55000 . . . . . 0.1/12

55030 . . . . . . 1/13

55035 . . . . . . 1/14

55050 . . . . . . 1/15

55060 . . . . . . 1/16

55080 . . . . . . 1/17

55095 . . . . . . 1/18

55105 . . . . . . m9
55120 . . . . . . 1/20

55135 . . . . . . 1/21

55155 . . . . . . 1/22

55180 . . . ... 1/23

55200 . . . . . . 1/24

55255 . . . . . . 1/25

55290 . . . . . . 1/26

To Red Seal as 4S000

NOTE:

Victor used a aumber

of series not documen-

ted in this Guide for

various special issues,

Le. foreign-lanjruage,

children’s, speciaUj^

priced or other non-

standard issuer It is

hoped that it A^dll be

possible, in the near

future, to obtain aceess

to the company’s files,

which are stiU in exis-

tence, and supplement

the data herein with

more complete infor-

mation on all issued

series. Should you be

unable to locate a

Victor or RCA-Victor

record in this guide,

the chances are that it

is in one of the above-

noted series, particula-

larly if the material is

not standard popular

or classical fare.
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VICTOR (RED SEAL)

RED SEAL SERIES

When Victor first in-

troduced Red Seal rec-

ords, there were num-

erous series, each of

which represented a

different price category

or size. Most of the

series not listed here

had but a handful of

issues, and a short life

span. as did the

double faced 10000

series .of 1923. For

this reason, there is

not sufficient data for

them to be listed.

Some are higher priced

records, or issues using

imported sides, which
were issued on special

series. Series for which

data is available are

listed below.

SmCLEFACM)

10-inch iSllt

64001 1/06

64050 1/07

64080 1/08

64095 1/09

64110 1/10

64150 1/11

64225 1/12

64260 1/13

64385 1/14

64475 ...... 1/15

64520 1/16

64600 1/17

64730 1/18

64790 1/19

64830 1/20

64915 1/21

64999 to 66002?

66010 1/22

66105 1/23

Recoupled onto the

double-faced series star-

ting at 500 in mid-

1923.

12-mch ($1.50):

74001 . 1/06

74050 . 1/07

74095 . 1/08

74125 . 1/09

74150 . 1/10

74195 . 1/11

74250 . 1/12

74325 . 1/13

74370 . 1/14

74420 . 1/15

74455 . 1/16

74500 . 1/17

74560 . 1/18

74575 . 1/19

74600 ..... . 1/20

74650 . 1/21

74720 . 1/22

74780 . 1/23

Recoupled to 6000’s.

lainch {$2k

87001 . 1/06

87015 . 1/08

87020 . 1/09

87035 . 1/10

87070 . 1/11

87085 - 1/12

87110 . 1/13

87175 . 1/14

87200 . 1/15

87210 . 1/16

87260 . 1/17

87280 . 1/18

87300 . 1/19

87305 . 1/20

87322 . 1/21

87330 . 1/22

87350 . 1/23

Recoupled to 3000’s.

12-inch ($3):

88001 . 1/06

88040 . 1/07

88100 . 1/08

88140 . 1/09

88200 . 1/10

88285 . 1/11

88325 . 1/12

88390 . 1/13

88430 . 1/14

88490 . 1/15

88540 . 1/16

88560 . 1/17

88590 1/18

88600 1/19

88615 1/20

88625 1/21

88650 1/22

88665 1/23

Recoupled to dOOO’s.

12-inch ($4):

89001 1/06

89060 . . . . . . 1/13

89065 . . . . . . 1/14

89075 . . . . . . 1/15

89077 . . . . . . 1/16

89085 . . . . . . 1/17

89087 . . . . . . 1/19

89089 . . . . . . 1/20

Ends?

DOUBLE-FACED

Double-faced Red Seal

records were first iss-

ued in mid-1923. Most

initial issues in all the

series were pairings of

single-faced issues.

KXinch ($1.5(fc

500 . .

970 . . 1/24

1050 1/25

1130 1/26

1205 1/27

1290 1/28

1360 1/29

1440 1/30

1490 1/31

1545 1/32

1580 1/33

1630 1/34

1690 1/35

1725 1/36

1795 1/37

1835 1/38

1950 1/39

2010 1/40

2125 1/41

2175 1/42

2211 6/42

To 10- series.

10-inch ($2):

3000 6/24

3035 1/25

3040 1/26

3042 1/27

3045 1/28

3050 1/29

3053 1/30

3056 1/31

Series dropped.

10-inch ($1):

4000 10/26

4002 1/27

4025 1/28

4065 1/29

4150 1/30

4195 1/31

4205 1/32

4220 1/33

4245 1/34

4280 1/35

4305 1/36

4325 1/37

4375 1/38

4410 1/39

4450 1/40

4540 1/41

4565 1/42

Ends.

6000 see next page..

12-inch ($250h

8000 9/24

8065 1/25

8070 1/27

8085 1/28

8105 1/29

8165 1/30

8195 1/31

8225 1/32

The series ended short-

ly thereafter. 8000’s

above 83CM) are in an

extension of the 6000

series (next page).
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VICTOR (R. S. / BLUEBIRD)

12-mch ($2): From mid-1942 on, the SUBSIDIARY LABELS

6000 . a6/23 Red Seal records were

6425 . 1/24 issued in two series as BLUEBIRD
6480 . 1/25 shown below. The pre-

6555 . 1/26 fixed catalog number 1800 8/32

6615 . 1/27 format was used on all 8” ends at 1809.

6720 . 1/28 Victor/RCA Victor reo 1820 to 1853 . . 5/33

6875 . 1/29 ords from late 1942 Renumbered toe

7150 . 1/30 onward. B.5000 5/33

7370 . 1/31 B-5280 1/34

7440 . 1/32 lO-inch: B-5500 6/34

7580 . 1/33 laiooo 6/42 B-5750 1/35

7825 . 1/34 iai024 1/43 B-5950 6/35

7999? to 8300? 10-1040 6/43 B-6200 1/36

8390 . 1/35 101050 1/44 B-6410 6/36

8860 . 1/36 101085 6/44 B.6725 1/37

8999 to 14000 101125 1/45 B-6975 6/37

14160 .... . . 1/37 101165 6/45 B-7350 1/38

14610 . .1/38 101180 1/46 B-7600 6/38

15225 . .1/39 101218 6/46 B-7875 11/38

15740 . .1/40 101240 1/47 At this point, the pop.

, 101275 1/48 ular series jumped to

The wide gap between 101340 6/48 B-10000, and this ser-

these two entries cov- 101420 1/49 ies continued for race

eis records recoupled 101455 6/49 and country issues.

for automatic cchangers. 101515 1/50 B-10000 11/38

101520 6/50 B-10275 6/39

17525 .... . .1/41 This series ends c.1952 B-10550 1/40

18275 .... . .1/42 and 10 issues there- B-10750 . . . . . 6/40

18525 . .6/42 after bear the same B-llOOO 1/41

to 12- series. numbers as their 45 B-11200 6^41

rpm counterparts, ex- B.11400 1/42

liinch ($1.50) cept for the prefix. B-11550 6/42

9000 . . 1/26 B-11594 (last) . . 9/42

9015 . . 1/27 12-inch: Toe

9150 . . 1/28 11-8100 6/42 30^0801 9/42

9295 . . 1/29 11-8220 1/43 300803 1/43

9600 . . 1/30 11-8320 6/43 300813 6/43

9830 . . 1/31 11-8490 1/44 300820 1/44

. 9999 to 11000? 11-8575 6/44 300825 6^44

11170 .... . . .1/32 11-8725 1/45 300834 (last) . . 3/45

11275 .... . . .1/33 11-8805 . . . . . 6/45 Label revired:

11405 .... . . .1/34 11-8980 1/46 31-0001 7/49

11750 .... . . .1/35 11-9115 6/46 (only a handful were

11875 .... . . .1/36 11-9330 1/47 issued over the next

11950 .... . . .1/37 11-9420 6/47 few months)

12140 .... . . .1/38 11-9755 1/48

12520 .... . . .1/39 . 11-9999 to 124)001 RACE/GOUNTRY
12600 .... . . .1/40 12-0070 6/48

13500 .... . . .1/41 12-0665 1/49 B-7975 1/39

13790 . . .1/42 12-0800 .... 6/49 1^8175 6/39

13800 . . .6/42 12-0940 .... 1/50 B-8325 1/40

Ends • goes to 12-1000 12-1100 .... 6/50 B-8443 6/40

series c.5/42. As 10 Berie& R8600 1/41

B^5 6/41

B.9010 1/42

B-9025 6/42

B.9042 (last) . . . 9/42

Replaced by following:

RAOi
344)700 .... .10/42

340704 .... . 1/43

340707 .... . 6/43

340709 .... . 1/44

340714 .... . 6/44

340720 .... . 1/45

340730 .... . 6/45

340741 .... . 1/46

340748 .... . 5/46

Ends - revived:

35-0001 .... . 7/49

COUNTRY:
33-0500 .... .11/42

33-0504 .... . 6/43

33-0508 .... . 1/44

33-0513 . . . . . 6/44

33-0518 .... . 1/45

33-0529 . - - . . 6/45

33-0539 . . . . .12/45

Ends:

Bluebird numbers no

listed here are either

Canadian (q.vj or spec-

ial series (ethnic, etc.)

TIMELY TUNES

C1550 4/31

01591 (last) . . . 7/31

ELECTRA-DISC

1800 see Bluebird.

250a09 8/32

1900 3/33

2150 1/34

2177 (last) ... . 3/34

SUNRISE

S.3100 5/33

8-3370 1/34

S-3467 (last) . . . 4/34
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VICTOR (CANADA)

CANADA Canadian Victor from FRENCH SERIES

British recordings:

216001 . .... 9/18 Very Bttle is known

216057 . .... 5/19 100000 - 10” S. F. aliout the KT 263000,

216068 . .... 1/20 110000 - 12” S F. and nothing about the

216111 . .... 6/20 120000 - 10” D. F. ir 268000 scries.

216218 . .... 1/21 130000 - 12” D. F. Known data below:

216284 . .... 7/21

216352 . .... 1/22 Data known only for 263001 . . .c.6i9

216360 . .... 6/22 the following, but all

216379 . .... 1/23 carry British H. M. V.

216402 . .... 6/23 matrix numbers iq. v.]b

216448 . .... 1/24 120975 7/42 263129 - - . 1/23

216469 . .... 6/24 120982 1/43

216475 . .... 1/25 120984 (last?). . 12'44

216499 to 217001 Replaced by: 263223 . . . 7/25

217002 . . . - . 7/25 563200 1/43

Electric recording ser- 563213 6/43 Electric series;

ies starts at 216501. 563227 1/44 263501 . . . ?/25

216501 . .... 5/25 563230 5/45

216505 . .... 8/27 563232 4/48

216516 . .... 6/28 563233 9/48

216540 . .... 6/29 Ends? 263525 . . . 1/28

216550 . .... 1/30

216560 . . . . . 1/31 From other overseas

sources (dates unknown 263600 . . . 6/29

Issued sporadically for start of series):

150178 12/43

216592 . c.1/39 150184 644 263760 . . . 1/31

150189 11/45

216610 . 8/42 150190 8/46 Ends at c. 263935 at

To: 150195 6/47 unknown date. To:

56-0000 . .... 4/45 150202 2/48 565101 . . 1/43

56-0010 . .... 1/46 150205 648 565106 . . . 5/43

56-0015 . .... a/46 150211 10/48

56-0019 . . . . .12/46 150230 7/49 565112 . . . 2/45

56-0020 . .... 7/47 Alay continue. 565116 . . 645
56-0028 . . . . .10/48 565122 . . 1/46

The series continued NOTES: 565128 . . 646
into the 1950’s, with 565131 . . 1/47

about 20 more issues. 116xxx to 119xxx are 565140 . . 5/47

but dates are tmknown electrically remade re- 565150 . . 1/48

at this time, as are cordings; the last five 565160 . . 8/48

dates for the handful digits are the original 565179 . . 7/49

of 12” 235000 issues. catalog number, as are Continues, but data is

those on 0240xx. not now available.

Early single-faced is-

sues in the 5UOO er- Early issues are known RED SEAL SERIES

ries are not numbered under Concert (KT),

consecutively but show Concert Grand, Imper- 2050L the 242629000
the Victor issue num- ial. Improved and series and 177(XX)’s are

bers in the run-out other label names. All known but no data is

Pre-1910 10” may use credit Berliner as the available on these

the "Concert" name. manufacturer. issues at present

BLUraiRI;

Canadian Hlut\>ird lst

ues from 1933 t<>

1942 iLscd several

bloeks as sIiowtl M%t
numbers duplicate (..S,

ethnic issuer so the

user siiould insure the

records are Canadian.

Note that Canadian

Bluebirds may be on

the RCA Victor "Blue-

bird Scries" label

F.nglish;

B-4950 4'33

B-4987 3/33

B4999 to B.46(X)

B.4649 1/39

B4699 to B-4710?

B.4742 12’-42

Toe

5S3201 143
5S3203 6 43

53-3205 244
5S3207 6 44

5S3212 145

5S3217 6/45

5S3223 1/46

5S3226 546
5S3232 1 47

5S3234 7/47

55-3239 1'48

5S3241 648
5S3243 1 49

55-3244 5 49

The series may contin-

ue for a few more

numbers, as the Blue-

bird name remained in

use in Canada.

Further series sec next

page.
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VICTOR (CANADA / MATRICES)

BLUEBIRD (Cont)

French:

B-4900 . . . .. 4/33

B4910 . . . . . 9/33

B-4925 . . .... 4/34

B4949 . . . . . 2/35

. B4949 to B4800
B4810 . . . - . 3/35

B4875 . . .. . . 1/37

B4899 to B-llOO

B-1136 6/38

B-1150 1/39

B-1215 1/41

B-1275 7/42

B-1298 12/42

Toe

5S5201 1/43

55-5207 1/44

5S5209 5/44

55-5217 6/45

5S5235 1/46

5S5247 6/46

5S5266 1/47

55-5277 6/47

5S5298 1/48

55-5310 6/48

55-5322 ,10/48

55-5343 7/49

Series contin-ues?

Country:

5aoooi . . . . . 3/46

5a0021 1/47

58-0034 6/47

5a0056 . . . . - 1/48

5a0072 6/48

5a0096 1/49

5&0018 8/49

5a0215 .... c.10/51

Continues. C&W series

from US RCA; most

issues show US. issue

on the label and can

be so dated.

MATRICES (UJSu)

LOCATION: Victor rec-

ords usually did not

show matrices. When
they did (1903-06,

1928, 1951 on, and

some Red Seal issues)

they appeared in the

run-out and, except for

the early dates. on the

label below catalog.

NOTE; Blocks were

assigned to Taricnis

studios, so numbers

may not run in exact

numerical sequence.

See single-faced issues

for pre-1903 numbers.

1 . 4/03

60 . 6/04

880 . 1/04

1387 . 6/04

2107 . 1/05

2588 . 6/05

2972 . 1/06

3427 . 6/06

4168 . 1/07

4553 . 6/07

4989 . 1/08

6250 . 6/08

6700 . 1/09

8025 . 6/09

8540 . 1/10

9030 . 6/10

9750 . 1/11

10450 . 6/11

11420 . 1/12

12075 . 6/12

12750 . 1/13

13380 . 6/13

14250 . 1/14

14900 . 6/14

15550 . 1/15

16075 . 6/15

16950 . 1/16

17800 . 6/16

19000 . 1/17

19900 . 6/17

21300 . 1/18

21900 . 6/18

22350 . 1/19

(continued at right)

MATRICES (cont)

22875 6/19

23425 1/20

24100 6/20

24820 1/21

25325 6/21

26000 1/22

26400 6/22

27275 1/23

28050 6/23

29175 1/24

30200 6/24

31560 1/25

32720 6/25

33650 1/26

35165 6/26

37330 1/27

38850 6/27

41290 1/28

45225 6/28

48525 1/29

53450 6/29

(530- used 4-31)

57970 1/30

58900 to 59100 and

613- used 1932)

62250 6/30

64840 ...... 1/31

69670 6/31

71215 1/32

72650 6/32

74760 1/33

76240 6/33

78950 1/34

82575 6/34

87225 1/35

89855 6/35

98475 1/36

101260 6/36

104100 8/36

Ends.

New series starts;

01 8/36

03800 1/37

010400 6/37

018050 1/38

023350 6/38

030790 1/39

037175 6/39

044550 1/40

050900 6/40

058800 1/41

MATRICES (cont)

065950 6/41

068775 1/42

075250 6/42

075900 8/42

Ends - see below.

The P- series was used

in west coast studios

192S27:

121 (start) .... 8/25

167 4/26

256 4/27

335 6/27

F.ntlg

1942-54 matrices use a

letter (D for 1940’s, E

for 1950’s) for the

decade, the last digit

of the year, two other

letters and a consec-

utive number for each

subseries. 1955on are

similar, but the first

letter, starting with F
for 1955, indicates the

year rather than the

number. The other let-

ters and numbers indi-

cats record size, speed

and other internal

data. These appear on

many small indepen-

dent labels after 1945,

if REA did their

mastering.

NOTK-
Early double-faced iss-

ues may show the

single-faced issue num-

ber of a side in the

runout This is not a

matrix number.

The Zon-D-Phone label

is listed in section 3,

as it started, and was

run by Victor, as a

separate independent

company.
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SECTION 2

This section contains information on the major independent labels (and related labels) issued from

1917 to 1934, the hej^day^ of the pre-1942 record industry. It includes such labels as Bell,

Broadway/Paramount and subsidiaries, Emerson, Gennett, Grey Gull, Okeh, and the many labels

pressed for Sears, Roebuck and Company, as well as the labels pressed in Canada by the Compo
Company, such as Apex and others. These labels will cover the majority of pre-1942 records not

included in the preceding section.



ARTO/BELL

The Arto label was scdd hj the Standard Music R<dl G>m|>any, although credited to the Arto

Record G>mpany^ of Orange, New Jersey. It af^iears it may have been a successor to the

Lyric/LyrapluHie label, headquartered in nearby Newark, which disappeared about the same time in

Late 1920 that Arto appeared. Arto appears to have {nrospered during the bomn years of the record

industry in 1920 and 1921, partucularly by pressing the Bell label Giee below) fcv the W. T. Grant

chain of stores, as the latter are fairly common. When the record business dropped off tuid more

labels appeared in 1922, their fiHtunes diminished as well, and the company was bankrupt by

early 1923. Interestingly enough, the company seems to have used different recording facilities, as

some of their products display an exceptional fidelity for acoustic recording, while others are

routine in quality!

In addition to the two labels discussed below, Arto pressed Hy-Tone, Crown, Ansonia and one

series of Qeartone reonds; all Arto^ressed records used the same numbering aeries one popular and

one standard (the latter usually cm red labels) with a different letter or numerical prefix ioi each

label in a numerical sequence identical for all labels. At least one ^lecial issue is known, with an

Arto side paired witii a speech by an insurance executive.

The following labels, particularly the first listed, (xmstitute the primary labels pressed by Artoe

BEILLf The Bell label was add by W. T. Grant stores from 1920 until 1928, and pressed by Arto

during the life of the latter company. The very first issues bore Arto numbers, but a prefix was

quickly used. Bell continued to be pressed by Arto after the end of the parent label (the Arto

firm may have been in receivership) but after number P-232, a new label and different jdiysical

appearance suggest a new source for the label, though some time may have intervened. The records

may well have been poessed by the Scranton Button Company, and drew on Emerson and Plaza fen*

material, though at least a few sides are known that were recorded specifically for Bell, possildy

by EmersonJluring this period. Bell records bmre no visiUe markings, excep for a very few that

showed matrix numbers as pmrtions thereof. The last EmersoU'aourced Bell records show at least the

final digits oi the matrix number, and some carry mysterious numbers that suggest a simultaneous

issue on an unknown labeL The last issues on the label were pressed by Gennett; these are quite

scarce. It was supdanted by the Diva label, although the two may have coexisted f<H: a short time.

Bell sleeves have been seen with the Grant name oUiterated, suggesting either that remaining stock

was sold off or that there was an attemp to continue the name. The label is examined in more
detail in an article written by the authw in New Ambemla Graphic magarinp,

GLGBEe This label was also pressed by Arto, and appears to have survived the demise of that

company^lthough only fw a handful of issues. Bell issues from about P-200 show the TOOOLseries

Globe numbers in the wax, rather than the 9000 Arto numbers; as well, at least one Globe record
is known fimn the immediate post-Arto period which has a light grey label different in design

than Arto Globes and similar to the later Bell label, indicating a possiMe relationship between the

twa The name was also used f« a label pressed by Grey Gull (q.vj and it is not known if the

two are related.

NORD6KOG: This label was pressed by Arto but much of the material was not recorded by Arto.

It was based in Los Angeles but some of its issues were pessed by Arto and may have used Arto
sides. It appeared in 1921 and ended in 1922 after being involved with the bankruptcy of the
Arto firm. Nmxlakog is most noted ior the histtnric 1921 re«Hrdings of the Kid Ory band; these also

appear on a Sunshine label, which may have been appied by the music store which sold most of

these recmxls.
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CX)MPO (CANADA)

The histcHy of Caiiada”s Ompo Company, one of the most important in the country’s record

industry, actually starts in 1899. In that year Kmile Berliner sold his U. S. operations to Eldridge

Johnson (see Victor) and mored to Montreal, where he started the Berliner Cram.O-Phone Company.

.Although he did some recording in the earliest days of the firm, he quickly elected to press and

sell Johnson’'s Victor reondings in Canada, under yarious names at first but eventually under the

"His Master’s Vmce • Victor” credit This operation was incorporated in 1904 and reorganized in

1909 with Berliner’s eldest scm Herbert as vice-jweident and younger son Edgar as Secretary-

treasurer. As time went on, the elder Berliner, although maintaining the position of cheif officer,

leaving the actual operations to his scms. Herbert Berliner was less interested in the Victor

connection, particularly in the light of the royalties paid to the U5. firm, and chose to operate on

a more independent basis, starting his own recording activities in 1916 (Canadian sides did not

carry the Victor name).

By this time many firms were imputing records into Canada, and with the expiration of various

patents this promised to be a more profitable enterprise. Realizing it would only be a matter of

time until companies entered the record pressing business, Herbert Berliner established the Compo
Cmnpany immediately after the end of the war; this was apparently done to prevent any

complications with Victor should the original Berliner firm press records for other labels. The

business was an immediate success, {xessing records for Phonola and Cennett of Canada V ictor

looked askance at the independent operations of Herbert Berliner, both in the Berliner firm and

his new operation, and pressured the elder Berliner to Ining things back into line. This he did in

A{xil, 1921, firing Herbert and placing his younger son in charge of his comptany. Victor took over

the Berliner Company three years later, operating it as a subsidiary thereafter.

Herbert Berliner wasted no time in expanding his Compo operations. He laimched his own Sun

label in May, 1921 and Apex a few months later, 2Uid set up his own recording studio in July of

that year (he had apparently been using the Berliner studios previously). His labels drew from

Okeh and Cennett through previous connections, and sh<Htly thereafter established a connection

with the Plaza firm in the U. S. Ph<Hiola dropped the sale of records in 1922, and Compo

gradually took over the Cennett operations.

In 1923, Compo, for unknown reasons, attempted to enter the race record market with the Ajax

label, a venture which proved unsuccessful (not surprisingly, as Berliner disliked jazzO In 1925

CcMopo launched the first of many subsidiary labels, which they would continue pressing under a

multitude of names until 1936l In 1932, their connection with Plaza’s suocsessors, the American

Record Corporation, allowed them to press Brunswick and Melotone records; the former duplicated

U. S issues, while the latter used existing lower-priced series Compo issues. Brunswick re|daced the

Apex Label but p^ved to be a poor seller in the depression era, and was dropped in 1934, while

the Melotone Label Lasted well beyond the end of its U. S namesake. In 1936, Compo made

arrangements to fness Decca records and dropped their connection with ARC (and their subsidiary

Labels, excepting Melotone). the Decca connection proved profitable, and no other L. S. companies

provided material to Compo until the early 1950’s. The Apex label was revived for Canadian

material in 1943.

Herbert Berliner continued to head the Compo company until 1950. In that year, fearing a

decline in his health, he sold the operatic to the U. S. Decca firm who had been pn>viding him

with virtually all of his issued material His health worries proved to be groundless, and he

regtretted later having sold the firm. Decca continued to operate the firm as an independent

company, and in 1953 a line of records was introduced on the Apex label which drew from

various mdependent U. S. labels, to compete with a rush of Canadian independent firms doing the

same. This proved fortuitous when the rock and roll boom hit and most hit records appeared on

small labels in the U. S. The Compo firm was swallowed up when the Music Corporation of

America accpiired the Decca Record firm in the L. S.
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The primary and subsidiary (some may be client) labels pressed by Cranpo follow. Compo also

j>resse-d numerous special labels of a handful, or even one, items; many used Compo’s own numbers.

For IJ. S. labels pressed by Compo, also see the parent label

AJAXr This short-lived label was pressed 1923-25 for sale in the U. S. race market

APEX: This was Compo’s primary label 1921-1931, and was revived in 1943 (it may have been

used for special issues in the intervening years), running past the end of the 78 era.

BRUNSWICK: Pressed by Compo 1932-34 and in its Decca version 1943-1948 (with the same LabeF)

.Ml duplicated U.S. issues.

CROWN: One of Compo’s lower-priced labels from 1930 until 1936.

DECCA: Pressed, as noted above, by Compo from 1936 onward- Most duplicated U. S. issues, Imt see

the Listings for those which did not

DOMINO: Early issues with New York credits indicate this may have started as a store laliel for

the Metropolitan chain, but it is known to have been sold elsewhere. It runs from 1923 until

c. 1930, and was pressed on brown wax during most of its existence,

FAMOUS ARTISTS: A few records were pressed under this name c. 1932, but no details are

known to the author at this time,

GAVOTTE: A label pressed by Gunpo for music publishers Gordon V. Thompson c. 1948. Most

drew from U. S. materials but Canadian sides are known.

GENNETT: Early (1919-21) Gunpo jnessings bore the Gennett of Canada Label (see Starr).

LUCKY STRIKE: A lower-priced label jnessed by Compo 1925-29. Also see Microphone below,

MELOTONE: Pressed by Compo 1932-1942. Unlike Brunswick, Compo Melotones did not duplicate

U. S. issues but fell into the 91/92(XX) Compo series. After ARC was dropped, the label drew from

Decca in a short-lived 40000 popular and a longer-lived 45(X)0 country series.

MICROPHONE: As Lucky Strike above. It is not known if these were store labels.

MIJSERVA: Pressed for Eaton’s, a large chain of stores, in the early 1930’s. The label was <piickly

(Irc^ped in favor of Melotone and is cpiite scarce.

OPERAPUONli Apparently pressed for a London, Ontario phonograph manufacturer c. 1922.

ROYAL: One of the 1930-36 line of lower-jniced labels along with Crown and, later, Melotone.

STARR (-GENIVETT): In 1921, as CcHnpo took over the label The Starr name was added (see

Gennett above), gradually becoming more jn'orninent Compo dropped the Gennett connection in

1925, but continued the label drawing from Plaza and other sources. In 1929. popular issues were
dropped and the Label became Compo’s francophone label continuing until the early 1950’s.

\s noted, many other labels were pressed by Compo for export, clients and special isues; they are

t(H> numerous to detail here.
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EDISON

Much of the product of this noted firm is outside the scope of the Cnide, being cylinder rexords

which Eklison sold until 1929 (these are also extensively docaunented elsewhere). Even the dLv

records manufactured by Edison are so substantially different from the usual 78 rpm records as to

barely merit discussion and coverage herein. E/lison did not mariiet standard lateralxoit records

until the very end of the firm’s recording operations, in fact, and these are very scarce and in

demand by collectors. The early history of Edison’s operations is detailed in the chapter on the

histtny of the recording industry, as Edison was the entire recording industry until the 1890‘s.

Toward the end of the first decade of the twentieth century, it became obvious that the cylinder

record cedud not hold its own against the popular disc record. Many firms were phasing out

cylinder records, or about to. Edison, having fnoneered the cylinder and enjoyed some success

selling it, were reluctant to abandon it; they were, in fact, constanly improving the breed,

perfecting a moulding process and developing the ’TOue Amberol’’ record, which nsed a virtually

noiseless jdastic surface and fdayed for four minutes. However, it appeared that some type of dLx

record would be necessary to compete in the industry, and the firm was experimenting Mdth one.

bi 1913, when the new record appeared, it was unlike anything on the market To meet the

demands for technical perfectum from Thomas Edison, who sdll ran the cmnpany with a firm

hand (possibly another reason fm: the continuance of the cylinder!) and to avoid infringing on the

patents of Victor and Gtlumbia, who were quick to take would-lie competitors to court Edison had

createxl the socalled ’’Diamond Disc", a unique product The first noticeaUe fact about these discs

was their quarter-inch thickness and one-pound weight They were manufactured by laminating two

plastic siurfaces to a solid core, which improved sound quality and durability but made the discs

awkward to handle compared to their standard counterpart As well, they used a much finer groove

pitch to duplicate the fourminute fdaying time of the cylinder, and were vertically cut both to

avoid patent infringement and because Edison felt that the process improved sound quality, a pwmt

on which he was technically correct The records were much improved in audio fidelity over their

ordinary competition; however, they could only be played on Edison machines without spe<ial

attachments, and the Edison machines in turn could not jday ordinary 78’s without their own
attachments.

At first, the Edison name and the notable playing quality sold the unusual records fairly well

The earlier issues are ocnnmon enough to suggest that they s(dd in some quantity, though they did

not match Victor or G>lumbia in sales. By the beginning of the 1920’s, however, things had

changed The expiration of essential patents had allowed the record and phonograph industry to be

flooded with lower-priced records and machines, all of which were compatible with each other and

with standard 78 rpn records. Many popular entertainers, as well, had signed exclusive contracts

with other record firms. Finally, the Ediwn name no Itmger carried the clout it once did as the

market for popular records was composed primarily of the younger gcncratioD. (Another factor may
have been the policy by which Ediscm himself reviewed and passed each issued selection - and his

musical tastes ran to old-time fiddling and sentimental 19th-century hallad*;!) The sales of Diamond
discs dropped off each year from the beginning of the decade.

Edison tried experimenting with electrical recmding, which was not used by the firm until 1927,

long after the competition, but nothing was of any avaiL The heavy, awkward Edison record were

loooked upon as old-fashicmed in a decade in which everything had to be brand new, and they

simply did not selL Edison gamely hung on to the Diamond Disc and the Blue Amberol cylinder,

continuing both for the life of the company, but the firm finally realized that they had to have a

line of ordinary records, and the "Needle Cut" Edisons were announced to the trade in the fall of

1929. Unfortunately, this was not a good time for the record busLuess, and after an initial flurry

of interest the new records failed to sell also. In November, 1929, the firm that pioneered recorded

s<»und left the busmesa, and Ejdison records were no more, in any form.
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EMERSON

The Emerson firm was founded by Victor Emerson, who left G>lumbia Records to start his own

firm in 1916i Their first product was a 5-inch record, apparently to compete with Columbia's Little

Wonder records. This tried to avoid patent infringement by using an angled cut which supposedly

allowed it to play equally well (ot poorly) on both lateral and vertical machines. They also

produced a line of 7-inch records containing longer versions of the same material These sold

reasonably well considering their unusual size, judging from their availability today. By 1918 they

had started pressing 9-inch, almost full length recordings; by the next year these had been

supplanted by regular Idinch discs. The 7-inch records lost the Emerson name at the end of 1919,

but were pressed through 1920 under the Melodise name. Throughout 1919 and 1920 the firm

proved successful with a tendency to be more adventurous in hiring talent, so that a number of

.stage stars of the period appeared on the label In 1920, Emerson became the first aimpany to sell

a full-size record at a lower price, launching the Regal label (see under Plaza) whi<'.h sold for fifty

cents (and used sides also issued on Emerson). While these sold well competition from other

companies entering the low-price field limited sales, and, as weU, customers stopped buying the

more expensive records, discovering the same material to be available for less money.

As a rrault, Emerson went into receivership and was reorganized in mid-1922. The Regal label was

organized as a separate organization, which became the manufacturing arm of the Plaza Musk
Company, while Emersons, still numbered in the same series, appeared under the banner of 'The

New Emersoa” with the SOcent |Hioe previously belonging to Regal Although Emerson records sold

fairly weU, the main activity of the new firm seems to have been recording matrices issue«i on

other labels. Crey CuU 2Uid numerous smaller labels depended on the supply of material from

Emerson, including Brides written by staff composers to avrid royalty payments. When appearing

on other labels, these bore control numbers in a 3000, later 31(X)0 series. In 1924, the firm

entered the radio industry, and became the Emerson Radio Corporation. This proved to be so

sucessful (and, in fact, is still in operation today, using the same trade mark!) that the owners

elected to sell off the record operatiems to the Scranton Butttm Company, who were already

pressing records, at the end of 1924
This firm continued to record and press records (acquiring the Federal Record Company, whose

main operati<m was pressing Sdvertone records for Sears) but dropped the Emerson label in early

1925. They were late in starting to record electrically, however, and their main customer for

matrices. Grey Gull, started their own recording operatiem. They began recording electrically in late

1926, having already ( ! ) reintroduced the Emersem label with a new series (300(K and an

’’Electrosonic” designation on the labeL These were ostensibly a product of the Consolidated Record

Company. These ^d not sell particularly well, and by the mid^e of the next year the label had

disappeared for good. The Consolidated firm continued to record for another year or so, with Fred

Hall's band as a house group, again leasing the sides to small labels, but that operation M^as

discontinued sometime in late 1928, The Scranton Button Company continued to press records, for

Plaza and others, and was one of the firms merging into the American Record Corporation.

The first Emerson firm pressed the labels detailed on the frilowing page; there may have been

others. The Emsrson firm advertised the capability of making personal records, and although no

records have been seen by the author that can be specifically identified as such, they may exist.

The second, 1922-24 incarnation of Emerson seems to have had no subsidiary labels, although they

leased matrices extensively. The later firm, particularly after its acquisition by the Scranton Button

Company, supplied matrices to so many independent labels that it is impossible to determine which

might actually be subsidiary labels. Most are listed below, each under its own name., or grouped

together where there appears to be reason to do sa
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MEDALLION: This label appears to have been pressed by Emerson for the Baldwin f'ianu

Company, who applied for the name as a trade mark. There were both 9 and lO-inch L'wues, with

the former starting in late 1918, being supplanted by the latter the next year. It was drof>|K-d in

mid-192L

MELODISC: As noted above, this was an extension of the 7-inch Emerson se.rie.s used from 192(i

until 1921 or 1922.

REGALe The history of this label is detailed in the Plaza section, as the firm ar<pjired control of

this label when it was spun off as a separate company after the 1922 reorganization of Lmer^on,

and operated Regal as a separate company - the recnrd manufacturing arm of the Plaza firm, ll

was originally started as a low-priced label by Emerson in 1920 and drew material from Emerson,

issued pseudonymously, until 1922.

‘^YMPHONOLA: This label was pressed by Emerson for the Larkin Company, a merchandising firm

in Buffalo, New York, Both 9 and 10-inch pressings were issued, although there does not apf)ear to

have be.e.n separate series for the two. It was pressed from early 1919 until early 1922

No other labek have been identified as Emerson subsidiary or client labek at thk time, although

they may quite possibly exist (see the comments above). The lal>ek foUow'ing drew from the

Emerson/Consolidated after 1924, though not known to be Emerson-pressed.

CLDVER/DANDY/MARATHON: The physical similarity of details between the first two lalek

suggests a common source; Qover w^ i^ued 1925-27 by the Nutmeg Re<x}rd Corporation. wh» aL--o

were credited on the 7-inch Marathon label issued for a few months starting in November 1'128 (it

is not known what, if anything. Nutmeg sold between the two labek). Dandy, issued 1924-26, bore

no credits.

EVERYBODY’S: This label may have been a continuation of the line of records pressed i»y the

Bridgeport Die and Machine Company (q.v. under Paramoimt) who were drawing on G»as< ill dated

material at the time of their demise in early 1925 This k .suggested by dates, physital details and

pseudonyms used, the label is connected with the. Electric Recording Studios (which weren't electrii !)

of New York, who isued personal recordings, as the final few records issued in the series bore the

Electric name on the label Both labek last^ a few months in 1925

POPULAR HlT/WLSEi No detaik are known concerning these labels except that they drew on

Consolidated for material The author has never seen a copy of either.

The B.merson/Consolidated firm, through the Scranton Button Company, was probably respmsible for

pressing most issues on the Natiomd Music Lovers’ label though plaza provided most of the

material Plaza also drew occasionally on Consolidated materi^ again through the .‘v’ranton

cxinnection, as the latter firm pressed for Plaza and was involved in forming ARC
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CENNETT

Tbe Gfunett label Ls one of those most sought after by record collectors. The vast majoritv ->f its

catalog con.<d.sLs of the same popular and standard material as other record firms, usually, in fact,

l>v the same artists; however, the firm was based in Richmond, Indiana, where they also maintained

recording facilities, so they re<»rdexl large numbers of midwestem artists and sold primarily to this

maiket. Their lo<ation near Chicago, and their tendency to be somewhat adventurous in recording,

meant that such performers as Bix Beiderbecke and King Oliver first recorded for (iennett; as well,

they re<«rded many rural blues and country jierformers.

The Cennett label was a product of the Starr Piano Company, who entered the phongraph and

rec<»rd basiness in 1916. The records were issued under the Starr name for the first year, imt the

name was changed to Cennett, after the family who ojierated the piano firm. All issues were

vertical cut in the Edison format until 1919, when Cennett liecame one of the first c<(m}>anic.s to

take on Victor and Columbia by issuing lateral-cut records; in the ensuing legal Iwttle.s, it was

established that the relevant patent had expired in 1919 and therefore any firm could press lateral

records. Early in the 1920’s, the company veered to some extent from the established musical norm

of the industry and recorded sides in its Richmond studios, as notexl aliove, that liecame collecitor--

items. In 192S, Cennett entered the low-price field with the Champion label, using the same ^idcs

that appeared on Cennett but generally employing pseudonyms. Cennett also pressed the rare

.'superior label as a subsidiary, and pressed a large number of cbent lalnls and private recoidiugs

as well; many of the latter are extremely rare and desirable, as they were the first recordings ot

noted midwestem bands and articts.

(iennett records sold cpiite well in the lieginning and fairly well through the 192()’.->. ahLout'ii

their iate entry into electric recording and marginal sound cpiality meant sales dropjied off dunie'

the "Electrobeam’' jieriod, named after the trade name used to jiromote electTi<‘ sides. Thev . alcrcd

primarily to the rural midwe.stcrn market, however, which was .severely affiu ted by the dcpcc.-oioii.

The flagship Cennett label wa.s dropped by the end of 1936, and files detailing the Sii[>erior i iitei

“ihow that some reconls s<dd only one or two hundreii «ipies each in total. Cennett .ontioucil

prexs Champion reairds until 1934, when they sold their commercial record busine-ss and ru;lii,s to

their jiressiog facibties to Dexica, (xmtinuing to manufattture a bine of souml effects records until

1941 under the Cennett name. At this point, Eli Ol»eistein. who manufaciured numerou- lin. s of

rrcorfls under different company names and label idenbties, purctuised the OnnelT name in .c.ilcc

to ac.quire their quota of rationed shellac, ksuing a handful of records under the iiiuue in

<h nnett pressexl the two subsidiary labels, as noted above, as follows:

('H.V.MPION: This was the lower-pricexl Une of records pressed by Cennett, as noted. It tir-t

app«ared in 1925, and continued untQ the end of record ojierations in 1934. The nanic

aetptired by Dsexa. who u.sed it until mid-19.36, with an identical laliel design. VII Cennett issue-

used the 1.5/16000 series (Cennett never u.sexl spe<'ific series for (Efferent m.’tterial on anv ialttli,

while Decca used thrtx:: 400{X) |M>pular, 45000 amntry and 50000 race.

siiPEKIOR; This lal>el name appears to have been used twice by fiennett:, once for a handful ol

issues in early 1928, and the second time from late 1930 until mid-1932 Both vcr.siou- an
extremely rare. AU ased sides which appeared on Cennett (in the r;u-lier fieri-vd) or Chanipi.,,,

usually under different identitie.s.



The Labels listed below are some of the many client labels pressed by the Cennett firm:

BLACK PATTt An extremely rare and highly sought after label sold in the ra* market in

Chicago in 1927 by the Chicago Record Company.

BUDDY: This label was pressed for a client during 1926, with less than a hundred ever appearing.

The credits include six companies, none of whose names indicate any connection with the record

indastry. The {neponderance of jazz sides used seems to indicate a connection with the race market

CARDINAL A handful of records on this label were pressed by Cennett in 1922 It may relate to

an earlier Cardinal label; little is known about either.

ClAXTONOLA: Some issues on this label were pressed by Cennett, others by Paramount (q.v.) for

an Iowa fdionograph manufacturer frtMD 1922 until 192S

CONNORIZElh This label was pressed by Cennett in 1922 for a juano roll manufacturer, both as a

sideline of merchandise and to promote piano roUs, as each label specified the number of the roll

issue of the song.

HERSCHEL COLD SEAL This label was pressed for a Minneapolis phonograph firm which

distributed Cennett records during 1927. Twenty.one issues were pressed, with the majority of the

product apparently winding up unsold in a warehouse. All material also appeared on Cennett

Q R S: Cennett pressed records fm: this jnano roll manufacturer at various times during the 1920’s,

although details are not known. A 1930 label not related to Cennett also bears the name (q.vj

RAINBOW: Cennett pressed and recorded many items for this religious label, operated by evangelist

and singer Homer Rodeheaver from 1921-1926l See the entry under Rainbow for further detaiL

RlCH-TONEi This label was pressed by Cennett in 1922 for the im|Nx^vely named ’’Phonograph

Ret’ord Elxchange of America”, a Chicago record dealer.

Cennett also recorded and pressed a number of other labels including ail of the Sears and

Roebuck labels (q.vJ and others. Smne used Cennett materiaL while others used sides recorded for

the label in question. All not listed above will be found under their own names. As weR Cennett

pressed a 20000 series of "personal" ot "special" records for various individuals and groups; some

labels credited Cennett, while others appeared under various label identities. There are even

examples known of a series of music educatiem reands recorded ffu a publisher by Cennett, but

pressed by Gedumbia!

The Starr Piano Company, the original parent company of Cennett, also operated a Canadian

subsidiary. The Canadian branch imported recends from 1916 until 1919, when the began an

arrangement with the Compo Company to press rectuds in Canada. E^rom 1919 until 1922 these

apienred on the Cennett label, drawing from Cennett and Compo’s own materiaL along with, oddly

enough, Okeh, who supjdied mmateri^ for Phonola and other Compo-jnessed labels. After 1922,

Compo gradually acquired control of the company’s record business in Canada, and in 1925
dropped the ccmnection with Cennett entirely, ^though they continued issning records under the

Starr-Gennett and Starr names until well after the demise of the U. S. firm. See the Compo
Company section for details of this
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GREY CULL

The Grey Gull stOTy, and their labels and numbering, are extremely confusing. A more detailed

survey was written by this authw and appeared in New Amberola Graphic magazine, of which

back issues are available at this writing. The firm appears to have entered the. record business

around 1919, first issuing a shent-Uved series of finegrooved vertical-cut lecwds which allowed two

or more songs per side. These were pnefixed with an "11" to indicate the Uill-and-dale, as vertical

cutting was also known, method of recording. In 1920, a line of Lateral-cut records was introduced,

with an "L" prefix which was maintained for the first few months of pM^ucti(Hi. The 1000 series

designated dance records, with 2000^s for vocals and 4000’s for standards. There were also Lr73,and

9000 series with a handful of recends issued in each; there does not ap^iear to be identifying

rationale for these.

The L-1000 and L-2000 series continued after the prefix was dropped. The L.4000 .series, which

contained a very few records, did not run continuously with the later 4000 series, which seems to

have started around the beginning of 1923. To further confuse things, some Grey Gull-pres.scd

labels, particularly Madison, employed their own numbering systems - some of which appear on

labels normally numbered concurrently with Grey Gull, under the Madison, etc. number!

Grey Gull started by marketing rather expensive records, priced at $1.00 at a time when Victor

and Coliunbia records sold for less. They quickly dropped in both quality and price, however, and

became very inexpensive land of appropriate quality) by 192S. They did their own recording,

possibly in Boston, from 1919 through 1921, and continued recording in New York (possibly done

for them by NYRL) into 1923. Frmn this point until 1926 they drew almost entirely on the

output of Emerson, who leased sides extensively under 3000series control numbers during this

period. About 1926, they seem to have set up an electrical recording facility, which produced

almost all of the material issimd thereafter, with a very few Emerson sides used. Grey Gull abo

had musicians and songwriters create songs solely for the Bsides of their issues to save the few

dollars due in composer royalties!

In spite of such economies, sales of Grey Gull records dropped off throughout the 1920’s. In

1929 and 1930 they used name bands, but records still sold poorly, especially after the depression

hit The company seems to have given up around 1930. Although it has not been factually verified,

the labels and catalog seem to have been acquired by the firm which manufactured the L. S.

Crown reewds from late 1930 onward. The Grey Gull label was dropped around this time, but the

other labels still being pressed continue onward, tied m with the Madistm label and pairing current

pop recordings with Grey Gull Baide material in the S/6000 series and pairing Grey Gull

Baide material in a 900 series. Brian Rust comments in his "American Record Label Book" that

the remnants of the Grey Gull issues were apparently dumped in England, where they were sohl

off cheaply. The actual connectum between Grey GuU, Crown, E'. W. Woolworth (who sold both

Crown and Madison) and the American Reoml Corporation, many of whose house artists appear on

early Crown issues remains to be established, the various labels pressed by Grey GuU are noted

below; they also pressed some issues of Oriole ic.120-249?), MitcheU, and the. Straus & Schram
Supertone.

RADIEX: This is the first and primary subsidiary label pressed by Grey GuU, perhaps as a means
to enter the lower-pioe field. It a|qiears just as do Grey GuU-[Hessed Orioles, and uses the same

orange label background on the very first issues. The first labels designate them.selves as "INew

Process" (although no new process appears to have been involved). Radiex used Grey GuU numbers,

and the label continues to the end of the firm.

The labels listed on the f<dlowing page are short-lived issues; some may be client labels, although

this is not verified in most cases.
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AMCOt A handful of issues appeared on this label, almost oertainly^ a client label

CLOBEt It is not known if this relates to the Arto-manufactured Globe label which wntinueH to

be, pressed by Bell into 1923. If so, it is almost certainly a client label Grey Gull (ilobe.s .leem lo

have been pressed in 1924 and 1925.

JEWELS A very few issues appear under this name. Some run concurrently with Grey Gull

numbers, with a 200 difference; some appear to use an independent numbering system, and some

bear no catalog numbers at all It is not yet known if these are in any way relatexi to the Later

Jewel label pressed by Plaza. Some issues, in fact are simply Grey Gull or Ra<iiex records with the

Jewel label pa.sted on over the mdginal (a practice seen elsewhere with Grey GuIU.

NADSCCh Grey Gull issues on this label from the 192425 period, appear to be fairly common.

The name would seem to indicate a client label All use Grey Gull numbers.

SUNRISE: This quite rare label appears to have been pressed for a short period in 1929. It u.

noted for an attractive artdeco label and uses its own numbering system (one Van l>yke has been

seen with a Sunrise number). It does not relate to the later Victor Sunrise label

SIJPERTONE: Pressed fw Straus & Schram c. 1926 (one of several sourr,es).

SUPREME: This label ran from 1926 or 1927 to 1930. The label is also one of the few Grey Gull

labels to enjoy the distinction of its own printed sleeve (Van Dyke and Radiex being the others]

although it does not give any credits. All use Grey Gull numbering.

VAN DYKE: The Van Dyke label appeared in mid-1929 and lasted for the life of Grey Gull and

Madison. It used Grey Gull numbers with a 7, later an 8, attached as a prefix; it also used

Madison and Sunrise numbers on at least some issues, as well as the late 900 series.

The following label does not relate to any of the above:

MADISON: This is the most unusual of the Grey Gull labels. One source su^ests that it was

pressed for, and sold by, F. W. Woolworth. It first appears aroimd 1927, with a 1600 series for

pop material and a 1900 for folk and standard recordings. It also shared an 8000, Later 81 (X)

series with at least some other Grey Gull labels; these paired non-royalty B .sides. Interestingly

enough, it also used matrices in a 5000 series which were recorded for Madison only - although

similar to corresponding Grey Gull sides, they are not identical During this period, regular Grey

Gull sidses were used as well This series was dro|q)ed in 1929 - for a short period thereafter,

from about 1590 to 1740 (the 160(Ts were not used on Grey Gull) the records correspond to Grey

GuU dance sides, with a different credit or none at aU. In late 1929, a 50000 scries appears,

containing all types of material; after about 50 issues, this loses one zero (later issues of earlier

material have the zero dropped as well) to become a 5000 series, which reaches 5099 and jump to

6000. These latter numbers are known on Van Dyke and Radiex as well in post-GG issues. There

are other series known: A 14000 series corresponding to Grey Gull 4000^8, and 180(X) and 22000

series, each containing a very lew issues, whose functions are not yet known.

MISCELLANEOUS: Other labels pressed by Grey Gull include the following: Phono.Lamp, c.1921

and extremely rare, apparently accompanying a machine combining the two functions (!); Bingola. in

both 7 and 10.inch sizes, pressed to go with a toy phonograph made in Germany^ New G>mfort,

about which nothing is known; and Youngster, a line of 7-inch kiddie records. Other labels may
have been pressed and at least two private rr,cordings are known.
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NEW YORK REGORDINC LABORATORIES
(PARAMOUNT/ B D & M)

The Paramount label shares with Gennett the honour of being one of the most sought-after labeLs

in record collecting, and for the same reasons. Like Gennett, the company was based in the

midwest and recorded there; as weU, Paramount entered the race market early, and actively

marketed records to Blacks from 1920 to its demise in 1931. This meant that many blues artists

and jazz performers appear first or only on the Paramount labeL Collectors can thank Max Vreedc

for untangling the Paramount history and that of the related companies and labels.

The story starts around 1916. The Wisconsin Chair Company, a furniture manufacturer located in

Port Washington, Wisconsin, near Milwaukee, had been building phonograph cabinets for other

manufacturers, and decided to enter the phonograph business with a line of machines and records.

They established a subsidiary company. The New York Recording Laboratories, in New York, where

studios were constructed. The first records were 9-inch verical cut discs which appeared under the

Paramount and Puritan names. These were quickly supplanted by 10-inch vertical-cut re.<x>rds and

by the end of 1919 by standard lO-inch lateral-cut discs. At some point, pcwsibly from the

beginning, they contacted with the Bridgeport Die and Machine Company to do the actual pressing

of records, early in 1922, this firm decided to enter the record basiness on their own, ami a

curioas arrangement seems to have been made.

The arrangement was this: The furniture firm’s NYRL subsidiary continued to sell records on the

Paramount labeL including the line of race records not duplicated on other labels. Both NYRL and

BD&M used the Puritan labeL each with its own manufacturer’s credit; BD&M sold Puritans in the

northeastern states and NYRL elsewhere. Both companies numliered Puritans in IKKK) series, which

did not run <;oncurrently; NYRL’s series ran concurrently with the Paramount 20000 popular series.

BD&M pressed a large number of client labels, primarily for department stores or chains in the

east, and also pressed the Broadway label from 1922 until 192S.

NYKL, on the other hand, pressed very few other labels; all that are known are Claxtonola,

which also drew from Gennett, Blue Bird, pressed for a very short time for a Los Angeles

phonograph manufacturer. National Record Exchange., for an Iowa Gty firm (one wonders about the

concept of exchanging records!) and some few Silvertone records for Sears. AU except Silvertone

either used Paramount numbers or were numbered concurrently. The two firms operated >ide-by-

side until early 1925, when BD&M appears to have gone under. Around this time, NYRL dropped

the Puritan label and revived the BD&M Broadway label as a {xipilar label; although popular

material was pressed on Paramount until at least 1930, its rarity on that label indicates that

Paramount was sold fnimarily as a race label - perhaps offering pop sides for those Black r«u>rd

buyers who enjoyed it - and Broadway as a pop labeL probably sold primarily in the midwest.

NYRL was one of the first independents to set up studio facilities, and provided sides for

various firms including Plaza in the 1919-1922 period, they may have also recorded mattrices for

other companies under those firms’ numbers as wclL They acquired Black Swan recortis in 1924
and re-numbered the Black Swan catalog in their own race series thereafter. They shwed down
recording activity in New York after the end of the BD&M era, phasing out the New York studio

in 1927 and relying primarily on Plaza/ARC for popular materiaL They were at this time

recording in Chicago, where most blues material was recorded; they replaced this with a >tudio in

Grafton, Wisconsin, near Port Washington in late 1929. Their aggressive marketing of race records

by mail order, to customers who often had no access to stores selling records, had proven successfuL

but as the depression deepened their clientele had no money to spend on luxuries such as records.

Their business dwindled, and the firm was finally acquired by the then-struggling Gennett in late

1932, with their last 130(K) series blues issues being among the most sought-after records known.

The individual labels are detailed on the next page.
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^EW YORK RECORDING LABORATORIESc The first three labels are the main labels for this

NYRL firm; other issues follow.

BROADWAY: Although originally a BD & M label (see below) the label was revivexl by W'HL in

1926 as their prindj^ pt^mlar label, drawing mainly from Plaza for material It ran until the end

of the c<»mpany in 1932. It was revived in the 1930’s by ARC and later by l>xx'a, both for a

short time and a handful of issues.

PARAMOUNT: Best-known fw its 12^13000 race record series, this label was started c. 1918 by the

Wisconsin Chair firm. It ran until 1932, but after 1926 issued mainly race records.

PURITAN: This may have b^n the initial label of this group, as the name was used on the firm’s

phonographs. It started c. 1918 and seems to have been dropped in favor of Broadway in 1926.

The label was also pressed by BD&M (see below). NYRL issues parallel Paramount 2CKX)0’s.

NYRL also pressed a few client labels, detailed below:

BLUE BlRDt Not to be confused with the Victor labeL these were jffessed for a Los Angeles

phonograph firm in 1922, using Paramount numbers and material

CLAXTONOLA: NYRL pressed this label 192224; later issues were pressed by Gennett (q.v.).

FAMOUS: Little is known about this label It was pressed 1921-24^ and the popular series

numbering paralleled Paramount, although not all Paramount issues may have appeared on Famous.

Records or sleeves show no information as to their source.

NATIONAL (RECORD EXCHANGE): Pressed by NYRL 192224 with a 1200 series that paralleled

the Paramount 2(XK) serira for an Iowa GLty record dealer. BD&M pressed an unrelated National

label (sec below).

BRIDGEPORT DIE AND MACHINE COMPANY: Arranged as NYRL

BROADWAY; Pressed 19222S by Bl^M, whose credit it carries in some cases. As noted above, it

was revived by NYRL Uses the BD&M numbering as do the labels below.

PURITAN: As noted above, this label was pressed 192225 by BD&M, with a slightly different

numbering and BD&M credit Label designs are similar. It seems to have been the primarv label

for the comany.

TRIANGLE: Du|dicating the numbering and the issue period for Puritan, this seems to have been a

subsidiary label for BD&M. It does not carry any manufacturer or other credit but is not knotvTi

to have been a store label

The client labels jffrased by BD&M, who seem to have been perhaps the most prolific issuer of

such product, are too numerous to detail here (see the BD&M date listings for a listing, which may
well not be complete). All <rf the Libels except Pennington (some of whidi drop the initial "I”) use

the BD&M 11000 serira numbering and credit the various stores or firms which sold them.



OKKH

The histOTy of the (&eh label actually starts years befOTe the appearance of the label itself. In

1910, Gurl Undstrom, a German resident, acquired a number of record companies based in that

country but operating throughout the world, amtrolling labels such as Odeon, Favorite., Beka,

Fonotipia and Jumbo in Europe, Britain and elsewhere. He had operations in the United States

apparently only as an importer, which were run by Otto Heinemann under the latter's own name.

In 1918, Heinemann started |noduction of records in a vertical-cut format, using his initials tu

suggest the name for the new Okeh label When the U. S. entered World War 1 in late 1917,

German-owned or German-controlled firms were taken over by the government and sold to new

ownership after the warJn 1919, due to this policy, the company was reorganized as the General

Phonogra|di CorpwaticHi, reestablishing connectiems with the reorganized Lindstrom operati(»ns in

1920, which were retained even after Lindstrom was bought out by Columbia of Britain in 192S.

Okeh was one of the first firms to produce lateral-cut records and fight the resulting legal tkattle>

with Victor and Ccdumlna in 1919. Records were issued on both the Okeh and Odeon labels, with

the latter consisting of imported European sides drawn from the Lindstrom labels and domestically

recorded ethnic materiaL except for shortdived ventures as a popular domestic label in 1921 and

again in 193031 (see below).

Okeh records sold well at first, due to a very high quality of recording, but the relative scarcity

of issues as time continues suggests sales gradually dwindled through the early i920’s as lower-

priced records appeared and the major labels signed the star performers. For this or whatever

reason, the Okeh/Odeon operations were purchased by Columbia in 1926, who maintained them

several years thereafter as a separate firm, although Columbia did all of the actual manufacturing

of records. This pcdicy was dropped after the sale of the Columbia firm in 1931.

In additiem to the line of ethnic records on the Odeon labeL another successful sideline of Okeh

was their line, of race records. Okeh had issued the first blues record by a Black artist in 1920,

with Mamie Smith's "Crazy Blues". The success <rf this and an earlier Smith recording of popular

tunes convinced Okeh of the market for records by Black performers, marketed to the Black

audience, and a line of "race" records was introduced late in 1921. Okeh .scored another coup b\

lieing the first company to record true country music, recording, when talent .scout Ralph Peer,

u.sing the company's portable recording gear, another label first, went to Atlanta, (korgia to make
rex^ordings and was convinced by the load distributor to record 2 sides by folk artist Fiddlin' John

Carson- These sold so well that by the end of the year Okeh launched a series of country records

similar to the race line.

When Columbia acquired Okeh, they continued the successful race and country lines and

recording popular material as weU, even though they were also doing both for their own main
label The scarcity of Columbia-pressed Okeh pop reonds indicate they did not sell especially well

but race and country record did- At the end of 1930, Okeh was to some extent integrated with the

Harmony group of labels, using many of these sides. When the new management dropped the

cheaper labds in 1932, Okeh was retained, but cmly about two dozen items appeared on the bbel
mostly reissues, until the last 41000 Okeh appeared in the fall of 193S. This was not the end of

the label however; it would be revived not once but twice more land on LP much later as weU!)

At the end of 193R CBS took over the American Record Corporation, who had acquired the

Columbia firm in 1934 By this time, all of the low-price labels except Vocalion had been dropped.

CBS naturally made the Columbia label the primary product, but continued to press VocaUon. In

the fall of 1940, the Vocalion label was suddenly replaced by a new Okeh label which continued

the numbering system and the catalog numbers of records in the Vocalion catalog.The Okeh name
was used until 1945, when increased costs forced record firms to drop low-priv^ labels, such as

Okeh, Bluelnrd and the 3S«ent Decca. The label was revived a second time in 1951 to replace

Columlna's 30000 race series, and was used through the rest of the 78rpm era, issuing many
sought-after rhythm and blues sides-
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The labels for which information is provided below are th(»se Laliels, some dLvuseexI on the

previous page, which are known to be «>nnected with the Okeh firm in some way. The first two

items are records which used Okeh materiaL and are suspected of being manufactured by okeh

well, although this is not verified The following two are those labels which were part of the

lindstrom group world-wide, although pressed by Okeh in the 1). S. Okeh is known to have done

custom pressing and private recording in the pre-G)lumbia period, and took advantage, as well, of

their early introduction of remote^te recording to do on-site custom recording and preying for a

number of independent labels such as Sunshine (St Petersburg, Florida) and others not known

directly to the author, as well as many one-off Issues.

DOMESTIG This shm^lived vertical-cut label appeared c.1918, crediting a Philadelphia company

The appearance of the records suggest an Okeh origin, although this is not verified.

PHONOLA: this label was sold by a Canadian phonograph manufacturer of the same name from

late 1917 or early 1918 (judging from issued material and a tentatively dated advertisement) until

1922, when the firm left the record business and entered the radio business. The later issues were

pressed by the Compo Ctunpany (q.v.) but this firm did not exist until 1919, so it is probable that

the earlier issues were pressed by Okeh for export The connection with Phonola allowexi Compo
access to Okeh material, and all of the Compo labels, particularly Apex, issued Okeh material in

Canada through 1922. Phonola and most other Compo issues duplicate Okeh catalog numbers

although Apex deviates later. Phonola pressed both laterally and vertically cut Okeh sides.

ODEON: The Odeon label first ajqieared in 1904, although not in the 11. S. In that year the

International Talking Machine Company, a German firm, introduced a line of records under the

Odeon name. They were most notable because they were the first double.-faced commercial

recordings a process on which Odeon held European patents. Their U. S. tie-in at that time seems

to have been the Hawthtmie and Sheble Gnnpany, who produced rernrds under the .American

RetxMrd Company name 1903X16, and may have imported Odeon records as well; their produ< t w as

sold by Odeon under the "American Odeon" name. In 1910, Carl Lindstrom acquired Odeon, and

his connection with Okeh gave them U. S. rights to the Odeon name. Okeh issued Lindstrom-

recorded ethnic material tm the label, excepting a brief domestic venture in 1921, through 1929. In

1930, a group of strange recordings appeared under the name, with ONY- catalog numbers. They

used some Okeh material and some sides recorded without vocals at Okeh sessions. They were

apparently intended for export frtnn the west coast to an unknown destination, and one sourct

states the deal fell through and the records were found in a warehouse in the 1940’s. This w'a.s the

last use of the name in the U. S. except as a subcredit on some Decca issues of imported material

in the mid-1930’s.

PARLOPHONIi The 193031 U5. issue under this name, and the only American use of the

elsewhere well-known name, relates to the later Odeons discussed above. Most side.s appeared on

both labels, although not always paired identically. Parlophones from this period carry a P.NL

prefix to the catalog numbers, scmie of which duplicate Okeh numbers

As noted, other Okeh-pressed labels may exist
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SEARS. ROEBUCK. & GO.

The mail order firm sold recwds under various names from about 1903 (for discs) imril the late

1940’.s. The most common Sears label is Silvertonc, but several others were sold. The Labels sold by

Sears are listed below.

UARVARft This is the first Sears disc labeL They were pressed by Columbia, who also

manufactured machines for Sears (some may be from other sources). They were sold in 7 and

10-incJi sizes. These are exceedingly scarce, being sold between cl903 and 1907.

OXh'ORDt This name was used by Sears from 1907 until 1915. The first were pressed by Victor,

Using Zon-(XPhone sides; when Victor dropped Zon-0-Ph<Mie, Sears turned to Gdumhia. S<tme aix^

known from other sources c. 1907. All are singleaided, and the labels from all sources are very

similar, excepting credit typefaces. Zon-O-Phone Oxfords are assigned new numbers as Oxf<iids while

Columbia pressings use the Columbia matrix number, as did Columbia single-sided issues.

SlLVERTONEi In 1916, Sears re-named its records to match the name used for phonographs.

Columbia continued to press them, and Oxfords in the catalog acquired new labels. In 1918s

Columbia ceased pressing client labels, leaving Sears with no source for rec4>rds. After a year, the

label was revived; Sears turned to Federal for records. The first issues, with a silver-on-blue label

Ixire Federal 5000 numbers; these were supplanted by the tan label series, numbered in a 20(X)

scries which paralleled with Federal (with Federal numbers in the wax). In 1925, Federal was

evidently acquired by Emerson. While Emerson continued to fuess Silvertones in the 2000 series,

using their own and Plaza sides. Sears turned to many record firms (except Victor) for Silvertones,

including Columbia (Harmony), Pathe, Brunswick (Vocation), Cennett, Paramount, Plaza, Autograph

and Rainbow. These were numbered in many series, sometimes grouped by manufacturer, sometimes

not, with some Cennett pressing? using Cennett numbers. In some cases, the same record came from

different .sources at different times, llie Silvertone label was dropped in 1927 though phonographs

and radios bore the name years longer; it was revived around 1940 u.«dng Cnluml>ia sides, and

brought back again after the war, when the Silvertone Record Qub appeared (records so labelled).

SIJPERTO.NE: This label was first sold by Sears in 1924 (see Olympic). It bears no reference to

Sears (most Supertemes do not) but the label is similar to later issues known to be Sears issues. 3 he

label reappeared about 1928 to replace Silvertone; several hundred issues were preased by Cennett

to late 1930, after which Brunswick pressed about 150 issues in an S-2000 series until mid-1931.

The name was also used by Straus & Schram, a Chicago music firm, on their own records. (See

Pathe, Columbia (Harmony) and Crey Cull)

CHALLENGE: This is a challenge to discographers! It was Sears’ lowest-priced label from 1926 to

1929. Those below 500 were pressed 1926-27 by Cennett; numbers run con-secutively, or mostly so,

but all issues are pseudonymous. Higher numbers were pressed by Plaza, with blocks of numbers
iLsed in a random fashion. They can be dated tmly by their control numbers. Issues are again

under pseudonyms, and most use the same identities as (Mole and Jewel, often paired differently.

CONQUEROR: This label was introduced in 1928, and by 1931 was Sears’ only record LabeL It was
pressed successively by Plaza, ARC and CBS as they took over operations; in the latter two cases, it

drew from the lower-priced labels. It continued until 1942, when wartime shortages made custom
pressing impossible, and used one consecutive numbering series. Popular, standard, country and blues

material appeared on the labeL
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ARTO (BELL. ETC.)

The following number

nequence appeared on

the Labels of Arto rec-

ordLs. The labels below

used the sequence with

different initial num-

bers or prefixes:

AJNSOWA (H-)

BELL (P-)

CLEARTONE (C)

CROWTV/HY-TONE (K-)

GLOBE (7000)

There may be others.

All show the 9000

number in the runout

9045 . . . .... 1/21

9070 . . . .... 6/21

9115 . - . .... 1/22

9145 . . . .... 6/22

9185 . . . .... 1/23

Around this point

Arto went under and
following issues show

the Globe 7000 num-

ber in the runout

7225 . . . .... 6/23

The last of these was

7232 . . . . . . c.8/23

BciU records, now from

another source, contin-

ued the sequence

P-250 ...... 1/24

P-280 6/24

P-310 1/25

The P- prefix was
dropped at c.3ia

W hen earlier items

continued in the cata-

log, they were reued

without prefix.

345 ...... . 6/25

390 . 1/26

425 6/26

450 ...... . 1/27

525 6/27

568 1/28

610 6/28

Ends at 617.

The following number

sequence appeared on

standard issues on the

same labels, and in the

same way:

ARTO (3000)

BELL (S)

CLEARTONE (T)

Others, possibly inclu-

ding Globe (L)

3001 9/20

3119 6/22

Ends.

Bell started a new se-

quence., reissuing some

of the above under

new numbers

1101 a/23

1162 c.1/25

Continues to unknown

number.

NOTES

MATRICES

Very few Arto^group

issues ever showed any

matrix numbers. 192()-

21 issues used "Jones”

matrices; some carried

numbers from issue on

other Labels, most

notably Lyric, but the

following sequences

appear on Arto only.

The num-bers appear

to jump by 1000 each

time 99 is reached,

and some groups seem

to be skipped.

Numbers from this

period may appear

under the Label or in

the run-out if they

appear at aU.

17001 9/20

18004 1/21

23024 822

26092 1/24

A few numbers in a

31000 sequence and

some in a 41000 se-

quence (not Emerson)

have been seen alsa

(Please advise the aut-

hor of corrections)

From 1923 onward.

Bell records drew

from their own
recordings (source un-

known), Plaza and Em-

erson. Until 1927, al-

most all matrices were

suppressed; thereafter,

Emerson matrices may
show, either in full or

the last three digits, in

the run-out The last

50 OT so were |nressed

by (Bennett who did

not show matrix num-

bers cm any of their

pressings at the time.

NOTES

(See note at leftJ
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COMPO (CANADA)

Compo used a variety

of number sequences,

based on the matrix

source, issue label and

price range, among

other variables. These

are listed below in

numerical order, along

with a list of the

labels on which they

are known, with the

primary label first

"Custom Pressings*' in-

dicates the sequence is

known on special

issues.

499-DOWN:
Erom (iennett, appear-

ed on Apex only.

499 6/22

450 1/23

430 6/23

39? ?/23

Ends.

50aUP:

E’rom Compo, later

Pathe and Autograph,

others? Appears on:

APEX
GENNETT (Canada)

HECTROLA
HYDROLA
OPERAPHONE
STARRjGENNETT
SUN
(iustom pressings

500 9/19

520 6/20

525 1/21

535 6/21

550 1/22

560 6/22

580 1/23

605 6/23

640 1/24

665 6/24

680 1/25

710 6/25

730 1/26

770 6/26

799 (last) . . . . 1/27

800 SERIESc

Used on custom pres-

sings 1927-28.

900 SERIES:

Used on custom pres-

sings 1931-32

1000 SERIES:

Duplicates Okeh verti-

cal series, appears on

Phonola probably prior

to Compo pressings.

4000 SERIES

EYom Okeh, appeared

om
APEX
GENNETT
PHONOLA
STARRXiENNETr
SUN
Custom pressings:

AH issues below 4500

(and some above)

except 40CKX4040 dup-

licate Okeh numbers.

Those which do not do

so show the Okeh
numbers stamped in

the run-out area. The

late 40xx issues are

from late 1922

NOTE: Compo may
have pressed and

Issued other Okeh
series on Phonola or

other labels.

4500 SERIES:

Early Cennett of

Canada issues, and la-

ter issues using Rritish

materiaL bore numbers

identical to their U. S.

catalog numbers. This

practice stopped at c.

4800.

8000 SERIES:

From Plaza (although

very early issues may
be from NYRL or

other sources via Plaza)

Appeared on:

APEX
STARRxGENNETT
SUN (?)

Custom pressings:

8000 1/23

8050 6/23

8125 1/24

8200 6/24

8290 1/25

8350 6/25

8425 1/26

8525 6/26

8560 1/27

8610 6/27

8685 1/28

8770 6/28

8860 1/29

8999 7/29

To 410(X) series.

9000 SERIES

From (iennett, appear-

ed on:

APEX (?)

GENNETT (Canada)

STARR-GENNETT
SUN
Custom pressings:

9000 ?/20

9030 6/20

9070 1/21

9125 6/21

9185 1/22

9250 6/22

9320 1/23

9380 6/23

9485 1/24

9550 6/24

9605 1/25

9631 (last) ... . 4/25

9632 is known. but

was issued much Later

from Plaza sides.

10000 SERffiS:

Erom Plaza, appeared

on:

STARR
LEONORA
Possibly others

/

10000 •> 25

10115 1/26

10175 0/26

10225 1/27

10260 6/27

10300 1 28

10350 6/23

10420 1 29

10441

Ends shortly after.

329

UOOO «5E:RIFS:

Erench records trom

Compo an<l European

.sources - all on (d*u-

nett (X 1920.

12000 SERIESc

E'rench records from

Compo, appeared om
APEX
GENNETT (Canada) (?)

STARRjGENNETT

12000 V 21

12050 622
12070 1/23

12095 6/23

12129 to 15130

(See 15000 series ou

next page)

13000 SERIES:

French 12" records on

(iennett 4x1920-21. All

seen are classical mat-

eriaL sourires unknown

14000 SERIES:

Details unknown, if i;

wa.s used. Also see M-

14000 (Minerva)
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15000 SERIES

NOTli
When the French

series above reached

15999, it is not curr-

ently verified whether

these numbers were

reused or skipped.

Either is a possibility,

see next coliunn.

16000 SERIES (ID:

Continues ISCXKJ’s:

Continuation of 12000 16090 . 1/38

series, reason unknown. 16140 . 6/38

Also on Ste, ANNE de 16195 . 1/39

BEAUPRE’ label 16230 . 6/39

15130 . . . . ?/24 16300 . 1/40

15190 . . . 1/25 16350 . 6/40

15240 . . . 6/25 16380 . 1/41

16420 . 6/41

16460 . 1/42

16500 . 6/42

16510 . 6/43

15400 . . . 1/28 Series continues into

15460 . . . 6/28 the 1950’s and runs to

15550 . . . 1/29 an unknown point in

15620 . . . 6/29 the 170{X)’s. It may
15715 . . . 1/30 duplicate numbers lis-

15765 . . . 6/30 ted below.

15805 . . . 1/31

15840 . . . 6/31 17000 SERIES:

From Compo, Plaza,

unknown U. S. sources.

on Ajar:

15900 . . . 1/35 17000 .... c.9/23

15920 . . . 6/35 17015 . 1/24

15940 . . . 1/36 17030 . 6/24

15975 . . . 6/36 17080 . 1/25

. 15999 to 160?? 17133 (last) . . . 5/25

Label dropped.

16000 SERIES (D:

18000 SERIES:

160{X)-40 from Okeh,

appeared on. Starr- Used for French rec-

Gennett ords on IVlelotone in

the mid-1930’s. details

16000 . . . . 3/22 not known.
160.!iq im
Ends shortly thereafter. 19000 SERIE&
exact number not

known. These numbers appear

in the run-out on

Apex, etc issues of

192425, apparently

from a short-lived ser-

ies pressed for Paling’s

which was an Ausstra-

lian department store.

It was also used for

the French "Double

Length” issues of 1931

(see 51(XX) series) but

no data is available.

NOTE: The veiriouij 22.''/>0 SERIES
series below (except

51000), along with the As 215(/0, on •Micro-

8/1(XKX) and occasional phone:

others, appear in the

run-out of sides issued 22500 - ?.2.'>

on several labels.

22530 . 6 26

21000 SERIES: 22545 1/27

22560 1/28

From Plaza, used on 22605 E29
Domino: May continue, date bv

26000 numbers.

21000 9/24

21050 . 6/25 23000 SERIES:

21125 . 1/26

21160 . 6/26 From Compo, Pathc,

21210 . 1/27 others on Starr.

21260 . 6/27

21340 . 1/28 23000 c,6'25

21425 . 6/28 23015 . 1/26

21499 12/28 23035 . 6 26

To 31000 (q.vj 23075 . 1/27

(Continues - date by

21500 SERIES: 26000 numbers.

From (2ompo, Pathc’, 24000 SERIES:

possibly others, on

Domino: As 22000, on Lucky

Strike

21500 . ?/25

21510 . 1/26 24000 . 5 26

21525 . 6/26 24075 . 1/27

21575 . 1/27 24125 627
Continues, date by 24150 . E28

26(X)0 number in run- 24195 . 6 28

out 24221 to 24300

E'rom this point the

22000 SERIES: series parallek the

22000 series at left

From Plaza, used on

Microphone 24500 SERIES:

22000 . 6^25 As 22500, on Lucky

22060 . 1/26 Strike:

22125 . G'26

22160 . 1/27 24500 . 526

22185 . 6/27 24535 . 1/27

22215 . L'28 24550 . L 28

22275 . 6/28 24605 . 1'29

22360 . 1/29 Continues as 22500,

22455 . 6/29 which the latter i^ues

Ends at this point or parallel Date by the

shortly after. 26000 numbers.
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25000 SERIES:

Apex "Radio-Tone” ser-

ies, recorded from

Radio broadcasts. All

known issues (2?) from

late 1925.

26000 SERIES:

From Compo, some

Pathe’, Crown (U. S.),

possibly others. super-

seded 500 series on

Apex, appeared om

APEX
BRUNSWICK (?)

DECCA

26000 . 1/27

26050 . 6/27

26105 . 1/28

26130 . 1/29

26140 . 1/30

26155 . 1/31

26167 . 10/31

All above Apex only.

26170 (B?) . . . . 9/33

26175 (A) . . . . 1/37

26180 (D) . . . . ?/38

26190 (D) .... 6/40

26214 (D) . . . . 3/41

26230 (D) .... 3/42

26245 (D) . . . . 6/43

26260 (A) .... 1/44

All following on Apex.

26286 6/46

26291 4/47

26295 4^48

26339 1/52

26365 7/53

G>ntinues to unknown
number.

31000 SERIES;

From Plaza, used on

Domino (continues

21000 series):

the

31000 1/29

31095 6/29

31128
F.nds-

8/29

40000 SERIES

See U. S. Champion

(Decca pressings), used

on Melotone.

41000 SERIES:

From Plaza, on Apex:

41000 8/29

41060 1/30

41165 6/30

41280 1/31

41375 6/31

41446 (last?) . . . 1/32

45000 SERIES:

From Decca, occasion-

ally others (Melotonek

45000 ?/35

45150 1/36

45180 1/37

45240 1/38

45300 1/39

45350 1/40

45420 1/41

45495 1/42

45550 1/43

Ends.

This sequence does not

duplicate the similar

Decca-issued Champion

country series, unlike

the 40000 series. It

can be dated more

accurately, except early

issues, by using Decca

matrix/issue numbers

in the run-out

51000 SERIESe

"Double Length” dubs,

two tracLs per side

from Plaza sides, om

ACE
DOMINO
STERLING
Possibly others?

51000 c.10/31

51044 5/32

Ends.

76000 SERIES:
a

From U. S. small la-

bels. on Apex:

76000 . 6/53

76020 . 1/54

76060 . 1/55

76085 . 1/56

76135 . 1/57

76235 . 1/58

76400 . 1/59

Continues on 45 rpm.

81000 SERIES:

From Plaza, used om

CROWN
DOMINO (181)

ROYAL (381 if used)

STERLING (281)

81000 . 4/29

81200 . 1/30

81400 . 6/30

81533 Oast?) . .

To 91(XX) series.

. 5/31

83000 SERIES:

As late 26000 (no

PatheT used as above:

83000 c.6/29

83025 1/30

83042 (last?) . . . 9/30

To 93000 series.

Contains reissues.

91000 SERIES

As 81000, except on

Melotone, not «»n

Domino:

91000 . . . . . . 1/31

91150 . . . . . . 6/31

91225 . . . . . . 1/32

91350 . . . . . . 6/32

91460 . . . . . . 1/33

91560 . . . ... 6/33

91675 . . . . . . 1/34

91800 . . . . . . 6/34

91925 . . . . . . 1/35

92040 . . . . . . 6/35

92125 . . . . . - 1/36

92156 (last?) . . . 3/36

93000 SERIES:

Sources as 83(XK), iss-

ues as 91000:

93000 cl/31

93020 . 1/32

93030 . 1/33

93040 . 1/34

93065 . 1/35

93085 . 1/36

Melotone only:

93095 . 1/37

93110 . 1/38

93130 . 1/39

93147 . 1/40

93157 . 1/41

93165 (last?) . . cl/42

MISCELLANEOUS

CANADIAN MUSIC
LOVERS’ LIBRARY

All known c. early

1923.

GAVOm

Pressed 1950-52 for

Gordon V. Thompson.

Some material recor-

ded for the label by

Compo (see also section

7 of the Coide)
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MISCELLANEOUS

TEMPO

Pressed for Tkompson;

duplicate U. S issues.

See Bill Daniels* book

for dates.

Compo also pressed

Canadian Decca (q.vj

and special issues^

FAMOUS ARTISTS
MAR(X)NI
PATENAUDE, A W.

SHERWIN-WEUAMS
WINCHESTER
(probably many others)

And MS. 1940^3 labels

BULLET
DAMON
GRAND
METROTONE
ROBIN HOOD
RONDO
(probably others)

U. S. labels carry their

oroginal numbers; the

special issues usuaUy

use Compo series, but

some use their own.

AUTHOR’S NOTES

The author welcome
any information on
Compo pressings of

any type not listed in

the Guide.

It might be noted as

weU that the original

Compo recording led-

gers are in the

collection of the

National Library in

Ottawa, Canada and it

is hoped this data can

be included in future

supplements to or ed-

itions of the Cnide.

MATRICES

1 7/21

200 1/22

360 6/22

675 1/23

1000 6/23

1300 1/24

1500 6/24

1645 1/25

E2075 1/26

E2350 6/26

E2640 1/27

E2800 6/27

E3100 1/28

3300 6/28

3600 1/29

3800 6/29

4125 1/30

4400 6/30

4650 1/31

5150 1/32

5800 6/32

6300 1/33

6675 6/33

6770 1/34

6900 ... 6/34

7075 1/35

7185 . 6/35

7750 1/37

7950 6/37

8200 ....... 1/38

8450 6/38

8875 1/39

9170 6/39

9300 1/40

9475 ....... 6/40

9630 1/41

9750 6/41

9850 1/42

10200 . 6/43

Also transcriptioiis:

CT1800 1/41

CT4400 ..... 1/42

Cr6300 6/43

017500 . . . . . 1/44

Not known if the

matrix series was drop

ped or the two m
in the mid-194^s.

lerged

OTHER MATRICES

The majority of mat-

rices appearing on

Compo issues are not

from Compo, but from

Tarious U. S. sources.

These appear on the

records as follows:

ARG
See Plaza below,

AUTOGRAPH:
If shown, handwritten

in run-out area.

COLUMBIA:
One such issue, from

Harmony sides, is

known (although how
is not known ! )

Original Ck>lum-bia

stampers are used.

CROWN (U. S.):

Usually shown hand-

written in run-out

DECCA*

Except for a very few

issues from U. S. stam

pers, most have the

matrix hand-written in

the run-out area, as

wcU as original Decca

catalog number/side.

GENNETT:
As original U. S. issues,

original stampers used.

OKEH:
As original U. S. issues,

including Okeh catalog

number and side des-

ignation. The original

stampers were used.

NYRlr Some of these

sides were issued via

Plaza, who drew from

this source 1921-2Z As

Plaza next column.

PATHE’:

If Pathe’s own matrix

sequence is used, the

number df>es not u.su-

aily appear, although a

few are known with

the matrix handwritten

in the run-out Compo
recorded many sides

for Pathe’ using their

own sequence - see the

comments below.

PLAZA/ARG A few

use Plaza stampers

with matrices shot^n as

the U. S. issues. Most

have matrices faintly

handuTitten in the

run-out area. Some few

do not show the

numbers, particularly

after 1931, or show

them partially ob-

scured by the label

(this is noted on early

Deccas as well).

VICTOR:

Compo issued six rec-

ords from pirated 4 ic-

tor sides (see the his-

torical section). The

Victor issue numbers

can be seen faintly

where thev were
j

removed from the

stampers.

Compo’s matrix

numbers appear very

sporadically, if at aU,

until about 192-1, and

regularly thereafter.

They are handwritten

in the run-out area.

Prior to 1925, each

take received a sepa-

rate matrix number,

numbered takes were

used thereafter until

the mid-1940’s w'hen

takes were no longer
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EDISON

The following listing is

for the Edison disc

records only. Edison

cylinders have been

listed in several diff-

erent books and maga-

zines.

Both Edison Diamond
Discs and the short-

lived "Needle Cut"

lateral records used a

number of series for

various types of

material Only the

Diamond Disc popular

50000 series is listed

below.

50000 10/13

50200 6/14

50390 . 6/16

50415 . 1/17

50435 . 6/17

50460 . 1/18

50490 . 6/18

50510 . 1/19

50540 . 6/19

50580 . 1/20

50620 . 6/20

50700 . 1/21

50800 . 6/21

50900 . 1/22

51000 . 6/22

51100 . 1/23

51175 . 6/23

51275 . 1/24

51350 . 6/24

51450 . 1/25

51560 . 6/25

51675 . 1/26

51760 . 6/26

51880 . 1/27

52000 . 6/27

52150 . 1/28

52280 . 6/28

52450 . 1/29

52575 . 6/29

52648 (last) . . 10/29

Ends.

All Edison "Needle

Cut" records were

issued between July

and November, 1929.

The following are the

first and last issues in

each series used

11000 (Standard):

11001 . 7/29

Assigned to

issued to 11049.

11053,

14000 (Popular):

14001 . 7/29

14077 11/29

Assigned to 14088.

20000 (Country):

20001 . 7/29

20011 (last) . . 11/29

47001 . 7/29

47007 (last) . . 10/29

Some numbers were

assigned in other series

but none were issued.

NOTES

MATEUCES

Disc matrices were

made from 1910

onward - although the

initial recordings were

experimental, some

were issued Informa-

tion on the earlier

dates was not available

at the time of

printing.

The 150699, 870699
and 1000699? series

were used for Edison’s

experimental labora-

tory in West Orange.

Matrices appeared both

at the bottom of the

label and handwritten

in the run-out area.

with a letter take

following the number.

Vertical matrix Hum-
bers 9exact for

January and estimated

for June except for

1928 and 1929.

Lateral numbers are

exact

Vertical-cut (Diamond

Disc) matrices:

100 7/10

675 6/11

929 2/12

1100 6/12

2076 1/13

2310 6/13

2675 1/14

3080 6/14

3492 1/15

3840 6/15

4389 1/16

4760 6/16

5251 1/17

5600 6/17

5949 1/18

6200 6/18

6539 . 1/19

6810 , 6/19

7048 . 1/20

7280 . 6/20

Some unknown num-

bers not used?

7713 , 1/21

8040 . 6/21

8329 . 1/22

8475 . 6/22

8807 . 1/23

9005 . 6/23

9315 . 1/24

9540 . 6/24

9922 . 1/25

10415 , 6/25

10748 . 1/26

11015 . 6/26

11411 , 1/27

11720 , 6/27

11999 to 18000

18147 . . - . . . 1/28

18556 . . . . . . 6/28

18978 . . . . . . 1/29

19230 . . . . . . 6/29

19342 (last) . . . 8/29

Ends.

Lateral-cut matrices:

NlOO . . 1/28

N284 . . 6/28

N673 .... . . 1/29

N934 .... . . 6/29

N1213 (last) . . 10/29

Ends

As with the Diamond

Disc matrices. the first

of these were experi-

mentaL but some were

issued later.

NOTES
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EMERSON

5-1/2-inch:

501 ?/16

599 to 5100

5150 1/17

5225 4/17

Dropped.

7-inch:

701 ... . . . . ?/16

799 to 7100

7100 . . . . . . . 1/17

7200 . . . . . . . 6/17

7300 . . . . . . . 1/18

7380 . . . . . . . 6/18

7475 . . . . . . . 1/19

7500 . . . . ... 6/19

7560 . . . . . al2/19

Replaced Mel-0-

Disc. (See section 4)

9-inch:

901 ... . . . . ?/18

950 ... . . . . 6/18

999 to 9100

9100 .... . . . 1/19

9200 .... ... 6/19

9230 . . . .

Dropped.

. . c.ia'19

KXinch:

1000 . ?/19

1025 . 6/19

1099 to 10100

10110 . 1/20

10200 , 6^20

10300 , 1/21

10390 . 6/21

10500 . D22
c.10550 . 5/22

Restarts c.10/22-

10560 . 1/23

10630 . 6/23

10700 . 1/24

10760 ....... 6/24

10830 . 1/25

10857 (last?) . . c.5/25

Revived as 3000 series.

(sRC right)

12-mch 501 to 505 all

<•. 1 /20.

Date unlisted series by
matrix number.

lO^Lnch (continued):

3000 1/26

3030 6/26

3090 1/27

3144 c.5/27

Dropped at or near

this issue.

NOTE: There was also

a 7000 country series

which paralleled the

Bell IKX) series.

REGAL

See Plaza, who pressed

Regal 1922.1932.

CLOVER

5000 9/24

To new series:

1500 10/24

1525 . 1/25

1570 , 6/25

1625 . 1/26

1710 . 6/26

Ends.

DANDY

5000 1D24
5064 . 6/25

5100 . 1/26

5160 . 6/26

5250 (last) ... .. 1/27

EVERYBODrS

1001 1/25

1040 6/25

1085 (last) . . c.11/25

To the following label:

ELECTRIC

1086 1D25
1092 (last?) ... 12/25

The above 4 labels,

and the one following,

were not pressed by

Emerson but drew
from their matrices.

MARATHON

160 6/27

200 1/28

225 11/28

Dropped around

point

this

The following two

labels were pressed by

Emerson for clients

MEDALUON:

9-inch:

800 9/18

847 1/19

865 6/19

Last number unknown.

10-inch:

8101 5/19

8150 1/20

8200 6/20

8250 1/21

8318 (last) . . . . 9/21

SYMPHONOLA:

9 and KXinch:

4100 1/19

4135 6/19

4190 1/20

4240 6/20

4305 1/21

4350 6/21

4385 c.1/22

Last number unknown.

Custom pressings app-

ear on New York and

other labels, as well as

records credited only

to the Consolidated Re-

cord Company.

MATRICES

Sl/2-inch:

1 (?) ?/16

199 to 1000

1100 1/17

1350 4/17

Ends.

7-inch;

201

2300
2.50f)

2900

21050
213.50

21475

215.50

21600

21878 (last?) . .

?/16

117
6 17

1 18

618
1 19

6 19

1 20

7/20

10 21

9-mch:

301 ... . . . . ?/18

3450 .... . . . 1/19

3700 .... . . . 619
Ends.

10-inch:

(used on many labels)

401 . . 319
4800 . . 1/20

41250 . 620
41590 . 1.21

41875 . 0 21

42150 . 1 22

42300 . 1 23

42380 . 6 23

42525 . 1'24

42675 . 6,24

42792 . .... 10,24

Elnds in favor of Fed-

cral series - revived aU

43001 . 226
Dropped in favor of:

Control series:

3100 .... . . 11 23

3199 to 3440

3450 .... . . . 6 24

3540 .... . . . 1/25

36^10 .... . . . 623

3770 .... . . . 1/26

3920 .... . . . 626
31050 ... . . . 1 27

31140 ... . . . 6 27

31225 ... . . . 1/28

31275 . . . . . . 628
31340 . . . . . 10 28

l/nd.s.

The abote series was

used on Grey Gull and

many minor labels.
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GENNETT / CHAMPION

Vertical-cut

NOTE: Earber issues

aj)peared under the

Starr name.

7500 6/16

7560 1/17

7600 6/17

7635 1/18

Ends.

8500 1/18

8550 1/19

Ends.

10000 1/17

10035 3/18

Ends

11012 1/19

No other dates known.

Lateral-cut

4500 3/19

4530 6/19

4570 1/20

4630 6/20

4655 1/21

4725 6/21

4800 1/22

4875 6/22

5000 1/23

5140 6/23

5300 1/24

5440 6/24

5600 1/25

5715 6/25

5750 c.9/25

Ends.

The above series was

replaced by the one

listed below; the two

overlapped for a short

time, with the above

series used for various

special items.

3000 6/25

3190 1/26

3300 6/26

3410 (last?) . . . 12/26

F.nfls-

Electrobeam:

6000 . 1/27

6160 . 6/27

6360 . 1/28

6460 . 6/28

6675 . 1/29

6850 . 6/29

7000 . 1/30

7175 . 6/30

7321 (last) . . . 12/30

9000 . 6/19

9020 . 1/20

9040 . 6/20

9075 10/20

Ends.

Personal series:

20000 . ?/22

20023 . 1/24

20060 . 7/24

20340 1/29

20385

Continues?

9/31

IZ-inch:

2501 a'19

No other data known.

Gennett also pressed a

number of other series.

mostly of higher-priced

records. All were

short-lived and most

date from 1920-21. If

Gennett matrices are

used, they can

dated using those.

be

BUCK PATTI

8001 c. 3/27

8053 (last) . . . 10/27

CHAMPION

15000 9/25

15050 1/26

15100 6/26

15190 1/27

15280 6/27

15375 1/28

15500 6/28

15650 1/29

15750 6/29

15900 1/30

16000 6/30

16150 1/31

16275 6/31

16330 1/32

16430 6/32

16550 1/33

16620 6/33

16735 3/34

16834 (last) . . 12/34

Revived later by Decca

Populan

40000 3/35

40050 6/35

40075 1/36

40110 6/36

Dropped.

Country:

45000 3/35

Continues.

Race:

50000 3/35

Continues.

BUDDY

8000 3/26

8063 8/26

CONNORIZED

3000 9/21

3035 1/22

3080 6/22

Ends.

Only one item is

known from the

(ethnic?) scries below:

130 c.4/22

HERSCHEL
(GOLD SEAL)

AU known c. 1/27.

RICH-TONE

7000 9/21

7015 1/22

7040 6/22

Ends.

SUPERIOR

300 1/28

375 . 4'28

Dropped revived at:

2500 9/30

2560 1/31

2665 6/31

2760 1/32

2839 (last) . . . . 6/32

Gennett also presse^l a

number of issues for

the various labels of

Sears, Roebuck and

Company (listed there-

under) as well as some

issues of Rainbow (q.v.)

and a large number of

private recordings, of

which some carried

their own labels. Most

from 1924 on show a

20000 number (left)

Following arc known
examples:

COMMUNITY
CHAUTAUQUAS

GOSPEL TRUMPET
GYPSY SIMON SAUTH
HARMONY RECORD
STHJ^N
WILHELM

Others exist which are

unknown to the author

and information on

these is welcome<L
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GENNETT (MATRICES)

MATRICES

Until late 1924, (ien-

nett preaHings showed

the matrix number in

the run-out area, with

a take letter following

(the absence of a take

letter indicates the

first take). Thereafter,

the matrix usually ap
pears on the label of

C^nnett issues, and not

at all on other labels

pressed by (iennett

NCKfE: As of this time

no data is at hand for

the vertical-cut matrix

numliers.

iNew York:

60(M) 1/19

6150 6/19

loc

7000 6/19

7200 1/20

7350 9/20

75(K) 4/21
I-IOK
t t ••••••• 1/22

7900 6/22

8160 1/23

8400 6/23

8700 1/24

8915 6/24

9250 1/25

9575 6/25

9925 1/26

9999 to X-1

X-165 6/26

(;EX-430 1/27

GEX.670 6/27

GEX-IOOO .... 1/28

GEX-1400 .... 6/28

GEX.21S0 .... 1/29

GEX-2250 . . . . 6'29

GE\-2550 .... 1/30

GEX-2700 .... 6/30

GEX-2860 .... 1/31

GliX.2910 . . . c.6/31

GEX-29.'i0 .... 6/32

Probably droppe-d a-

round this point? Last

number not known.

Richmond, Indiana:

llOOO . . . . . . 8/21

11040 . . . . . . 1/22

11120 . . . . . . 6/22

11275 . . . . . . 1/23

11500 . . . . . . 6/23

11700 . . . . . . 1/24

11900 . . . . . . 6/24

12125 . . . . . . 1/25

12250 . . . . . . 6/25

12450 . . . . . . 1/26

12550 . . . . . . 6/26

12590 . . . . . . 1/27

12900 . . . . . . 6/27

13330 . . . . . . 1/28

13600 . . . . . . 6/28

14625 . . . - . . 1/29

15250 . . . . . . 6/29

16050 . . . . . . 1/30

16700 . . . . . . 6/30

17400 . . . . . . 1/31

17800 . . . . . . 6/31

18300 . . . . . . 1/32

18950 . . . . . . 1/33

19450 . . . . . . i/34

19737 . . . . . 10/34

Continues Used for

sound effects records

and special pressings

until 19997 (11/40).

The above series was

apparently preceded by

a ^ries of twenty-odd

matrices which began

their numbering at 1.

None arc known on

regular issues.

NOTES:

1. Unlike other firms,

(Bennett s^igned num-

bers both from the

New York and Rich-

mond series for other

locations. No other

series were used by
the company.

2. Richmond matrix

numbers often larry

various prefixes Ihese

were apparently for

internal purposes and

do not appe>ar on the

records "GE” indicates

an electrical recording

where used.

NOTES

(Please advise the

author of corrections)
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GREY GULL

DANCE SERIES:

Vertical-cut

The few known H-

KXK) issues

early 1920.

are from

Lateral-cut

GIOOO . . . c.6/20

G1045 . . . 1/21

E1070 . . . 6/21

1090 . . . . 1/22

1115 . . . . 6/22

1150 . . . . 1/23

1170 . . - . 6/23

1195 - . . . 1/24

1215 . . . . 6/24

1255 . . . . 1/25

1280 . . . . 6/25

1300 . . . . . 1/26

1350 . . . . .
6'26

1410 . . . . , 1/27

1450 . . . . . 6/27

1505 . . . . . 1/28

1560 . . . . . 6/28

1.595 . . . . . 1/29

1599 to 1700

1720 . . . . . 6/29

1800 . . . . . 1/30

1896 (last?) . . .

VOCAL SERIES:

, 8/30

Verti<nl-cut ( H-2000 )

records, if issued, are

from early 1920.

Lateral-cut

G2001 . . c.6/20

L2055 . . . 6/21

2075 . . . . 1/22

2085 . . . . 6/22

2100 . . . . 1/23

2115 . . . . 6/23

2135 . . . . 1/24

2155 - . . . 6/24

2175 . . . . 1/25

2190 . . . . 6/25

2205 . . . . 1/26

2235 . . . . 6/26

2300 - . . . 1/27

2355 . . . . 6/27

Gmt next column.

2395 1/28

2440 6/28

2460 1/29

2475 6/29

2520 1/30

2546 (last?) . . . 8/30

STANDARD SERlESc

About a half-dozen

items were issued on

an L-4000 series; they

do not relate to the

4(X)0 series foUowing

and exact dates are

not knowiL

4(K)1 through about

4070 appear to have

been released in a

group in early 1924

Most of these stayed in

the catalog for years

and were remade one

or more times.

4070 1/25

4090 1/26

4110 1/27

4170 1/28

4270 1/29

4285 1/30

4321 (last?) . . . c.a/30

RACE (?) SERIES:

The 7000 series seems

to have originated as a

standard series before

gradually becoming a

race-oriented series.

L7001 ?/20

L7008 4/21

Probably not used

1921-23.

7011 1/24

7020 1/25

Not used?

7021 1/27

7026 1/28

7034 1/29

7039 (last?) ... 4/29

May continue?

MISCELLANEOUS:

L-80CK) Series

This series has been

reported but content

and exact date are not

currently known.

L-9000 Series

This series comprises a

few rea>rAs Iwth

dance and vocal All

seen date from early

1921.

The following couple

Grey Gull B-sides

8000 Series

Known through 8023,

all probably issued in

early 1926.

81(X) Series

8101 1/27

8119 1/28

Ends?

900 Series

This scries seems to

have used Grey Gull

B-sides; dates are not

known, but it appears

to date from late 1930

or early 1931.

5100 Series

This appeared at the

same time as the

above, but couples

country titles. The

author has not seen

any items from the

5100 series. It may
start at 5110.

Given the confu.sing

Grey Gull system, it is

possible that other scr-

ies were issued also.

BINGOLA
About a dozen issued

in early 1929.

MADLSON:

Madison used Grey

Gull nural>e.rs from

C.1598 to C.1740, and

issued some 4(XX) se-

ries items with a ”1”

prefix. Most Madison

issues used series

listed lielow.

1601 ?/26

1610 1/27

1620 6/27

1645 1/28

Issued s[K>radicallv un-

til 1656 (c.6/29).

1901 ?/26

1910 1/27

1921 1/28

1935 1/29

1939 (last?) . . . (-.6/29

50001 ?/29

50050 1/30

5080 6/30

5099 to 6000

6010 1/31

6042 (last?) . . - ?/31

The first issues apj»ear

lioth as 4 and 5 digits.

18001 ?/26

All from .same time.

There is also an uu-

knotvTi 22000 series.

SLNIUSE

All issues on this, in

30 / 32 / 33(X)0 series,

date from late 1929.

VAN DYKE

7800s .... c.iO/29

Others use GG num-

bers with "7" or ”8’’

prefixes; at least one

with a Sunri.se numl>er

is known.
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GREY GULL (MATRICES)

MATRICES

LOCATIOIN: Grey GuU
matrix numbers always

appear in the run-out

area, and almost

always carry a letter

take even if the orig-

inal source used

numbers as takes.

The exact starting

point of the first ser-

ies is notknown. Many
numlters appear to not

have been used-

666 4?/20

Two 700’s are known.

875c 8/20

1010 9/20

1140 11/20

1250 6/21

1310 9/21

Suspended.

The first few itemss in

the following series

may appear as 500 or

10000 numbers.

501 c.9/21

545 1/22

600 6/22

650 9/22

Regular use of this

series stopped in favor

of "foreign" matrices;

it was used sporadic-

ally, howeven

675 c.5/23

691 c.11/23

700 (last?) . . . c.1/24

It appears to continue

the first matrix series.

1350 8/23

1440 12/23

Numbers not used or

used internally?

1676 3/24

1730 10/24

Series suspended-

For 3000 (and 31000)

series, see Emerson,

who assigned these

numbers to matrices

they leased-

The following series

appears to continue the

original series from

the point where it was

dropped as a control

series. It was also u.sed

as a control series for

a few NYRL sides.

1752 . 8/25

1907 . 1/26

1918 . 4/26

From this point it was

exclusively a matrix

series.

1960 . 6/26

2225 . 1/27

2460 . 6/27

2850 l?/28

3100 6?/28

3300 . 1/29

3500 . 6/29

3810 . 1/30

4075 . 6/30

4112 (last?) . . . 8/30

May run a few

numbers further.

The following series

tsee next column)

started as a control

series, using the follow-

ng prefixes

X - Emerson

\ - NTRL
Z - Plaza

NOTli:

The above dates are

very much estimated-

the Grey GuU label is

very poorly documen-

ted in the late 1920’s,

since it was a bargain

label and did not use

recognized bands.

Grey GuU drew exten-

sively from other com-

panies, particularly in

the 1923-26 [teriod-

Some used GG control

numbers (see above)

and others used the

original matrix. See

the foUowin^

Emerson; Provided aU

sides with 300(lseries

numbers, a few later

sides with numbers in

a 31f)00 series and a

few, particularly early

standard sides, with

Emerson 4(XK), 41(KX)

or 42(X)0 numbers.

NYRL; Provided a

number of standard

sides in the 600-1000

range, as weU as

popular sides from

1000 to around 1660.

Note that many of the

popular sides nm very

close to the Grey GuU
control series at the

higher end of the

range. There are num-

erous NITRL sides un-

der control numbers as

weU- A few standard

sides from odd sources

were issued using

NYRL’s own control

sequence for outsidse

matrices.

Plaza: Most Plaza sides

use their original

matrix numbers in the

5000-5200 range. Some

later issues are under

GG control numbers.

NOTE:

A few other issues are

known under matrix

series for various unid-

entified laliels, also !

M.V1J1SO.N

Madison usf^d several

series not aj>|iearijig on

Grey GuU, as foUows:

5fK)0 ?/27

5030 1/28

5040 1/29

Ends.

The foUowing are

control series, although

they may function as

matrix series for sides

issued only on Madi-

son: records:

100 6/29

160 1/30

198 5/30

From C.160, used for

B sides onlv.
j

New series?

200 1/30

246 5/30

Used for A sides

New series:

300 9'30

336 11/30

Used for A and R

New series:

400 10 30

415 1/31

428 6/31

445 1/32

Ends

Unknown:

593 10/30

Other series may exist.

Also see Grey Gull

and Emerson numliers,

both of which a[>{>ear

on Madison, often as B
sides but occasionaUy

as A sides as well.

6000 series Madisons

may use li. S. Crown

si<les under conlroK
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N. Y. R. L. (PARAMOUNT, ETC.)

NOTEi
NYRL or (N) Ls used

throughout this seg-

ment to refer to the

New York Recording

Laboratories, the recor-

ding arm of the group

of companies selling

the Wisconsin-based la-

bels such as Para-

mount
B D & M or iB) is

used to refer to the

Bridgeport Die and

Machine Company, who
pressed records for

NYRL and for them-

selves using primarily

NYRL sides. Where "B

D & M labeb” ap-

pears, it refers to the

numerous labels pres-

sed by the firm. Much
of the data below is

thanhs to Max Vreede

and his research.

VERTICALrOJT:

9-

inch:

iParamount/Puritan)

2000 ?/17

2057 (last?) ... 4/18

To KT

10-

inch:

Paramount (3(X)00)

Piuitan (4(X)0)

30001 ?/18

30040 6/18

30080 1/19

30105 (last?) . . . 6/19

Paramount (SIXXKM:

50001 5/19

Vertical-cut issues end

at 50007. Restarted for

lateral-cut issues.

Puritan KMX) and

6(XX) series are known
but insufficient data is

available for dating.

LATERALCUT:

All 10-inch

NYRL Series

Paramount (33(XXX

Puritan (90(X))

B D & M labels (906a

9110)

Some issues cun

Qaxtonola (10000)

Nat Rec. Exa (8000)

This was the original

lateral series, but after

33052 was used for

standard materiaL

33000 8/19

33050 1/20

33062 8/20

33073 1/21

33095 6^21

33100 1/22

33113 6/22

33134 1/23

33142 6/23

33147 1/24

33150 6'24

33156 1/25

331.58 6/25

33168 1/26

33175 6/26

33182 1/27

33189 4/27

33191 11/27

33198 Oast?) . . . 6/28

NOTEi

Where the listing of

labels for a series

shows a series number

in parentheses. these

are parallel series for

the labeKs) which. use

the last three digits of

the primary aeries

listed. Many of these

labels issued only oer-

tain items or ran :for a

shmrter time than the

jHimary labeL

Popular seriesc

Paramount Blue Bird,

others? (2000(X

Puritan (N), Broadway

(blue label) (11000)

daxtonola (NYRL is-

sues only - 4(X)(X))

National Record Ex-

change (12(XXX

20000 2/20

20012 7/20

20037 1/21

20057 6/21

20075 1/22

20125 6/22

20175 1/23

20225 6/23

20280 1/24

20325 6/24

20375 1/25

20400 6/25

20425 1/26

20460 6/26

20485 1/27

20515 6/27

20565 1/28

20610 6/28

20665 1/29

20715 6/29

20756 10/29

Highest known so far.

May continue?

Famous (300(X

Broadway (KXX)) (D

3001 c.6/21

3070 1/22

3120 6/22

3170 1/23

3220 6/23

3249 10/23

Highest known so far.

NOTEi
The Broadway 1000

series aUuded to above

is a very scarce early

issue, not to be

confused with the

more common series

detailed next column.

Broadway (KKK)) (ID

1000 . . 4/26

1020 . 6/26

1045 . 1/27

1075 . 6/27

1125 . 1/28

1170 . 6/28

1225 . 1/29

1265 . 6/29

1335 . 1/30

1375 . . 6/30

1415 . . 1/31

1460 . . 6/31

1490 . . 1/32

1530 . 8?/32

Highest known so far.

Race:

Paramount (1200(M

12000 8/22

12030 6/23

12075 1/24

12100 are Black Swan

reissues c. 4/24

12210 6/24

12240 1/25

12280 6/25

12330 1/26

12360 6/26

12450 1/27

12500 6/27

12600 1/28

12650 6/28

12750 1/29

12790 6/29

12900 1/30

12975 6/30

13035 1/31

13090 6/31

13125 1/32

13156 (last?) . . . 8/32

Broadway (5000)

All but the last .5 or

so issues seem to have

been issued in a group

around 1/30. The last

few are issued out of

order, perhaps around

mid-1932
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N. Y. R. L. / B. D. & M.

Country^

Paramount (3000)

3000 6/27

3080 . 1/28

3095 6/28

3150 1/29

3165 6/29

3180 1/30

3230 6/30

3270 6/31

3300 1/32

3323 (last?) ... 8/32

Dates are not eacact as

these sides were often

held for long periods

before issue.

Broadway (8000)

8000 to 8017 are stan-

dard issues, probably c,

mid-1925.

It is suspected that the

series was revived as a

M»untry series coinci-

dent to the 5000 ra<*

series and issued in

groups at unknown
times; 1931-32 items

are issued in order.

Paramount (5(X))

Researcher Max Vreede

notes the existence of

this series; the three

known issues date

from 1932 and dupli-

cate issues on the

3000 series.

Classical:

Paramoimt (50000)

Puritan (1500(S

50000/7 vertical (q.v.)

50025 ...... ?/19

50032 a/20

50038 2/21

50043 6/21

50050 1/22

50061 (last?) . . . 9/22

41so see BO&M

Ethnic B D & M

(German) This firm pressed a

Piititan„ Qaxtonola multipUcity of labels

(70000) some or all of the

70001 c.8/22 series listed below

70036 a3/24 were issued on the

70038 ..... 12/24 following primary

May continue. Most of

the sides are European

labels

recordings. Broadway (B)

Puretone

(Spanish) Puritan (B)

Paramount (6000)

6001 C.2J24

Triangle

And these lesser oiLes

6047 ^26
Baldwin •

6070 9/27 Carnival

Last number unknown. Chautauqua

Embassy

(Polish) Hudson

Lyratone

Broadway (1(X)) MitcheU

101 3/29 Music Box

107 ....... 2/30 National (not Rec Ex)

Last number unknown. Pennington

Resona *

IMistxlianeous Ross Stores

and possibly others.

Broadway (2000)

Issues sides from the • Also pressed by ot-

Paramount 33000 and her firms or name
50000 series C.192L used elsewhere.

Paramount (400(M Popular:

Pipe organ records re- Same as NYRL 11060

corded by Autograph to 11120.

(Marsh) in late 1924 11125 . 6/22

and 1925. 11175 . 1/23

11225 . 6/23

Broadway (4000) 11315 . 1/24

This seii^ was not 11360 . 6/24

preffled by NYRL, but 11455 . 1/25

was pressed by ARC to

continue the Broadway

11462 (last?) . . . 2/25

label for Montgomery Standard:

Ward after fall 193Z

The 9000 series is the

Both NYRL and B D same as NY/RL to

& M are known to 9112; 9113-21 are pop
have pressed special vocals c.1922 and
and private rembls as 9123-33 are German
weUL issues from 70000’s.

Miacellaneou.'i

The 15000 classical

series on B D & M
fjarallels its N YRL
counterpart until the

last five issues, but

never varies by more

than two numbers.

B D & M did not

issue race records and

did not last to the

period of country se-

ries, so it is unlikely

that any other NYRL
series were used.

A B D & M 500

series exists. It is app-

arently unrelated to

rCYHL, being pressed

from "Jones" matrices

C.1921 and issued

under the B D & M
identity.

R M C

This extremely rare la-

bel, whose manufac-

turer is credited as

"The Rexord Manufac-

turing Corporation"

drew from NYRL for

sides. A 4000 standard

and 7000 popular

series are known, all

from mid-1921. The

NYRL matrix and

issue niunbers ap}itar

on the records and can

be used for dating.

NOTES

(Please advise author

of corrections)
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N. Y. R. L. (MATRICES)

MATRICES

The followiiig aeries

was used for New
York recordings, as

well as (Mcago recor-

dings from about 1430

onwarcL It is not

known if blocks were

to

recordings or if they

were numbered later.

Vertical-cut matrices

(up to 430) may not

run m sequence - as

weU, the numbers

were reused when the

sides were cut

laterally.

428 ... . . . . 7/19

530 ... . . . . 1/20

630 ... . . . . 6/20

740 ... . . . . 1/21

775 ... . . . . 6/21

800’s may not be in

regular series.

960 ... . . . . 1/22

1075 . . . . ... 6/22

1275 . . . . ... 1/23

1420 . . . . ... 6/23

1630 . . . . ... 1/24

1780 . . . . ... 6/24

2000 .... . . . 1/25

2145 . . . . ... 6/25

2395 ... 1/26

2560 .... ... 6/26

2780 . . . . ... 1/27

2830 . . . . ... 6/27

2887 . . . . . . 10/27

A few low 2900^3 are

known; these may or

may not be an exten-

sion of this scries.

NOTE:
Some issues from 1923

show matrices in a

5000 series. which are

not Plaza matrices (all

contradict known i-

terns). The source is

not known.

The following series

were lecordied by

Marsh Laboratories in

CMcago for NYRL and

possildy for other

Marsh clients as weU,

including Rainbow and

private issues.

8001 ?/24

8065 4/24

8099 to 9000

9005 6/24

9099 to 10000

10020 1/25

10085 6/25

10099 to 11000

11040 1/26

11105? to 3000

3000 6/26

3099 to 400

405 11/26

409 to 4010

4085 1/27

4550 6/27

4847 10/27

Last known on NYRL
but sequence continues.

The following series

was recorded

NYRL in Chicaga

by

20000 9/27

20275 1/28

20635 6/28

21070 1/29

21310 6/29

21474 Oast?) . c.10/29

Studio moved to Graf-

ton, Wisconsin 11/29

A-1 (1,1) ... . 11/29

L405 6/30

1,700 1/31

1,930 6/31

1,1230 , 1/32

1,1637 (last?) . . 8/32

Non-Plaza 6000/61(X)

numbers are from an

unknown series or

source and may be

ocKatr<d numbeia

CONTROLS

The following numbers

were assigned to matri-

ces from other recwd

companies (including

most of the Marsh

series previous! and

some NYRL sides as

well It received mini-

mal use until about

1926i

100 ?/22

175 1/23

185 6/23

200 1/24

210 6/24

240 1/25

255 6/25

300 1/26

335 6/26

465 1/27

700 6/27

975 1/28

1060 6/28

1150 1/29

1250 6/29

1650 1/30

1835 6/30

1950 1/31

2060 6/31

2080 (last?) .... ?/31

BD&M MATRICES

B D & M issues ate

known to carry matrix

numbers from what

appear to be their

own material in two

different cases:

RDM- series

All known (3) r.4/22

1000/11000 series

(This is believed to be

a single series, in spite

of duplication]

1001 6/24

1008-15 duplicated.

11036 Oast?) . . 12/24

NOTEi
Both the matrix and

control sequences of

NYRL appear on

numerous other labels

of the 1922-26 era.

The earliest issues of

Banner, as well as a

few RegaLs in the low

9300’s and some G>m-

po issues, draw from

this source liefore

Plaza started their own
series. As weU, the

numbers appear on

numerous pre-Emerson

Grey GuUs (and a few

later ones) and stan-

dard«eries issues on

many labels, for which

NYRL provided much

of such material

NOTES
(Please advise author

of «nTections)
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OKEH

VERTICAI^CUT: Race: ODEON Okeh rwressings show

8000 . 7/21 the numbers. with S
1000 6/18 8020 . 1/22 Most issues under this prefix, in the runout

1115 1/19 8025 . 6/22 name are U. S. issues The Columbia prrssm^

1200 6/19 8035 . 1/23 of ethnic material show them in the

1260 9/19 8065 . 6/23 drawn from foreign runout and on the

Dropped, exact number 8105 . 1/24 Oderm and Parlo|di<me label All nse letter

not known. 8145 . 6/24 rectnds. No dates are takes except some very

8190 . 1/25 avaUaUe for these. late issues.

lATERAI^CUT: 8235 . 6/25 issued (HI a KT 10(X)0 No data (HI verticals.

8275 . 1/26 series and a 12” 3000

Popular: 8330 . 6/26 series, and possibly Lateral-cub

4000 9/19 8425 . 1/27 others as well 7000 .... . . . 8^19

4050 1/20 8475 . 6/27 The fallowing scries 7250 .... . . 1/20

4125 6/20 8550 . 1/28 can be dated: 7400 .... ... 6/20

4225 1/21 8580 . 6/28 7700 .... . . 1/21

4325 6/21 8640 . 1/29 Pcrpulan 7950 .... ... 6/21

4475 . 1/22 8695 . 6/29 20000 3/21 7999 to 70000

4625 6/22 8750 . 1/30 20075 11/21 (shown as 70-0001

4750 1/23 8800 . 6/30 Dropped c. 1/22 70350 . . . . . . 1/22

4850 6/23 8850 . 1/31 70700 . . . . . . 6/22

8880 . 6/31 ONY-36001 . . . 1/30 71150 . . . . . . 1/23

4999 to 40000 8920 . 1/32 ONY.36075 . . . 6/30 71575 . . . . . . 6/23

8930 . 6/32 ONY.36160 . . . 1/31 72240 . . . . . . 1/24

40000 1/24 8940 . 1/33 ONY-36212 . . . 5/31 72600 . . . . . . 6/24

40125 6^24 8945 . 6/33 Ends. 73050 . . . . . . 1/25

40250 1/25 8948 1/34 73400 . . . . . . 6/25

40375 6/25 8954 . 1/35 PARLOPHONE 73900 . . . . . . 1/26

40500 1/26 8966 (last) . . . . 4/35 74440 . . . . . 12'26

40600 6^26 Series dropped. PNY.34001 . . . 1/30 Ends.

40700 1/27 PNY34070 . . . 6/30

40800 6/27 Garntry: PNY.34155 . . . 1/31 New series (the two

40950 1/28 45000 c.9/25 PNY.34205 . . . 5/31 appear to overlaplt

41025 6/28 45050 . 6/26 Ends.

41125 1/29 45075 1/27 80000 . . . . . . 9/26

41275 6/29 45110 . 6/27 MATRICES 80350 . . . . . . 1/27

41350 ...... 1/30 45175 . 1/28 81100 . . . . . . 6/27

41400 6/30 45220 . 6/28 This series was used 81999 . . . . . 12'27

41440 1/31 45285 . 1/29 first for popular To 400000.

41475 6/31 45340 . 6/29 Ode(His, later for port-

41540 1/32 45400 . 1/30 able rec(Hdin^ The 400000 series is

41564 6/32 45450 . 6/30 detailed in the Colum-

• 45500 . 1/31 08000 1/21 bia section preceding,

The series was used 45530 . 6/31 OR200 1/22 as it was part of their

sporadically until the 45560 . 1/32 8350 1/23 system of matrix num-

following issue: 45569 Oast?) . . ?/32 8510 1/24 bers.

ofon 1 /9 ';

41588 last) . . . 8/35 Okeh used a number Unknown numbers not

of other series fin used? The CBS Okeh issues

Okeh was revived in special material 12- 9500 1/26 fr(Hn July, 1940 on-

1940i see VocaUon for indi records, etc. Data 9975 11/26 ward used matrices

the cata-log sequence is not available but Subsequent portable listed in the Columbia

used, which started on some can be dated by re-cordings used regu- section under the

that label matrix number. lar series, as Odumbia. ARCPlaza series.
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SEARS. ROEBUCK & CO

Sf-ar^, R<»pbur'.k an<i

(ioinpany, (»ne of the

iargrst retail chains,

sold records under a

variety of labels pre,s-

seii tor them between

1003 and 1942 Their

L!k‘Is are, listed below.

Note that on labels

pres.sed for Sears and

. ii her large retailers,

that much of the mat-

erial ma)' have, been

drawn from the par-

ent label’s ha«;k catalog

or sold bv the store

for a long period, s<»

that the recording date

is not necessarily an

indication of the, issue

date.

H.\RVAR1)

'vdd from C.1903 until

l’K)6. .All appear to

have been pressed by

(’olumbia and carry

Columbia matrix num-

l>ers by which they

can be dated.

OXi'ORIl

Sold from 1906 until

1 91 r>. from various

sources. which are

detailed below. Also

see Guide section 3.

liOtX) (D
16000 (10")

Probafdy drawn from

IrajieriaL All r,1906

7000 (7”)

Pressed bv Columbia

and use Columbia cat-

alog numbers with a

"7" prefix- All c.1907.

Catalogs do not list

i
0" Oxfords during

this jieriod.

.'•>000 (7")

1 up (10")

7000 (12")

Pressed by Zon-0-

Phone from 1909 until

1911. The records

carry their catalog

numbers.

1 up (10")

30000 (12")

Presssed by Columbia

1911-13. These use (he

Columbia matrix num-

bers as catalog num-

liers. Include many
liack catalog sides.

The alK>ve, two 10" se-

ries can be differenti-

ate<l by comparing

f»hy.si(al details with

the parent laltels. Gd-

umbia pressings show

a matrix number

under the label, while

Zon-O-Phone pressings

show matrix and cata-

log numliers in the

runout area-

SILVITITONE

Records under this

name, used bu many
years by Sears for

phonr^ajths radios

and other sound item.s.

were sold 191.3-17,

192a28 and in 1942
They were issued in a

bewildering vtiriety of

series and drew from

almost every possible

source available. Inso-

far as these can be

detailed, they are lis-

ted in the following

columns.

Note that dating data

is imprecise for many
of the, 1923-28 series.

L 1915-17:

All issues during this

period were pressed by

Columbia They dupli-

cated the final Oxford

list, including much
back material

IL 192a2a

Drew as follows:

2000/3000 Series

rrom Federal 1920-24

i^laza Emerson, jK>ssi-

bly others after.

.3001-30 . . all c. 3,20

30?? to 20.''?

(Items left in catalog

< hanged to 2( loo’s)

2070 .... . . . 6 20

2100 .... . . . 121

2130 .... . . . 6/21

2163 .... . . . 422
2190 .... . . . 6/22

2220 .... . . . 1/23

2.300 .... . . . 6 2.3

23.30 .... ... 1 24

2400 .... . . . ()/24

2460 .... . . . 1/23

2340 .... . . . 6/23

2660 .... . - . 1/26

2780 ....
2890 .... . . . 3/27

Continues?

1200 Series

From Pathe’

1201 . . . . . . . V2l
1303 .... . . . 2'23

1600 Series ;see 21500.

The 30/31/3200 series

may run <;onsc<;utively?

Starts/ends unknown

30(X) Series:

From Brunswick/Vo-

calion

3001 ... . . . . 1/24

3060 .... . . . 1/23

I-ast numlier unknown.

3 1 00 Seric.-c

From Gcunetl

3100 6/23

last uiindier unknown

3200 Series:

From Haimoiiy.

Starts at -3)?'/

3201 I 2«>

.3270 6 20

.3.309 3 27

Ends.

3500 Scj-ies:

Froio PaiiiiMouut,

3310 ...... 2 20

Other date-, uukuowii.

.3800 ,Vries:

From RaiolHfw, t-cn.

nett (via Rat ill xi'-.?)

.3840 ;2 20

Other d-iSc, nukiio'-'v II

lOOO Scrjc',;

From Cc nncll

4030 1.3 23

Other date- unkoM'- r

4800 .Series

From Cennetl.

No i!ata knovn.

.3000 ( also 2'3:)fHt(> 1

Series

I'rotn (rf“nneU.

All c. mid- 1 927.

6000 Serie.-T

One suiree creils sui ii

a series from .Xuto

graph -(nd other-, i>ni

this is not verifieil.

8000 Si'rie-q

From Gennett

-All c. mid- 1928.

21300 ("2" prefix

di'opped later) Sejus:

21.301 6 27

1330 11 27

16)1 2 28

Last nuinlK-r unknown.
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SEARS

SU.VERTONE 700 Series (700-755?): SUPERTONE
(continued) From Pathe’, Bell, and

f»ossibly others. In three separate

IJL 1941-42 Appears only in the groups, each issuexl

Spring and Summer se.quenti-ally in its

A short-Uved revival 1928 catalog through group.

of the label drew 735, but 755 is from

from Cxtlumbia in Bell 1400/1300 Series

1941 and 194Z Date From Olympic (the

bv Columbia matrix 800 Series (800-11): later version) and uses

nuralrr or issue. From IVYRL, although their numliers. .kll

some sides are origin- c.1923-24

CJIALLRNGE ally from Plaza All

appeared in the Fall 9000 Series

Except as noted l»elow. and Winter 1928-29 From Gennett

< Ihallenge drew from catalog. 9000 6/28

< ennett and Plaza/ARC 9300 1'29

foi material; see. de- The remainder of the 9423 6/29

tails l)elow. issue.s on Challenge are 9580 1/30

from Plaza (and after 9700 6/30

1 (K) Series: 1929 from ARQ. They 9756 (last) . . . 10/'30

from Gennett, seems can be dated most

to have been issuer! accurately by using the S-2000 Series

siMjuentiallv. control or, later, mat- From BrnnswicL

100 1/27 rix number which are S-2000 10.30

261 6/27 shown on all such S-2170 1/31

This is the highest issues. They appear to S.2257 5/31

number listed in the have been issued as Ends.

Kail and Winter follows, skiftping over

1 927-28 (atalog; it issues from other NOIF:
may run higher. Items sources: The Superlone name*

I'etained were reissued was also used from

iu the following serie„s. 33?-39^ issued in two C.1924 to (^1926 by

or possibly three Straus and Schram, a

300 Serie.s: blocks in non-sequen- Chicago music house.

i rom Gennett as tial order. 550-699 All carry' that credit

alRtve. mav have been issued and are drawn from

301 ?/27 sequentially, followed v2irious sources. lining

431 (last) .... r.6/28 by 53?-349. the numbering sptem
Rer Gennett tiles - the of the parent lalK-.L

la.st regular catalog 633?-69ft apparently See section 4 for data.

listing is 419. issue.d sequentially but

see above. NOTES
500 Series (50a06):

From Gennett. 810-899, 90a999: The
All mid-1927. two .series were issued

600 Series (60a0?):

sequentially with the

800’s following the

Source unknown, poss- 900’s.

ibly Plaza

Two items in this se- 763-79?: Issued se.quen-

ries ap]:)ear in the tially following the

Spring and Summer 800’s. The exact Inst

1928 catalog. number is not known.

('flNQIlEROK

Jhi-s Lil>f'l dr'-w ()nl^

fnun I’la/a AiiC and

wa.s iisucd s< qncntialK.

7000 I
2<‘!

7J1(» f) 2:.

72 ir, I 24

7330 6 29

7i:>0 i 31 >

7r)rd» u 30

7f.70 13]

7730 ') 3i

7923 : 3:

8023 f) 32

8080 '33

8130 o 33

8240 1 1!

8323 0 3 i

8473 1 33

8313 0 33

8610 i 3(.

8()7.> ....... 0 3(<

8773 1 3:

8830 o 3"

8970 1 38

^)020 o38
9230 t 30

9280 0 3V

9323 ] 40

9430 6 4(!

9623 1 1!

98(M) 6 41

9930 r.l 42

Ends.

The only other laljei

pres.v.d speeilicallv for

Sears wa* a small

numl)er of rer.trds

pressed <-.1946 b\ an

unknown rompanv an-i

srdd l>v the (an<I under

the Libel of) the Sil

vertone Record Qub.

When da6n^ these or

other catalog hous*

labels, keep in mind

issues were in groujK

for each new (jtal'H:.
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SECTION 3

I his ^rtion is the first of three setlions dealing with the pre-1942 inijior indejiendpi'T lalK-l-

situ e the chronology of the industry divides the existence of iude|;>cndent laiK‘L> into ihrcj.- ^K'lUni-

ihis first such section covers the 1900-191S periotl, including the many extremely rnir l;d»ei'

pressed hy firms in violation <»f Victor/Gdumbia [Stents from 1901 to 190ft. and I he fen

pressing vertical cut records thereafter.



EARLY LVDEPENDENT RECORD iABELS

From the beginning of the disc record industry, various firms attempted to compete with Vict(»r

and after 1901 Columbia, either claiming to be protected under different patents or simply

ignoring the patent situation. The first of these appeared in 1898, and all were forced out ot

business under court decisions by 1909. These firms pressed both their own and client labels: as

well, Columbia pressed client labels extensively. Many of these lasted a short time or drew from

several sorces so, rather than detail each label, we will describe the independent firms

manufacturing records during this period, as well as Columbia’s activities in pressing other lalieLs.

AMERICAJN RECORD COMPANY: This firm ojjerated from c.l904 until 1906; they j>resspd client

labels, including Busy Bee, Kalamazoo and Oxford. They seem to relate to the. European (hleou

firm, considering the 10^5/8" size of some issues and exported issues Itearing the name ’'Ameri<an

Odeon”. Their records are easily recognized, using blue.grey material instead of the usual bla<'k. I hc

label credits Hawthorne, Sheble and Prewott, a phonograph supply house, as agents; this firm is also

<Tedited on Star (see below) records of the 1906-09, and the latter replaced this operation.

AMERICAN TALKING MACHINE COMPANY: This name appears on 7-inch records pressed

experimentally by the American Grapho-phone Company in mid-1899.

BERLINER: Berliner’s own name appears on his 1892-1900 etched-lal>el 7-inch discs prior to the

formation of Victor. See page 1 for a more detailed history of the firm’s eaily ojierations. iu the

Lnited States; similar records were pressed in Canada and Britain.

(XILLMBIA: The firm’s history is detailed in section 1. Columbia pressed client lalieLs from the

early 1900’s until 1916, and these are too numerous to detail All bear the .signs of (^tlumbia

pressings of the period; earlier issues have the inside and outside raised rings and the 1902 patent

stamped in the runout area, while all have Odumbia matrix/take information under the lal»el and

Coliuubia’s usual typography for credits as well as their patents (also see Star and Mart oiii Ix low).

LMPERIAL: See Leeds below.

INTERNATIONAL: These records were pressed by the Auburn Button Works after Victor acquired

the Zon-O-Phone Company, for whom the Auburn firm had pressed records. They prc.svd mojiv

client labels (see the listings section for a Ust). The records can be identified by their relatively

crude appearance and lack of any identifying features. Issues with the label below the jdaviny

surface bear no identifying marks or numbers at aU, while those on which the label is Icvil ma.

carry a handwritten number beneath the label which seems to serve as both matrix and caiaittg

number. The firm probably began in mid-1903 and ceased operation in Novemer. I90R

liEEUS/IMPERlAL: The latter label is a continuation of the former; the TalkdiPhone name may
have been used in the interim, though this is not verifed The Leeds name apfiears on a line of

very attractive records. The information on the, record, along with decorative details is deepiv

stamped iitto the center of the record; this ’T^abel” is then painted in gold They seem to have first

appeared in 1902 or 1903, and ran in this guise until December 1904 Manufacturer ixwUt is

given to the TalkD-Phone Company, an early gramophone manufacturer. The records are numbered
in a sequence starting at 4000. At the end of 1904 this was supplanted by the Imperial label,

credited to Leeds and CatUn. These bore normal labels, and continued the catalog seipicnce with an

initial
’"4” added, also stamped in the run-out; they also bear matrix numbers ending in "D ,

stamped in reversed print. The. firm pressed numerous client laliels, identifiable by the above

(letaiLs. V ictor’s legal actions forced the firm from business in early 1909.
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MARCONI VELVET-TONE: Pressed by Columbia during 1907, these unusual flexible records use

their own catalong and matrix series but Columbia materiaL

REX: This label fits neatly between the era covered in this section and that covered in the next,

and was the only independent record company between its beginning in 1913 and the rise of inde-

pendent labels in 1916-17. The company, Rke Edison, took advantage of the fact that existing pat-

ents covered only lateral recording, and also used a different method of cutting than Edison to

avoid that firm’s patents. The labels suggest the use of a "sapphire point", but it is not known if

this was the Pathe’ type iPathe’ was not fnessing records in the U. S. in 1912). Rex started

operations in late 1912, and enjoyed some success in the beginning, but when Pathe’ began pressing

vertical-cut records in 1916, and many independent firms shortly after, the competition proved too

much. The firm was bought by the Imperial Phonograph Company in 1917, and disa|^>eared short-

ly thereafter. It pressed client labels; Keen-O-Phone, Mozart, Phon»Cut, and Playerphone are known.

STAR: This label was pressed for Hawthorne and Sheble by Columbia 1907-09, but establishing this

takes careful scrutiny. It probably succeeded the American Record Company (q.v.) labeL The records

have all evidence of Columbia origin removed, with a blank surface except for a matrix/catalog

number under the label in Columbia’s typography, but in its own sequence. The earliest issues bore

violet-on-white labels with credits rubber-stamped, but later issues used an attractive black labeL An
early issue on a Clarion label drawing frmn these sides has been seen by the author, and other

labels may well have been pressed using this source.

VICTOR: No client labels known, but see Zon-O-Phone below.

WONDER: This label was fnessed experimentally in 1898 and seems to have had some connection

with the American Craph(q>h<me Company (Columbia). The same firm also was connected ^ith

American Talking Machine Company issues, pressed in mid-1899. See Ray Wile’s article in the

ARSC Journal f<n a mcnre detailed discussion of these operations.

ZON-OlPHONE: The first records under this label were .sold by Frank Seaman’s Universal firm in

1900. They bore etched ’labels". In 1903, the firm’s European operations were acq^uired by the

Gramophone Company, who sold the U. S. Universal firm to Victor; the Lattex maintained Universal

as a separate operation, disguising the relationship. 2jon-0-Phone pressed Oxford records for Sears

and may have pressed other labels as well The company was closed down in 1912.

The list above is by no means complete. Most pre-1919 record companies operated on the edge of

patent law and were being pursued in the courts by Columbia and Victor, so even contemporaiy

journals give little data on the independent firms. As weU. most of the client labels had a .short

lif&span, both because the clients often did and because many of the retailers involved chose to

sell name-brand records after unsuccessful tries at marketing their own labels. Finall y, as most

collectors know, very few records of any type have survived the near-century to today. Pre-1905

pressingsof any sort are scarce; their crude recording and poor surfaces meant they were quickly

discarded as better records became available, and many companies offered exchange policies which

allowed old records to be returned i<a credit against new. In many cases, so few examples of a

label are known that it is difficult to establish dates, numbering systems and other data for it

Where projects are under way to collect information on these pioneer record labels, the author

hereby requests that those with information on this all-but-undocumented area of discography please

assist him in making this information available to collectors through the Guide.
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1895-1915 LABELS

NOTE;
La the following lis-

tings, only the main

fxarent companies pres-

sing records, along

with unidentified la-

bels and those for

which comments are

required, are listed

under headings. A list

of labels pressed is

given for each group.

Labels in these Lists

followed by an aster-

isk (
*

) are known to

have been pressed by

more than one somrce.

AMERICAN RECORD
COMPANY

BUSY BEE*
HARVARD?*
KALAMAZOO*

10/iaS/ainch:

First number unknown

031165 9/05

031258 1/06

Last number unknown,

probably dropped late

in 1906l

7-inch:

Starts at 1 or 101?

148 1/06

Probably as above.

Matrix numbers either

duplicate the catalog

numbers or are not

shown on the records.

AMERICAN TALKING
MACiUNE COMPANY

All known issues

under this name are

from mid-1899 on
7-Lnch brown records

(see history seetionj.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL
VTTAPHONE

At least one record

Although the firm is-

sued records under the

bearing this name is above name, their

known; it appears to main activity was

have been pirated pressing client labels.

from a Berliner disc of which the following

in the late 1890’s. are known:

BERLINER APOLLO

Almost all etched-label

BUCKEYE
CENTRAL

issues show the recor- CLEAR TONE
ding date on the re- CUCO
cord. They cannot be DUPLEX?
dated by number as EAGLE
they were numbered EXCELSIOR
in blocks. FAULTLESS

CONCERT
COLUMBIA KALAMAZOO*

Columbia pressed cli-

LYRIC (S. F.)

NEW YORK
ent labels 1903-1916; GRAND OPERA
known ones below: NIGHTINGALE

ARETINO
ORMSBY
SIEGELCOOPER

CLIMAX SQUARE DEAL
CONSOLIDATED TALK-aPHONE*
CORT VIM
D & R* Possibly others also.

DIAMOND
HARMONY (EARLY)* The records were num-

HARVARD (SEARS)* bered in blocks by
KALAMAZOO* content from mid-1903

LAKESIDE until early 1906, when
MANHATTAN the following series

OXFORD (SEARS)* was started:

SILVERTONE 3001 4/06

(SEARS)* 3211 11/06

STANDARD 3351 ?/07

THOMAS The firm ceased pro-

UNTIED duction in November,

(probably others) 1908 but nothing fur-

See Columbia in sec-

ther is known about

record numbering.

tion 1 for matrix and

catalog data. Some Most International rec.-

used Columbia catalog ords have "sunken” la-

numbers and others bels and do not show

their own, but all matrix numbers. In the

show Columbia matri- cases where matrices

ces. Also see Star (next appear, they match the

page). record numliers.

IMPERIAL/LEEL^

From 1905 on, this

firm pressp/l numerous

cUent labels, including:

BANNER (L sciks)

BUSY BEE
D & R*

EAGLE
NASSAU
OXFORD (SEARS)*

SIR HENRI
SUN
SYMPHONY
(others probable)

Their fust Lssuc.*

app»eared on the Leeds

label:

4001 ?/03

4275 ?'04

4389 12?;04

There were a few

issues in a 7-inch 1000

series c.1903-4

In December, 1904

that label was drop-

ped, The exact last

Leeds number is un-

known but Leeds 4389

is known. The Talk-0-

Phone name may have

been on the label for

a short time, but it

was changed to

Imperial and a ”4”

added in front of the

4{X)0 num tiers. I'he

only known date is

45350 1/07

There are imbeations

the firm presstxl rco

ords until early 1909,

but the last numl*er

issued is not known.

Imperial-era issues car-

ry a matrix number in

the run-out in reverse

print ending in "IT;

dates are unknown.
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1895-1915 LABELS

LEEDS
(see Impaial)

MAROONI
VELVET TONE

These flexiUe reocmb

were amuNinoed in

early 1907 and issued

for a few inmidis

during that year. They

were pressed by

Columlna but used

catalog and matrix

numb^ (actually con-

trol numbers) in inde-

pendent sequences. No
exact dates are known.

REX

This firm pressed ver-

tical cut records under

the Rex name and fw
the following labels

KEENjO-PHONE
MOZART
PHONOCUT
PLAYERPHONE
RISHEI.L

And probaldy others.

The f<dlowing are

apfsoximate dates

5001 ?/13

5040 ms

5290 c.m6
5320 1/17

5450 6/17

Gmtinned as Emfnre
(or Imperial?)'

5540 1/18

Last number unknown.

There was a 1000

12-inch series, but no

data is known.

No dates are known
for matrix numbers,

which may a{q>ear in

the runout area.

STAR

These records were

inessed for BawtluHiie

and Sheble by Colum-

Ina after the demise of

the American Record

Ganpany (see previous).

Although they used

Gdumlaa matcriak the

catalog and matrix/

oontixd series were not

frcmi r/iliimhis. The
following labels also

used th(» sides

CLARION (S. FJ

HARMONY RECORD*
Other Golumlna-jxes-

sed labeb also?

The label was first

announced in March,

1907 with 300 issues

numbered in blocks by

content Subsequent is-

sues were numbered in

sequential Uocks

ZON-aPHONE

Early etched-label rec-

(nds under this name

were pressed between

1899 and early 1903,

prior to the firm’s

acquisitiim by Victor.

They are numbered in

Uocks by (xmtent as

near as is known, and

no data is currently

available <m them.

(^een paper-label rec-

ords were pressed af-

ter ApriL 1903; such

data as is known is

given below:

7-incfa:

Numbered in A-5000

series, no data known
at this time.

Oindc

ZON^PHONE
(Continued)

10-inch douUe-facecb

5001 10/08

5475 6/09

5825 6/10

Last number unknown.

Unlike Victor, Zon-0-

Phone records bore

matrix numbers in the

run-out area, but not

enough data is known

to date the sequence.

NOTES
(Please advise the

author of corrections)

5100 5/07

52^5300 not used?

5400 7/07

5700 1/08

5900 6/08

Last Uock unknown.

First number unknown
but may continue pre-

vious series.

5850 6/03

6030 2/04

To sequential number-

ing system:

1 10/08

59 Oast? ... . c.3/09

6090 3/05

6169 8/05

Last number unknown.

The numbers also ser-

ved as the control

numbers and appear

under die label simi-

larly to Columbia.

WONDER

74nch single-faced rec-

ords pressed experi-

mentally for a few

months in nud-1898L

(See histmy section)

Kkinch single-faced:

1 . . . 11/04

151 ... . ... 6/05

326 ... . ... 1/06

460 ... . ... 6/06

550 ... . . . . 1/07

675 ... . ... 6/07

1100 1/09

Last number unknown.
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SECTION 4

ThiM se<-tion (•i>ntinue5 th»* coverage of indejiencient lalieLs ttirough the period !rom when >

number of vertically cut records first ap^teared, through the 1919-20 flood ol minor lalsis whcii

the expiration of patents allowed the pressing of standard laterally «ut re<or<is, und inio ihe

depression, whit'h saw independent laltels virtually dLsapjiear.



INDEPENDENT RECORD LABELS 1916-1934

From about 1912 onward, the phonograph enjoyed a considerable rise in popularity. As prices

dropped and more compact machines became available, the phonograph changed from a luxury' to a

standard home item; this was helped, also, by the dance craze that swept society during this period.

Nearly every home now had music. With increased phonograph sales went increased record sales, of

course. This naturally indicated that more firms would enter the record business. Victor and

Columbia appeared to have this field tied up with their patent holdings, and competition lessened

further when Columbia quit pressing client labels in 1916. Around this time, some firms elected to

get around this situation by issuing vertical-cut records not covered under these patents. Although

such firms enjoyed some success, the small market for these nonstandard records became

overcrowded, and the existence of several incompatible types of vertical recording added to the

problems faced by these competitors.

In enrly 1919, several of the larger independent labels elected to challenge the "giants" by

marketing lateral-cut records which could be played on their machines. Victor was as always quick

to hale the offenders into court, but having done .so they found, to their dismay, that the

applicable patents had expired, leaving any record firm free to sell lateral records who wished to

do so; needless to add, most did (except Edison, still convinced of the technical superiority of

vertical recording). Within a few years vertical recording was a ttiing of the past except for a few

special appUcations. With phonograph and record sales at their highest point ever, numerous firms

entered the record business, with varying degrees of success. As the 1920’s continued, with economic

variations and the increasing popularity of radio, most companies had short life spans, although new

firms continued to take their place.

In 1927, new developments meant radio sets no longer needed batteries, making them more

popular. By 1929, most of the independent record companies had either folded or been merged

into larger firms. At the end of that year, the depression hit A couple of adventurous (ximpanics

still tried to enter the record business, but did not last long. By 1934 only two record firms

remained viable, and even RCA was cmisidering dropping record manufacture. Mail order catalogs

no longer sold phonographs, and the record industry appeared to be going the way of the buggy

whip industry. No new firms would enter the business for a few years.

The following section details the history of the smaller independent record labels issued during the

1917-1934 period. Labels not covered here may be found elsewhere, are not covered, as noted:

1. The major independent labels (See section 2 preceding). These are the labels which lasted a

number of years, issued a substantial amount of material and maintainexi full recording facilities,

most pressed a number of subsidiary and client labels as well These are the records, other than

major labels, most commonly found today.

2. Labels directly related to major or major independent labels (See sections 1 and 2). Where labels

were pressed by a single company, or primarily so, during their existence, their history usually

interfaces closely with the parent label - these may be subsidiary labels or those pressed for clients,

lor this reuson, such labels are grouped with their parent labels in the historical sex’tions.

3. Special or "one-ofr custom pressings (see the "Notes on Special Rex^ords” sectionJ. These rei-ords

were pressed by record companies for various special purposes. Since they were not issued by actual

record firms, they are not "labels" as the Cnide concerns them. Some few of special interest are

covered here, but the majority are not

4 Labels about which nothing is known except that an issue exists. Most of these probably fall

into the above category. Histories cannot be written without data!
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ANGELOPHONB: See Par^aKet below.

AL'TOGRAPH: The first records issued under this name appeared toward the end of 1923,

although the issuing firm, Chicago-based Marsh Laboratories, had been recording earlier, this

operation may have been connected with recording being done for Homer Rodeheaver’s Rainl»ow

(q.v.) label from 1920 or 1921 onward. The firm is first mentioned in trade journals in late 1924,

by which time they were using a crude form of electrical recording - the first company to do sa

Although numerom reconk appeared on the firm’s Autograph label, their main activity was castom

recording for a large number of clients ranging from individuals and small firms to the New York

Recording Laboratories, for whose Paramount label Marsh recorded from 1925 into 1927. The last

recordings issued under the Autograph name seem to have appeared in niid-1926, although the firm

seems to have continued recording activitie* for some time thereafter.

BLACK SWAN; This label is noted for being the first record company to be owned by, and

market to, members of the Black race. It was founded by Harry Pace along with noted music

figure W. C Handy in mid-1921: Handy does not seem to have remained with the firm. They did

their own recording, but also drew from sources such as Paramount and Olympic for popular and

standard material In 1922, Pare combined with Fletcher to acquire the plant and assets of the

defimct Olympic firm, reviving that label as well The company quit issuing records in mid- 1923,

seUing off the Olympic label to a Chicago piano roll manufacturer, and Paramount atxpiired the

Black Swan name and material in early 1924^ issuing sides with a Black Swan subcredit.

BLlj-UlSC The entire output of this label and its (companion Up-To-Date label comprised about

twenty records all issued in December, 1924 These would simply be a curiosity for the label

enthusiast, were it not for the artists recorded. The labels seem to have been aimed at the rare

market, and feature mostly Black artists including the first recording of Duke Ellington’s orchestra,

as well as Ellington and others as accompanists. Nothing is known of either label except for the

issue date and catalog, including several items not yet found.

CARDINAL: Two separate labels which may or may not have been related, used this name during

the, early 192Crs. The first appeared in December, 1920. It used the "Jones" matrices - sides

recorded by Earl Jones whose Standard Records firm recorded sides and sold them to numerous
small labels during the 1919-21 period. These sides usually carried different matrix numbers for

each Label using them, each using their own sequence; several have been verified as identical shies

on different labels. Cardinal’s numbers also appear on Clarion, Qeartone "P-” series and Royal (the

U. S. label) among others. Matrix numbers run from C600 slightly over a hundred numbers. The
second Cardinal label appeared in 1922; it was pressed by Geimett from their catalog and uses

catalog numbers in a .500 series. It ran only a few months.

CIjARION: For 1920-21 issues, mostly red-labelled, see Cardinal above. An early Qarion label

related to Star (c.1906) is known (see the prec«ling section), and the common green-labeled (larion

records are a lower-priced Columbia line (sre section 1).

CLEARTONE: This label was apparently sold by a New York phonograph firm from 1920 until

1923, perhaps to accompany machines. The label drew from several sources - Arto, Cardinal Grey
GuU, its own "Jones" matric^ and according to (me source, Pathe’, using Art(Kstyle labels pa.sted

over the originals (possibly unofficially ! ). All carry the same ornate script trade mark. An earber

and unrelated Clear Tone” (note two words) label is known, dating from (^1904

(LiMAX, CORT: See Columbia (in section 1) who pressed both labels.
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CROWN; This label, not to be confused with the common Canadian Compo laliel of the same

name, was one of the few to be launched in the depression-era 193(^8. The author «lis<;asscs one of

several theories of the origin of the label in New Amberola Graphic magazine. This sugge.sts that

the firm was formed from the remains of two defunct firms - Grey Gull, who failed in August,

1930, and the Cora Corporation (QRS) which failed slightly earlier. This may have been aiTanged

by the American Record Corporatiem, a number of whose artists moved to the Crown laliei upon

its start, in order to provide an arm’s-length operation to press inexpensive records for F. W
Woolworth, who may have marketed Crown, and other retailers. The company shut down pressing

operations in 1932, and subsequent issues are pressed, but apparently not recorded, by RCA. Gowti

alsrt sold Gem records for a time, which du^dicated Crown issues and numbering.

IKIMESTIC: See Okeh (section 2) who may have manufactured these records.

EVERYBODY’S/ELECTRIG These labels, along with others drawing from the same sfmrce iCIover,

Dandy, etc.) are detailed under Emerson, who provided material for them, in .section 2.

FEDERAL; This firm pressed records from 1919 until 1924, when they were acquired by l^mer^pon.

Although the Albany, New York-based firm sold records under their own name, their main activity

was the pressing of SUvertone records for Sears, Roebuck and Company (see Sears, section 2j anH

Resona records for the Charles Williams Stores (see below). Emerson continued l>oth of these lines

and may have continued the Federal label as well

GEM; see Crown above.

GOLDEN: This Los Angeles-based label is one of the few based on the west coast. It issued records

under its own name, recorded in its own facilities, but had no pressing operaduns, so that (ioLLn

records were pressed by Gennett and other eastm firms. The records may have t>een custom

pressings rather than a regular catalog of issues. It ran from 1922 until c.1924

HARMOGRAPIt This label was marketed by the Shapleigh Hardware C/>mpany, a St. 1 ouis

wholesale house, from 1921 until 1925 to accompany phonographs sold under the same name. The

<'.ompany drew from a number of sources for its product, with label details varying by sour<e.

HERWIN: Records imder this name were sold by mail order throughout the rural midwest and

south by the Artophone Company (no relation to Arto), a Sl Louis merchandiser of phunugrapln>.

radios and appliances, from 1924 until 1930. For this market, most issues were of rare race and

<x»untry material The material emne from Gennett, Paramount and Plaza, who also pressetl die

records In 1930 the record operations were sold to Paramount, who also sold records bv mall

HIT OF THE WEEK: These records were an unusual approach to selling records in a depresshtn

economy. In early 1930, the Durium comany announced a new record, pressed in a Durium plustie

surface on one side of a paperboard disc. They sold for ten or fifteen cents at newsstands and

similar venues. They sold well at first, with both sound and durability being surprisiugl) go«Kl f«»r

the price, |*articularly after playing time lengthened to five minutes; Durium was successful enough

to .start European operations. By 1932, though records of any type and price were a luxury, and

the IJ. S. firm failed in June of that year. Only the Italian subsidiary outlasted the depression,

selling paper records into the 194(ys and more usual records thereafter.

HOLLY WOOlh See Sunset below.
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HOMESTEIAto The manufacturer credit on this label - Qiicago Mail Order Company - suggests this

was another line of records sold by mail, although whether the firm dealt solely in records or ran

a general mail order business is not known. The label started c.1928 and ran into 1931, drawing

from Pla2a and later Crown - other sources may have be«n used.

JjA BELLE: This label was apparently pressed for a New York Gty phonograph manufacturer. Two
types are known. The first use a blue label pasted onto Columbia records of the 1918-20 period,

credited anonymously; these were apparently surplus records, suggesting an issue date of 1920-21.

The se<x>nd version uses black labels of identical design and was pressed by Olympic. Issues aie

known drawing from earlier Sdigit Olympic issues and later 4-digit ones - it is not knorni if the

earber sides were reissued in 1922 The last issues are under Olympic catalog numbers.

LYRIG This label first appeared in 1918 on a line of vertical-cut records. It is noted for its

ornate and attractive label designs, and used a complex system of catalog numbers. I'he manufature

is credited to the Lyraphone Company of America; the Lyxaphone name may be used on early

issues. In 1919, they introduced a line of lateral records, using "Jones” matrices (see Cardinal). The

firm lasted until mid-1920 and may be connected with Arto, who started at that time, also in New
Jersey. Many early labels, most notably Phantasie Concert, drew from Lyric.

MACGREGOR: This was a California firm which seems to have some connection with the west

coast operations of Columbia records. They did not press regular commercial issues, but pressed

radio transcriptions and a number of custom pressings from 1930 on. They also pressed most early

Capitol records and the plant may have been acquired by CapitoL

MAJESTIG Most Majestic records found today are from the po8t-1945 label (see Hit, next section).

The name aslo appears on records pressed by Olympic for Ross stores. There was also a line of

7-inch vertical-cut records sold under this name c.1917, about which little is known. They may
relate to the similar ParXJ-Ket records (see below) or early Operaphone (ditto).

MANDELi This label was sold by a Chicago firm for a few months during 1921. It drew from the

"Jones" matrices, and used its own matrix numbers. Little more is known.

MELVA: This is another short-lived Label sold in 1921, credited to a Brooklyn, New York firm. It

used "Jones" matrices but numbers indicate they came by way of Cardinal; others carry L^tIc

numbers, as was often the case. It lasted only a few months.

MERITT: This label, much sought after by collectors, was sold by the Winston Holmes Music

Company of Kansas Gty 1925-27. The handful of items issued on the label seem to have been

recorded locally, perhaps by the firm, and feature local Black performers. The source for pressing

is not currently known, and the author has not seen an example.

METEOR: This label, which in all probability was marketed with a phonograph under the same

name, is credited to a Piqua, Ohio firm. It was pressed using "Jones" matrices carrying LjTic

matrix numbers, around the beginning of 1920. Only a few were issued.

MITCHELL: Records under this name were pressed for a Detroit phonograph manufacturer. The

label first drew from the Bridgeptort Die and Machine Company (B D & ^1) and after that firm

failed in 1925 drew from Grey Gull for a year or less. All carry the same ornate script trade

mark The label is fairly scarce.



NATIONAL MUSIC LOVERSVNEW PHONIG These labels are detailed under Plaza, who suj>plied

the majority (although not all) of the material and pressed many issues, the latter label was a

(X>ntinuation of the former.

NtJW YORK: Very little is known about this label, which ran from 1924 until at least 1926.

Material seen on the label, including the one owned by the author, suggest they were private,

pressings, possibly connected with Everybody’s or Emerson (see section 2).

NORUSKOG: This label is detailed in section 2 under Arto, who pressed the records and providc<l

the material not recorded by Nordskog in California.

OLYMPIG This label was pressed by the Remington Phonograph Company for a few months in

1921. The plant was acquir^ by Pace & Fletcher in 1922 (see Black Swan) who revived the label

and in turn sold it to a Chicago piano roll firm in 1924 when they ceased operation, who

continued the label for a short time. They pressed numerous client labels 1921-24

OPERAPHONE: This label was used in the U. S. for two probably unrelated laliels. The first was a

line of B-inch vertical-cut records with etched "labels". These appeared in late 1916 and seem to

have disappeared shortly thereafter. They may or may not relate to similar issues in different sizes.

The second was connected with World and Elmpire; all three are detailed under Pathe’ in the

preceding section, since most of their lateral-cut sides came from that source. The name also appears

on a line of records pressed by Compo (see section 2) for a London, Ontario firm.

PAR-O-KET (PAROQUETTE): The records bear the former spelling, while the company credit uses

the latter; both relate to the bird today known as "parakeet", which is pictured on the label The

records are 7-inch vertically cut items, with etched "labels". They date from late 1916 into 1917,

but were issued for only a short time. Noted singer Henry Burr was a part-owner of the firm.

They probably relate to Angelophone, a line of similar records which carried a hymn on one side,

usually sung by Burr, and a talk on the hymn on the other. These are known with both etched

and paper labels, often pairing the two. They may relate to other small vertical-cut record lines.

PHANTASIE CONCERT: See Lyric above - this label drew from Lyric until the latter’s demise, and

many issues parallel Lyric issues. The label lasted into 1921 drawing from Olympic.

Q R Se This name is most commonly seen on piano rolls, which the company has manufactuer

from the early 1910’s up to the present day. The nam e, did appear on records three times during

the 1920’s, however. The first issues, judging from the material used, date from about 1923,

drawing from the Gennett catalog and using their numbering. These were probably sold to promote

the piano rolls of the same tunes, a common practice in the early 1920^s. The name reappears in

1928 on a line of records recorded and pressed by Gennett but not using material from the

Gennett catalog; this lasted about a year. The third issue may have supexseded these or may be a

separate entity. They use a similar label design on a red background (the earlier issue used black)

and credit manufacture to the Cova Recording Corporation. These were last issued in early 1930,

and the pressing facility later used for the first Crown records (see above).

RAINBOW: This label was operated by noted sacred singer and evangelist Homer Rodeheaver

during the first half of the 1920’s, is.<aiing religious material, much sung by Rodeheaver himself.

Much of the material was recorded by Gennett, who probably pressed the records as weU, but

Rodeheaver either maintained a studio in Chicago or used the Marsh (see Autograph above)

facilities (it may have been Rodeheaver’s at first and later Marsh). The Last Rainbow records appear

ar(»und 1926. The name was also used during the late 1940’s.



KESiONA: The, Charles Williams Stores, a New York cham, sold records under this name fr<jm at

least 1921 until 1925. Most were pressed by Federal (see above) but some are 11 D & M products.

Both Unes paralleled the parent labels’ numbering.

RIALTO: This name was used twice during the 1920’s. The first use was on a line of reexuis

prcs.sed by an unknown firm during 1921. The same firm pressed Apollo, Emerald and Hits

records (and possibly others?) at this time; all used a parallel numbering system. The author has not

seen any of these and matrix source and other details are not known. Interestingly, one source

states the design of the early Rialto label was revived on Dandy Records in 1925! The second lal)cl

under this name was pressed by Autograph for the Rialto Music Store of Chicago in 1925. Only

one issue is known, but that features jazz notable Jelly Roll Morton on one side.

ROYAL; See Cardinal above, from whom this short-Uved label drew its materiaL There is also a

common label of this name prssed by Canadian Compo (see section 2).

ROYCROFT: This label was pressed 1927-28 for an arts and crafts society sponsored by author

Elbert Hubbard. The records seem to have been issued in two groups, and feature choral singing.

Almost all seen were pressed by Cameo, but the material was only issued on Roycroft

SEE BEE: Very bttle is known about this labeL which issued a dozen or so records, probably in

1921. It may have been related to Black historical figure Marcus Garvey, judging from one known
issue, and was probably marketed to Black buyers. The label name suggests the initials of an

unknown party, group or company.

STRONG: This is another label about which little is known. It appeared for a short time in mid-

1923, pressing both popular and German material from an unkown source. The two owned by the

author are popular and German versions of the same tunes by the same artist'

SUNSET: This was one of the few Calfomia-based record companies, and apparently did their own

recording and pressing. They first appeareed in 1924. One source suggests they were sold as a

house label by the S. H- Kress Company, who started selling Romeo (sec Cameo) records when they

appeared in 1926, the point when Sunset seems to end. Sunset also pressed the Hollywood labcL

SYMl*HONY CONCERT; One label under this name may relate to the later issues of Phantasie

Concert, and probably dates from 1921; the other was pressed by a German firm for sale in the

U5. at an unknown date. Both are quite rare and no details are known concerning either. There

may be some connection, as the labels use the same design but differ in colour.

UP-TO-DATE: See Blu-Disc, for which this was a companion labeL

VIOLA: This label was pressed by Olympic for a Los Angeles phonograph manufacturer. It is not

known if it dates from 1921 or was preyed later using 1921 sides.

VULCAN: The author owns a single example of this labeL which the titles date to late 1920. The

source is unknown, but the record is notable for consisting of two plastic surfaces laminated to a

thick core of soft paper materiaL Its scarcity suggests a short life.

YERKES DANCE RECORDS: These records were pressed for dance band leader Harry \erkes. A
label illustration in Record Research magazine suggests they drew from Grey Gull sides recorded in

late 1922 or early 1923, although one source credits ^e issue date as 1924 Very few were

probably ever issued, and the author has not seen an example.
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Numerous one^ff labels are known to exist from this period, and a few from the 1930’s as weU.

Many record companiaes, most notably roliimbia and Cennett but other companies as well, would

press {H'ivately recorded material if a hundred or so cofnes were ordered. While the majority of

such issues bore labels, often with handwritten credits, naming the onnpany and identifying the

pressing as a private, personal or special record, some such customers also wanted their own labels -

they might be music stmes, bands or artists, or large firms wishing promotional or commemorative

items. Since these ’labels” usually consisted of cme or a very few recmrds, and most were not

recorded by known performers, they can only be dated when:

ID The recwd, or one side of it, carries a catalog number in the regular sequence, or a catalog

number in a sequence used for special recordings.

(2)

The record shows a matrix niunber or numbers either in a standard sequence or in a sequence

used fm: special recordings for which other dates are knownithe latter was the case with Columbia).

(3) The label carries a year or a date (common on prcanotional or commemorative items or

recordings of a special event)

(4) A known performer, scnneone who later became known, is present, so that the record has

been researched previously.

Some such recordings appear on a particular label used by the issuing company for such

recordings; the Rodeheaver firm. Rainbow, issued the "Special” label, and the Electric Recording

Studios (Everybody’s) used the ”Pers(aial” name. Cennett issues often carried numbers in the 20000
series, which they used for special recxmlings, even if there was another number on the record,

While Columbias bore the matrix number before 1923 and a number in a ”-P” series aftwerward,

with the label often crediting "Personal Record". Of course, clients might often have their own
label name and design used as weU. As well, many such items carried blank labels, or simple

labels giving only the most necessary information. Other firms, such as Victor, used either a variant

of the usual label (L e., the usual design on a white backgound) or a standard design dissimilar to

the usual label design (used later).

Examjdes of such "labels" include Chafqielle & Stinnett and Crenshaw, among others which

featured one artist mr band, privately recorded; Moxie, which was a promotional item for the soft

drink of that name; The various Ku Klux Klan-related labels (KKK, Our Song. 100%) of c.l923-24(

many other such items exist Some of these labels might consist of but one issue, while others

isuued a number of item^ some of the latter are listed under their own names in the Guide. See

the "Record Era Guide” for jidiysical details of the records of various periods, in order to avoid

confusing these with the thousands of independent labels of the 1940^8 and 1950^8.

NOTE; The author would welc<Hne details on any such issues that collectors have unearthed and

researched, in order that future edidmis of the Guide might be more ounplete and accurate. An
address may be found at the end of the preface at the front of the book.
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1920*s INDEPENDENT LABELS

AMERICAN RECORD
CORP. OF CALIF.

See MacGregor, who

used this identity on

some special pressings

probably c,1932

ARROW

Although in a 500

series, these do not re-

late to the Empire

group, as assumed ear-

ber. All known issues

arc from the spring of

1920- Matrix numbers

are in a 300 series

but the source is not

known.

BLACK SWAN

This label used a num-

ber of series, including

some drawn from

Olympic (q.v.). Those

for which dates have

been established are

kisted below.

2000 6/21

2050 3/22

2078 1/23

2127 9/23

Ends. Some 2000 series

issues were renum-

bered in other scries.

10075 1/23

Other data unknown.

AUDOLA

No dates are known
lor this Ohio firm

who sold German-lan-

guage records, nor is it

known if the sides are

U. S. or European

recordings. They are

probably from c.1920-

22. The sides are also

known on a Wisconsin-

based Helvetial label

AUTOGRAPH

Chicago’s Marsh Labor-

atories, who issued this

label, pressed custom

recordings on Auto-

graph and other la-

bels, and many carry

no niimhefs or are

numbered in odd

series. The following

scries has been dated:

Start unknown:

585 a/24

600 12/24

620 6/25

End unknown.

Matrix data unknown,

but see NYRL (Sec. 2)

14101? ?/22

14125 1/23

14155 9/23

Ends.

16058 1/23

Other data unknown.

There were other se-

ries used for non-popu-

lar material drawn
from Olympic c.1922-

23 but no data is

available.

BLACK SWAN
(MATRICES)

P-101 3/21

P-140 S/21

P-282 11/21

385 6/22

500 1/23

652 6/23

Ends.

It is not known if this

was one series and if

all numbers were used.

BLU-DISC

UP-TaDATE

All issues on these two

related labels appeared

on one list in Decem-

ber 1924

CARDINAL

2000
2045

2075

Ends.

500

530

575

Ends.

The following labels

drew from Cardinal

"Jones” ( C ) matrices

for material:

c.6/22

1/23

, 6/23

c.11/20

. 6/21

. 1/22

CLARION:

1100 3/21

1115 11/21

Ends.

3009 11/21

This series not verified

and may not be from

CardinaL

CLEARTONE (P-)

P-lOl ?/21

P-129 3/22

Ends, (sec next column)

Numerous other Qcar-

tone series exist, pri-

marily the C/T- (Alto)

and S- series (Grey

Gull), all 1921-2Z

ROYAL:

10126 11/21

10143 3/22

First and last numbers

are not known.

Other 1921-22 labels

drew from Cardinal’s

G matrix series but

not exclusively. These

are from "Jones” ma-

trices (also known
under other numbers).

.MATKICLS

0600 . 9 20

0700 . 6-'2l

0790 1 1 '21

Ends.

The following .scries

appeared on the Gear-

tone P- series

but fK>ssii)h' never on

Cardinal:

101 12'22

116 . 222
Last number unknown.

Early Cardinal i»uc.s

may show other

"Jones" numlxTS par-

ticularly Lyiii-

CHAPPFLLE
AND STEVNLT

This was a private

label for performers of

the name.

5000 1Z21

5{X)9 (last) . . - c.1/23

Matrices not shown or

unknown?

CONCERT

The label may ndate

to Lyric anel the ”Ci>n-

cert” suffixed labels.

All 1000 series known

from September or

October 1920.

The 1000 series used

"Jones” matriies, ap-

parently via Ljric al-

though this is assumed.

NOTti

The. name was used

earlier for a line of

single-faced records in

a 70(X) series (sect. 2).
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1920’g INDEPENDENT LABELS

CONSTANTINOPLE DAVEGA FEDERAL Emerson used this se-

ries simultaneously:

This Creek-language Primarily from Pathe* 5001 alO/19 2600 c.6/24

Label appears tc have but some were pressed 5070 6^20 2663 2/25

been pressed by by naza. 5100 1/21 Fjida.

Emerson c.1919, if the 5130 6/21

matrices are actually 5001 c.6/22 5165 1/22 If Federal records

in their lOindi series 5078 c.a'23 5190 6/22 were fnessed into 1925

The name af^peais to Ends 5220 1/23 they used Plaza or

have been changed to 8(X)0 series dates not 5300 6/23 Emerscm matrices.

5.^50 . 1/24

uses the same material number if shown. 5400 6/24 (NEWl FLEXO
and label design. 5460 1/25

Fw matrices see the 5540 6/25 There was no consis-

CROWN source onapany; those Emerscm acquired the tency in size, odor.

inefixed by "n-" are firm in niid-1924 and speed or numbering

dOUU Series: frmn Pathe, l(XX)^s it is not known how system (except as noted

from NYRL and the Itmg they (xmtinued below) among these

3001 10/30 5000^s from Plaza. the label odd flexible reomls.

3125 . 6/31 They may show parent Most are custom pres-

3230 . 1/32 issue numbera as weU. Also used on scmie singB and many do not

3325 . 6/32 Resona issues pressed carry the label name.

3425 . 1/33 DOMESTIC by Federal with t
"7"

3509 Oast?) . . . 8/33 prefix and <hi ^ver- "New Flexo":

Gem issues used the This short-lived verd- tone (q.vj with a «2" 301 10/24

same numbering. cally cut Label probab- replacing the initial 5 308 6/25

ly drew frmn Okeh, on all but the earliest 311 11/25

MATRICES: but this is not verified issues.

at this time, although Later "Elexo" issues

In runout fcdlowed by likely from one owned MATRICES are from the early

take number. by the anthw. 193(rs.

1000 . 9/30

1120 . 1/31 4(X)0 series and were matrix number until GOLDEN
1375 . 6/31 issued c.1917-18. c.2450 or so.

1575 . 1/32 Mo^ are custom issues.

1750 . 6/32 Matrix sequence is 1? ?/19

2000 . 1/33 fnnn 1(X) but dates 425 11/19 A.1006 ?/22

2130 . 6/33 are not established. 700 6/20 Extent of series not

1050 1/21 known.

FAMOUS SINGERS 1150 6/21

For early issues with a 1300 1/22 B.1865 9/23

K- series number, see Nothing known about 1425 6/22 This appears to be de-

Arto. The name was this label except the 1575 1/23 rived frcun the matrix

also used in Canada fact of its existence. 1750 6/23 number of one side.

(see Compo) and 2300 1/24
Britain- All known are num- 2450 6/24 MATRICES:

bered in a 5000 series At this point, Emerson
NOTES and seem to date fnmi tocdr over. They ccm- 1506 c.6/22

mii.1921. tinned this series:

2589 12/24 1865 8/23

The matrix source is Fjida. Not known if these

unknown at diis time. are sequmtiaL
and the autluH* has not See next ccdumn for

seen an example. similar Emerscm series. No other data known.
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1920’s INDEPENDENT LABELS

HARMOCRAPH HERWIN HOLLYVOOD

Populac

700 ... . . . c.6/22

765 . . 1/23

820 . . 6/23

900 . . 1/24

950 ... . . . c.6/24

995 . . 1/25

1040 . . . 6/25

1063 Oast?) . . . c.9/25

Drew from Gennctt,

NYRL and poeeibljr

otfaerB. Appcoxinuite

dates are known f<n:

the following

8060 7/28

55000 6/26

Standiud.^

2540 5/23

No other data known.

Other series are known
(300, 40(XK bat no

data is available at

this time.

The Harmagta|di label

drew from Gunecv

NYRL, Haza and Per-

fect (and others?) and

matrix informatum is

dependent <ai the par-

ent label (see the sec-

tion <m matrix identi-

ficati(Hi at the rear of

the Gnide.

HARMONY RECORD

This label, not to be

ocmfased with the Col-

umbia label of nmiliir

identity, was issued by
an bidianapolis Chris-

tian Science groupk

Only <me issoe is

known to the aotiutc

2003 1/24

Unrelated early single-

faoed records so named
drew from Gdnmbia

Star (see previous

section) and eaHy doo-

Ue-faoed issues used

Ccdumlda numbers.

92019 8/26

92044 10/27

93012 9/29

There may be otim

aeries as well

Matrices (other than

Gennett, who do not

show them) appear in

tile style of ^ source

label and Herwin is-

sues can best be dated

thereby.

HTT OF THE WEEK

The following was

both a matrix and

catalog series:

1015 (first) ... 1/30

1060 6/30

1147 1/31

1147 6/31

1160 a/31

At this pmnt, the

series continues as a

matrix series only.

1190 1/32

1215 6/32

May amtinue for

^leciad issues.

Frtnn 9/3L the records

carry a coded catalog

number with a letter

indicating the month
(A-L, I not used) and
one two numbers
the week of issue.

See Sunset in the Add-

enda section (pk 173)

HOMESTEAD

All known are 1928?

1931 and drew frtMD

Plaza/ARC and later

Crown, date by nutrix

or contnd number on

label and in runout

Some standard items

may have drawn fcnm

the back catalog so

stsart date is unknown.

niEAL SACRED
RECORD

Two items are known
(m this label, one fnnn

C.1924 and <Hie from

C.1927. It used NYRL
and Marsh matrices

and can be so dated.

Some may have been

paessed 1^ Gennett as

welL

LA BEI.T.E

Alk5000 issues use La

Belle liibp.ltt paatnd

over outdated Gdum-
hia recoeds and can be

dated from the matrix

numbers; they were

pndMUy 8(dd 1921-22.

300 and 400 series

drew from (Hympic

and the (Rympic cat-

alog numbers show in

the runout The last

OlymfMC pressings use

the 01ym|Mc issue

numbers for the

corresponding titles

and date from mid-

192a

LYRIC

Lyric used a number

of series; 400ff8 are

dance records, SOlXTs

vocal and 600(78 stan-

dard and rlaHtdeal. In

all cases, the -10(7s are

vertical-cut and the •

2(K)^8 lateral A 47(X)

lateral-cut Hawaiian

series is known, and it

is not known if this

had a vertical ecpiiva-

lent The dance series

is listed below:

Vcrticab

4101 . ?/17

4145 . 6/18

4170 . 6/19

Last number unknown.

Laterab

4201 . ?/19

4210 . 1/20

4235 10/20

Ends near this point

The last number is not

currently known.

Known matrix series

are listed below.

Others have been seen.

MATRICES

The label used "Jones"

matrices, aiul a bewil-

dering variety of num-

erical series, some of

which may be from

other labels using the

source. The following

appears to be the

main lateral series

12001 9/19

12099? to 14001?

14001? ?/19

14134 9/20

Rndii.
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1920’s INDEPENDENT LABELS

MAJESTIC MELODISC MITCHELL OLYMPIC

Most records under
this name are from
the 1943-47 label (see

Hit in section 5). The
name was also used on
a client label pressed

by Olympic (q.vj. This

listing is for a line of
8” vertical-cut records

with etched "labels”:

2001 ?/16

2029 1/17

Last number unknown-

There may also be a

100 scries around the

same date.

MANDEl.

All issues on this Chi-

cago basexl label date

from early 1921, poss-

ibly April of that

vear.
/

They use<i "Jones” mat-

rices but apparently

assigned their own
number series to the

sides.

It may relate to the

Chicago department

store of a simil.ir

name.

MASTER-TONE

These were
'

pressed by
the NYRL/B D & M
gioup but did not use

their catalog series.

1001 3/22

1042 9/22

Last number unknown.

See NYRL for matrices

used.

This was the name
given Emerson 7-inch

records after 1919; it

is listed here due to

space considerations.

See the Emerson listing

for matrices and his-

torical information.

This label was pressed

for a Detroit firm by
B D & M and Grey

Gull; catalog and mat-

rix numbers are from

the sequences of the

parent label (see as

appropriate).

The first incarnation

<)f this lal>el used .Y

digit catalog numbei-s.s

in several series; only

the dance, ^eries has

been dated, although

all issues are from

mid-1921:

700 c.1/20

735 6/20

780 1/21

7158 11/21

Last number unknown.

MOXIE

A one-off promotional

item from 1921. Uses

Gennett matrices.

MELVA NEW YORK

All known c. early

1922 (per matrices).

See Cardinal and Lyric

for matrices, as the

label used "Jones” mat-

rices via these sources.

MERITT

These records were

issued sporadicaUy by
a Kansas City music

firm, who appearently

recorded them there.

The matrix series is

unknown.

2201 c.2/25

2206 ?/27

Last number unknown.

MEIEOR

issues onAll known
this label, pressed for

an Ohio phonograph

firm, date from very

late 1919 and early

1920. "Jones" matrices

were used, some with

Lyric (q.vj numbers

and others

differeing sequences-

m

This label was used by

an unknown company,

possibly Emerson, for

custom issues 1925? to

1926 or so. It may
relate the the

Everybody’s label or to

some of the minor

labels pressed 1924-26

from Emerson
materiaL

NORDSKOG

This west coast label

was pressed by Arto

but did not use their

numbering; they also

recorded their own
material but the mat-

rix sequence is not

known., as Arto did

not stamp matrice.s.

The label is extremely

rare and the author

has not seen

example.

an

3001 ?/21

3010 S/22

3027 (last) ... . ?/23

Some un-numbered or

differently numbered
issues may exist.

15101 4/21

15130 (last?) . . 11/21

These were i.ssued ex-

tensively on other la-

bels - see note below.

When the label was

n-vived, most or all of

the odd .serie.s were

dropped, and the init-

ial numbers of the

dance and ^'ocal stries,

for some reason, were

exchange<l;

1401 r,7/22

1440 6/23

1460 ?/24

Ends around this point

The secoml Olympic

firm pressed numerous

client lalteLs most of

which used their num-

being; the foUoiving

are known:

ARTHUR FIELDS
MELODY RECORD
BLACJi SWAN
LA BE'ELE (q.v.)

MACEEVIN
MAJESTIC
MELODY
SUPERTONE (Scar^

1923 issues)

There arc jirolwldv

others, and sides are

u-sed on other labels.

(Continued next page)
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1920’s INDEPENDENT LABELS

OLYMPIC
(G)atinue<lj

Olympic issues (lid nut

show matrix numbers

and many of the

1922-24 sides are Pla-

za or other matrices of

the }ieriod ”01 dis-

guLse". The 1921 sides

ap^Kiar on many labels

with the original side

issue numbers in the

runout, which are of-

ten mistaken for mat-

rices; the later sides

are used similarly but

less often.

PAN

Ail known (nine) issues

are in a 2000 series

and apftear to date

from mid-1920.

Matrices are "Jones”

sides via Lyric (q.v.)

PAR-aKET

8-inch:

1 c.1/17

105 5/17

Last number unknown.

10-inch:

500 6/17

Other issues unknown.

Matrices start at 1 or

101; dates and extent

of se(pienc.e unknown.

PERFECTAPHONE

Only one issue is

known on this label

(not to the author) and

the matrix source and

other details are also

unknown.

3108 3/27

Q R S

Records issued under

this name fall into

three groups; the first,

issued c.1924, use the

Gennett numbering sys-

tem and matrices. The

other two follow:

R-7000 10/28

R-7055 6/29

Last number unknown.

There is also a R-9000

country series known

but no data is avail-

able; all were issued

during the same few

months, however.

It is not known if the

next series followed

the above directly:

Q-1000 ?/29

Q-1055 8/30

Last number unknowm.

MATRICES

Matrix numbers appe.ar

on the label (and in

the run-out?) on the R-

series, and in the run-

out on the Q- scries.

So few of tJiese rec-

ords are known that

the following data is

highly conjectural

100? ?/28

150 a'28

325 1/29

448 (last?) . . . c,6/29

There may have been

a 5(X) (ontrol series

for outside matrices as

weU.

2001? ?/29

2375 6/30

Last number unknown.

RAINBOW

Gospel laixd operated

by evangelist Homer
Rodeheaver.

1001 ... . . . . ?/22

1060 .... . . . 1/23

1080 .... . . . 6/23

1100 .... . . . 6/24

1125 .... . . . ?/25

Last numlter unknown.

While most Rodehea-

ver-manufactured cus-

tom or spetnalty items

ajtpenred on the Spo(>

ial labcL some are

known on the Rain-

bow lal)eL including

one 12-inch record.

MATRICES:

Those using Gennett

material <xirry those

matrix numbers, if is-

suexl when Gennett

showed them. Those

recorded by Rodehen-

ver in Chicago show

matrix numbers under

the labeL but they use

a number of sequences

and dates are un-

known. See Autograph.

RIALTO

All known are in a

6000 scricsj from m id-

1921. Parallel number-

ing used on:

APOLLO (5000)

EMERALD (3000)

HITS (2000)

No other data known.

Rialto was also used

on a label sold by a

Chicago music store.

(One 1924 issue known

ROYaiOlT

Most were re<:onle<J

and presse^l by Cameu

in 1927 and 1928. but

the fmal issues wen-

prcssexl by ABC in

late. 1929. All show

matrix numl)ers and

<’an Ik*, dated by refer-

eme to the matrix

b'stings for the manu-

facturer.

SEE BEE

Probably le&s tlian a

d<»zen recxnds were

issued on this label. It

was apparently inten-

ded for the ’'ra(x-"

market and may have

Ix-en related to the ac-

tivities of Black Ie.adcr

Marcus Garvey, whose

spc/ec-hes apj>car <mi one

issue. Titles on one

issue suggest a raid-

1921 issue date.

SPLENIXIR

Only one, issue ([klss-

ilily the only one) on

this Italian-languagc la-

bel is known to the

author, and its date is

estimated as follows

5556 ?/21

Matrices are in their

own .series.

STRONG

All known issues, in a

19000 fKipular and

5(XK) German-language

series, date from 5/23.

Matrices, shown on th(’

label only, are in their

own scries.
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1920’s INDEPENDENT LABELS

SUNSHINE

This name was used

on labels twice during

the 1920’s

The first use was on a

label pasted over Nord-

skog records of mid-

1922 (by Kid Ory) by

the Los Angeles music

firm. Spikes Brothers,

who sold them.

The second was on a

group of St Petersburg

(Fla) recordings, mostly

by a bagpipe band

recorded and pressed

by Okeh c. 1924 for

an unknown cUent

SUPERIOR

Although most records

so labelled were pres-

sed by Cennett who
used the name
1928-1932, a handful

of records under the

name were pressed by

Pathe’ in 1922.

TALK^PHOTO

These novelty items,

with one side recorded

and the other bearing

a picture of a screen

star, all date from

mid-1920. The recor-

ded sides used the

Emerson 7-inch matrix

series (q.v.).

UNIVERSAL

Only the following

issue is known:

40104 9/27

Nothing is known as

to matrices.

VULCAN

Only one issue is

known to the author;

1001 ?/20

Dating is by titles only

and matrix numbers
are the label’s own.

WARD’S
TRAIL BLAZER

One issue is known
from c. ApriL 1927.

Some sources suggest

this is a Columbia

personal recording; if

so, see the Columbia

170(K)0 matrix series.

YERKES’
DANCE RECORDS

These records were

announced to the trade

in March, 1924, but

those known use Grey

Cull matrices cut over

a year earlier. They

may have been cut as

promotional items for

the band, who was no

longer recording com-

mercially at the time.

ZARVAH ART

All known c.l922_

The following are

some special or custom

issues on private la-

bels during the period:

BAMBOO GARDENS
(pressed by Pathe’ for

a night club 4/26)

GOLDEN DAWN

probably related to the

play of that name,

c.1/28)

GREETAPHONE
(pressed by Flexo to

be attached to a line

of "playable” greeting

cards sold by the firm

later Hallmark cards.

HOCHSCHILD, KOHN
& CO.

(special issue pressed

by NYRL (BD & M)

for a Baltimore store

in 1921)

JUDSON
(pressed for radio use

by Columbia . not re-

corded by them - all

&1930. Two demon-

stration records are

known under the

Philco name)

LANGUAGE PHONE
(pressed by Columbia

for a language schooL

recorded l9l3 but

pressed long after)

MACKSOUD
(ethnic record-s source

not known)

MUSIC EDUCATION
(recorded c.1923 by

Gennett, but pressed

by Columbia!)

MUSICAL HEALTH
BUILDER and PAT
WHEELAN
exercise records pressed

by Emerson - the

former use their own
matrices, the lat-ter

Emerson 7" series.

MUSSELL and

WESTPHAL
(advertising item given

away by a mu-si-cal

saw firm (!) which was

pressed by Flexo

recx)rds c.l925t

N. U.

(a one-off special issue

for Northwestern Uni-

versity or an associ-

ated group - from

Autograph or Rainbow.

NEW YORK
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
(visibly an Emerson
product, may relate to

New York records -

C.1926, music lessons)

OGREN & UHE
(one of many private

issues from Autograph)

ORIENTAL
(Chinese records pres-

sed by Brunswick,

cl926)

OUR SONG - see KKK

POLONIA
(Polish records using

European sides, date

and soiurce unknown)

PRONOUNCIPHONE
(Pi-essed by Gennett

1923, speech lessons?)

RATIONAL RHYTaM
(Pressed by Okeh in

1923 fur an aid to a

typing course)

SO-A-TONE
(Radio transcriptions

pressed by Brunswick.

Also see Nat’l Radio

Advertising.

SCJiNDINAVlAN BELL
RINGERS
(Pressed by Autograjih

c.1926, ethnic items)

STANDARD SOUND
EITECTS
(Victor pressings -show

their matrix numlters)
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SECTION 5

This section concludes the coverage of pre-1942 independent labeLs with information on the

handful of minor labels issued from the resumption of them in the late 1930’s to the A. F. M.

strike and sheUac shortages of 1942



INDEPENDENT RECORD LABELS 1934-1942

As was noted previously, the economic conditions of the 1930’s, along with the increased

popularity of radio, all but finished the record business, and did finish most of the independent

labels (and many of the larger ones, as well ! ). Although private pressings continued to appear,

only two record labels entered the busineas between 1930 and 1936 - one full-scale operation

(DeccaJ and one very minor label (liberty Music Shop). The former is noted in section 1, the latter

below. As time and record sales improved, however, a number of sp»ecialty labels appeared, and by

1942, the first of the pmpular labels entered the industry, only to run headlong into the problems

of wartime shortages and musicians’ strikes in that year. The labels which were in production prior

to July, 1942 are detailed below.

AMMOR: This CaUfomia-based firm appjears to have launched production in late 1940 or enrly

1941, recording west coast pjerformers. It does not seem to have weathered the events of 1942-44,

however, and produced only a hand ful of issues.

BALDWIN: One source credits a mid-1930’s label under this name whose primary product was

Haitian music. The author has not seen an example of the labeL however, and no sptecific data is

known at this writing.

BLUE NOTE: One of the first sp)ecialty groups to whom indepiendent labels were marketed was jazz

fans, both those of current and of vintage materiaL and Blue Note was one of the first to cater to

the former. It was founded in 1939 and continued to record jazz performance, many on the cutting

edge of the music and all too esoteric for larger labels, well into the LP era

CAFlTOLi This labeL later to become one of the most important in the industry, barely clears the

deadline for inclusion in this section. It first app)eared in June, 1942, issuing no more than a dozen

recordings before the AF of M strike. The firm survived the strike, however, becoming one of the

first Labels to settle with the union, and launched a full line of records in late 1943, signing a

number of established stars. By the late 1940’s it was one of the group of major labels. In i956v it

was purchased by British giant EMI (NOTE: Sec section 6 for listings, as all but about a dozen

issues appieared after 194Z)

COMMODORE: Opjeratcd as an adjunct to the music and record store of the same name, this label

was the first to feature current pierformances of non-commercial jazz music. They were first issued

in early 1938, under the aegis of store owner Milt Gablet, who remained in charge of the label

until he left to join Decca in the late 1940’s.

DAVIS AND SCHV^EGLER: Records were sold under this name by a Hollywood, California music

store in 1939 (and px)ssibly before or after that date). The label is noted for having first recorded

Nat
’’King" Cole with his tria Nothing is known about the label’s sources or dates of existence.

DELTA: This labeL pressed in very limited quantities in 1940, does not really qualify as a

commercial LabeL but it was notable for having introduced New Orleans jazz of the pieriod to

collectors who had assumed it to be a vanished art, and spxarking a revival of interest in the music

which led to the rediscovery of both the style and the musicians who created it and were

continuing to play it Although numerous labels followed in the footsteps of Delta, they did not

apptear prior to 1942, placing them outside of the pnu^ew of the Guide.



ELITE: See Hit below.

GENEKAL: This firm issued specialty items of various sorts, ranging from classics to jazz and

ris«{ue records (the latter often anonymously) from 1939 through at least 194Z Little else Ls known

about the firm, credited in a catalog as a division of Consolidated Records.

GRAMOPHONE SHOP VARlETIESc Like Liberty Music Shop (see below), this was a label jiressed

for and sold by a New York Gty music store featuring material unlikely to appeal to the {wpular

record buyer. It seems to have appeared about 1934 and apparently comprised nine issues for its

two or three-year life span.

HIT: This was the last and most successful of the labels operated by Eli Oberstein after he left

RCA Victor in 1939. He started with Varsity (see below). After this operation ended in 1940, he

waited a few months and launched a Line of Elite records, on which the trade name was

overshadowed by the phrase "Hits By. .
.” foRowed by the performer or bandleader’s name. Tins

ran only a few months and fifty or so issues, however, before it was superseded by the Hit label

in early 1942 When the AE of M strike took place, Oberstein arranged "undercover” sessions and

issued them under ficticious names. The label continued after the strike, and Oberstein sold it to

the Majestic Radio and Television firm, who changed the label name to Majestie It ended in 1948.

HOT RECORD SOCIETY: This label reissued some of the classic jazz recordings of previous years

and arranged f<)r a handful of sessions of current jazz as weU. It existed from 1937 until the earl)’

1940’s, ceasing production due to wartime shortages.

HOLLYWOOD HOT SHOTS: This was a line of records featuring "naughty” material (by then-

current standards) pressed by MacGregor (see in previous section) in the mid-1930’s - the exact

lifespan and other details are not known, as this aspect of the business was not officially

acknowleged by the companies who pressed such materiaL It is best known beiause, of the fact that

some issues feature Cliff "Ukulele Ike" Edwards in a slightly different role.

INCOt This label was pressed by Varsity for an unknown dient, probably a retail chaiu

JOHN RYAN: A handful of sides on this label consisted of "pwrty” (risipie) sides sung by Joe Rines

under the name John Ryan. They were issued by Eli Oberstein at or shortly after the end of his

Varsity label (see below).

LIBERTY MUSIC SHOP: This line of records was recorded and pressed for the Manhattan music

.stores of the same name from 1933 imtil the LP era. The stores catered to a sophisticated clientele

who demanded more than the record companies of the day were willing to supply, so the firm

sold imported records and, as weU, launched their own label It featured music and artists seldom

if ever heard elsewhere, ranging from Broadway non-hits to ristpie performances but including

much that is today collectible. The first few issues were essentially private pressings on very plain

labels, but the firm (piickly adopted an attractive label design and issued records regularly.

MASTER: Master and Variety appeared in early 1937 sold by Irving Mills, who featured artists he

represented. The Master label was the more expensive of the two. Both were pressed by the

American Record Corporatiou After a few months. Milk apparently noticed that sales for the

unknown labels were not as good as their ARC counterparts, Brunswick and Vocabon, and from

that point through 1940 his matrices, although credited to Master Records, appear on the ARC
labels, while the catalog numbers of the Brunswick issues carry an "M” prefix and Vocalions a "V”.

Mills apparently dropp^ the arrangement with ARC (and CBS thereafter) sometime in 1940.
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MONTGOMERY WARDt This mail order house sold records under their own name from 1933

until 1940; the had previously sold Lakeside records from »xi906 until 1916, and Timely 1 uncs

reemds in 1931, both noted elsewhere. During most of the existence of tlie lal)ei if (Lew from

Victor and Bluebird, primarily the latter. From about 1936 onward, however, s<ime issues were

pressed by Decca from their materiaL and the last issues were pressed by Vorsit} in 1939 and

1940. They iisuexl a number of items of collector interest from the parent labels as welL

MUSICRAFT: This firm first started the manufacture of records in 1936, although they did not use

their own name as a trade name until 194Z They did issue Masterpiece records a classi<ai lalH’.l,

from 1936 onward, but very little is known aliout these issues and sufficient data is not availalde

to allow the Guide to list data. Their primary importance in the industry’s history is that of lieing

one of the first firms in the 1930’s to press records for other independent labels, allowTug the first

of the small independents to enter the industry which had been dominated since the early years of

the dexade by a few large firms. Musicraft launched jxtpular rexxrrds in 1942 and had vanishexl by

the end of the 1940‘s

PlllLHARMONIG See Varsity below and Hit above; these Olierstein labels providexl the material

for this laliel, sold by Firestone Tires in their retail stores 1939-41.

ROYALE: See Varsity below, for which this was a companion labeL

SAVOY: Like Capitol, this label barely makes the mid-1942 deadline, it started in 1942 as a jazz

Lilx;!, issuing a few sides prior to the Al' of M strike. After the strike ended. Savoy continued to

issue jazz, becoming one of the important labels of the bop era, but also Lssuexi other materiaL I'he

laliel continued well past the end of the 7B ry»m era Users interested in more, information on lliis

label should consult the comprehensive Savoy discography available. (See section 6 for data)

SOLO ART: These records were pressed and issued by Dan Qualey, a jazz jiiano lover, during tiie

1939-40 period. All issues feature piano solos by artists otherwise unrecorded at least at that time.

li H C A: The full name of this label is "United Hot Oubs of America" but it is kuown by the

initials to cx)llcctors. The rerards were issued and sohl by the Gimmxxlore Music Shop (also see

Commodore) from mid-1936 until late 1941, comprising a total issue of 43 records. The rexords are

custom pressings of classic jazz performance's, and this was the first such project to be attempted.

VARIETY: Se.e Master.

VARSITY: The operations of EU Oberstein would retpiire considerable space to describe - this has

been done in Record Research magazine., in fact Varsity was Oberstein’s first iudcyicndent label

launched in 1939 and while it recorded, it also issued matrices from European sources and vintage

recxjrxlings from Crown, Gennett and Paramount; these latter tw«» are much sought after by

cx)lleclors because of the rarity of the originals. Oberstein also pressed a (xtmjxinion Royale label as

well during the same period The records sold well at first although sales were hain}te,red by the

fact most major artists were under contract to existing labels. Whether sales dropjwd off or other

factors intenened, however, the label was in trouble by mid-1940 and folded later in that year.

Oberstein reentered the business in a few months (see Hit almve) with a succession of inxlejx^ndent

labels. Interestingly enough, both Varsity and Royale were revived in the late 1940’s (using some

sides from their predecessors) continuing a few years thereafter under various owners. Material from

Varsity and Royale tends to turn up on various independent lalx^ls of the mid-1940’s.

WORLD’S GREATEST MUSIG Pressed by Oberstein (above.) 1946-41, u.sing European cla.ssical sides.
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1934-1942 LABELS

Norm
In most caaca, nutiix

nambers {<a these

labels are eitber fram

custom ieo(»diiig stu-

dio sequences or too

few are known to est-

ablish proper dating

sequences.

AMMC»

101 cJ/40

115 ?/41

Last number unknown.

BALDWIN

No data is known for

thia mid-193Vs labeL

The name was also

used C.1924 faee NYRL
in section S

BLUE NOTE

1 . . .

.

. . . . 5^
10 .... 6/40

16 6/41

21 6/42

31 . . . 5/44

BN40 . . . . . . 5/45

BN.48 . . . . . 12/45

BN49 . . . 1/48

BN.54 . . . . . . 2/49

Last number unknown.

501 ... . . . . ?/40

510 , . . 11/45

516 ... 6/46

522 ... . . . . 1/47

535 ... . ... 6/47

542 ... . ... 1/48

553 . . . 12/48

Last number unknown.

Other aeries are known
but dates are not

avaUaUc at this time.

CAPrroL

Fm: c(Hn|dete listings

of diis label, refer to

secdcm 6 covering

po6t>1942 labels, as all

but about a dimen

issues on Oqnbd app-

eared frmn late 19^
cmward.

OOMMODORE

lOjnde

500 ... . . . . 3/38

515 ... . . . . 1/39

530 ... . . . . 1/40

535 ... . . . . 1/41

540 ... . . . . 1/42

546 ... . . . . 5/U
556 ... . ... 1/45

562 ... . ... 6/45

569 ... . . . . \146

572 ... . ... 6/46

576 ... . . . . 1/47

585 ... . ... 6/47

605 ... . ... 1/48

618 Oast?) . ... 7/48

C7500 . . . ... 6/47

7506 . . . a'48

7558 , . . 11/49

Lart number unknown.

12-inck

1500 ... 4/38

1502 ... 1/39

1510 ... 3/42

1511 ... 5/44

1518 . . . 12/44

1520 . . . . ?/45

Last number unknown

DAVIS AND
SCHWBGLER

llns label was pressed

for a Los Angeles

music store of this

name; aU Imown fnnn

1939 (108 c. 6/m and

poffiiblj mto 194(X

DELTA

Private recordings of

New Orleans jazz; all

date fnnn late 1940

and were issued in

very limited quantity.

ELITE
(See Varsity)

GRAMOPHONE
SHOP VARIETIES

This noted N. Y. C
record store issued a

handful of rectnds but

most exact data is

unknown:

^art 1000 w 1001.

1001?4 . . . . . 8/34

1005 unknown.

1006-9 . . . . C.1938?

Later issues, if any.

are unknown.

GENERAL

ThiB label used a

variety of numerical

series. The fcdlowing

have been dated:

1701 . . . 1/40

1720 . . c.d'dO

3001 (only?) .. . . 6/40

4001 , . . 1/40

4015 . . . ?/41

HOT REGORD
SOOETY

Repressed jazz issues in

a lOindi aeries star-

ting at HRSl in 1937,

and cot several sides

of oriidnal material in

KMxTSor, 193a?) and

2000 (ir, 1940.?) sc-

ries. Exact dates and

end of label not

currently known.

HOLLYWOOD
HOT SHOTS

This was a line of

risque records pressed

in dte mid-1930^8 by

C P. MacCregmr. No
exact dates are known.

INOO
JOHN RYAN
(See Varsity)

LIBERTY
MUSK ^OP

L150 ?/33

1,153 8/33

1,157 1/34

1,162 6/34

1,171 1/35

1,179 6/35

1,190 1/36

1,194 6/^
1,206 1/37

1,216 6/37

1,224 2J36

1,233 6/38

1,246 1/39

1,260 6/39

1,280 1/40

L294 6'40

1,310 1/41

1,343 1/42

Gmtinued until L-363

but dates are not

known for later issues.

MacGREGOR

This west coast firm,

ajqNuently connected

with Colombia, pressed

numerous ^tecial issues

along with a line of

radio transcripticHis

during the 1930^8. No

exact dates are known

tor the latter, which

were the cuily issues

carrying the MacGregor

name. Also see Hcdly-

wood Hot Shots above.
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1934-1942 LABELS

MASTER

101 4/37

137 (last?) .... 8/37

Subsidiary label

VARIETY:

501 4/37

591 6/37

680 1/38

Ends about this point

MATRICES
(These appear on

Brunswick and Vocal-

ion from 1937 through

1940)

M-101? 1/37

M.510 6^37

M.700 1/38

M.825 6/38

M-970 1/39

M-1025 6/39

M-1130 1/40

M-1138 2^40

Last number unknown.

NOTES
The following Mont-

gomery Ward records

drew from both Victor

and Decca for issued

material, apparently

simultaneously. It is

not known how the

numbers interlocked,

or if they did. The

following dates appear

in Decca fUes; they

may reflect numbers

pressed earlier by Vic-

tor,. or numbers con-

tinued from older

scries, or the two

systems may not have

run paralleL

4926 9/35

5020 3/36

8000 9/36

8022 9/37

8066 9/38

MONTGOMERY
WARD

The majority of these

issues drew from Blue-

bird and show their

number in the run-out;

they can be so dated.

Those drawing from

Decca may be dated

by matrix or Decca

issue number, while all

drawing from Varsity

are from early 1940.

M.4001? 1/33

M-4400 1/34

M-4900 1/36

M-5020 3/36

Series ends? (See note

at left)

M.7000 ?/36

M-7100 1/37

M-7500 8/38

M.7900 2/39

M-8100 6/39

M.8350 1/40

Probably ends around

this point

M-1000 issues duplicate

Broadway pairings that

were still being sold

after 1932; early M-

8000 issues likewise.

Some of the latter

may have numbers
duplicated by later

issues.

M-6000 issues are a

group of standard re-

cords all issued at

once c.1935-1936

One issue pressed by

Varsity is known in a

M-10000 series (10090).

It is not known if all

Varsity pressings used

this series or if this

was a special issue.

MUSICRAFT

This firm pressed class-

ical material on the

Masterpiece (and poss-

ibly others) label from

C.1937 onward but no

data is currently at

hand for these issues.

They apparently recor-

ded a number of

custom pressings as

weU. They did not

issue popular material

until after 1942 and

those series are listed

in section 6 of the

Guide.

PfflLHARMONIC

(See Varsity)

ROYALE

(See. Varsity)

SAVOY

See section 6 for data.

SOLO ART

This was a private

label featuring piano

performances. All

known issues are from

mid-1939 through ear-

ly 1940. They were

sold in very limited

quantities. Most are

12-inch records.

Matrices are in the

same "R-" prefixed se-

ries appearing on Gen-

eral, Liberty Music

Shop and other enrly

New York City label^

this seems to have

been an unknown cus-

tom recording studio

in the city.

UNITED HOT CLUBS
OF AMERICA

Usually known as

”U. tt C A.” this label

consisted of reissues of

classic jazz items. Each

side had a separate

numben

1/2 c.6/36

issued sporadically

through:

S3JSb c.9/41

VARIEI’Y

(See. Master)

(See Cameo for 1926-

1927 5000 seriesJ

VARSITY

See the following page

for Usings for Varsity,

EUte and related

labels.

WORLD’S GREATEST
MUSIC

Pressed by Olicrstein

under various manu-

facturer credits, and

seems to have drawn

from overseas sources.

Matrices usually carry

an ”1” prefix, often a

control number for

foreign sides, although

some may use the

Varsity series.

All known issues

1940-41, although no

sj»ecific dates arc

known. Some of the

sides appear later (?)

on the Qassiis and

Concertone labels, liolh

Oberstcin producLs-
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1934-1942 LABELS

VARSITY

Prt}»ulan

aO(ri 8/39

8120 1'40

8330 6/40

8410 8/40

Hnds around this tiinr,

fhvrf* weif also 5000

iiDuatr)'), 6000 (race),

and 7000 (folk) series

for which no dates are

lUiTentlv knoTATL Much
j

of ihe material on

th»'-sT\ as well as some

issues from the 8000

se.rii/s, drew from the

19.3(i33 Crown lal)el

or from Paramount

and Cfimett material

reissued by Crown-

SUBSIDIARY LABELS

lACO.

2(K)l ?/40

Last number unknown,

JOHN RYAN:
.301 V/40

ROY.YLli

1701 7/39

1780 11/39

1800 2/40

Last number unknown.

WORLD’S GREATES^r
MLSIQ

See precedinj:'

NOTE:

It is entirely possible

that other labels may
have lieen pressed by

Oberstein’s operations

as welL but those

listed here are the

only fines seen by the

author.

VARSITY, etc, (ront.)

The following (and

others as well?) were

issued by the revive<l

company:

EldTL
5001 1 42

5026 6/42

5046 (last?) . . . 11/42

PHILRARMOMC:
1 ? 41

85 6/42

Ends.

a,ASsics:

All probalily c.l94Z

See W(>rld's Greatest

Musif on prededing

pa^re.

CONCJIRTONE:

As Classics aUive.

MATRICES:

US-l 7/39

IL?? to DS-IO'??

US- 1 200 l/'40

lJS-1750 6/40

US-1919 (last?) . . 8/40

These matrice.s appear

on any number of

1940’s labels. C num-

bers are from Crown

or via Crown, Other

series, most commonly

on Royale, are from

European sources (see

World’s Greatest Music

on the precedin" page,

for discussion of those

and the following). The

I- series on Qassics is

as yet untraced.

See section 6 for such

data as is available for

the Elite/Hit series

used 1941-onL

NOTE:

There are pidlialily

othiT 193T1942 lals'ls

which shoulfl apfiear

in thi. section, but

most are undfKnincn-

ted and almost mUlrini'

is known alxYut th(m.

The author welcome-,

information on ;mv

such lalieL

NOTES
(Please ad\i;-e authi.i

of correclion.s)

I

I

I



SECTION 6

^ hiJf the Coide pnnarily r«vw>. j»rr-1942 lal>fLs it is tVll that vnnf- users may *1 le;isi

muiiaial cttverage of the post-1942 fteriod, for varioai rea,-.oii.-^. Thi.-> .v't lioa conlaLos iiiioi luaiiou oa

those lalteLs more eommonly found, and seeomlly, on iaiteLs wlurh are of sjieeifie I'oiietioi

inlerevi (snd laste<f long enough to justify inclusion). 4'his is discus'^d more fulJy t-lse^herc in olhe>

putioxL-) of the book-



INDEPENDENT RECORD LARELS AFTER 1942

Since the coverage of poet-1942 labels in the Guide is minimal, and only added for the

convenience of users, the ^storical portion of this section will not be an exhaustive label-by-label

coverage, as in other sections (something many times the size of this, if it could be accomplished!)

but a short overview of the general history of such labels in the 1942-1960 period.

As noted previously, the first independent labels to reappear after the depression did so in 1936.

Six years later, in 1942, there were perhaps two dozen firms in the record business, almost all

offering specialty items of one sort or another, and most of those did not survive the hiatus of

strikes and shortages of the years 1942 and 1943. During this period the only records issued were

V-Discs, authorized by all concerned parties to provide music for overseas troops, lx)th new

recordings and existing sidesc<mtinuing until 1949. By 1944 the booming recording industry was

expanding at a rapid rate, and with the end of the war and associated material problems, it did so

even further by 1946. A directory in Billboard of that year lists about 200 firms marketing

records, and many known labels are not listed. Many of these firms catered to specialty markets,

offering ethnic, country, race or jazz material; others recorded local artists from their area; but a

fair number were competing head-to-head against established industry giants, offering popular

material This was a risky area of business, since the major firms had most established talent under

contract, and most of the labels failed or elected to concentrate on specialty issues. A few, however,

lasted lung enough to become major labels, as Mercury, MG-M and Capitol did, among others.

This rapid expansion of the industry was due to several developments. The first was the

expansion of the record trade in general, as detailed in the historical section elsewhere in the

Guide. The second was the proliferation of jukeboxes, which accounted for tens of millions of

record sales. The third was the ready availability of custom pressing and recording, so that the

present-day pattern emerged where record labels had neither recording or pressing facilities of their

own, Imt just made arrangements for both. The development of vinyl records made it even easier

to enter the record manufacturing field. By the late 1940’s, anyone with a few hundred dollars

and musical talent - their own or others - could establish a record label tuid many did.

This pattern continued into the 1950's. By this time, there were virtually thousands of record

labels, ranging from the majors to singers promoting themselves with a single release (these txeated

collectors’ items if the person later became famous). In the early 1950’s, a new musical style began

to coalesce. The proliferation of labels and artists meant that musicians were exposed to music that

would never have been recorded earlier, and young musicians exposed to regional styles of blues,

cx>untry and jazz began putting it together to create rock and roll music. These performers,

f»articularly Black groups, would never have been recorded on a major label but the .small

independent labels, willing to chance almost anything in case it might sell provided the new style

with a home. At first, the majm: labels took note of the style by allowing their established (and

white) artists to cover the new material - up until this point, the practice had been for most labels

to have a version of a popular song available - but once the younger record buyers heard the

iiriginal recordings, the pallid cover versiims were increasingly ignored. The major record Labels did

make some efforts to acquire talent in the new field, such as RCA, by signing Elvis Presley, and

Dcc<a with Buddy Holly, but most of the hits were on small labels which a few years before sold

handfuls of records in their local area • labels such as Sun, Oiess and Vee Jay suddenly became
large-scale operations appearing regularly atop the record sales charts.

During this decade, however, record technology also changed. The LP album was introduced in

1948, and the 45 rpn record in 1949; both proved popular with customers. Although 78 rpm discs

sold well during the early 195(fs, the new generation of record buyers attracted by new-style music

also preferred new^tyle records! The last of the "old-fashioned” TS’s were pressed in early 1960,

and the major labels phased them out a year or two earlier. The 1960’s would see stereo recording,

compact cassette and cartridge tapes, and other developments technical and musical continuing to

our present-day digital compact di^ - some of which draw from those same old 78 rpm recordings!
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POSTWAR LABELS

NOTE
Matrix mformatian is

not proTuled for most

po8t>1942 labels. Very

little is readily ayail-

and many labels

drew heavily on oirt>

side soorces during

this period. As well,

the ocmvetsion the

recording process to

tape affected the

methods of asaigniiig

matrix numbers. For

these reasons, matrix

dating has been found

to be unreliable for

most postwar records.

ATLANTIC

850 . 1/48

860 . 6/48

868 . 1/49

877 . 7/49

891 . 1/50

910 . 6/50

925 . 1/51

940 . 6/51

955 . y52
967 . 6/52

985 . 1/53

997 . 6/53

1020 . 1/54

1033 . 6/54

1050 . 1/55

1063 . 6'55

1080 . 1/56

1095 . 6/56

1125 . 1/57

1145 . 6/57

1170 . 1/58

1188 . 6/58

1199 to ^OOO

2010 . 1/59

2030 . 6/59

2045 . 1/60

Continues cm 45 rpm.

Other series ate

known. See the lublio-

graphy for detials on a

comidete Atlantic dis-

oography.

CAPITOL CAPITOL
(Gcmtinued)

101 6/42

125 1/43 The f<dlowing two

133 7/43 series were used fcnr

145 1/44 album issues, as was

159 6/44 the series frtnn 15342

187 1/45 onward:

199 6/45

230 1/46 10000 5/44

260 6/46 10021 10/45

353 1/47

422 6/47

486 1/48 10120 3/48

503 3/48 10160 9/48

Dro|qied temporarily. 10216 ?/49

Ends.

Replaced by:

15000 10/47 20001 5/44

15021 1/48 20017 3/45

15119 6/48 20040 1/46

15337 1/49 20075 1/47

15431 4/49

Used for album issues 20160 3/49

but no dates available. Continues for non-pop.

ular album issues.

Replaced by continua-

tion of the first series; ’’Americana” series:

(504-541 45 rpm (mly) (Primarily country]

57-542 . 4/49 40000 6/47

57-665 . 6/49 40072 1/48

57-789 to 790 40122 6/48

818 . 1/50 40141 3/49

1072 . 6/50 57- prefix added.

1349 . 1/51 5740174 .... 6/49

1555 . 6/51 5740249 .... 1/50

1599 to 1700 Prefix dropped.

(16(X)^8 reissues) 40289 (last?) . . . ?/50

1918 . 1/52

2116 . 6/52 Album series:

2317 . 1/53 48001 6/47

2486 . 6/53

2698 . 1/54 48037 Oast?) . . . 3/49

2817 . 6/54

3010 . 1/55 "Sepia" (Race):

3136 . 6/55 57-70000 .... 3/49

3310 . 1/56 57-70013 .... 6/49

3453 . 6/56 Prefix dropped.

3613 . 1/57 70060 Oast?) . . . 2/50

3737 . 6/57

3874 . 1/58 Other series are known
3992 . 6/58 for various ^ledalty

4114 . 1/59 issues but not data is

Continues on 45 rpm. at hand for diese.

CAPITOL
(Continued)

Canadian issues:

7ai01 ?/49

7ai75 1/50

7a205? to 206?

A few issues appeared

with no furefix, and

the "C” prefix ap-

peaied between 2l2

and C230L

C240 . . . ... 6/50

0550 . . . . . . 1/51

0750 . . . ... 6/51

0900 . . . . . . 1/52

01030 . . .... 6/52

OllOO . . .... 1/53

01200 . . 6/53

01300 . . .... 1/54

01400 . .

Series ends shortly af-

ter but last number is

unknown.

MATRICES

1 3/42

40 6/42

95 .

300 .

525 .

675 .

850 .

1200

1600

2050

3000

3425

3900

10/43

6/44

1/45

6/45

1/46

6/46

1/47

, 6/47

1/48

8/48

1/49

From this point on-

ward, such data as is

availaUe is contradic-

tory at best; this may
be due to errors or

numbers may have

been assigned out of

sequence fw various

reasons. Pending file

access the listing will

be ended at this point
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POSTWAR LABELS

CHESS

1425 .... . . . 6/50

1445 .... . . . 1/51

1470 .... . . . 6/51

1495 .... . . . 1/52

1515 .... . . . 6/52

1535 .... . . . 1/53

1545 .... . . . 6/53

1555 .... . . . 1/54

1570 .... . . . 6/54

1585 .... . . . 1/55

1600 .... . . . 6/55

1615 .... . . . 1/56

1630 .... . . . 6/56

1645 .... . . . 1/57

1660 .... . . . 6/57

1675 .... . . . 1/58

1695 .... . . . 6/58

1715 .... . . . 1/59

1730 .... . . . 6/59

1745 .... . . . 1/60

Continues <»n 45 rpm.

List 78 issue unknown-

RELaYTED LABELS

ARLSTOCJIAT:

The was the prede-

eessor of Chess. It is

impossible to date by

number because a dif-

ferent series wast used

for each artist ! All

issues, however. app-

eared between May,

1947 and late. 1949,

when the Chess label

replaced Aristocrat

-ARGO:

5251 r.1/56

5255 . 6/56

5262 . 1/57

5273 - 6/57

5290 . 1/58

5308 . 6/58

5330 . 1/59

5338 . 6/59

5355 . 1/60

As Chess above.

CHESS
(Continued)

CHECKER:

750 . 6/52

765 . 1/53

775 . 6/53

790 . 1/54

795 . 6/54

810 . 1/.55

820 . 6/55

830 . 1/56

845 . 6/56

855 . 1/57

865 . 6/57

880 . 1/58

900 . 6/58

910 . 1/59

925 . 6/59

940

As Chess series.

. 1/60

Matrix information is

not accurate enough

for reliable, dating.

NOTH-

For more information

on Chess and related

labels, the user is

invited to consult the

recent Chess disco-

graphy (see the

graphy at the

the Guide.

bibUo-

rear of

NOTES

r/)RAL

This was a subsidiary

label of Decca:

Popular

60000 11/48

60065 6/49

60145 1/50

60230 6/50

60360 1 51

60525 6/'51

60630 1/52

60810 6' 52

60910 1 53

61020 6/53

61110 1/54

61200 6/'54

61340 1/55

61450 6/55

61560 1/56

61700 6/56

61 875 1/57

61900 6/57

61930 1/58

Omtinues on 4.5

with 9- prefix.

rpm

Country:

64000 11 '48

64010 6/49

64030 1/50

64050 6/50

64075 1/51

64090 6'51

64115 1/52

Last numlter unknown.

Race:

6.5000 11/48

65009 6/49

65020 1'50

65025 6/50

65050 1/51

65070 6/51

65100 1/52

Last number unknown

For Canadian Coral

80000 series see

Bruns-wick 80000.

For matrices see

listings.

Deiua

HARMONY
(P(ht-war)

This laliel Nvas liienv^l

by Columbia to the

Wruf^t Refold i/>r[)or-

ation, whifh wa'.

ajiparently f()nnr(tf<i

with the revival oi

Vardlv and R.oal,

(see histoncai sertion;.

It pressed reb^iies of

(iolumliia and AJR^

material, repbeu;;.

Gdumbia's short-lived

Sfiex ial Editions lalxi.

100 ] ?/10

1065 a 49

1089 12 4«

Last numl»er unknown.

NOTIJ^

(Please, advise, authoi

of eonreetions)
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POSTWAR LABELS

HIT/MAJESnC MAJESTIC IMPERIAL LONDON
(Cnnrinued) (Post-war)

Popular 50«en1: Pressed by Deoca (UK)

7001 5/42 Race: 5000 8/47 for North American

7030 1/43 9000 9/46 5015 1/48 sales

7047 6/43 9010 6/47 5020 6/48

7070 1/44 5030 1/49 101 12/47

7095 6/44 Unknown: 5040 6/49 225 6/48

7120 1/45 11000 7/46 5058 1/50 365 1/49

7140* 6/45 11005 1/47 5080 6/50 455 6^49

7165 1/46 11015 6/47 5110 1/51 610 1/50

7190 6/46 11024 11/47 5125 6/51 715 6/50

7210 1/47 5165 1/52 880 1/51

7235 6/47 Unknown, but mostly 5195 6/52 1030 . 6/51

7275 10/47 Ceoima (hUb vocals 5215 1/53 1140 . 1/52

F!n<ls around this point 12000 7/46 5240 6/53 1225 . 6/52

12008 1/47 5265 1/54 1280 . 1/53

Popular 75«cnt: 12012 9/47 5285 6/54 1350 . 6/53

1001 10/44 5325 1/55 1435 . 1/54

1010 1/45 Oassical: 5355 6/55 1480 . 6/54

1014!* 8/45 20000 6/46 5375 1/56 1525 . 1/55

1025 1/46 5395 6/56 1580 . 6/55

1050 6/46 5420 1/57 1630 . 1/56

1100 1/47 20015 9/47 5445 6/57 1670 . 6/56

1135 6/47 5485 1/58 1710 . 1/57

1210 . 1/48 5525 6/58 1750 . 6/57

1275 (last) ... . 5/48 MATRICES 5560 1/59 1785 . 1/58

Last few not issued? Gmtinues of 45 rran. 1810 . 6/58
*

is first Majestic issue This sequence was last 78 issue unknown. 1850 . 1/59

known. used on Elite (see sec- Gmtinues on 45 r^nn.

turn 5 jmoeding) as Canadian issues used

Data is known for the well as Philharmonic above numbers with Country:

following series Oast (section 9. Hit and an IM prefix. 16001 10/49

numbers unknown in Majestic. Hey were 16026 . 6/50

all cases! All Majestic also sold to other la- Country: 16050 . 1/51

except 8000b bels after Majestic 8000 8/47 16058 Oast) . . . 3/51

went bankrupt in 8019 1/48

Unknown: 194a 8035 6/48 Race:

3001 4/46 8045 1/49 17000 (01?) . . . 9/49

V.lOl 9/41 8055 6/49 17006 . 1/50

Standard: V.135 1/42 8067 12/49 17012 . 6/50

5000 . 5/46 W.210 8/42 Bfay continue, but no 17015 Oast) . . . ?/51

5004 10/46 W.313 10/43 further data available.

From 325 to 409 the Other series not listed.

Country: prefix varies. Further series are

6000 . 8/46 R.350 1/44 known <m the Imperial DR- matrices see U. K.

6010 . 4/47 T460 9/44 label for various Decca (in section 8).

6019 11/47 T.550 4/45 qiecialty issues, but no Others are not listed.

T.630 1/46 data ifi available on

Album issues: T.875 8/46 these series. NOTEi
8000 . ^42 T.1050 1/47 Due to limited space.

8030 . ?/43 T.1130 5/47 There is no data avail- see next page f<n King

8045 c.6/44 T-1420 2/48 aide on matrix dates (DcLuxe aj^ Federal)

Not <m Majestic. T.1630 Oast) . . . 5/48 at this time. lintinga.
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POSTWAR LABELS

KINO KING DeLlIXE

(Continued)

Country: (Distributed by King

500 . 11/43 NOTEi for part of its Ufe.)

505 . . 6/44 The initial issues in

508 . . 9/45 this series appeared Only partial informa-

512 . . 1/46 under the Queen label tion is available. and

532 identity. the function of the

585 . . 1/47 various series is not

f>40 . . 6/47 Race: currently known.

690 . . 1/48 4100 10/45

720 . . 6/48 4120 6/46 JOOO 645
750 . . 1/49 4150 1/47

790 . . 6/49 4170 6/47 1065 1/47

840 . . 1/50 4200 1/48 1135 1/48

865 . . 6^50 4230 648 1175 648
925 . . 1/51 4265 1/49 1188 1'49

960 . . 6/ 51 4295 6/49 1195 649
1040 . . 1/52 4335 1/50 See note below.

1075 . . 6/52 4375 6/50

1155 . . 1/53 4425 1/51 3000 645
1230 . . 6/53 4455 6/51

1 300 . . 1/54 4515 1/52

1355 . . 6/54 4540 6/52

1415 . . 1/55 4590 1/53

1475 . . 655 4630 6/53 3190 9/48

1508 .... . . 10/55 4690 1/54 3200 1/491i1 this point 4720 654 3225 649
in favor of 4000 series 4765 1/55 See note, below.

to ri^iht. 4800 6/55

4865 1/56 5000 12/43

f'ojmlan 4935 6.56 5007 644
15000 . . . . . . 4/49 5005 1/57

15005 . . . . . . 649 .5065 . 6/57

15030 . . . . . . 1/50 5105 . 1/58 5020 1,'47

15045 . . . . . . 650 5140 . 658
15090 . . . . . . 1/51 5170 . 1/59

15105 . . . . . . 651 Continues on 45 rpm. 5057 1/49

15L55 . . . . . . 1/52 One source states that

15190 . . . . . . 652 FEDERAL the above series weiT

15215 . . . . . . 1/53 continued on the. Regal

15221 . . . . . . 2/53 12000 . . . . . 1/51 label for a few months
Ends around this point 12040 . . . . . 1/52

as series above. 12110 . . . . . 1/53

12165 . . . . . 1/54 3300 10/49

N()Tli 12200 . . . . . 1/55 No further data

12250 . . . . . 1/56

For further informa- 12290 . . . . . 1/57

tion on the King label. Last number unknown. Not verified if related

meluding matrices. to above?
other series. etc. see This was not a subsid-

the recently published iary label but was 6090 1/56
<Us</ography of the distributed by the 6105 1/57
lat-*!. King firm. Last number unknown.

M C M

lOOOi . . . . 2 1/

10035 . . . . 6 47

10130 . . . . 1 1!1

10205 . . . . t> 48

10330 . . . . 149
10440 . . . . 6/4V

10605 . . . . 1 5(

»

16715 . . . . . 6, .5(»

10875 . . . . 151

10990 . . . . 6 51

111.35 . . . . 152

11250 . . . . 0 52

11395 . . . . 1 53

11515 . . . . 0.53

11655 . . . . . 1,54

11765 . . . . -

11890 . . . . . ! 5.5

12000 . . . . . 6 55

12165 . . . . . j 5()

12275 . . . . . 0 50

12410 . . . . . 1 57

12490 . . . . . 6 57

12610 . . . . . 1

12665 . . . . 6 58

127.50 . . . . . 1 .59

Continues on 45 rpm.

.\lbum issues:

3000] . . . . • . .3 47

30125 . . . . . 9 48

30210 . . . 11 49

30385 . . . . *) [S

1

30490 . . . . 1 52

30880 . . .

Continues to unknow n

point?

Most M G M issues dll

not show matrix

numbers - on those

which do. the vt*ar

serves as a prefix (L c.

.^S-IOOO irconK in

19 :^6).
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MERCURY

NOTfi

The foUowing series

all were used for

popular materiaL They

apparently raried in

{nice only.

2001 11/45

2075 Oast?) ... 5/46

Dropped.

’Topular” (initial issues

under that name):

3001 . . . 3/46

3017 . . . 6/46

3050 .... . . . 1/47

3063 . . . 6/47

3072 (last?) . . . 11/47

5000 9/46

5012 , 1/47

5055 , 6/47

5095 1/48

5145 6/48

5230 1/49

5300 , 6/49

5360 , 1/50

5440 , 6/50

5565 , 1/51

5655 . 6/51

5770 . 1/52

5865 . 6/52

5999 to 70001

70075 . 1/53

70170 . 6/53

70285 . 1/54

70390 . 6/54

70525 . 1/55

70645 . 6/55

70775 . 1/56

70880 . 6/56

71030 . 1/57

71130 . 6/57

71260 . 1/58

71330 . 6/58

71405 . 1/59

Continues on 45 rpm.

MERCURY
(Gmtinued)

Country:

6001 . . . 3/46

6030 . . . 1/47

6050 . . . 6/47

6075 . . . 1/48

6110 . . . 6^48

6155 . . . 1/49

6192 . . . 6/49

6225 . . . 1/50

6255 . . . 6/50

6305 . . . 1/51

6400 . . 5/52

Dropied

pmnt
around this

Race;

8001 . . 3/46

8030 . . 1/47

8040 . . 6/47

8067 . . 1/48

8090 . . 6/48

8115 . . 1/49

8140 . . 6/49

8160 . . 1/50

8177 . . 6/50

8210 . . 1/51

8235 . . 6/51

8265 . . 1/52

8285 . . 6/52

Dropped

point

around this

Nwman Grans

8901 . . 1/49

8911 . . 1/50

8925 . . 1/51

8945 . . 6/51

8965 . . 3/52

8999 to 89001?

89018 . 1/53

89056 . 6/53

Became CLef label

89090 . 1/54

89114 . 6^54

89126 . 1/55

89149 . 6^55

89160 . 1/56

89172 . . . . . 12/56

Ends. See at right

MERCURY
(GmtinuedJ

Several other series are

known but information

is not availaUe at this

point

MATRICES

Cmnplete information

not available.

101? . . . . 9/45

450 ... . ... 7/46

1150 . . . . . . 10/47

1600 . ... 6/48

2175 1/49

3600 . ... 6^50

4500 . . . . . . 10/51

4999? to YB9000?
YB9200 . . ... 5/52

YB9500 . . . . . 1/53

YBIOOOO . ... 1/54

YB12000 . . . . 10/55

YB13820 . ... 6/56

Gmtinues.

The C series, used

primarily but not ex-

clusively on the 89000

series, are sides pxv
duced by Norman
Cranz. See the biUio-

graphy section fen a

oom|dete discography

of the Qef label and

the Cranz Mercury

senes.

NOTES

MUSICRAFT

First number in this

series unknown:

285 5/44

310 1/45

325 6/45

345 1/46

365 6/46

445 1/47

495 6/47

530 1/48

560 6/48

590 1/49

Last number unknown,

label ends around this

point

15000 10/42

15010 1/43

15015 1/44

15019 6/44

15021 1/45

15038 6/45

15050 1/46

15080 6/46

15098 1/47

15125 8/47

Last number unknown.

There may well be

other series; as well,

Musicraft pressed the

Masterpiece classical

la-bel in the late

1930^8 (no data avail-

aide) and Ls known to

have done custom re-

and probably

custom pressing.

NOTES
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POSTWAR LABELS

SAYOY SAVOY SIGNATURE
(Gmtinued)

701 ... . ... /41 101 ?/41

901 ?/46

906 6/47 107 4^47

These early jazz issues 910 1/48 150 1/48

are on a eedd label 925 6/48

The numbers may 935 1/49 162 9/49

have been dufdicated Last number unknown. Last number unknown.

on later red-label

issues. 1001 ?/45 903 5/41

1075 5/46 Only item known.

100 . - . . . 12/42 Last number unknown.

108 ... . ... 6/43 1001 7/46

119 ... . ... 1/44 First number unknown 1006 1/47

140 Oast?) . ... 4^44 but nuy be 5510? 1010 6/47

Replaced by series 5510 8/44 1025 1/48

below? 5518 1/45 1029 6/49

5520 1/46 Last number unknown.

501 ... . ... 4/44 5533 1/47

530 ... . ... 1/45 5544 1/48 Populan

555 ... . ... 6/45 5557 1/49 15001 7/45

590 ... . ... 1/46 5561 4/49 15007 1/46

605 ... . ... 6^46 Eaids around this 15032 6/46

645 ... . . . . 1/47 point? 15066 1/47

650 ... . ... 6/47 15125 6/47

660 ... . ... 1/48 There were a number 15175 1/48

666 ... . ... 6/48 of other series known 15205 6/48

680 ... . ... 1/49 <m Savoy, many of 15243 1/49

700 ... . ... 6/49 which included only a

730 ... . ... 1/50 few issues. For further

750 ... . ... 6/50 infmmatiffii, see the 15275 6/50

775 ... . . . . 1/51 recently released disco- Label ends around this

790 ... . ... 6/51 graphy on the label point

830 ... . . . . 1/52 (see Inbliograpliy).

850 ... . ... 6/52 JazE

880 ... . ... 1/53 NOTES 28101 6/45

899 ... . ... 6/53 28115 4^46

899 to 1100 28119 1/47

1120 . . . 1/54

1130 . . . 6^54 28129 4^48

1145 . . . 1/55 Last number unknown.

1160 . . . 6/55

1180 . . . 1/56

1195 . . . 6/56 Other series are known
1199 to 1500 on the labeL but most

1505 . . . 1/57 contained only a few
1515 . . . . ... 6/57 issues and data u not

1530. . . 1/58 available at this time.

1540 . . . 6/58

1558 . . . 2/59 Matrix iunfmrmaticHi is

Continues on 45 rmn? not availaUe and
(Further series at many are not in a

right) single series.

V.DISC

These were a aeries of

12-mch records inten-

ded to provide enter-

tainment for overseas

military members dur-

ing and after World

War EL See the

comments fcdlowing.

1 10/43

91 1/44

201 6/44

341 1/45

441 ...... - 6^45

561 1/46

636 6/46

716 1/47

766 6/47

816 1/48

846 6/48

876 1/49

905 (last) .... 5/49

Navy series:

1 7/44

121 1/45

221 6/45

275 (last) .... 9/45

Other ^jedally num-

bered issues are

known. See the Sears

book on Y-Discs (see

bibliography) for the

complete details of

these issues, as well as

a com{Mehensive hist-

ory of the V-EHsc and

related fHograms. like-

wise, see that bocdi for

de-tails on the various

matrix and control

numbers that a^^iear

on Y-Disc issues, as

many items show a Y-

ENsc control and the

matrix of the pressing

firm, while they are

in fact repressings or

dubbings of commer-

cial recordings.
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SECTION 7

This section provides coverage on Canadian record labels other than those issued by subsidiaries

of U. S. companies, which are listed with their parent labels, and those pressed by the Compo
Company, which are listed in section 2 precedingThis section includes all other C^anadian labels,

pre- and po3t-1942, for which data is available.



INDEPENDENT RECORD LABELS IN CANADA

Ihis se< tion deals only with independent reeord labels manufactured and sold in f'anada fliirin"

the era of 78 rpm records. The Guide user will find those labels which were or functioned

^ub8idiaries of li. S. labels, such as BerlinerA'ictor. Grlumbia and Brunswick, detailed under the

equivalent II. S. label while the Compo Company, the only other large Canadian firm in the remrtl

industry, appears in section 2, as it is considered a major independent by the criteria of the

(inide. The following are either labels not connected with any of the above.

i I BORA: This label was sold 193(132 by department store chain the T. Eaton (/>m|>any, and drew

irom Brunswick and Victor sources. The first series of Victor-pressed Auroras used material iv^oed

in the II. S. on Timely Tunes, most of which appeared only on these two labels. It is noted lor

having i.ssued several rare jazz recordings from its II. S. sources.

IKIVILMOIN: This Toronto-based label was issued from 1950 until at least 1954 Most were joessed

by RCA Victor but the firm apparently did its own recording in Toronttt

liA FATRIEe This was a French-Canadian label of the 1920’s. Some were pressed by (ioniyMi, iiut

tho.se seen by the author do not come from this firm. It has been suggested these were sold t,) the

large French-Canadian population in New England and these may be IJ. S. pressings.

.M.\FLE LEAF: Little is known about this label and, in fact, more than one label may have used

the name during the late 1940’s and early 1950’s. The name has been .seen on orauge-Lil« 1

pressings, apparently from 1948-49, crediting a Montreal company, but is most usually seen on a

line of records drawing from the King/De Luxe/Federal group in the L. S., with issues latieled as

LsourceJ-Maple Leaf records. All seen date from the early 1950’s, and the firm had prolialih

vanished before the King-Quality' alliance in 1955.

VILSKANA: Little is known about this London, Ontariii firm. They first issued records in ib4o

di awing primarily from L'. S. sources but doing some Canadian recording. They aLo pressed Capitol

records for Canadian sale. Around 1949 the firm was either merged with or became Regal Records;

the entire ojieration was acquired by Capitol about 1950 and other labels droppexl.

MONOGRAM: This label was started by A1 Siegal who had earber run a private recording

o|K‘.ration, based in Newmarket, north of Toronta Issues drew both from lI. S. and bical sourcc.v

and a number of jazz items appeared, including early performances by Phil Nimmons and <iihei

Canadian artists. Siegal also pressed Mercury records for Canada and the latter firm liought hi'

ii|Krations in 1951, relocating to Toronto and dropping the Monogram label

QLAIITY: This firm was started around 1953 in Toronto, issuing a label under theij- own name
which drew primarily from L. S. independents, though a few Canadian recordings are known. lhe\

pressed Columbia records for that firm from 1954 for a few yenrs thereafter until the, (Canadian

Columbia sulisidiary actpiired pressing facilities. They also issued Reo records and King rei-ord-

uader the (^ality-King name. Quality also yiressed Cmadian versions of U. S. labels .such a.s iKit,

from which they drew material The firm still exists today.

HLG-Al-: See Musicana above,

RFXtENCV: This label first appears c.1955, and was the primary Canadian label of Fhonodisi-, a

loronto record firm. It drew from L. S. labels; Phonodisc also pre,ssed much of this material untbu
the (irigmal label name, usually with a Phonodisc manufactuer’s credt.
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I

KIX): See Quality above - the Reo label was a second label for this firm, (bawinj; itoui <

independent labels.

SOUTAlREs This label was sold in Gtnada in the early 19!>0’s, proltably around 19i>.T One

states that at least some of the material was recxirded locally. All of these .seen arc twt>trai:k-|K\,

side ret»rdings duplicating popular records of the period.

SFARTOiN: The Sparton Company of Canada, originally a subsidiary of a C. S. radio manufa' tmer,

entertexl the record business in 1940, when they were contracted to press Coluiultia re,(,or(Ls lor

Canadian sale. These used catalog numbers prefixed with C/- and did not uexx^ssarily duplicate 1 <. S.

Columbia issues at first In 1954, CBS established a subsidiary Columbia ojieration in rana«la. wtlh

record pressing being done by Quality Reextrds (see above). This left S^tarton nith a record

manufacturing facility but nothing to seU, .so they originated their own .Sparton lal»ei, which drew

primarily from IJ. S. sources, most notably ABC-Faramount - s<»me Canadian recordings are known

on the label The label Lasted well into the 45 rpm era.

SFIRAL: This was the popular label of a firm whose main product was ethnic recor<iings. It ssems

to run from 1954 for a few years, but issued only a handful of recortis in that |,K:riod. it

primarily notable for a very attractive silver.on-black label

VITAFHONE: This label was marketed by a (Radian phonograph firm - the subsi<liary of a I

company which marketexl a curious machine in which the needle was attached to a wi>oden arm

whitl transmitted the sound to a stationary diaphragm Iwated at the far end of the arm the

parent C. S. firm did not sell records under their own lal»eL but the Cana<Lian oj»eration diii.

These were pressed by Gtlumbia, drawing from their material and using pseudonymous crcilit.v and

seem to date from the 1914-1916 period judging from titles .seen, although some of these may iwve

<ome from Columbia’s back catalogue. The records are fairly si’nrce but contain little material of

interest to collectors.

I'MVOXi Little is knowm about this curious laltel. pressed in the late 192()’s by K('A Victor i«ir a

Canadian church group. It may, in fact, cxtnsLst of but a .single issue.

VOKki This was a short.lived label issued in 1917 or 1918 by a Toronto firm. J he re<a>riLs were

pressed by Fathe’, and those seen bear numbers which indicate the dies iLsed to ytroduee tbem wen-

intended for the equally short-lived Crescent label in the U. S. Meedless to say, ilie rei<»nis ai<-

quite rare., so this can only be assumed from the few known to exist.

The Guide user interested in Canadian recordings will note that these represent only a smaii

fraction of the labels which could be rnvered here. The reason for this is simply that nolliing is

known about many of the post-1945 labels, as is the case with their IJ. S. eounterparts. only more
sj». Mttst of these labels had short lives, pressing only a handful of issues and vanishe<l with no

trace, whatever files still existed consigned to the nearest trash container. .\.s wcU, Cnnuda had no

equivalent pubUcation to Billboard or other record industry journals so releases were noi

publicized or advertised. For this reason, some labels mentioned al*ove are not lir-ted in (be d.-tte

inionnatiun in this section, beacause while they are known to exist their exact date.s arc not yet

established. Such labels as Alvina, Hi-Tone, the many labels producing the two and three-track 1H\

{MqHilar in the early 1950’s and a host of others are completely untraced: it i> assumed lb( \ u>.<'d

I'. S. material but even this is not an established fact The author welcomes any information, cc^.-ics

of material etc. on any Canadian indejjendent lalteLs not thoroughly covered here.
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CANADIAN LABELS

NOTfi
Man^ raimHian labds

are eitfaer listed under

their U. S. parent ti. e.

Capiud, Cnlmnlwa, Deo
ca, Victor) ot were die

product of the Gmpo
Gompanj (see sectum

2). If you are sear-

ching a record you

know to be ranadian,

but the label does not

^]pear in die f(dlo-

wing listings then see

the index to see if it

is listed elsewhere.

AURORA

Records <mi this label

were issued in three

groups, as follows

Btunswick'fressed:

22001-050 . . . c.5/31

Victor-pressed:

36-101 to 140 cia31
36-201 to 240 05-32

400425 .... ol0i32

This series often shows

the original issue num-

ber for the side and

can be so dated. The

label was drt^iped

after 425.

BILTMOR

This label was (sessed

by an unknown firm

ol94& AU material

known to the audior

is of a "party record"

nature.

DOMINION

1 ?/51

12 6/51

Continued through

1954 but no dates

verified.

Last number unknown.

GAVOTTE

M-lOOl ?/52

M-1008 last) . . 1954?

GVT-101 .... 1952?

GVT-155 ?/54

Ends near this pmnt.

Matrix numbers may
be Gunpo CT series or

U. S. source numbers.

LONDON

For 201-1900 numers

see the U. S. label; the

fidlowimg series were

issued in Canada only.

Dates approximate:

F.4001 ?/50

F.4045 1/51

F.4055 1/52

F.4087 last) . . . ?/53

From other labels:

PC.200 ?/55

PQ298 9/56

PQ368 3/57

Last number unknown.

May re{daoe above?

M.17001 ?/57

Continues, pixd>ably

into 45 qun era.

Date of first issue not

known:

1610L ?

16105 ?/56

Last number unknown.

There are a number
of other series; some

duplicate U. issues

and others ate Cana-

dian only. See U. S.

London also. London

pressed liberty records

in Canada - these are

listed at left Note that

it is not currentiy

known if only part of

this sequence was used.

LONDON-UBERTY

55001 . . . ... 3/55

55004 . . - ... 6^55

55009 . . . ... 2/56

55021 . . . ... 6^56

55050 . . . . . . 1/57

55073 . . .

55119 . . - ... 1/58

55138 . . . ... 6/58

55170 . . . ... 1/59

55194 . . . ... 6^59

MAPLE LEAF

All known 19491195(1

no exact dates known.

The firm also pessed

the ftdlowing labels

related to U. S. labels.

Mafde Leaf-Discovery

Majde Leaf-King

Ma|de Leaf-Deluxe

and may have pressed

tlm Hi-Tone label

MONOGRAM

This Tenonto label was

pressed 1947 to c.1950

and ran fixun 101 to

an unknown number.

The ccunpany acquired

the Canadian rights to

Mercury in 1949 and

by 1951 had dropped

Monogram.

MRC matrices are re-

corded in Tmronta

Hie other material

used came from a

variety of U. S. sources

including Alladin and

others.

NATIONAL

A ficticious label name
used <m Canadian iss-

ues of Decca 2920 due

to its slightly risque

nature!

MUSICANA

This label used a large

number of series - one

for each U. & label

frtRn which they drew.

All issues date between

1947 and early 1949.

No exact dates are

known at this time.

The label was appar-

ently replaced by the

Regal label in late

1948 OT early 1949,

and in late 1949 the

operatums were taken

over by CaptoL whose

U. Sl ptxluct they had

been pressing and

distributing.

ONTARIO

There are references to

this as C.1915, but no

Ontario records are

known to the author

directly or indirectly.

QUALITY

lUUl . . . .

1240 . . . . . . . 1/54

1275 ... 6/54

1320 ... 1/55

1400 ... 6/55

1450 1/56

1510 6/56

1575 1/57

1640 . . . . 6/57

1690 . . . . ... 1/58

1740 . . . .. ... 6/58

1840 . . . .. . . . ?/59

Cemtinues cm 45 rpn.

Quality-Kin^

4001 . . . .. . . . ?/53

4375 1/56

Series dropped around

this pmnt
Reo see next page.
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CANADIAN LABELS

REO

8001 4/55

8075 1/56

8100 6/56

8150 1/57

8250 ?/58

G>ntmues on 45 rpm.

NOTEr
Quality^ issued U. S.

sides <Mi Canadian ver-

sions of their wiginal

label (Le. Dot) with

their U. & issue num-

bers. Most are not

covered in the Caide.

Other series are

known, mostly of

^>ecial material, but

no dates are known.

Matrix numbers where

shown are from

original sources.

REGENCY

This was ^ primary

Cjimdiiiii label of

Phonodisc.

500 8/56

540 1/57

620 c.1/58

725 ?/59

Continues on 45 rpm.

Phonodisc, as did Qual-

ity, issued U. Si sides

under their original

label name; these, ex-

cept Atlantic, are not

listed in the Caidc.

N0T&
Phonodisc may have

been connected with

London Rectnds of

Canada, although the

exact nature of the

ctMUiection is not

known at this time.

SAPPHIRE VTTAPHONE (Tracks per side in

parentheses)

Hiis label issued about Pressed by folumha'a

thirty records, all two- for the Canadian sub- Family Lilnary (3):

s(mg-per<side pressings sidiary ci a phono- 1001 ?/52

featuring cover vers- graph manufacturer. 1035 ?/53

ions of hit tunes of Last number unknown.

die 1953-55 period. 10001 ?/14

apparently recwded in Rectnd Qub,

Canada. Exact dates Triumph (3)

are not known. 10140 8/16 Mai ?/53

Last number unknown.

RODEO MO-64 ?/56

The records carry Col- Last number unknown.

101 ?/54 nmbia matrix numbers

and can be so dated. Cameo, Micro? (2)t

155 9/56 although some may be First number unknown

164 3/57 from the back catalog. 963 ?/54

Continnes to unknown
point YORK 997 ?/56

Last number unknown.

The label was distrib- All known issues from

uted, although {ntdab* mid.1917. There was also a rela-

ly not manufactured. ted country labeL the

by Land<m Records of The records carry name of which is

Canada. Pathe’ (q.vj matrix believed to be

SPARTON
numbers. Western.

THE "TOP HITS"

lOlJR 9/54 LABELS The following labels

125.R 1/55 are known to have

14SR 6/55 This is a group of been pressed in

20aR 1/56 labels who sold multi- Canada Imt no details

aooR 6/56 track reonds of covers of dating are known:

36SR 1/57 of hit songs and stan-

45aR 6/57 dard material They ALVINA
535.R 1/58 appear to be from nn- ARAGON
60aR 6/58 known U. SL sources. HI-TONE
70aR 1/59 (Maple Leaf Rec. CoJ

795.R 7/59 CAMEO PATHF (1950rs French

Continues on 45 rpm. FAMILY LIBRARY issues)

lof Recoaxled Music) SANDRYON
SPIRAL MICRO SONGS OF OUR

RIBGORD CLUB PEOPLE
All known issues frcnn (of The Month) TETRA
195^551 TRIUMPH THISTLE

(possildy others? TROUBADOR
TIP TOP

The catalog numbers There are other un-

MIOOO /48 for the various labels traced labels, al(mg

Two issues in series. appear to run m<ne or with Canadian issues

liw as follows (see of U. Si labels by
701 9/50 next ocdiimn at right Phonodisc (Regency),

Also few issues. for listings) QuaUty, and others.
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SECTION 8

Since British records are often actpured by North American collectars, and since many users of

the Gnide are outside North America, this section includes such information as could be found on
British labels of the 1900>1942 period, with ooTerage of the major labels extended as late as

possilde (although data is inocHnplete). Omsideralde additimal informatian is recpiired for this

sectiim, and it is hc^ied that scane of the many overseas users of the Guide will aasist in juroTiding

this data or advising the author of possible sources therefor. This section is divided into three

subsections: The first covets the majmr labels (Columlna, Decca, HMV) and tlwir subsidiaries, the

second the German-fnessed independents of 1904-14, and the third the po8t.l919 independent labels,

including Edistm Bell and the continuation of some earlier firms.



INDEPENDENT RECORD LABELS IN BRITAIN

Since the infmnation on British labels is fffovided as an adjunct to the main body of the Guide,

which deals with North American records, and since very little information is readily available to

North American discographers and historians on overseas record companies, this will give only a

brief overview of the independent labels in the United Kingdom.

The first great rush of independent record labels in Britain occurred between abut 1906 and

1914. Whether the patent situation was somewhat different, or whether the patent holders simply

not as aggressive as their U. S. counterparts is not clean however, they seem to have made no move
to block the flood of independent labels during this period, unlike the situation in North America.

Most of the actual record manufacture for the British market was done in Germany, due to lower

<x)sts, and a number of independent firms entered the record business there during the first years

of the new century. Some of these (xnnpanies marketed records in Britain under their own name,

while others either selected a name more suited to the British market or pressed records for all

comers. By 1910, records were being sold in Britain under a hundred or more names, all drawing

from various German sources.

In 1914, the outbreak of the war resulted in the sudden cessation of the flow of recards from

nowanemy Germany, and the closing of German-owned record firms in Britain. A few lalieLs

reorganized and started recording and manufacturing records in Britain, but most simply

disappeared. At the end of the war, the gramophone and record industry boomed, as it did in

North America, and new companies entered the market At this point a number of the new

independent firms in the U. S. made arrangements with British labels to provide or exchange

matrices, and many of the independent labels in Britain issued material from such American

sources as Emerson, Gennett and Plaza. Some of these new companies lasted but a year or two,

while others lasted into the 1930^s. Throughout the decade of the 1920’s record labels appeared

and disappeared regularly. One aspect of the record business which proved successful in Britain but

not so in North America was the issue of records in various smaller sizes, ranging from five

inches up to nine, all claiming near-standard playing times. The eight and nine-inch records proved

the most popular, offering a less costly alternative to standard^ized records.

The depression did not hit the recOTd industry as rapidly or as hard as it did in North America,

.so that record sales continued to hold up fairly well into the 1930’s. Although few new labels

appeared, several of the independent operations continued into the latter half of that decade. The
pospering Deoca firm, however, set out to acquire as many smaller record companies as p()ssible,,

and by 1937, when they purchased the Cryst^late firm, the last major indep.ndent, the indnstiy

was effectively controlled by the giant Electrical and Musical Industries (EMU firm, formed by the

merger of Britain’s two largest reemrd companies in 1931, and the upstart Decca company. Britain

entered the war in 1939, and was directly involved in it by 1940, so there was no chance for any

expansion thereafter. Post-war austerity pograms and shortages thereafter precluded the mas.sive

expansion in the industry which occurred in North America; as well, the British market did nut

have the availability of the specialty markets as did its North American counterpart For these

reason.^ the first indepndent labels did not appear in Britain until the early 195()’s, and for the

mc<st part did not present a serious challenge to the larger firms until well past the end of the 78

rpm era. The first new label to be issued was the poduct of the British subsidiary of Dutch

electrical giant. Philips, in 1952, who had obtained the Fjiglish rights to U. S. Columbia material A
few smaller companies issued U. S. blues and jazz material off minor labels around the same

period. The last 78 discs were issued around 1960, and at that pint the industry was still

controUed by the same two companies that had done so in 1939.
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U. K. COLUMBIA

Single-face:

25000 c.3/03

25500 . 1/04

25775 . 1/05

25900 ....... 1/06

26075 . 1/07

26450 . 1/08

10” double-fared:

1000 10/08

1700 611
1825 . . . . . . . 1/12

1925 . . . . ... 6/12

2080 . . . . 1/13

2200 . . . . 6/13

2500 . . . 1/15

2580 . . . . ... 615
2640 . . . . . . . 1/16

2700 . . . 616
2750 . . . . . . . 1/17

2800 . . . . . . . 6/17

2850 . . . . . . . 1/18

2880 . . . 1/19

2900 . . . . . . . 6/19

2920 . . . . . . . 1/20

2950 . . . 6/20

3000 . . . 1/21

3075 . . . . ... 621
3110 . . . 1/22

3150 . . . . ... 622
3230 . . . . . - . 1/23

3290 . . . . . . . 6/23

3380 . . . . ... 1/24

3500 . . . . ... 624
3575 . . . . . . . 1/25

3675 . . . 6/25

3875 . . . . . . . 1/26

4000 . . . 626
4200 . . . 1/27

4650 . . . . . . c.6/27

4800 . . . . ... 1/28

5050 . . . . ... 6/28

5210 . . . . ... 1/29

5550 . . . 629
5700 . . . . ... 3/30

Last number unknown.

See at right

The preceding series

was replaced by the

following

Dance series

CB.1 . 3/30

CB.180 ...... 1/31

CB.275 ...... 6/31

CB400 1/32

CB450 6/32

CB535 1/33

CB^25 ...... 6/33

CB.700 1/34

CB.760 6/34

CMIO? 1/35

Last number unknown,

dropped 2/35.

The DC- and MC series

are both primarily

foreign-language issues,

but both include some

U. S. material in their

catalogs. These can be

dated using the U. S.

matrix-number listings

in the D. Sk Columbia

section preceding. Data

for other foreign-lan-

guage issues, which

include numerous ot-

her series, is not in-

cludoi in the Cnide.

NOTES

Popular series:

DB-l 3/30

Dfr350 1/31

DB500 6/31

DB.700 ...... 1/32

DBaOO 6/32

DB-950 1/33

DR1125 6/33

DB-1250 1/34

DB.1400 6/34

DB-1475 1/35

DB.1560 6/35

DB.1630 1/36

DB-1660 6/36

DB.1675 1/37

DR1690 1/38

DB.1800 6/38

DB.1835 1/39

DB.1870 6/39

DB.1915 1/40

DB.1990 1/41

DE2075 1/42

DB.2110 1/43

DB.2130 1/44

DB-2160 1/45

DE2172 6/45

DB.2200 1/46

DB-2220 6/46

DB.2276 1/47

DB.2310 6/47

DB.2360 1/48

DB.2415 6/48

Da2480 1/49

DB.2510 6/49

DB-2635 1/50

DB.2701 6/50

DB-2798 1/51

DB.2882 6/51

DB.2999 1/52

DB3093 6/52

DB-3226 1/53

DR3305 6/53

DB3410 1/54

DE3480 6/54

DB3555 1/55

DB3690 1/56

DB3850 1/57

DB4050 1/58

DB4250 1/59

Continues, a few num-
ber^ no data at hand.

’’Variety” series:

b’B-lOOO 3/35

FB.1275 1/36

FB-1450 6/36

EB.1575 1/37

FB-1715 6/37

FB-1875 1/38

FB-1950 6/38

FB-2100 1/39

FB-2225 6/39

FB-2325 1/40

FB.2450 6/40

FB-2550 1/41

FB.2625 641
FB.2750 1/42

FB.2800 642
FB.2870 1/43

FB.2920 6/43

FB.2980 1/44

FB.3020 6/44

l’B.3070 1/45

b’B-3105 645
FB-3180 1/46

l’B.3270 1/47

FB-3305 647
FB-3365 1/48

FB-3405 648
FB-3455 1/49

FB.3492 649
FB-3540 1/50

FB-3560 650
FB-3593 1/51

FB.3609 651
FB-3624 1'52

FB-3644 652
FB.3665 1/53

FB-3680 6/53

FB.3700 1/54

FB.3735 1 55

There were probably a

few more issues in this

series, but no data is

currently at hand

NOTli Other prefixes

indicate European is-

sues (or duplicate such)

or are for classical or

other non-popular se-

ries. Date by matrix

number when possible.
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U. K. COLUMBIA

12-inch: New 12-inch series: Fragmentary data is

100 . 10/08 DXl available fw the fol-

DX.70 .... . 6/30 lowing higher-priced

DX-160 . . . . . 1/31 series.

DX.260 . . . . . 6/31

315 . . 9/12 DX.325 . . . . . 1/32 UlOOO . . . . . 10/15

390 . . 9/13 DX-380 . . . . . 6/32 U1016 . . . . . . 1/16

DX425 . . . . . 1/33 L-1035 . . . . . . 6/16

500 . . 1/15 DX480 . . . . . 6/33 U1115 . . . . . . 1/17

530 . . 6/15 DX.530 . . . . . 1/34 U1162 . . . . . . 6/17
560 . . 1/16 DX-580 . . . . . 6/34 U1215 . . . . . . 1/18

610 . . 6/16 DX.645 . . . . . 1/35 U1230 . . 6/18

645 . . 1/17 DX.685 . . . . . 6/35 U1240 . . 1/19

670 . . 6/17 DX.715 . . . . . 1/36 U1250 . . . . . . 6/19
710 . . 1/18 DX.740 . . . . . 6/36

720 . . 6/18 DX.760 . . . . . 1/37

725 . . 1/19 DX-775 . . . . . 6/37

740 . . 6/19 DX.815 . . . . . 1/38

780 . . 1/20

820 . . 6/20

840 . . 1/21 U1810 . . . . . . 8/26
860 . 6/21 DX.940 . . . . . 1/40 U1870 . . . . . . 1/27
890 . . 1/22 DX-970 . . . . . 6/40 U2080 . . . . . . 1/28

DX.995 . . . . . 1/41 U2250 . . . . . . 1/29

DX-IOIO . . . . 6/41 U2290 . . . . . . 9/29

DX-1060 . . . . 1/42 Replaced by "LX-"
950 . 1/24 DX.1075 . . . . 6^42 series 2/30, last "L"
980 . 6^24 DX.1105 . . . . . 1/43 number unknown.

999 to 9000 DX-1115 . . . . 6/43

9010 . . 1/25 DX-1140 . . . . 1/44 F-1000 . . . . . . 9/19
9050 . . 6/25 DX.1155 . . . . 6/44 F.1021 . . 1/20
9075 . . 1/26 DX.1170 . . . . 1/45 F.1050 . . . . . . 6/20
9100 . . 6/26 DX.1195 . . . . 6/45 F-1065 . . . . . . 1/21

9150 . . 1/27 DX-1225 . . . . 1/46 F.1070 . . . . . . 6/21

9210 . . 6/27 DX.1250 . . . . 6/46 F.1080 . . . . . . 6/22
9300 . . 1/28 DX.1310 . . . . 1/47 No further data
9425 . . 6/28 DX.1365 . . . . 6/47

DX.1445 . . . . 1/48 1X1300 . . . . . 10/15

DX.1485 . . . . 6^48 1X1350 . . . . . . 8/16
9800 . . 1/30 DX-1540 . . . . 1/49 D-1400 . . . . . . 6/18
Last number unknown. DX-1570 . . . . . 6/49 Ends 2/30 at rJX1600.

DX-1625 . . . . 1/50

Replaced by the ”DX” DX.1660 . . . . 6/50 SUBSIDIARY LABELS
series (see at right) DX-1712 . . . . 1/51

DX.1751 . . . . 6/51 PHOENIX:
DX.1802 . . . . 1/52 All issues 1913-14, and

As noted for 10-inch DX.1835 . . . . 6/52 many were pressed in
issues, other prefixes DX.1862 . . . . 1/53 the U. S. These were
exist for European or DX.1880 . . . . c.6/53 apparently sold to

non-popular issues, and Issues continue sporad- compete with German-
these are not detailed ically, but no data av- messed labels This line

in the Guide due to ailable; 12** issues rare was peplaced in 1914
lack of data and space after the UP record by Regal as Gilumhia’s
restnrti<Hi8. was introduced. less expensive label

REGAL:

G-6000 4^14

A large number of

records were issued on

the label to establish a

catalog during the next

few months.

G-7050 6/15

G.7200 1/16

G-7480 . 1/20

G.7500 . 6/20

G.7580 . 1/21

G-7640 . 6/21

G-7720 . 1/22

G-7770 . 6/22

G-7900 . 1/23

G-8050 . 6/23

G-8200 . 1/24

G41260 . 6/24

G-8350 . 1/25

G-8500 . 6/25

G41660 . 1/26

G-8725 . 6/26

G-8810 . 1/27

G-8900 . 6/27

G-9040 . 1/28

G.9200 . 628

G-9275 . 1/29

G-9350 . 6/29

G-9473 (last) . . . 2/30

Replaced by:

MR-1

MR-125 .... . 6/30

MR.250 .... . 1/31

MR-350 .... . 6/31

MR-465 .... . 1/32

MR.600 .... . 6/32

MR-744 12/32

At this point. Regal

was merged with the

Zonophone label The

label name became

Regal Zonophone, but

the above numbering

sequence was continued

on the new label Also

see Zonophone (UMV).
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U. K. COL. MATRICES/REGAL ZONOPHONE

REGAL ZONOPHONE
MR-745 1/33

MR.950 6/33

MR-1150 1/34

MR.1350 6/34

MR-1550 1/35

MR-1750 6/35

MR.1950 1/36

MR-2150 6/36

MR-2400 1/37

MR-2525 mi
MR-2675 1/38

MR-2825 6/38

MR-3000 1/39

MR-3050 6/39

MR-3180 1/40

MR-3275 6/40

MR-3360 1/41

MR-3450 6/41

MR-3570 1/42

MR-3625 6/42

MR-3670 1/43

MR-3695 6/43

MR-3720 1/44

MR-3740 6/44

MR-3750 .... 1/45

MR-3775 .... 8/46

Issued sporadically toe

MR-3814 (last) . 11/49

Other series are

known, most comprised

<if sfiecialty materiaL

but no data is avail-

able for these.

Zonophone records con-

tinued in the Regal

Zonophone catalog use

their Zonophone num-

bers with a "T” prefix.

Regal and Regal-Zono-

phone records bearing

other prefixes are

either from other

countries, the most

common being the ”G"

prefixe.d Australian is-

sues, or are from series

of non-popular mater-

iaL including one of

Salvation Army bands!

Date these by matrix.

MATRICES

REGAL (ZONOPHONE)

NOTE
This series was used

for Regal after 2/30

and R^al Zonophone.

For Zonophone see His

Master’s Voice. Earlier

Regal see Columbia

series as both labels

used that series prior

to eeurly 1930t

WAR-1 2/30

WAR-200 .... 6/30

WAR475 .... 1/31

WAR-700 .... 6/31

CAR-975 .... 1/32

CAR-1275 .... 6/32

CAR-1650 .... 1/33

CAR-2000 .... 6/33

CAR-2450 .... 1/34

CAR-2720 .... 6/34

CAR-3150 .... 1/35

CAR-3480 .... 6/35

CAR-3800 .... 1/36

CAR-4090 .... 6/36

CAR-4375 .... 1/37

CAR.4575 .... 6/37

CAR-4825 .... 1/38

CAR-5015 .... 6/38

CAR-5225 .... 1/39

rAR-5415 .... 6/39

CAR-5650 .... 1/40

CAR-5800 .... 6^40

CAR-5950 .... 1/41

CAR-6080 .... 6/41

CAR-6250 .... 1/42

CAR-6335 ... - 6/42

CAR-6410 .... 1/43

CAR-6445 .... 6/43

CAR-6495 .... 1/44

CAR-6520 .... 6/44

CAR-6540 .... 1/45

CAR-6555 .... 1/46

CAR-6600 .... 7/46

ProbaUy continues but

most of the last issues

used U. S. materiaL

If there was a 12^

series, no data is

available.

MATRICES (Cont’d)

OOLUMRIAyREGAL
10-inch (and 7?):

25000 1/03

25500 1/04

25600 6/04

25700 1/05

25800 6/05

25900 1/06

26075 1/07

26350 6/07

26500 1/08

26625 1/09

26750 1/10

27200 6/10

27400 1/11

27550 6/11

27750 1/12

28050 6/12

28340 1/13

28550 6/13

28750 1/14

29025 6/14

29300 1/15

29700 6/15

29999 to 35600

35975 1/16

36000 to 65000

65500 6/16

65825 1/17

65999 to 69000

69020 6/17

69225 1/18

69325 6/18

69450 1/19

69540 6/19

69650 1/20

69900 6/20

69999 to 71000

71140 1/21

71350 6/21

71550 1/22

71750 6/22

71999 to 73000

73125 1/23

73400 5/23

Ends, exact last

number not currently

available Replaced by

A- series on next page.

NOTE

The earliest Columbia

issues carried matrix

numbers stamped im-

der the labeL if they

appeared on the reeord

at alL Most Phoenix

issues used U. S. sidej^

and carried only con-

trol numbers, prefixed

with an "X”. From the

mid-lOKTs until the

mid-193(ys, records on

British Columbia and

its subsidiary labels

showed the matrix

number on the labeL

but not on the rexord

itself, except for some

pressed from L. S.

matrices. The records,

during this period,

carried a number

stamped in the runout

area, but this was a

side number used for

internal purposes and

is n^t a matrix

number. Takes are not

shown except on L. S.

material using the

original stampers.

NOTES
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U. K. COLUMBIA (MATRICES)

matrices

lO-inck (A- series):

A-1 . . . . 5/23

A-500 . . . 1/24

A-900 . . . 6/24

A-1560 . . . 1/25

A-2000 . . . 6/25

WA-2700 . 1/26

WA-3250 . 6^26

VA-4650 . 1/27

WA-5500 . 6/27

WA-6750 . 1/28

WA-7500 . 6/28

WA-8275 . 1/29

VA-8900 . * 6/29

WA.9900 . 1/30

VA-10400 . 6/30

WA-11000 . 1/31

VA-11600 . * 6/31

CA-12325 . * 1/32

CA-12750 . * 6/32

CA-13330 . 1/33

CA-13800 . 6/33

CA-14225 . 1/34

CA-14500 . 6/34

CA-14840 . • 1/35

CA-15125 . 6^35

CA-15520 . 1/36

CA-15800 . • 6/36

CA-16125 . • 1/37

CA-16350 . • * 6^37

CA-16775 . * 1/38

CA-17000 . 6/38

ClA-17250 . 1/39

CA-17500 . 6/39

CA-17750 . 1/40

CA-17900 . 6/40

CA-18275 . 1/41

CA-18500 . 6/41

CA-18850 . 1/42

CA-19000 . * 6/42

CA-19145 . * * 1/43

CA-19250 . • 6/43

CA-19425 . • 1/44

CA-19520 . 6^44

CA-19650 . * * y45
CA-19775 . * * 6^45

CA.19950 . 1/46

CA-20040 . 6/46

CA-20150 . 1/47

CA-20400 . 6/47

CA-20700 . 1/48

(C(»ti]iued at right)

lOinch (oiHit)

CA.20875 .... 6/48

CA.20342 .... 1/49

CA.20800 .... 6^49

CA.21200 .... 1/50

CA.21400 . . . . d'SO

CA.21600 . . . . ysi
CA-21825 .... 6/51

CA.22172 .... 1/52

CA.22300 .... 6/52

CA.22450 .... 1/53

CA.23050 .... 1/55

C\.23375 10/55

CA.24300 .... 1/58

Gofiitiiiues,

into die 45 rpm era.

Nora

The British Cdumhia
firm drew heavily

from its U. S. and for-

eign counterparts, so

that many issoes carry

matrix numbers not

listed in diis sectum.

Issues drawing from

U. S. Gohunbia, which

indudes a large part

of die pc^Milar issues

on British (Columbia,

Begal and Begal Zcmo-

phcme, carry matrix

numbers which appear

in section 1 under the

(Vdumhia label, both

in the regular U. S.

matrix series and in

series recorded specif-

ically ftn issue in

Britain. Issues fnnn

fweign matrices are

usually dassical

foreignJangnage mater-

or

iah and are not cor-

eied in the Cnide
and can only be dated

by catalog number, if

in a listed series.

IZinch: 124nch (AX-lb

6000 ?/06 AX-1 5/23

AX-275U . . 1/24

AX-840 . . 1/25

AX-1050 . . 6^25

VAX-1210 . 1/26

6125 1/11 VAX-1550 . 6/26

VAX-2324 . * * 1/27

6300 1/13 VAX-2740 . 6/27

6400 1/14 VAX-3175 . 1/28

6450 1/15 VAX-3800 . 6/28

6700 mb VAX-4497 . * 1/29

6999 to 75250 VAX-5000 . 6/29

75325 1/17 VAX-5318 . 1/30

75499 to 75851 VAX-5600 . 6/30

76060 1/18 VAX-5937 . 1/31

76330 1/19 VAX-6200 . * 6/31

76750 1/20 CAX-6270 . * • 1/32

76850 to 740?? CAX-6400 . 6/32

74225 1/21 CAX-6631 . * 1/33

74400 to 75001 CAX-6850 . 6/33

75030 1/22 CAX-7030 . 1/34

75251 to 76851 CAX-7170 . * 6/34

76855 1/23 CAX-7391 . 1/35

Fjids at 769??, to AX- CAX-7550 . 6/35

series fdlowin^ CAX-7724 . • • • 1/36

CAX-7911 . • • « 1/37

NOTES CAX-8150 . 1/38

CAX-8426 . 1/39

CAX-8692 . 1/40

CAX-8812 . 1/41

CAX-8965 . * * 1/42

CAX-9066 . 1/43

CAX-9147 . 1/44

CAX-9233 . 1/45

CAX-9429 . 1/46

CAX-9550 . * 6/46

CAX-9791 . 1/47

CAX-9960 . * 6/47

CAX-10155 * 1/48

CAX-10275 6^48

CAX-10417 1/49

CAX-10550 * 6/49

CAX-10703 1/50

CAX-10850 6/50

CAX-10988 * * 1/51

CAX-11175 6/51

CAX-11576 1/52

CAX.11675 6/52

CAX-11836 1/.53

CAX-11960 * * 6/53

CAX-12002 1/54

CAX-12069 1/55

Continues sporadically.
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U. K. PARLOPHONE

PARLOPHONE Puiyde label: Magenta label:

R-lOO . . . . . . 628 F-lOO .... . . 2/35

Began 1923, acquired R-275 . . . . . . 1/29 F.160 .... . . 6/35

by Columbia in 1927. R-400 . . . . . . 629 F-350 .... . . 1/36

R.600 . . . . . . 1/30 F-460 .... . . 6/36

(Other series may exist R.700 . . . . . . 6/30 F-650 .... . . 1/37

but data is currently R.840 . . . . . . 1/31 F-850 .... . . 637
unavailable) R.960 . . . . . . 6/31 F-1000 .... . . 1/38

R.1075 . . . . . . 1/32 £.1100 . . . . . . 638
Red labeb R-1300 . . . . . . 6/32 F-1260 . . . . . . 1/39

175000 . . . . . 11/23 R.1400 . . . . . . 1/33 F.1425 . . . . . . 6/39

E75250 .... . . 624 R-1500 . . . . . . 633 F.1600 . . . . . . 1/40

175350 .... . . 1/25 R.1685 . . . . . . 1/34 F-1740 . . . . . . 640
175425 .... . . 625 R-1825 . . . . . . 6/34 F.1785 . . . . . . 1/41

E7.5510 .... . . 1/26 R-2000 . . . . . . 1/35 F.1850 . . . . . . 6/41

175600 .... . . 626 R.2065 . . . . . . 6/35 £71880 .... . . 1/42

£75725 .... . . 1/27 R-2125 . . . . . . 1/36 F-1905 . . . . . . 6/42

E5830 .... . . 627 R.2200 . . . . . . 6/36 F.1945 . . . . . . 1/43

£75950 .... . . 1/28 R.2290 . . . . . . 1/37 F.1975 . . . . . . 6/43

£76050 .... . . 628 R-2350 . . . . . . 6/37 F.2000 .... . . 1/44

£76140 .... . . 1/29 R.2450 . . . . . . 1/38 F.2025 .... . . 6/44

£76225 .... . . 629 R.2550 . . . . . . 638 F-2050 .... . . 1/45

£76260 .... . . 1/30 R.2600 . . . . . . 1/39 F-2070 . . . . . . 645
£76320 .... . . 6/30 From this point, only F-2105 . . . . . . 1/46

£76375 .... . . 1/31 partial data available: F-2150 . . . . . . 6/46

£76428 (last) . . . 7/31 F-2200 .... . . 1/47

Continues but no fur-

Purple label: ther data available.

R-3000 11/26

R-3350 .... . . 6/27 MATRICES
R.3450 .... . . 1/28

R.3543 (last) . . . 5/28 R-3050 . . . . . . 8/47 NOTE-
Ethnic items used the Data is contradictory

same numbers imt an as to when the ’E”

"E” prefix. The series prefix first appeared.

was replaced by the but numbers are as

series starting at R-1(X) R-3625 . . . . . . 1/53 exact as possible.

at right, with ethnic R-3700 . . . . . . 6/53

recOTds in another R-3800 . . . . . . 1/54

series starting at E- R-3870 . . . . . . 6/54 100 . . 9/23

3800. R-3960 . . . . . . 1/55 275 . . 1/24

R4040 . . . . . . 655 450 . . 624
R4100 . . . . . . 1/56 550 . . 1/25

12" (partial data only) 610 ... . . . 625
£710000 . . . . 11/23 665 . . 1/26

£710130 . . . . . 6/24 £7755 .... . . 6/26

£710205 . . . . . 1/25 £71070 . . . . . . 1/27

£710280 . . . . . 6/25 CE71400 . . . . . 6/27

£710390 . . . . . 1/26 CE.1750 . . . . . 1/28

£710445 . . . . . 6/26 R4500 . . . . . 12/58 072025 . . . . . 628
£710520 . . . . . 1/27 Continues into 45 rpm 072275 . . . . . 1/29

Continues, but no fur- era, last 78 rpn 072600 . . . . . 629
ther data is available number not currently 073000 . . . . . 1/30

at this time. known. (continued at right)

M_\TR1CES ((«ni.)

0^3400 6/30

C&3700 1,31

0^4025 6/31

C&4400 1/32

C&4630 6/32

a!;4900 1/33

Clv4950 4 33

5000’s not used?

CE.6350 1/34

CE;6500 6-34

0^6800 1 35

CE.7000 6/35

C&7375 1 36

Gi-7660 6/36

rJ£-7900 ..... 1 37

Ct78400 6/37

CE;8825 1/38

C&9200 638
CE79550 1 39
CE79825 6,39

CE.10240 .... 1/40

CE710475 .... 6/40

Cfc710660 .... 1/41

CE710750 .... 641

Ct;i0880 .... 6,42

C&10940 .... 1 43

0711040 .... 6/43

0711160 .... 1/44

0711240 .... 6/44

0711325 .... 1 45

0711385 .... 6/45

0711580 .... I 46

0711650 .... 646
0711775 .... 1 47

0711850 .... 6/47

0714600 .... 5/53

0715000 .... 6'54

0715450 .... 10 55

0716150 .... 12 58

Continues.

There may have Ijeen

a 12” .series, but no

data is available.
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U. K. DECCA

lO-inch:

1'.1501 ?/29

F.1600 1/30

F.1775 6/30

F-2050 1/31

F.2300 6/31

F-2700 1/32

F-2975 6/32

F.3300 1/33

F.3575 6/33

F.3775 1/34

F-3999 to F.5000

F.S000 6/34

F.S300 1/35

F-5500 6/35

F.5875 1/36

F-5950 6/36

F-6225 1/37

F.6425 6/37

F.6575 1/38

F.6725 6/38

F-6875 1/39

F.7050 6/39

F-7425 1/40

F.7550 6/40

F-7675 1/41

F.7850 6/41

F-8075 1/42

F-8125 6/42

F.8240 1/43

F-8305 6/43

F-8380 1/44

F-8425 6/44

F41490 1/45

F-8535 6/45

F.8580 1/46

F^50 6/46

F-8830 1/48

F-9080 1/49

F.96n0 1/51

F.9950 6/52

F-10045 1/53

F.10125 6/53

F-10225 1/54

F-10305 6/54

F.10400 1/55

No data available past

this point

NOTfi
Only partial informa-

tion is available for

the following series.

12-incfa:

K-501 ?/29

K-575 6/31

K-625 1/32

K-665 6/32

K-675 1/33

K-690 6/33

K-715 1/34

K-735 6/34

K-750 1/35

K-770 6/35

K-800 1/36

K-840 6/36

K-855 1/37

K-865 6/37

K-870 1/38

No data available

K.1130 6/45

K-1585 6/47

K-2400 1/51

As 10-inch series.

MISCELLANEOUS

"Music While You

Work" series:

MW-l 3/43

MW-240 1/44

MW.270 6/44

MW.290 1/45

MW-399 ?/45

Last number unknown.

Other series exist, in-

cluding an F-40000 re-

issue series from the

1950*s, but no data is

currently available.

MATRICES

NOl’ES:

1. For series shown

with a ".r prefix, 12"

sides used "-A".

2. The "R-" series was

an extension of the

Rex "F-" series. It is

shown as "DR-" on

Decca and London

records.

No details are known
about the following

series:

DJ-1 5/29

DJ-50 7/29

Last number unknown.

First series:

MB-1 6/29

MB.795 1/30

MB.1400 6/30

Prefix changes.

GB-2500 1/31

GB.2850 6/31

GB.3780 1/32

GB-4500 6/32

GB.5425 1/33

GB-.5900 6/33

GB.6450 1/34

GB.6750 6/34

GR6900 1/35

GB-7275 6/35

GB.7625 1/36

GB-7730 3/36

Last number unknown.

Second series:

TB-1000 7/33

TB-1080 1/34

TB.1300 6/34

TB-1750 6/35

TB.2200 6/36

TB.2750 1/37

TR3050 6/37

TR3475 1/38

TB-3640 5/38

Last number unknown.

MATRICES

Other series known; a

few KB- were used on

early issues and PB-

2000’s are from

Glasgow 5/34 Other

PB’s see Panachord.

DR (on Decca) or R
(on RexJ .series - star-

ted as F series on Rex

(q.v. in Last sub-section}

(Exact first R- number

not knownh

R-2200 . . 3'37

R.2330 . 6/37

R.2450 . 1/38

R.2700 . 6/38

R-3200 . 1/39

R-3515 . 6/39

R-4170 . L40
R-4750 . . 6/40

R-5230 . . 1/41

R-5800 . . 6/41

R-6550 . . 1'42

R-6900 . . 6/42

R-7i50 . . 1/43

R.7350 . . 6/43

R-7800 . . 1/44

R.8425 . . . . .. . 6/44

R-9150 . . . . .. . 1'45

R.9500 . . . . .. . 6/45

R-10000 . . . .. . 1/46

R-10425 . . . .. . 6/46

R-11050 . . . ., . 1/47

R-11400 . . . .. . 6/47

R-11900 . . . ., . 1 48

R-12600 . . . .. . 8^48

R-17000 . . . .. . 6'52

Continues but no data

currently available.

NOTES:
Also see U.S. ARC and

Decca matrices. For

Brunswick and Pana-

chord see under those

names.
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U. K. HIS MASTER’S VOICE

NOTEi
Single-faced issues on

His Master’s Voice and

its predecessor labels

(Gramophone, Gram»
phone & Typewriter)

are numbered in a

very complicated block

system according to the

material, language and

source of the original

recording, making it

almost impossible to

date them by catalog

number. See matrices.

Popular 10-inch:

B-lOO 9/12

B.250 6/14

B.275 1/15

B-300 6/15

B-560 1/16

B.660 6/16

B-745 1/17

ItaOO 6/17

a850 1/18

B.930 6/18

ai015 1/19

B-10.50 6^19

8-1075 1/20

8-1100 6/20

8-1140 1/21

8-1225 6^21

8-1300 1/22

8-1380 6/22

8-1530 1/23

8-1660 6/23

8-1750 1/24

8-1850 6/24

8-1950 1/25

8-2050 6/25

8-2200 1/26

8-2350 6/26

8-2400 1/27

8-2500 6/27

8-2700 1/28

8-2880 6/28

8-2975 1/29

8-3040 6/29

(Continued at right)

ICr Popular (cont)

B-3240 1/30

B-3500 6/30

B-3700 1/31

8-3850 6/31

B4000 1/32

B4175 6/32

8-4325 1/33

84450 6/33

84499? to R8000

(The 8-4800 to 4999

block was used for a

jazz series at an un-

known date in the

1930’s.)

a8040 1/34

R8175 6/34

fr8250 1/35

R8310 6/35

R8370 1/36

fr8450 6/36

R8520 1/37

8-8600 6/37

R8680 1/38

R8750 6/38

88840 1/39

88920 6/39

89040 1/40

89120 6/40

89180 1/41

89220 6/41

89250 1/42

89275 6/42

89300 1/43

89325 6/43

89350 1/44

88370 6/44

89390 1/45

89415 6^45

89450 1/46

89485 6/46

89520 1/47

89570 6/47

89650 1/48

89685 6'48

89725 1/49

89785 6/49

89850 1/50

89925 6/50

810010 1/51

810100 6/51

(Continued at right)

10^ Popular (cont)

810200 1/52

810300 6/52

810410 1/53

810505 6/53

810630 1/54

810705 6^54

810775 1/55

810968 (last) . . 2/58

Replaced 2/58 by the

POP- series, which

started at POP-1 and

continued into the 45

rpm era.

No details other than

the following dates are

known itgarding

short-lived series:

this

X-1

X-100 1/20

It is not known whe.-

ther ther is a gap in

the numbering or a

large group of iitems

issued at one time?

X-750 620
X-895 3/21

Last number and

are unknown.

date

NOTES
(Please advise author

of corrections)

Starting in early 1936,

H. M. V. introduced a

line of lower-priced

records. These were in

two "bD” prefixed

series for dance and

other issues.

Only partial informa-

tion is available for

the following series

10” Non-dance:

8D-100 2^35

8D-170 635
8D-250 1/36

BD-325 636
81X380 1/37

81X425 637
81X475 1 38

81X550 6/38

81X625 1/39

81X700 639
BD-SOO 1 40

81X840 640
81X885 1 41

BIX930 6 '41

81X970 142
BD-IOOO 642

81X1260 6/49

(continues to unknown

point, last number not

known.

See next page for the

related dance series.
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U. K. fflS NfASTER’s VOICE

Dance series 12-inch Popular: 12^ Popular (cont)

BD.5000 ?/36 ClOl . . . . 8/12 02506 .... . 1/33

BD^70 6/36 From this to 0197 02563 .... . 6/33
BD.5180 1/37 issued as a Uock, 02634 .... . 1/34
BD-5225 6/37 coupling single-faced 02664 .... . 6/34
BD.5275 1/38 material 02695 .... . 1/35
BD^375 6/38 C255. . . . 1/13 02740 .... . 6/35
BD.5430 1/39 C285 . . . . 6/13 02790 .... . 1/36
BD-5480 6/39 C305 . . . . 1/14 02840 .... . 6/36
BD.5S40 1/40 C350 . . . . blU 02885 .... . 1/37

BD-5585 6/40 G375 . . . . 1/15 02905 .... . 6/37

BD.5640 1/41 C400 . . . . 6/15 02940 .... . 1/38

BD-5680 6/41 C418 to C579 03000 .... . 6/38
BD.5720 1/42 03040 .... . 1/39
BD.5745 6/42 (C419 to C578 rtv 03100 .... . 6/39
BD^7a'') 1/43 coupled the last cifigle. 03135 .... . 1/40

BD-5800 6/43 faced items still in the 03165 .... . 6/40

BD-5825 1/44 catalogj 03205 .... . 1/41

BD.S845 6^44 03225 .... . 6^41

BD-5870 1/45 C614 . . . . 1/16 03265 .... . 1/42

BIX5885 6/45 C666 . . . . 6/16 03280 .... . 6/42

BD-5910 1/46 C744 . . . - 1/17 03320 .... . 1/43

Only partial infor- C779 . . . . 6/17 03340 .... . 6/43

mation availaUe from C825 . . . . 1/18 03370 .... . 1/44
this point: C847 . . . . 6/18 03395 .... . 6/44

C877 . . . . 1/19 03415 .... . 1/45

. . . . 6/19 03425 .... . 6/45

BD.6000 6/48 C915 . . . . 1/20 03455 .... . 1/46

C956 . . . . 6/20 03490 .... . 6/46

C999 . . . . 1/21 03520 .... . 1/47

C1018 . . . 6/21 03555 .... . 6/47

C1038 . . . 1/22 03625 .... . 1/48

BD^S 6/51 C1056 . . . 6/22 03700 .... . 6/48

C1093 . . . 1/23 03810 .... . 1/49

C1103 . . . 6/23 03860 .... . 6/49

C1129 . . . 1/24 03905 .... . 1/50

Last number unknown. C1146 . . . 6/24 03960 .... . 6/50

C1176 . . . 1/25 04040 .... . . 1/51

NOTE: 01196 . . . 6/25 04080 .... . . 6/51

R Ml V. used a bewil- 01224 . . . 1/26 04115 .... . . 1/52

dering variety of pre- 01260 . . . 6/26 04170 .... . . 6/52

fixes to designate the 01297 . . . 1/27 04195 .... . . 1/53

price ranges and cate- 01329 . . . 6/27 04215 .... . . 6/53

gories of KT and 12” 01385 . . . 1/28 04235 .... . . 1/54

records. Neither space 01473 . . . 6/28 04250 .... . . 6/54

nor data is av2Lilable 01594 . . . 1/29

to delineate these vari- 01667 . . . 6/29 At this point. ir 78’s

ous issues, but most 01785 . . . 1/30 were gradually phased

drew from Brit-ish or 01887 . . . 6/30 out; a few were issued

U. S. sources and can 02035 . . . 1/31 sporadically in groups

be dated from the 02181 . . . 6/31 until the final issue in

matrix numbers (see 02300 . . . 1/32 the series:

HMVA'^ictor lists) that 02415 . . . 6/32

appear on the recwds. (Gmtinued at right) 04280 .... . . 3/58

NOTES
(Please advise author

of corrections or

additions)
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U. K. ZONOPHONE

ZONOPHONE

(See note at the start

of HMV lisuings per

single^faced. issues)

1908-11 issues were

labeled as "Twin”.

1 . . . . . . . . 10/08

200 ... . . . . 1/10

300 ... . . . . 6/10

580 ... . . . . 1/11

690 ... . . . . 6/11

780 ... . . . . 1/12

900 ... . ... 6/12

1000 . . . . . . . 1/13

1070 . . . . . . . 6/13

1150 . . . . . . . 1/14

1340 . . . . ... 6/14

1430 ... . . . . 1/15

1510 . . . . ... 6/15

1600 . . . . . . . 1/16

1680 . . . . . . . 6/16

1720 . . . . . . . 1/17

1780 . . . . ... 6/17

1820 . . . . . . . 1/18

1860 . . . . . . . 6/18

1900 . . . . . . . 1/19

1945 - . . . 6/19

1980 . . . . . . . 1/20

2040 . . . . . . . 6/20

2100 . - . . ... 1/21

2150 . . . . ... 6/21

2200 . . . ., . . . 1/22

2265 . . . . ... 6/22

2305 . . . .. ... 1/23

2360 . . . .. ... 6/23

2410 . . . .. . . . 1/24

2455 . . . .. ... 6/24

2517 . . . .. . . . 1/25

2590 . . . ., . . . 6/25

2675 . . . .. . . . 1/26

2760 . . . . 6/26

2850 . . . .. . . . 1/27

2925 . . . .. . . . 6/27

2999 to 5000

(See at right)

(Missing numbers this

block used in Australia

aoid New Zealand)

10^ (cont)

5075 1/28

5140 6/28

5275 1/29

5375 6/29

5500 1/30

5600 6/30

5800 1/31

5925 6/31

6025 1/32

6140 6/32

6250 1/33

6274 (last) .... 2^33

At this point, with the

formation of EMI, the

firm elected to com-

bine the lower-priced

labels of its two

branches, and both

Zonophone and Regal

(see G>lumbia) were

combined to form the

Regal Zonoph(Hie label,

which continued into

the 1940*s. Zonophone

material continued in

the catalog of the new

label used its old

catalog number with a

”T” prefix, while the

new label continued

the caudog number

series of Regal (q.vj,

with an ”MR" prefix.

See the G>lumbia

section for details on

these issues.

CINCH

(This label was pressed

from Zonophone sides,

apparently to compete

with imported records)

5000 2/13

5060 6/13

5190 1/14

5250 6/14

5340 1/15

5400 6/15

Last number unknown.

TWIN

See Zonophone at left

NOTESc

Zonophone used HMV
matrix numbers, but

often with different

prefixes (see matrix

listings). Those issues

drawing from U. S.

material show Victor

matrices.

There may be other

series for 12” records

and sf^iecial issues, but

no data is currently

available on these.

NOTES
(Please advise author

of corrections)



U. K. H. M. V. (MATRICES)

MATRI(3!S

Matrices appear in the

runout on all issues

and on the label after

1934 Prior to this

each side was assigned

a number, at first in

the single-sided series

but later in hyphen-

ated form with a two-

digit prefix, on both

label and record.

These are nol matrices.

There were several

scries in use during

the 1905-21 period,

indicating differences

in location and the

person in charge of

the recording session.

From 1904 they carry

different prefixes or

suffixes. Discographic

information indicates

that all series used an

’’-R” suffix from early

1903 until early 1904
Around January, 1904
T matrices used "a”

and 10” ”b” as a suf-

fix. When another

series was introduced

in 1905, 7” matrices

used ”d” and 10^ used

"e”. There was only

one 12” series during

this time; it usexi an

"r suffix after 1904
and may have used ”c”

during that year. The
second 10” series used

an ”h” suffix briefly

in November, 1906.

After e.1911 the

se<x>nd series used ”ac”

and ”ae" for 10”

matrices, and ”ac” and

”af” for 12” matrices

as a prefix, at least on

some issues. These

were suffixed to the

110 series as welL

7-INCH SERIESc

Berliner series

1 11/98

600 1/99

1860 4/99

Last number unknown.

First series (Recorded

by Fred Caisberg):

(First number is not

verifed as 1000)

1000 2/00

1900 1/01

4115 11/01

4501 4/02

5150 11/02

5730 12/03

6215a 5/04

6700a 12/04

7300a 9/05

7468a 7/06

Last number unknown,

but around this point

Second series (Recorded

by Will Gaisberg):

810d . . ?/05

985d . . 7/05

1063d . . . . . 9/05

1063 to 2900 (?)

2927 .... . . 1/06

2997 (last?) . . . r»7/06

One source lists the

foUowing series; details

are unknown. as 7-inch

regular issues

late 1906:

ended in

1 . . 1/06

17 (last?) . . . - . ?/06

NOTEz

Only known dates are

given for the 1900-

1921 Berie& (all sizes)

laiNCH SERIES:

(E’. Gaisberg):

1 4/01

1300 1/02

3200 1/03

4775 1/04

5390b 6/04

6431b 1/05

7200b 9/05

8200b ^06
9619b ...... 1/07

10350b 4/07

Last number unknown.

(W. Gaisberg etc.):

1600e (First?) . . ?/05

2100e 6^05

2542 to 3000 (?)

3254e 1/06

5130e 1/07

6150e 6/07

7700fe 1/08

8600e 6/08

9378e 1/09

10300e 6/09

11148e 1/10

11750e 6/10

13026e 1/11

13650e 6/11

14705e 1/12

15200e 6/12

16195e 1/13

16650c 6/13

17354e 1/14

17900e 6/14

18765c 1/15

19160b 6/15

19803e 1/16

20150e 6/16

20578e 1/17

20740e 6/17

20994e 1/18

21150e 6/18

21408e 1/19

21600e 6/19

21900e 1/20

22000e 6/20

22250e 1/21

Ends around 3/21 but

the exact last number

is unknown.

12-lNCH SERIES

If. . ?/03

300f . 1/04

420f . 1/05

730f 1/06

1750f . 1/07

1950f . 6/07

2200f . 1/08

2475f . 6/08

2772f . 1/09

3200f . 6/09

3965f . 1/10

47351 . 1/11

5050f . 6/11

5848f . 1/12

6530f . 6/12

6947f . 1/13

7400f . 6/13

7721f . 1/14

8000f . 6/14

8228f . 1/15

8380f c.6/15

8498f . 1/16

8703f . 1/17

A few cut until:

8717f 1/19

Ends very close to this

point

NOTES:

It is not unknown.

particularly on the

final recordings in the

fiest series, to see a

matrix carrying the

prefix of the wrong

series. If the matrix

date appears to ron-

tradict other data, this

is probably the case.

These series appear- on

both HMV and Zono-

phone, with no indi-

cation of label.
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MATRICES (cont.)

The following series

were started as exper-

imental recordings in

the company’s new
studios in Hayes, Mid-

dlesex. The 10-inch

series started as HO-1

in October, 190flt the

12-inch series may
have started at H)-100

in January, 19IZ They

continued until March,

1921. The 10-inch

series uses the suffixes

.\B, AE and AK, while

the 12-iuch uses AC,

Ah' and AL. Both sets

appear both on UMV
and Zonophone, and

the meaning of the

suffixes is unknown.

Zonophone issues may
carry a ’’y” prefix.

10-inch:

HO-1 10/08

Used irregularly to:

HO-179 10/12

HO-256 .... . 1/13

HO-530 .... . 6/13

UO-793 .... . 1/14

110-860 .... . 6/14

HO-1 123 .... . 1/15

HO-1600 .... a6/15

H0.2298 .... . 1/16

110-2800 .... . 6/16

HO-3377 .... . 1/17

HO-3550 .... . 6/17

HO-3884 .... . 1/18

110-4150 .

.

. 6/18

HO-4544 .... . 1/19

UO-4940 .... . 6/19

HO-5489 .... . 1/20

H0.5700 .... . 6/20

HO-6019 .... . 1/21

Ends 3/21, last num-

lier not known at this

time. Replaced by the

Bb (eta) series. see at

right

MATRICES (cont.)

12-inch:

(See at left for prefix

and suffix letters used)

Haioo . . . . . 1/12

HO-377 . . . . . 1/13

Ha500 . . . . . 6/13

HO-542 . . . . . 1/14

U0.620 . . . . . 1/15

HO-750 . . . . . 4/15

HO.1403 . . . . . 1/16

UO.1950 . . . . . 6/16

HO.2430 . . . . . 1/17

Ha2700 . . . . . 6/17

HO.3028 . . . . . 1/18

HO.3290 . . . . . 6/18

HO-3539 . . . . . 1/19

Ha3750 . . - . . 6/19

Ha4209 . . . . . 1/20

H0.4395 . . . . . 6/20

HO-4690 . . - . . 1/21

Ends as does the 10”

series.

The following series

was used for other

locations from 11/25:

HMV prefixes B (10”)

and C (12”), Zonophone

Y (10”) and Z (ID

BR-l

BR.118 . . . . . . 1/26

BR460 .... . . 6/26

BR.965 .... . . 1/27

BR-l 100 . . . . . 6/27

BR.1650 . . . . . 1/28

BR.1915 . . . . . 6/28

BR-2260 . . . . . 1/29

BR.2375 . . . . . 6/29

BR-2710 . . . . . 1/30

BR.2800 . . . . . 6/30

Last number unknowii.

Toe

OBR-l .... . . 2/31

0BR.27 . . . . . . 6/31

Continues? Replaced

8/34 by xER iseries.

MATRICES (cont.)

The following series

appears on 10 and

12-inch Zonophone and

EM.V. issues. HMV’s
are prefixed Bb- (10”)

and Cc. (ID, while

Zonophones use Yy
(10”) and Zz (ID and

Homochord/Stemo HH.

Other sizes pre,-sumably

use other prefixes.

Bb-l . . 3/21

Bb.205 . . . . . . 6^21

BR847 . . . . . 1/22

Bb-1400 . . . . . 6/22

Bb.2320 . . . . . 1/23

Bb.3050 . . . . 6/23

Bb-4030 . . . . 1/24

Bb.4610 . . . . . 6/24

Bb-5517 . . . . 1/25

Bb.6180 . . . . 6/25

Bb-75% . . . . 1/26

Bb-8400 . . . . 6/26

Bb-10023 . . . . 1/27

Bb-10900 . . . . 6/27

Bb-l 2300 . . . . 1/28

Bb.13450 . . . . 6/28

Bb.15315 . . . . 1/29

Bb-16530 . . . . 6/29

Bb.18258 . . . . 1/30

Bb.19350 . . . . 6/30

Ends around Bb-20600

at the end of 12/31.

Last number unknown.

NOTE:
From 9/26, two rei«r-

ding lotations were in

use, and numbers were

assigned to each in

blocks. The following

are for Small Queen’s

Halh

Bb-9200 . . . . 9/26

Blv9577 . . . . 1/27

Bb-12200 . . . . 1/28

Bb.15492 . . . . 1/29

Bb-18516 . . . . 1/30

Ends as abova The

exact extent of blocks

is not known.

MATRlCJiS (,ont)

From this {wint on-

ward, H. M. V. as'%-

igncd matrix numbers

to the studios in

blocks, and the )e.-vser-

used studios often fell

well behind. For this

rea-som it is advi-sable

to check both catalog

and matrix numlKi-

when possdde to do so,

to verify there is no

conflict iK-tween dates

in the Guide for tin-

two. If so, the catalog

numlter date is more

likely to be accurate.

The following .series

used "B” in the prefix

for HMV and ’’A’' fur

Zonophone issues. 1 he

initial ditiit indicate-,

the reenrd ;-Lic -
”0”

for 10” and 2’ for

12” recordiu'fs:

OB-1 L31
OB.9.''>0 6/31

OB-2100 1/32

OB-2350 6/32

0a4600 1/33

OB-SOOO 6 33

06-5600 1/34

OB-5900 6 34

The following are

from one or more

other locarion.s:

OB-3100 6/32

0B-4()25 1/33

OB-7400 6/34

All Ox- series en<l 8/34

at unknown numbers.
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MATRICES (oont) MATRICES (cont)

The following £A- EA-14800 . . . . 6/50

series was prefixed as EA-15300 . . . . 1/51

was the [Heceding as EA-15550 . . . . 6/51

regards to size, but the EA.15800 . . . . 1/52

Zonophone label was EA-16100 . . . . 6/52

no longer being issued. EA.17000 . . . . 1/53

The prefix is not EA.17500 . . . . 6/53

shown below. EA.17850 . . . . 1/54

See the preceding

series for comments as EA-18325 . . . . 6/55

regards the use of

blocks of numbers in

various studios.

EA-l . .

fc’A-750 . . . . . 1/35

EA-2200 . .... 6/35 Cemtinues to unknown
EA-2675 . .... 1/36 point Whether 45 r|Hn

EA-2950 - .... 6/36 record matrices were

EA4560 . .... 1/37 in the same series is

EA-5050 . .... 6/37 not currently known.

EA-5950 . .... 1/38

EA-6350 . .... 6/38 The following series

EA-7270 . .... 1/39 was used for "remote”

EA-7900 . .... 6/39 recordings made at a

E.A-8360 . .... 1/40 non-studio location.

EA-8700 . .... 6/40 Partial data only:

EA-9100 . .... 1/41

EA-9300 . .... 6/41 ER-1

EA-9600 . .... 1/42

EA-982.'i . .... 6/42

EA-9900 . .... 1/43

EA-10000 .... 6/43

EA-10150 . ... 1/44

EA.10225 .... 6/44

EA-10350 . ... 1/45 ER.300 . . . . . . 6/38

EA-10460 . . . . 6/45

EA-10850 . ... 1/46

EA-l 1125 - . . . 6/46

EA-l 1600 . . . . 1/47

ER420 . . . . . . 6/41

The following may be ER.514 . . . . . 1/42

less accurate: ER.620 . . . . . . 6/42

ER.660 . . . . . . 1/43

EA-l 2150 .... 6/47 ER-710 . . . . . . 6/43

EA.12700 .... 1/48 ER.740 . . . . . . 1/44

EA-l 3000 . . . . 6'48 ER-770 . - . . . . 6/44

EA-l 3550 .... 1/49 ER.820 . . . . . . 1/45

EA-13950 .... 6^49 ER.860 . . . . . . 6/45

EA-14400 .... 1/50 Continues, further data

(continued at right) not availaUe.

NOTES:

Issues of the Cramo-

[JuHie Company often

drew from its many
subsidiary operations

around the world.

Those not of British

or U. S. origin are, of

course, not detailed in

the Guide. They can

be recognized by the

jnefixes, which are

different from those

listed. U. S. material

draws from Victor

matrices unlike the

original issue., these

will show the matrix

both on the label and

on the record-

Matrices appear on the

run-out area of all of

the H. M. V. and Zon-

ophone issues, and may
appear on the label as

weU. it must be noted

that jne.1934 issues

carry a side number
which is not a matrix

number and should

not be confused with

one! Earlier such

numbers extend the

numbering system used

for single.-sided records

while later issues carry

a number with a two-

digit prefur.

The last 78 rpm re-

cords were dropped

from the catalogs in

mid-1961, having pro-

bably been issued a

few months earlier.

HMY had branches in

many countries using

the name. Check the

label for the country

of origin for HMV’s
not listedl

NOTES
(Please advise

of corrections)

author
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U. K. LABELS 1900-1914

The following sectioii

covers the numerous

labels that were

pressed in Germany
for sale ia Britain

prior to 1914 The
known labels and

sources are listed on

page 146. (Many drew

from more than one

source) Only primary

labels (the label which

identifies the manufac-

turer’s issues) are lis-

ted. Many of these

records numbered each

aide as well as using a

catalog number for the

record (sometimes in a

different series for

each label) and num-

bers common to all

issues are given, along

with matrix data as is

known. Data on these

labels is fragmentary,

as much of the mat-

erial on the records is

of minor collector int-

erest and has not been

extensively researched.

As well, note many of

the number series ap-

plied only to a spe-

cific type of material,

or only to English-

language sides, so num-

bers may be found

from unknown series.

All of these series

ended when World

War I started in 1914
for obvious reasons.

Where labels contin-

ued, they may be

found in the following

section. (The author

would appreciate any

further dataJ

NOTIi Some early

British-pressed labels

are in the following

sub-section as well as

those running later.

NOTEr
The Cnide user may
encounter some early

British labels which do

not match any num-

bers listed. Some few

are known which are

from yet unidentified

sources, while others

may use sides whose

numbers are from

other categories of

material (which series

may designate) or sides

recorded for European

issue and issued in

Britain later.

BEKA

This was a German
firm which sold rec-

ords in various coun-

tries, including Britain,

under its own name
(Beka Grand, in U. K.)

and provided sides for

many labels, most

notably Scala. The
Scala firm evidently

took over the British

operation in 1914

Starting number not

known:

190 . . 6/07

270 . . 1/10

475 ... . . . . 6/11

500 ... . . . . 1/12

540 ... . ... 612
630 ... . . . . 1/13

710 ... . . . . 6/13

810 ... . . - . 1/14

860 ... . ... 614
970 ... . . . . 1/15

1040 . . . . . . . 6/15

1075 . . . . . . . 1/16

1130 . . . . ... 616
Probably ends shortly

after this point.

BEKA (cont)

MATRICES

Following used on

Beka Grand, Coliseum,

Scala, and Jumbo after

mid-1914 as well as

many minor labels. It

may have started at

4000 or 40000t

40800 1/10

40950 6/10

41200 6/11

41400 1/12

41625 6'12

41900 1/13

41999? to 35000

35000 3/13

35150 6/13

35420 1/14

35600 6/14

36030 3/15

36255 8/15

Ran to at least:

37069 c.S/19

Last number unknown.

COLISEUM

Since most of these

were issued after 1914
see the next section.

SCALA

100 ?/ll

275 1/13

470 1/14

550 6/14

645 1/15

735 8/15

Continues. Same series?

1107 11/19

For details of second

series, see Scala and

Coliseum next section.

For matrices see Beka,

Odeon or Favorite.

FAVORITE

This German firm sold

records in Britain

under the above name,

and in Germany as

’’Favorit". It provided

material for many of

the minor labels, most

notably John BuU,

whose B- prefixed cat-

alog numbers often

appear on other hibels

as welL The records

carry matrix numbers

(listed below), side

numbers in the form

"l-xxxxx” and often

show a date on the

label as welL Only

fragmentary informa-

tion is known.

Starting number not

known:

265 12/09

330 9/11

400 1/12

460 612
550 1/13

620 6/13

Probably continues,

last number unknown.

MATRICES

Start unknown:

1900o 8/06

2050o 1/07

New series

Start unknown:

1948-t 10/09

416St 10/10

5818-t all
667at 2/12

This may continue

first series above?

139260 1/13

14227-0 3/13

Continues to unknown

point
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U. K. LABELS 1900-1914

HOMOPUOME

This was the name

under which Homo-

kord of Germany sold

records in Britain

(some may have ap
peared as Uomochord;

this name was revived

in 1921, and those

records are detailed in

the following sub-

section) The sides are

also on many minor

labels-

Starting number not

known:

320 10/07

380 1/08

440 6/08

500 1/09

570 6/09

675 1/10

725 6/10

825 1/11

915 6/11

1035 1/12

1095 6/12

1160 1/13

1220 6/13

1257 11/13

Probably continues

into 1914, but the last

number is not cur-

rently known.

There is also an

apparently related la-

bel, Ilomochord, which

starts at 40(X) in mid-

1913 and runs to at

least 4362, issued

sometime in 1914, but

exact dates are not

currently known for

this series, nor is the

relationship to the

cibove labeL Both used

the same matrices.

however, and 1Romo-

cholrd appears to have

recoupled Homophone-

issued materiaL

HOMOPHONE (conL)

MATRICES

Starting number not

known (6500?):

6600 8/07

6700 1/08

6800 6/08

6950 1/10

6999 to 60000

(Some numbers in a

6400 block were used

c.6/1910, possibly at

the changeover)

60050 1/11

60150 6/11

60350 1/12

60500 1/13

60630 9/13

Probably continues,

last number unknown.

KLINGSOR
POLYPHON

Probably c.1910-14, no

data now available.

ODEON/JUMBO
Odeon was established

in 1903, after the

Gramophone Company
bought Zonophone, by

heads of the latter. It

was acquired by Carl

Lindstrom in 1910.

Between these years it

issued Odeon records

as the Inter-national

Talking Ma-chine Com-

pany, (the first two-

sided records). They

were sold in Britain

and Europe from 1903

an unknown date.

KALUOPE

Probably al912-14, No
data now known.

ODEON

The first issues on

Odeon had separate

numbers for each side,

in a variety of series,

but later issues had

catalog numbers in the

following series. The

first number is not

currently known:

A-645 6/07

750 11/07

These arc the only

dates so far known.

The series presumably

continues to an

unknown point There

seem to have been

other scries as welL

JUMBO

There are at least two

series. Both are listed

below,

mation

limited.

although infor-

on the first is

A-1 . .

A-62 . . 7/09

A-260 . 6/13

A-511 . .... c.6/15

Last number unknown.

Starting number of

this series unknown:

239 . . 1/09

325 . . 6/09

415 . . 1/10

545 . . 1/11

600 . . 6/11

725 . . 1/12

780 . . 6?/12

930 . . 1/13

1065 . 6?/13

1100 . 1/14

1230 . 1/15

The series continues

until at least 1520, no

further dates known.

ODEON
MATRICES

Two series are u.se<l.

probably for different

locations.

Starting number not

known (Lx-lV):

Lx-1190 . . . . . 3/06

Lx-1350 . . . . . 6/06

Lx.1750 . . . . . 1/07

Lx.2130 . . . . . 6/07

Lx.2480 . . . . . 1/08

ljc.2725 . . . . . 6/08

Lx-2980 . . . . . 1/09

Lx-3i35 . . . . . 9/09

Lx-3245 . . . . . 9/10

Lx-3550 . . . . . 6/11

Presumably continues.

last number unknown.

Starting number not

known:

Lxo-550 . . . . . 1/09

Lxo-1000 . . . . 6/10

Lxo.1200 . . . . 1/11

Lxo.1400 . . . . 6/11

Lxo-1550 . . - . 1/12

Lxo-1825 . . . . 6/12

Lxo-1950 . . . . 1/13

Lxo-2250 . . . . 6/13

Lxo-2500 . . . . 1/14

Lxo-2907 . . . . 6/14

Prolwldy runs a few

more numbers, but

presumably ends 8/14

Later Jumbo issues

the Scala series listed

under Favorite above.

I’he above series were

used on CKleon, Jumbo,

must (but not all) Scala

and Coliseum issues of

the. j»eri<HL and oc.ras-

ionally on minor labels

although not as often

as others in this sub-

section They are also

known on a few re-

issues on later laltels.
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This sub-section covers AGO AERONA
the independent labels

pressed in Britain This was a lower- Only issue for which a

after 1919 (a few star- priced label of British date is known:

ted earlier and sur- Yocalion. 190 .. . c.4/27

vived the war years) Nothing else is known
To aid the collector G-15000 . . . . 11/22 about this label

who may be unfam- G-15100 .... . 1/23

iliar with the grou- G-15225 .... . 6/23 ARIEL

fdngs of these labels. G.15330 .... . 1/24

they are listed in G-15450 .... . 6/24 Pieffled 19iai937 for

alphabetic order, with G-15600 .... . 1/25 J. G. Graves. Drew

matrices under the G.15725 .... . 6/25 from many sources.

main label and other G-15866 .... . 1/26 early issues, see Jum-

labels cross-referenced G-15960 .... . 6/26 bo. Favorite and Beka

to the matrix listingis) G-16140 .... . 1/27 (preceding subsection.

as required. G-16210 .... . 6/27 date by matrix num-

Only 10-inch popular G-16230 (last) . . 9/27 ber) Data known for

issues are listed, al- following two series:

though most of these MATRICES
lab^ had various Zonophone pressuigs

other series for 12-inch Recordings for Aco 100 .. . . ?/23

records or other non- and related labels: 115 .. . 1/24

popular material C5000 11/22 320 .. . 6/24

It is realized that C5400 . 1/23

there may well be a C5800 . 6/23 650 .. . 6/25

number of labels not C6200 . 1/24

covered here, as well C6450 . 6/24

as various ^lecial C6850 . 1/25 1000 . . . 6/27

issues. Inasmuch as the C7150 . 6/25 1075 . . . 1/28

Guide was researched G7600 . 1/26 1100 . . . 6/28

in North America, this C7950 .... . 6/26 Ends at an unknown
is to be expected. The Ends at C-80?? Toe point near here.

author would welcome Cl-E

any data on British C37SE .... . 6/27 Parlophone preasiTigg

records not presently C52aE .... . 1/28 4001 .. . . ?/24

included, in mder to C535-E .... . 3/28 4075 . . . 6/24

expand subsequent ed- Ends shortly after. It

itions of the book. is not known why the

Many British labels the matrix series outlasted

collectmr might seek in the label 4200 . . . 1/27

this section are actu- Ago also used matrices 4240 . . . 6/27

ally those which drew from U. S. Yocalion 4260 . . . 1/28

from sources covered and Cennett (q.vj and 4290 . . . 6/28

in the preceding sub- possibly some Btidsh 4325 . . . 1/29

section. Those known Yocalion material The 4390 . . . 6^29

to be such are listed U. S. (and some other 4500 . . . 1/30

at the end of section 8 British-recorded sides)

on page 146; they are carry a control Hum- 4660 . . . 1/31

not listed in the index. her with a "G" prefix 4700 . . . 6/31

since they are not but may show the 4760 . . . 1/32

specifically covered but original matrix num- 4800 . . . 6/32

only matrices are lis- ber, though often ob- 4825 . . . 1/33

ted if known. literated. (Continued at right)

ARIEL (cont)

4840

4850

4865

4880

4900

4915

4940

4970

4979

6/33

. 1/34

. 6/34

. 1/35

. 6/35

. 1/36

. 6/36

. 1/37

c.4/37

The exact Last number

and date are not curr-

ently known. There is

also an earlier 4000

series; The above data

applies on to those

with Parlophone mat-

rix numbers (q.v.).

Because of the gaps in

known data and the

tentative nature of

that which is known,

it is more advisable to

date these records bv
j

matrix number; see

matrix listings for the

jnessing company. The

records not listed here

may be pressed by

Imperial ch' as noted

above. Other series are

known, but there is

insufficient data with

which to establish

dates.

NOTES
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BELTONA BROADCAST BROADCAST (cant) BROADCAST (omt)

This was ongmallj a

dient label pnaaed for

the Murdock Trading

Go. of LondoL It was

pressed frtHD 1922 to

1927 Yocalimi,

dtereafter until 1933

by Edison Bell, and

from January 1933

(mwaid by Deoca.

From 1927 onward it

was primarily an

ethnic label iat Scot-

tish material, and from

about 1935 onward,

well into the 1950^8, it

was excbisiTely sa

100 .

125 .

165 .

400 .

530 .

673 .

775 .

895 .

985 .

1135

1225

1340

1390

1420

10/22

1/23

6/23

1/24

6/24

1/25

6/25

y26
6/26

. 1/27

. 6/27

. 1/28

. 6/28

c.1/29

From this point, tmly

fragnentary data is

araUaUe.

1815 4/32

1920 1/33

1950 6/33

2150 6/35

As noted, the label

oontinnes. See issuing

company (Aoo, Ediscm

Bell uid Deoca, or

their U. Sl sources) for

matrix data.

This label tejdaced the

erinriiig labeb the

British Vocalim firm

in 1927. It was orig-

inally an 8 Qater 9l

indi record which siqv

posedly played for the

same duration as a

standard lOinch tec-

wd, but lOinch pres-

sings (again, supposedly

longer-(daying) were in-

troduce in 1931, Ub
diiding some with two

8ong9 per side. All the

labels were phased out

after Grystalate ac-

quired Vocalion in

193Z

8> later 94nch:

100

180

250

315

390

475

560

650

715

775

855

935
970
FjmIh shcNTtly

7/27

1/28

6/28

1/29

6/29

1/30

6/30

1/31

6/31

1/32

6/32

1/33

6/33

after.

exact number and date

not known.

There was also a 50(X)

aeries ol this siae, used

for mote serious mat-

eriaL No exact dates

are known - date 1^
matrix number.

There may hare been

other series or special

issues, as welL As

aboTB, see matrix

immber listings at

ti^

All the fidlowing are

lOinch issues.

Broadcast Twelye:

2500 c.11/29

2525 1/30

2565 6/30

2600 1/31

Series runs to at least

2610; exact last num-

ber aud date unknown.

Broadcast Super 12
3000 1/31

3050 6/31

3125 1/32

3185 6/32

3275 1/33

3325 6/33

3374 Oast) 3/34

Etoadcast 4Tunec

500 1/33

515 6/33

529 c.12/33

Ends at or near this

point

Broadcast Intemationab

All issues between

1/33 and 4/3a

Broadcast Imperial:

All issues fnmi late

1934 until early 1935;

most are reisBued from

earlier Broadcast rec-

ords or Esnopean

materiaL

Nom
There were quite

pr«d>ably other aeries

in the lOinch record

lines as well, wmiUr
to die 5(XK) series

noted at die left, but

if so, diere is no

information currendy

availablB on them.

MATRICES

Binch:

Z-1 427
ZBO 6/27

Z300 1/28

Z475 6/28

Z770 ...... 1/29

Z970 6/29

Z-1300 1/30

Z-1500 . 6/30

Z1825 , 1/31

Z2008 Oast?) . . 6/31

To 9-inch:

N-lOO 6/31

N-277 11/31

Replaced by:

J-1 12/31

J.185 1/32

Prefix dropped?

325 , 1/33

Runs to inid-1933, last

date/number unknown.

lOinch:

(Exact first number

and date unknown)

U)100 ?/27?

L-0188 2/29

U)250 6/29

U)470 1/30

U)640 6/30

U)845 1/31

U)1065 6/31

L01290 .... 11/31

Last L- number not

known. Toe

A-1000 12/31

Prefix dropped?

1180 8/32

1280 1/33

1375 6/33

1444 8/33

Series pndtably runs a

few more numbers,

data unknown.

After the Grystalate

takeoyer in late 1931

U. S. ARC matrices are

used extensiyely.
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BRUNSWICK

The Brunswick name
apfie-ared on records in

Britain from late 1923

onward, although a

number of firms were

responsible for them.

The first "Qiftophone”

Brunswicks, sold by a

firm of that name, du-

pli(atc<l U. & issues

until early 1927. From
this point, a newly or-

ganized company used

the name., issuing U. S.

material under differ-

ent catalog numbers
and recording in the

TJ. K. as weU. In

August, 1929, the Duo-

phone (q.T.) firm took

over Brunswick; how-

ever, they broke the

connection within a

few months. When the

Warner Brothers firm

acquired Brunswick in

the IJ. S. in April,

1930, their British

operation marketed the

records in the U. K.

but renumbered them

in a new series. The
American Record G>r-

poration took over

Brunswick at the be-

ginning of 1932, and

the British Dccca firm,

with whom ARC had

dealt, took over the

label in the U. K. at

that point After the

U. S. Decca firm was

started in 1934, much
(eventually all) of the

U. S. material issued

came from that source.

Decca continued the

Brunswick label well

into the 1950^8, after

the U. S. label was

dropped, drawing most-

ly from U. S. Decca.

BRUNSWICK (cont)

Issues of U. S. material

in Britain:

This series ceases to

follow the U. S. series

at about 3650.

3650 11/27

3700 1/28

3800 6/28

3920 1/29

3999 to 5000

(Duophone already had

a D-4000 series which

drew from Brunswick)

5045 (last?) . . . r-6/29

The few 12-inch issues,

while not numbered
exactly as their U. S.

counterparts, do not

differ significantly

enough to ciffect dating

by U. S. numbers.

No more issues drew

from U. S. Brunswick

undh

1000 . . . .... 5/30

1075 . . . .... 1/31

1150 . . . .... 6/31

1260 . . . .... 1/32

1340 . . . .... 6/32

1435 . . . 1/33

1499 to 01500

01500 . . .... 6/33

01635 . . .... 1/34

01815 . . .... 6/34

01900 . . .... 1/35

02000 . . .... 6/35

02100 . . .... 1/36

02200 . . .... 6/36

02325 . . .... 1/37

02400 . . .... 6/37

02550 . . .... 1/38

02615 . . .... 6/38

02700 . . .... 1/39

02760 . . .... 6/39

(continued at right)

BRUNSWICK (oont,)

02950 . . 1/40

03050 . 6/40

03160 . 1/41

03205 , . 6/41

03300 . 1/42

03350 , . 6^42

03440 , . 1/43

03500 , . 6/43

Only partial infor-

mation available from

this point

03580 , . 1/45

03630 . . 1/46

03700 . c.1/47

05040 1/53

05110 6/53

05225 1/54

05290 6^54

05350 1/55

The exact last number

and date are not curr-

ently available.

An "R.L.” prefixed sc.-

ries, with red labels

similar in design to

the usual black labels

is known. Exact data

is not known, but they

can be dated by the

matrix numbers.

Issues of British-re-

corded material (when

on a separate series):

1000 5/27

Changes to 3 digits.

103 6/27

140 1/28

170 6/28

206 (last) ... . 12/28

. BRUNSWICK (<x,„t.)

MAURICES

These series were us<-.<l

for British recordings.

A-lOO 5/27

Prefix dropped

450 1/28

600 6/28

Last numlwr unknown,

replaced by:

BB-100 8^28

BB.175 1/29

Last number unknown.

New serie.s used on

Brunswick/Panachord:

(Start unknown)

R-105 6/31

R460 1/32

Last number unknown.

Shortly allcrward, the

British sides use<l Brit-

ish Decca matrices.

Also see Panachord

BULLDOG

This is the only issue

for which data is

known; is listrxl here

as a post-1914 label

but probably drew

from the Scala group

(see subsection 2)

531 . 9/15

No other data knoivn.

CELEBIUTY

Only issue for which a

date is known; no

other data available.

4390 c.5/30

ClNCil

Sec Zonophone in suit-

section 1.
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CINBOORD OOUSEUM (cent) CROWN

01 c.8/35 100 ... . . . 2?/12 This was a line of

Only 20 or so were 200 ... . . . . 6/12 9-inch records pressed

issued in the next two 280 ... . . . 1/13 by the Crystalate Cenn-

months. 340 ... . . . . 6/13 pany for the British

485 ... . . . 1/14 branch of F. W.
Matrices see Stemo 600 ... . . . . 6/14 Woolworth’s.

700 1/15

QTIZEN 780 ... . . . 6/15 1 9/35

820 ... . . . 1/16 110 1/36

.Almost nothing Is 930 ... . . . 6/16 170 6/36

known of this label 280 1/37

One source suggests a No data available for 346 4/37

3000 series was pres- this period; the com- Last number unknowm
sed c.l9i2, probably pany was relatively

from one of the firms inactive. MATRICES
listed in the preceding

sulKsection. The start 1140 .... . . . 1/20 H-lOO 7/35

anil end of the series 1200 .... . . . 6/20 H.375 1/36

below is unknowm, as 1280 .... . . . 1/21 H-525 6/36

Is the matruc source. 1375 .... . . . 6/21 U-755 1/37

1430 .... . . . 1/22 H.825 3/37

710 6/23 1485 .... . . . 6/22 Ends around this

1530 .... . . . 1/23 point, exact last num-
820 6/24 1575 .... . . . 6/23 ber unknown.

Ends? 1615 .... . . . 1/24

1650 6/94 CURRY’S
(OLLSEUM 1700 .... . . . 1/25

1750 .... . . . 6/25 This was a chain of

This label started in 1835 .... . . . 1/26 bicycle shops (3 which
(912, drawing from 1900 .... . . . 6/26 2dao sold records. At

Jumlio and possibly 1970 .... . . . 1/27 least three different

cither sources (see the 2030 .... . . . 6/27 groups of records were
preceding subsection). Continues until about pressed for the firm.

It continued after 2100, in mid-1927, but The first is a very

1914, drawing from the exact last number early series, labeled

Scala/Jumbo (see Favor- and date are unknown. "Curry’s Cycle Shops"

itej. It seems to have which was pressed by
merged with or re- MATRICES: Edison Bell No dates

vived the Scala label are known, and the

or possibly both were Start unknown: only reference for this

aotpiired (or pressed 0975 .... . . a3/22 is one record in the

by) Vocalion around 01029 . . . . . c.5/22 collection of the

late 1920., with the The following may author. The second

two labels using the continue this, or be a group was pressed by
same numbers for a new series: Crystalate, drawing
short period at this CiI-1100 . . . . . 7/22 from Imperial from

(NiinL I'he two labels’ CH.1148 . . . . . 9/22 1922 until 1928, and
numbering diverged Last number unknown- the last series was
shortly there after, and From this point see fnessed by Piccadilly

bith were continued Aco matrix series and approximately 1928-30.

by Vocalion until mid- comments for that See the parent labels

1927 (see. Broadcast). label for matrices.

OJRRrS (cont)

iSo data for those

pressed by Edison Bell,

date by matrix

hnperial series

1 ?/22

160 6/24

234 3/25

310 a/27

342 c.3/28

Last number unknown;

dates above are very

approximate.

Data on the Pia;adilly

series is not currently

available. See Fi«a-

diUy, Grey GuU or

Cn»wn for matrices as

applieable..

DIAMOND

The "Diamond Double

Disc" label was pressed

by British Bathe’ from

1915 until mid-19ia

It was apparently the

first line of lateral-cut

records from any

Pathe’ subsidiary .

01 2/15

At least through 083

issued this date in a

group.

0220 11/15

0381 7/16

Label continues, but

further data unknown.

Uses British Pathe’

matrices.
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DOMINION DUOPHONE (cont) DUOPHONE (cont) ECLD^E

Tkis label pressed and
wild low-priced rexxirds

from 1928 until mid-

1930. Many drew from
LI. S. Cameo, and later.

Grey GulL

A-l 10/28

A40 1/29

A-lir> 6/29

A-210 1/30

A-267 (last) . . . 4/30

B-1 9/29

B.36 (last) .... ?/30

C301 4/30

C347 (last) . . . 6/30

MATRICES:

1001 8/28

1090 1/29

1320 6/29

1660 1/30

1726 (last?) . . . c.4/30

Also se.e U. S. Cameo
and Grey Gull

DUOPHONE
This firm pressed a

bewildering variety of

series in its shoet

existence, including

some ’’unbreakable" re-

cords, and also pressed

British Brunswick rec-

ords from 1928 to

1930. Some issues in

the first series use Aco

matrices, although it is

not verifiexi that the

Aco data is shown.

NO'm
The variety of num-

bering systems used

for the small number

of Duophone records

issued makes it very

difficult to establish

exact data.

First series:

B.5000 10/25

B.5115 1/26

B-5150 6/26

Ends at unknown
point around 10/26.

There was also a

related A-IOOO IT
series, but no data is

known.

"Unbreakable":

UB.2001 .... 11/26

IIB.2065 1/27

UB.2110 6/27

Last niunber unknown.

M-lOO 10/27

M.150 1/28

Last number unknown.

From U. S. Brunswick:

D4001 9/28

D4050 3/29

Last number unknown.

F.2001 10/29

Ends c.4/30, last num-

ber unknown.

There is also a D-5(X)

series for serious

music, probably related

to the IX40(X) series,

but no data is known.

NOTE:
It is probable that

some or all of the

series above had 12”

counterparts, or that

others were pressed for

special purposes, but

the complexity of the

numbering, as noted at

left, makes it difficult

to establish the facts

for any of their issues,

especially those of

non-popular material!

MATRICES:

Start unknown:

DC7565 1/26

DC7900 6/26

Prefix changes.

DU.8360 1/27

Continues to c.85{)0,

exact last number and

date unknown. Prefixes

ending in ”B" used

11-27 to 9/28; U. S.

Brunswick 9/28 to

3/29; DF(R) late 1929.

DURHJM

This was the British

branch of the firm

that pressed Hit-Of-

The-Week records.

EN-0 4/32

EN.12 6/32

EN-44 (last) ... 1/33

Popular issues continue

for a few months, and

they appear to be

coded by month, >i'ith

F probably for Feb-

ruary and M for

March, with the others

unknown. Other series

are known for tangos

and export foreign-

language issues.

MATRICtS:

&1000 3/32

&1050 6/32

1^1200 1/33

lil210 6/33

&1250 10/33

Last number unknown.

EN-1 through EN-7,

and possibly others,

used matrices from

HitOf-The-Week (q.v.)

This was a line of

"longer-jilaying" 8-in<li

records pre.sscd by the

Crystalate firm from

1931 until the fall of

1935.

1 4/31

40 6/31

140 1/32

205 6/32

375 1'33

425 6/33

575 1/34

700 6'34

850 1/35

990 6/35

1011 (last?) . . . 8'35

MATRICES

It is not known if

Crystalate pressed any

other 8-int’h jiroduct

during this period . if

so, they would also use

this matrix series

JW-100 4/31

JW-260 631

J^-510 1.32

JW.710 6/32

JW-1000 1/33

JW.1250 633
JW-1650 L34
JW.1920 6/34

Prefix dropped

2280 1/35

2.547 6/35

Ends shortly after at

unknown number.

There is also a blue-

labelled "SC” scries

and .some unnumbere

astrological records.

(date by matrix). No

other Eebpse series or

8-inch Crystalate

issues arc known to

the author, but some

may exist.
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EDISON BET .T. . EDISON BELL (oont.) EDISON BELL (cont) FXUSON BELL

This firm was one of

the. first record man-

ufacturers in Bri-tain,

starting the manu-

facture of cy^linder

records in 1901. They

introduced disc records

in 1909, and continued

to press several lines

until 1933, when the

firm was accpiired by

British Dccca, who
mntinued the Winner
label until January,

1935.

BELL-DISC

The first line of disc

records pressed by
E/lison Bell (only first

and last issues knownh

1 9/09

No data known, runs

t<c

490 (last). . . . 11/12

EDISON BELL
ELECTRON

A higher-priced labeL

M««t issues were seri-

ous material and only

partial data is known.

10-inch:

0150 8/27

0195 1/28

0230 6/28

0260 1/29

Exact last number and

date unknown.

12-inch:

X.501 8/27

X-517 1/28

X-539 1/29

X-551 1/30

Last number unknown.

X-1001 ?/33

WINNER

The primary label of

Edison Bell The rec-

ords bore <Hily the

Winner name through

1924, when the Edison

Bell name was added;

the latter became more

prominent and Winner

less so as Ilabel designs

changed.

2000 . . . . . . . 7/12

2257 . . . . . . . 1/13

2312 . . . . . . . 6/13

2538 . . . . . . . 1/14

2633 . . . . . . . 6/14

2759 . . . . . . . 1/15

2830 . . . . ... 6/15

2925 . . . .... 1/16

2991 .. . .... 6/16

3082 . . . .... 1/17

3125 . . . .... 6/17

3186 . . . .... 1/18

3217 . . . .... 6/18

3277 . . . .... 1/19

3305 . . . .... 6/19

3360 . . . .... 1/20

3407 . . . .... 6/20

3495 . . . .... 1/21

3535 . . . .... 6/21

3611 . . . .... 1/22

3680 . . . .... 6/22

3758 . . . .... 1/23

3810 . . . .... 6/23

3925 . . . .... 1/24

4020 . . . .... 6/24

4140 . . . .... 1/25

4220 . . . .... 6/25

4325 . . . .... 1/26

4444 .... 6/26

4550 . . . .... 1/27

4632 . . . .... 6/27

4763 . . . .... 1/28

4818 . . . .... 6/28

4870 . . . .... 1/29

4907 .. . 6'29

4972 . . ., .... 1/30

4999 to 5101

5121 . . . .... 6/30

(continued at right)

WINNER (contj

5192

5281

5440

5495

5535

5555

5638

5670

1/31

6/31

1/32

6/32

1/33

6/33

1/34

6/34

5692 (last) .... 1/35

"W.” Series:

W-l 11/33

W-55 1/34

W-166 (last) . . . 1/35

W-1023 is known us-

ing Octocros matrices.

No other such known.

EDISON BELL RADIO

A line of 8-inch rec.-

ords pressed by Edison

BeU 1928-1932:

800

850

900

975

428
6/28

1/29

6/29

999 to 1201(?)

1280

1340

1420

1500

1575

1600

1/30

6/30

1/31

6/31

1/32

4/32

Exact last number not

known, but in the low

1600’s.

NOTK-
Other series known.

Some were used for

ethnic material and

others were issued by

Edison Bell branches

in other countries. No
12” Winners are

known to the author.

CONTROL NUMBERS

This scries was usexl

on early W inner issues

to disguise the fact

that much of the ma-

terial had already

been issued on the

company’s inlial Be.U-

Disc lalieL It was

dropyad after 1917.

1 . 212
268 6/12

509 1 13

639 , f,13

1042 . 114
1228 .6)4
1450 . 1T.">

1600 . 615
1790 . [ 16

1917 . 6 )6

2100 . 1/17

2187 . 617
2313 (last?) . . . 1217

On some issues Itear-

ing these numbers the

matrix aytyiears also; on

others it i.s suppresse<l

and only the alx)’. ('

number apytoars. Thi-

is used on Winner and

on earlv Exo, Velrrt

Face other labels the

firm presserl 1912-

1917. See the follow-

ing ytage. for uiaU'Lx

information.

NOTES
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EDL«!ON BELL (cont)

MATRICES
1 0-inch:

2000 . 6/09

2400 . 1/10

2610 . 1/11

3020 . 1/12

3130 . 6/12

3400 . 113
3600 . 6 13

3890 . 1 14

4200 . 6/14

4515 . 1/15

4700 . 6/15

4990 . 1/16

5140 . 6/16

5.300 . 1/17

5480 . 6/17

5b75 . L18
5750 . 618
5970 . 119
6150 . 6/19

6425 . 1/20

6600 . 6 20

o800 . 121
69(K) . 621
7040 . 1/22

7275 . 6/22

7600 . 1/23

7875 . 6/23

8165 . 1/24

8580 . 6/24

9100 . 1/25

9350 . 6/25

9775 . 1/26

lOlOO . 626
10,500 . 1/27

10885 . 6/27

1 1380 . 1/28

1 16.50 . 628
11950 . 1/29

11999 u> 12200?

1 2600 . 1/.30

12950 . 6/30

1.3225 . 1/31

13540 . 631
14090 . 1/32

14275 . 632
1 4627 (last! . . - 1/33

. EDISON BELL (cont)

MATRICES (cont)

The following series

replaced the preceding

one after Decca took

over the firm:

EB.1 5/33

EB.15 6/33

At some point a
”1’’

appears to have been

added (or a new series

started at EB-1(X)0?)

EB-1115 1/34

EB.1175 6/34

Ends late 1 934, exact

last number unk nown.

B-inch:

88001 1 28

88125 6.28

88460 1/29

89660 6/29

89660 1/30

89800 6/30

89990 1 31

90155 6/31

90310 1/32

90347 3/32

Ends shortly after, last

numljer unknown.

NOTES:

Edison Bell drew from

Dfi Gennett, Plaza

/ARC NYRL and

Crown; some may show

the LI. S. matrix

numbers.

Matrix niunliers apfiear

in the run-out area in

large print, and are

a.ssigned as <x)ntrol

numbers for items

using the alwve L. S.

material See precexling

page for control .series

used 1912 thru 1917.

EMPIRE

This name was used

several times for rec-

ord labels. Brian Rust

credits three issues; a

label premised bv

Edison Bell c.1914, a

line of flexible plastic

records issued in the

.spring of 1931, and a

label pressed by

Piccadilly (below) in

1936. There may lie

other issues u-sing the

name as well

14100 (start?) . . 10/36

14200 .... . . 137
14250 .... . . 3/37

Last numlier unknown.

E\0

This label wasI pressed

bv Fdi.son Bell

<:1911-1914 Exact data

is not knowTL, but the

following is assumed

from records held by

the authon

100 (stort?) . . c.lO/ll

225 . . 1/12

.325 . . 3/13

Prefix added

D-542 .... . . ?/14

Last niunber unknown.

.Matrix numliers can lie

used (see at left) for

more accurate dating.

ITTHERILEX

A label under this

name, [>resumably a

flexible plastic rexuinl

of some tyjK‘->

kn<»wn to have been

sold c.1924, but no

details are available at

this time.

ITLMOPHONF

A curious line of

brightly colouied trans-

j»arent plastic rtaonL

sold 19.50-32.

100 ?30
1.50 j 31

200 0/31

340 ! 32

431 (last?) .... 4 32

MATRICES

E-I(HK» r .30

F-2I75 3 32

Last number unknown.

L. S. Grey Gull and

.\RC sides were u.se<L

Init the niatri<es are

asually replace d bv a

(ontrol numlier in the

matrix serie.s als.ve.

4-lN-l

line of l»<K'a)ng.v

per-.-.i(lc records presstd

by Stemo 1932-34:

1 <.l10.32

20 1 .3.5

40 b'33

75 I 34

Ends around this

jKiint, exact

numlier unknown.

last

MATRKES:

.VI 00 7 ,32

X-275 ! .33

\-;380 (i/dd

X.520 I/.34

\-.56t (last?) . . . .3/34

The series was usexl on

this lalicl oniv.
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GAMAGE

Presswl by Vocalion

f<*r a flepartment store:

Start imknowB.

G-570 6/21

(;.6^^k) 9/22

C-6r>.'i 6/23

G-67r> 6/24

G-68S 1/25

Last number unknowiL

See Aeo for matrices.

GOODSON

These were flexible

r«“<;or<b. pressed in a

white plastic materiaL

with the label infor-

mation printed on the

pJayinff area

The first 25 or so

released carried only

matrix numbers, with

no catalog numl)ers.

Catalog numbers start

at:

lOI 9/28

110 1/29

130 6/29

175 1/30

240 6/30

300 1/31

340 4^31

Ends around this

|MtinL, exact last

number unknown.

MATRICES:
SI c6/28

S25 8/30

S125 1/31

Ends around SI 70 in

early 1931.

.Also see LI. S Grey

Gull, QRS and Emer-

son matrices.

GRAFTON

These records were

pressed by Scala, al-

though they did not

use the same material

as that label The first

1923-25 issues drew

from IJ. S Vorabon,

Emerson and Federal;

issues thereafter drew

from u> S and British

Pathe’. Also see Ideal-

Scala, which seems to

have been related to

this label

9000 9/23

9070 1/25

9140 6/25

9210 1/26

9235 6/26

9270 4/27

Last number unknown.

See the labels listed

above for matrix data

GRAMMOVOX

Nothing is known
about this label except

the foUowin^^

A-lOO c.6/12

It probably drew from

oOne of the sorce

labels detailed in sub-

section two preceding.

NOTES

GUARDSMAN

This label started as

Invicta in 191 1, but

the name was changed

to Guardsman in 1914
F rom 1920 onward the

records were pressed

by British Vocalion

and drew from the

sam(^ source as Aa>

(q.v.)

Partial data only for

pre-1920 dates

1 . - ?di

175 . . ?/12

260 . . ?/13

to Guardsman;

330 . c.1/14

370 . . 6/14

725 . 6/17

870 . 1/19

980 . 1'20

1050 . 6/20

1080 . 1/21

1125 . 6/21

1155 . 1/22

1180 . 6/22

1240 . 1/23

1280 . 6/23

1360 . 1/24

1550 . 6'24

1670 . 1/25

1730 . 6/25

1830 . 1/26

1900 . 6/26

2000 . 1/27

2055 . 6/27

2100 . 1/28

2139 (last?) . . . 4/28

(matrices at right)

GUARDSMAN Icont.)

7(XHL7019 comprise

the only series of

"race” records, labeled

as such, sold in Britain

and were issued as a

gr<mp in late 1924 <ir

early 192.5.

The foUwing data i,

known in the 12"

series:

2070 L18

2100 L20
The series presuraalilv

starts at 2(X)0 (date

not knotvmj and the

ending date and num-

ber are unkno^^m also.

MATRlCE«t

(Only partial ilata L
available)

Start unknown:

1875 - . . . . . . 120

2025 . . . . . . . 1 2i

2200 . . . . . . . 621

2700 . . . . ... 1 23

2850 . . . . ... 6 23

Also see. Aco, Britidi

and L. S. Vocalion,

and Gennett, all of

whose raatri<e.A may

appear on Guardsman.

HARxMONY

A label under this

name was announced

3/34, but may never

have been issued.
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HOMOCHORD HOMOCHORD (cont) HUDSON HUDSON (cont.)

Jhere were two sep-

arate record labels

using this name. The

first ended around

19U), and is detailed

in the previous sub-

se4:tiom The second ran

from 1921 until 1935

and Ls ILstexi below.

1 he records were

pressed by Vocation

1921-26, although some

were recorded by

Homochord 1922-24

Pathe’ aLso pressed

<ime Lssues 192426l

The re<x)rds drew from

Zonophone 1926-1928,

and the firm recorded

and pressed their own
pndurt, along with

Stemo Iq.v.) and other

lesser labels, until

June, 1935.

Ihis series also uses a

"C’ ].n*fix 192426c

H-KK) 11/21

(to H-200 as a group)

H-25n 6/22

H.370 1'23

H425 6/23

H-525 1/24

U.600 6 24

H-700 1/25

H-800 6/25

H-885 1/26

Prefix changes.

D-ltifX) 8/26

D 1040 1/27

D-lllO 6/27

Dll 90 1/28

D1240 6/28

D-1280 1/29

D-1390 6/29

D-14.50 1/30

The series presumably

rontinues, but no data

0, Lnown past D-1477,

bhurd the next month.

See at right for fur-

ther series.

The following was a

higher-priced series

P-10001 6/28

P-10010 1/29

P.10018 3/29

The series may con-

tinue to an unknown

number.

The following was the

final series used:

HN(or HR?).l . 10 33

HR-40 1 34

HR-86 5/34

The company existed

until 6/35, but it is

not established whether

the label lasted until

that point

MATRICES:

The following series

were u.sed exclusively

on Homochord.

UOOlOO ?/22

E00295 1/23

U00500 6/23

U00.560 1/24

U00660 6/24

1,00720 2/25

May continue as

below:

PLOOO 11/28

81,940 1/29

81,1140 6/29

8ecamc control series

for Stemo matrices

around this point

R1430 1/30

Ends shortly thereafter.

Also see 8ritish Vtical-

ion, Aco, HMV, Pathe’

and Stemo listings, as

<dl appear on Homo-
chord, along with U. S.

Vocation, Gennett, Pa-

the’ and, in one case,

VictOT matrices wlm;h
we.re used.

No factual data is

available for this

1930’s labeL and only

partial numerical data

It was probably a

client label, and may
have been pressed by

one or more firms

u-sing material recorded

for the label It may
not have been issued

1936-39. There Ls a

bew-ildering array of

numbers used in a

short period, which

suggests either the

issue of many un-

known items or large

gaps in the numbering.

Dates are per 8rian

Rust’s Rritish dance

l>and discography.

Start unknown:

WH-410 3/34

W H-700 6/34

WH-960 .... IZ'34

WH-1060 .... 12/34

Numbers missing?

WH-1.360 .... 1 35

Some, numliers unused?

WH-1510 .... 1/35

WH-1620 .... 10/35

Ends at unknown
point

The following is also

known:

WT.740 6/34

This may relate to the

first series above.

New series

DH-llOO .... 1/39

This series appers to

run for a short time

in early 19-39, and

*x»mprises only a few

isHues.

MATRICES

500 ... . . . . 2'33

580 ... . . . . 1 34

640 ... . . . . ti .34

Replaced by?

WH-lOOl . . . . 8 34

WU.1060 . ., . . 8/35

Ends at unknown

point.

New' series:

D8-1 . . . . . . 10 38

D8-20 . . . . . . 1 39

Last numlie.r unknown.

Other issues may exist

but no data knowiL

NOTl>i

(Please a<lvia' aulhoi

of corrections.)
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IMPtJIlAL

Tliis label succeeded

the Popular label as

the flagship label of

the Crystalate firm,

who also pressed a

number of other labels

in varioas size^i It was

[>ressexl from 1 920

untU 1934, wheji it

was sufKTsexlexl by the

Rex label

IMPERIAL (corn.)

MATRICES

First on Popular,

Olympic,

Start unknown:

2250 1/14

No data untU the

following.

2775 1/20

800 ... .. . . . ?/20

1000 . . . . . . c,l/21

3000 . . . . . . . 1/21

3120 . . . . ... 6/21

3200 . . . . . . . 1/22

1100 ... . . . . 6/22

1150.... . . . 1/23

1200 .... . . . 6/23

1275 .... . . . 1/24

1315 .... . . . 6/24

1362 .... . . . 1/25

1427 . . . . . . . 6/25

1 529 .... - . . 1/26

1590 .... . . . 6/26

1694 .... - . . 1/27

1825 . . . . . . . 6/27

1890 .... . . . 1/28

1975 . . . . . . . 6/28

20t>0 .... . . . 1/29

2125 .... ... 6/29

2200 .... . . . 1/30

2300 . . . . . . . 6/30

2380 .... . . . 1/31

25fK) .... . . . 6/31

2625 .... . . . 1/32

2700 .... . . . 6/32

2825 .... . . . 1/33

2860 . . . . . - . (>33

2953 (last) . . . . 2/34

There were also a few

1 2-inr,h issues, on a

"Z-" series, and a

7?-inch Imperial Junior

lalwl (see Victory for

matrix informationJ

with all known issues

of the latter appearing

in mid-1927. There

may l»e other series as

well.

3300 1/23

3385 6/23

3515 1/24

3600 6/24

3725 1/25

3950 , 1/26

4575 . 1/27

4775 . 1/28

5075 . 1/29

5350 . 1/30

5580 . 1/31

5720 . 6/31

6000 . 1/32

6115 . 6/32

6300 . 1/33

6410 . 6'33

6540 . 1/34

Last number unknown.

Also see U. S. Plaza'

ARC matrices; these

carry a control in a

100 to 2000 series but

may appear on records.

12" series (TD known.

IMPERIAL
BROADCAST

See Broadcast Imperial

preceding.

imiCTA

See Guardsman, whose

first issues ap|>eare»l

under this name.

JUMBO

See Odeon and Jumbo
in the preceding sub-

section.

kETTH PROWSE

This was a sf»e(ial

issue of U. S, jazz

material all issued in

November, 1927.

KEY

This was a bne of

rec«»rds j)ressed es-

pecially for Selfri<lgc‘.-v

a London dcfKirtment

store,

S-600 2.J3

S-630 c.l .34

There may be a K-700

series as well

See Dec(a for matrices,

as the label drew from

the Deixa-pressed Pana-

chord label

KIUIARE

This name is pastc.<l

over the Vocabon (q.v.)

name on some late

pressings. Details are

not knowTL

LUX)

All known issues from

Goodson, c. 3/31.

UTTLE MARVEL

6-inch, pressed by V(>-

calion, date unknown

! FV \l‘llOM

Ibis Ha> a l.iiK-l pr"'--

sc'l (or Ix'v'vV .i
J

1 oi.doii muric (icaic;..

It V* as replaced l>v

Oriole 1 \]1

an- tr.iij; 'V'lV'

the 1.-

1 1 8i-ii:-!i

Pa the’ and ;h( \

l>v briti-'T »

(aliou. All drev lii;rn

the 1

'

S '.‘1 jLJJI fc
»

1

• . : r.

of ihe-e Iirm> anti

raiTY th.-ir matr;.- s.

i,i:v;>

8”, j>rcs-frl lo' Homo
ch(.nl i4.3.>]935. lool:.

abh' a client laS>ci;

G4(» : i

G65 .

G90 ;

L-98 rt ’ ?

Ends sroo)i<l Ui--

point, la.'.: iiiuntif

.

known.

.See Plaza on page ; li

for matrices

! I'itCAli:

Pressj'd 2o ii,

British ' ifa'i'-n, ’dti'

data aviiiaiec.

6(W) -

6050 ? 22

6100 .5 2.5

6175 .' 2 <

Ends around ih’'

^toint.

Matrices are rcpi.i.rd

bv i'ontrol nioniM'-

pref i xcd w i tl; ’’fl" . >r

’^P"; one has Imen m-ch

using Imjeria! -.idc'.
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MAJESTIC

One iiisue is known
(lOSO/51) - 8/33, may
be a private label?

MARATHON

This was a line of

longer-playing vertical-

cut records sold

1913-14 Only partial

data is known:

195 1/13

Different series?

350 1/13

395 11/13

Probably ends around

this point

12mch series?

12-2017 213
No other data known.

MAYFAIR

Used as premiums by

the makers of Ardath

cigarettes! Pressed by

Brunswick, Piccadilly

and Eidison Bell, with

most from Brunswick.

May use "WB” or

other prefixes, instead

of "G”; some issued as

i200flrs:

G.2000 3/31

G-2030 6/31

G-2255 to G-256

G-275 1/32

G-330 c.6/33

Ends shortly after, last

number is unknown.

For matrices, see the

issuing companies; also

;«e U. S. Brunswick

and ARC and the

catalog numfjers for

the Melotone laliel

which may apjjear.

MELOTO

This label was pressed

by BritLsh Vocalion,

drawing from their

Aco label for a piano

roll manufacturer from

1922 until 1927.

S-IOOO ?/22

S-1200 6/22

S-1275 1/23

S.1325 6/23

S1400 1/24

S1440 6/24

S-1505 1/25

S.1550 6^25

S.1615 1/26

S-1660 6/26

Probably ruus a few

months further. but

la.st number and date

not known.

For matrices see Aco

and comments; u. s.

Gemiett and V ocalion

matrices were jdso

used, but are obliter-

ated, usually illegible.

METROPOLE

This was the initial

label pressed by the

firm which later

pressed Piccadilly

Octocros.

and

1000 4/28

1100 1/29

1150 6/29

1240 1/30

1300 6/30

Last numlier unknowTi.

MATRICES:

Sequence apfrenrs

on Metrojxjle:

only

M-1 4/28

M-lOO 6/28

F'or sulne4|uent matrix

data see Pifcndilly.

MELBA

A short-lived label

pressexl by the manu-

facturers of Metropole

(see at left).

1000 c.6/29

1025 1/30

Last number unknown.

Sec Piccadilly for

matrices.

MIMOSA

These 5-1/2 records

were probaldy pressed

by Crystalate, A singlc/-

sided "P” series, e.l921

and douldc-sidcd "M”

series c.1924 are

known; there may be

later series as well

NICOLE

Exact dates unknown

for this early series of

British disc records.

They presscrl both 7”

and 10” rw-ords from

C.1903 to rJ90a

OLYMPIC

Pressed from 1918? to

1920? by Crystalate.

Start unknown:

127 5/19

145 1/20

255 9/20

The latter may be,

from another series?

ALs<x

1480 1/26

Is known.

OUVER

The author owns a

5-in(Ji Oliver record,

date/source unknown.

oa'ocRos

This label was pressed

by the firm w hich

pressed the more

common Metrofxile and

PiicadUlv reairds, and

continued the. longest

of any of the tliree.

200 . 4'28

250 . 1/29

270 . 6/29

300 . 1/30

600 . 6/31

No data known 1931-

1934 and the foU-

owing may lontiiiue

the above or be a new

series:

1010 . . 6/34

1090 . . 1/.35

1150 . . 6/35

1200 . . 1/36

1240 . . 6/36

1320 . . 1/37

1391 (last?) . . . 4/37

The matrices are bsted

under Piccadilly.

OIUOLE

Levy’s (sec Icvaphone)

sold records under this

name in several series.

1000/2000 series all

issued mid- 1927.

P-100 9/31

P-105 3/32

P-113 9/32

C/mtinues?

LV-lOO’s all c. 6/.35

First series ust^s !). S.

ViMuilion malriies; No

data known on oiIk-in.
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PANACHORD

This label was intro-

duce«l by Bri6sh

Brunswick as a coun-

terpart to the u. a
Melo-tone label; (mntin-

ued after Decca began

pre,ssing BrunswicL

2.5001 . 5/31

25150 . 1/32

25200 . 6/32

25400 . 1/33

25510 . 6/33

25600 . 1/34

25650 . 6/34

2.5690 . 1/35

25750 . 6/35

25815 . 1/36

25850 . 6/36

25890 . 1/37

25920 . 6/37

25960 . 1/38

2.5980 . 6/38

26000 . 1/39

26030 . 6/39

26046 (last) . . . 11/39

MATRICES:

Most 1931 issues drew

from Melotone, and

like those, tarry no

matrix number. but

show the original Mel-

otone issue number.

1 932.33 issues show

the ,\RC number. The
ftdlowing were used

for Bri6sh Brunswick

and Panachord:

R-10.5 . 6/31

R-537 ..... c.3/32

last number unknown.

Replaced by:

PB-1000 .... . 5/32

PB.1()15 (last?) . . 9/32

Following this. Decca

numbers with PB pre-

fixed were used until

1 1/32 usual Decca

numbers thereafter.

PARLOPHONE

See the first sub-

sexTtion, as the label

was pressed by British

G>lumbia and E.MJ.

for all but the first

three yeais of its life.

pathe:

The Pathe’ firm main-

tained operations in

Britain from its early

days, starting disc man-

ufacture in 1906. It

was bought out by

G)lumbLa in 1928.

Parital data is known
for the following ver-

tical-cut disc series:

lO-inch:

Presumably starts at

8000, date unknown;

8100 8y09OlUlt

8210 . 5/10

8370 . 4/11

8420 . 9/11

8590 . 6/12

8785 . 12/13

8875 . 3/14

Probably ends

thereafter.

shortly

1 1-inch:

As above:

320 ... . 1211
520 .. . . 1/12

(Suggesting a large

block of 1issues started

the serie.s)

Repaced by the

following. start un-

known (5(XX)?)

5215 . 6/12

5290 . . . 11/12

5440 . . . 11/13

5540 . . . . 214
Ends as above.

PATHE* (cont)

Vertical-cut IcontJ

20Linch:

These were numbered

in a 4000 series and

all known issues are

from early 1910.

There were almost

certainly other spxies

issues in the era of

tentre-start vertical-cut

Pathe* records,

data is knowiL

but no

The following series

are known in the later

era of paper-labeled

vertical-cut records.

Size unknown (11**?)

Start unknown:

.5090 . 6/19

5375 . 1/20

5550 . 6/20

5600 . 1/21

5660 . 6/21

The ending date for

British issues of verti-

(al^Tut rexxnds

known.

is not

10-inch

Start unknown;

1125 . 1/20

1300 . 1/21

1450 . 1/22

1515

As above-

. 6/22

12inch

Only the following

issue has been dated:

20827 . 418

All of these series pre-

sumably ran 1914192?

and there are probably

others as weU.

PATHE* (cont)

Both of the following

labels are those which

the E. S. Pathe* firm

had introduced earlier.

They drew most of

their material from

their U. S. counterparts

which cnn be referred

to fur matrbc data;

also see Bri6sh Pathe*

matrix listings tm the

following page.

PATHE* ACI'II1T1,K

10100 9.21

10185 1/22

10275 6/22

10375 1/23

10450 623
10600 I 24

10665 6'21

10750 1 25

10850 6 25

11000 1'26

11120 626
112.50 1/27

11425 6/27

11520 1/28

11570 6/28

Ends 12^28, last num-

ber unknown.

There was also a

1 2inch series, starting

at 15100, but no data

is available.

PEKE'ECl’

This label was only

issued in Britain for

about one vear.

P-300 12/27

P-376 6/28

P-435 (last) . . . 12'28

E'er matrix information

ImaUons .see the note

at the head <»f this

column.
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PATUE* (cont)

>L\TRICE&
(1907-19 approximate)

Start iinknn^TC

776!i0 3/07

77800 1/09

78000 c6/09

78200 1 10

78500 c.^10

79100 9/11

79950 ? 12

79999 to 92000?

92100 6^12

92300 M3
92600 6/13

93600 1/14

Data not known toe

94125 619
94220 1/20

94285 620
94370 1/21

94410 621
94150 1'22

94550 1/23

94600 1/24

94640 624
94670 1/25

94800 623
94910 1/26

95140 626
95140 1/27

95190 6/27

95240 1'28

9.5314 (la.st?) . . 11/28

Ends shortly thereafter.

last numlier unknown.

Pathe’ also used L. S.

matrices extensively

as well as other

forei^m matrix scrijcs

not listed here.

PEACOCK

This label was pressed

for a chain of stores

of the same name

from 1933 to C.1935.

They were pressed by

Homochord (drawing

from Stemo) and

Decca (drawing from

Panachord). The for-

mer also pressed 8-inch

Peacock records, draw-

ing from its similarly

sized Plaza label

8-inch:

PS-200(start?) . . 10/33

PS-240 1/34

See below.

10-inch (Homochordh

BP-600 3 .14

BP-630 3/35

See below.

10-inch (Deccah

P-100 ?/33

P-165 1/34

P-198 4/34

The exact ending dates

and numbers, and the

start of the 8-inch

series, are unknown.

See the source label

for matrix data.

PEUCAN

Only the following

issue on this label has

been dated; it was

probably short-lived

and may well belong

in the preceding sub-

section.

P-70 1/14

No matrix information

is known, nor is the

manufacturer.

PERFECT

See Pathe’, who pres-

sed the label as did

their U. S. counterpart

PHILIPS

This label was sold by

a British subsidiarv of

the Dutrb electrical

firm. They acquired

the British rights to

the U. S. Columbia

recordings in late

1952

PH-100 . . . . - 3/53

PU-200 . . .. . . 1/.54

PH-275 . . .. . . 654
PB-375 . . . . . 1/55

PB-518 . . . - . 12/55

Continues into the 45

rpm period.

PHONYCDRD

Nothing is known
about this cxidly

named lal)el It was

probably a flexible

rexxjrcl and it is only

assumed to have l»een

sold in Britain The

following issues have

been dated:

P-100 . . . - . al/31

P-130 . . . . . . 4/31

Inst number unknown.

PICjCADILLY

The most common and

lowest-priced of the

labels pressed by the

firm which also

pressed Metropole zmd

along with

other minor labels and

client labels. They

drew extensively from

IJ. S. sources for

material

PICjCADILLY (cont.)

100 10/28

150 1/29

320 6 '29

440 1,30

550 6/30

675 1/31

770 631
860 I 32

928 (last?) . . . . 6'32

There was also a .5000

series for more sc-rious

material

5000 2/30

5127 131

MATRICIS:

Used on dll thiee of

the laljcls menrioned

at left, plus others:

KXM) 6 28

1500 1'29

19.50 6 29

2199 to .3(X»0

3350 1 30

3725 6 30

4160 1 31

mo (>3l

4600 i/32

5075 . 1'34

5225 . 634
5450 . 1 .35

5600 . 635
5685 . 1/36

5775 . 6/36

6110 . 1/37

Prolwbly ccnlinuo a

few numbers lievond

this |»oint, ends r-.

3/37.

Piccadilly also used a

large numlier of Grey

Gull and a few Emc r-

son matrices. These

show iKith the 11. S.

matrices and a control

numlier in the

alKive.
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PKNIK

Only the following

issue Ls known on this

laix'L, and no other in-

formation is currently

avai tables

b-.> c.6/30

FL\7A

This was a line of

0 inch records

H< imiM'hord

sold by

P-PK) .... . . ?/33

P-130 . - 9/33

PI 70 . . 1/34

P-260 . . 6/34

l’-.340 . . 1 35

P-4'4 . . 435
Ends sh(»rtlv after this

[Htinl.

VUTRICES:

1 tiLs series was appar-

cntlv used for lK>th 7

ur.d O-inch recording.s.

''lari unknown:

l.-jCfi . . . . . . 3/30

L HK) . . . . . . 6/30

I.-TT.") . . . . . . 1/31

L-8.57 . . . . . . 2/31

The series may not

have been used during

the 1931-33 period?

!.9a5 . . . . . . S'33

L-1410 . . . . . . L34
L.1750 . . . . . . 6/34

L2030 . . . . . . 1/35

1.2092 . . . . . . 2/35

IVolwblv ends around

this {Kimt L2104 to

2 1 07 were, useil 12/34

The first group of ma-

trice.8 was used on

7-in(b Solex (& other?)

laliels; the second on

Plaza and Lewis.

POPULAR

This was the initial

primary laliel of the

Crystalate firm, who
later pressed Imperial

and Rex records,

among others. Only

partial data Ls known
for the earlier Issues.

The starting number

and date are unknown,

but the author has

is.sues as low as P430’s.

P-530 ?/15

PORTLAND

All sides Issued on this

label are lr<»m Edi-sm

Bell, and date from

the 1923-24 period

but the credit reads

Curry’s (1927) Ltd. It

Ls assumed this may

have been an attempt

to get rid of outdated

records at a Itargain

price. sin<e they wtKild

appear to have l)een

the same reconb

originally sold under

the Westport name
1922-1924

NO'l L-'

(Please. ati\ isi-

ol corre<-tioasi

RFD W INC,

P-910 149
P-950 0/49

P-1000 L20
P-1050 1/21

P-1145 6'21

P-1160 122
Probably ends around

thLs point, but the

exact last Issue is not

known. Crystalate afs

pears to have phased

<mt this label grad-

ually after introducing

the Imperial (q.vj label

in 1920. The firm

other labeL during the

early period, including

one under its own
name, but none ai-e

known to the author.

For matrices see Im-

perial, which <x>ntinued

the series. Pre-1915

Issues also used a 4000

series, which appears

to be unrelated to any

other of the period;

source is not known,

but both series may be

from Crystalate.

One issue ls kno-wn

under this name, as

follows:

R-1000 i

It may have been a

spe<-ial Issue.

RFC,A

I

REGAL ZONOPHONE

See Columbia. u ho

pressed both lines as a

lower-pri<«l pnMiin l.

See the follt>wing fwge.

for Rex listings.

ROy.AL AIR EORCE

Several rex;ords -o la-

belled were pressed by

H, M. V. and sold c.

1/42 to support the

R. A. F. Benevolent

Fund. There may have

been similar issues

later. All use regular

R M. V. matrices (fj.v.)

alitii' ti
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REX

This was a line of

low-priced records pres-

sed br the Crystalate

firm which gradually

replaced its Imperial

label as the primary

label of the company.

It was continued bv

Decca after they ac-

tpiirezl Crystalate in

1937. and was issued

until 1 948.

8(H)0 9/33

8100 i'34

8r>o 6/34

8375 1/35

8500 6/35

8690 1,36

8790 6/36

8950 1 37

9075 637
9175 1/38

9.30O 6.38

9450 1'39

9550 6 39

9725 1/40

9770 6/40

9885 1/41

9970 641
100.50 142
10125 642
J0160 L43
10180 6/43

10195 1/44

10205 644
10220 1/45

10225 645
10230 1/46

There were a few

more sporadic issues

until the lal»el wa.s

dropjiexl 2'4R

There is also a 60000

-cries, issued late in

the label’s life, Imt no

details are known.

REX (contj

MATRICES

F-SOO 6 33

F-650 1 34

F.1150 1'35

F-1400 6/35

F.1650 1 36

F.1865 6 36

F.2100 1/37

in March, 1937. I)e<'<a

took over the record

business nf Crystalate.

They used that studio

and continued the

above series, using an

"R" prefix for Rex

issues and a "OR”

prefix for thojte U.scxl

on Decca. See Decca

for data on that

fx>rtion of the series.

Rex also drew regu-

larly from the Amer-

ican Record (iorfsir-

ation 1933-.37 and

occasionally from I'. S.

De«:(:a after 1937; Iwth

matrices may apjiear

on the record

Crystalate issues may
show the matrix under

the lai>el or in the

run-out area, while

Uecca-pressfd issues

show tha matrix in

the run-out

SAVANA

The label was pressed

by Crystalate in the

1920’s. N<) details are

known tor the 7-inch

issues.

10-inch IStart un-

known):

1585 9/26

1600 4/27

Last numlier unknown.

SCALA

This name was u.sed

twice; the first was on

one of the German-

pressed la-bels of the

pre-1914 j>eriod and

as such is listed in the

preceding sulKsei/rion.

The matrix series used

on this laliel continues

until at lea.st 1917,

and probal)ly later.

S<'aia apparently ran

until at least mid- 1 91 9.

If it did not <ontinu<',

it was reW^T-d in

1920. At this f)omit,

l»oth S’ala and (>>list/-

um hpv.! were j>re.ss«'d

by V ocabon, and the

two labels u.s«‘d identi-

cal numl>ering at first.

.Scala numlK-.rs droppe.<l

the initial ”1” shortly

thereafter, including

those in the catalog,

and ran c1(m- Imt not

jiaralle.l to (’oli.seum

before gradually fal-

ling liehind The two

laliels were dropyied in

1927 or early 1928.

i\ew scries starts with

Colieum numbers:

1.300 <:.] 21

380 6/21

4.50 I '22

520 6/22

.580 1,23

620 623
660 1/24

7.30 I 25

760 1/20

810 1/27

885 c.9/27

last numlier unknown.

For matrix data see

A<xi and others uses!

<in that Laliel.

SLMCJIA

Very tittle is known
alniut this laliel, ;ind ii

is only a-v^uuicd to is

tinttslc

10000 7';>o

10011 10 .iO

1 ast numlier and <late

not known.

SOFIA

This laliel wd> (iressco

bv Homishord (sr.c

Stemo) during the
r*

1930's. It ayijieais (o

have tieen u.sed tui

two different is--Mes

line of ,-iucli rc*oM’i,-.

pres.sed 1930-31 and a

line of Mkini'h renird

pre.s.sesl 1 93 F3.5.

Tiinh:

1 ().)('

40 I .h

70 4 31

I’roliably end- -.lioilly

thereaftei, exact (asl

numlier and date iioi

know iL

lO-inch

rhi- sz-ric- proKiMi

started at 76); "ne

issue known;

714 1(31

S,\- M'l le.-v.

S.X-101 1
3")

SA 145 (

3-

! asi uuiiiIk r unkiio,ii,.

There mav i>e other

serlc.-i a.-, well.

See l*la/;i for 7-in< li

matrix data and Sterim

(s«-e next |»agei lot

Kimch <lala.
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STERNO

Why this Label shared

its name with a IJ. S.

brand of campstove

fuel Ls not known, but

it was pressed by

Uomofhord and grad-

ually became that

romy>anys primary la-

Ik L No data is known
on the S-JOO series

but it drew from

Zonophone and can be

dated by its H. M. V.

matri<-es hpF.) The

more common series

fucsscd in Homochord’s

own facibties follows.

100 . ?/28

180 . 6/29

280 . 1/30

390 . 6/30

- 1/31

700 . 6/31

860 . 1/32

975 . 6/32

1080 - 1/33

1200 . 6/33

1300 . 1/34

14.35 . 6/34

1530 . 1/35

1575 . 6/35

1605 c.10/35

Ends around this

|ioinL

MATRICES

SF-1 . 11/28

Prefix changes

S-20 . 1/29

S-J60 . 6/29

«^390 . 1/30

S.760 . 6/30

S.1250 . 1/31

S-1640 . 6/31

8-2120 . 1/32

S-2450 . 6/32

8-2820 . 1/33

8-3050 . 6/33

S.3470 1/34

(Continued at right)

STERNO (cont)

MATRICES (cont)

S-3850 6/34

S.4160 1/35

S-4250 6/35

S-4282 (last?) . . . 9/35

The above series was

ased not only on

Stemo but on all of

the Iftinch pressings

of the Homochord

firm except Homo-

chord (c[.vj and 4in-l.

TELEDISK

Only the following

data is known re-gar-

8inp this labeL and

who pressed or sold it

is not known.

Start unknown:

1935 . 435
1960 . 6/35

1994 c.11/35

Last number or date

unknown.

MATRICES

Start unknown:

8-151 . 2/35

S220 . 6/35

8-447 c.1/36

As catalog series.

TOWER

These records were

pressed 1920-21, al-

though who pressed

and .sold them is not

known.

100 al/20

160 . 1/21

225 . 5/21

Last number and mat-

rix source unknown.

TRIJSOUND

Only fragmentary data

is available on thi.s

labeL and the author

has not seen an

example. There are at

least two, and quite

possibly more, <atalog

series, although what

they repre.sent is

unknown.

A-600 9'33

The foUowine may be.

in a different series.

or there may be a gap

in the numbering.

A-IOOO . . . - . 11/33

A.1150 . . . . . . 1, 34

A.1240 . . . . . 434
Last numl>er unknown.

New series,

known:

start n<*t

B.5.50 . . . .. . . 5/34

Only item known.

MATRICES:

500 . . . 6/33

590 . . . 6/34

La.st number unknown.

VELVET FACE

This label was pressexi

by Edison Bell The

name was used twi<T,

once in the early years

of the firm and again

1922-27. See Edison

Bell for matrix data

No data is known for

the early (pre-1915)

series, date by matrix

or control numbers

listed under Edison

Bell on page 135.

Later series at right-

VELVET fact: (cont.)

Later series

10-inch:

1000 . . ."21

1025 . . 6/22

1047 . . 1 '23

1080 . . 1/24

1118 . . 1/25

1155 . . 1 26

1196 . . 1 27

1220 . . I 'll

Ends arouiul this

p>int, last numlier not

known.

12-inch:

.501 . . r ?l

513 . . l .

•/’2

532 . . 1 23

.566 . . 124

614 . . 1/25

658 . . T26

695 . . 1 27

Ends around 70.5 at

7/27. E^xa( t last num-

ber unknown.

VENTS

Only the following

issue is known io ihc

author on this labcL

First and last niimlwr'/

are unknown. as Ls ihc

lifespan.

1584 . . 5,19

The label iseems to

hatT drawn from the

E'avorite/Scala series

but that is unverified-
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VICTORY

A line of 7-inch

rerord-s pressed by

Crystalate for the

Jintish branch of

W (wlworth’s.

j 9 28

-hJ I 29

99 6'29

i:>0 1'30

223 6 30

300 1 31

322 la.,t 3/31

MAlKlCtS

I he following series

was ased for all 7"

(and other ^all size-s

-urfa as Vlimosa?) issues

|>re>?.ied bv Cjystalate.

''iiiu most prior to

V iftory, except for the

^hort-lived Imfierial

Junior (q.v.) label, are

chUdren’s records, pre-

192R data is partial

"tart unknown:

Itf-lOO cJ 24

IK47r> 6/23

I/C200 6/26

1J<,310 1/27

IC390 6/27

lJ(i430 6/28

I)C60<( 1/29

1X;700 6/29

1X^23 1/30

ltC-023 6 30

Lk;1073 1/31

Runs at least to DC
1090. may continue

for S(je/da) pressings.

I he numerical part of

the matrix apyiears on

the label, while the

full numlier is usually

in the run-out area.

VOCALION

The British operations

of the Aeolian Com-

pany, who sold Vocal-

ion records, first

entered the record

business in December,

1920. After the 11. S.

\ ocalion firm was

atxpiired by Brunswick

in 1925, the British

firm continued, but

the Vocabon (and

other) labels were

dropfied in late 1927

in favor of 8-inch

Broadcast (q.v.) records.

The firm was bought

by Crystalate in 193Z

Vocalion records were

issued m a large

number of 10 and

12-in(h .series, lait in-

formation is only avai-

lalde on the folhiwing

popular series.

X.9<KK) 12/20

.V9050 6/21

\.9125 1/22

X.9220 6/22

X.9310 1/23

X.9350 6/23

X.9390 1/24

X.9440 6/24

X-9510 1/25

X.9590 (V25

X-9720 1/26

X.9820 6,26

X-9930 1/27

X-10000 6/27

X-10025 9/27

Ends around this

point, last number is

unknown.

There, was a short-bved

B.200 series which

included U. S. Bruns-

wick sidea, ab isaued

around 8/27 (also .see

Kildare, under which

name many appeared).

VOCALION (cont)

The following 1lower-

priced series was ajv

parently phasetl out

after Aco (q.v.) was

introduced:

.W-IOOO 2 22

M-1040 622
M-llOO 1'23

M-1140 6/23

M.1180 10'23

.Appears to end around

this point

Popular 12-mrh rer-

onls appeanxl on a K-

05(K)0 serie,s, but no

data is availaide for

the*e or the various

series used for serious

masir.

The foUowing series

were pressed l»y

Crystalate and later.

Decca:

"Swing” series:

1 , 5/36

50 . 1/.37

100 6/37

l,5f) 1/38

Prefix added

S-207 3 38

Lvsued sfK»radi(aUy tte

S-247 2/40

"Celebritv" serif's:

500 11/.36

580 ... . - . . r.9/38

Both of the above

drew from Ij. S. ARC
and Decca material.

Decca also issued an

"Origins of Jazz” series;

(V.lOOMl) from late

1951 into 19.54 on the

VtK'alion laltel.

VOCAUON (. ont.)

MATRICES

01000 10 211

02200 l'2i

02373 6 21

02600 1 22

02800 o 22

03100 I 23

03235 D 23

03450 121

03580 0 24

03750 ! 25

03975 » 23

04275 1 2(>

04470 6 2o

A(x»ustic sciic>

8/26 at c,4550.

Elei tric eiic-'C

M-01 8/20

M.0150 I 27

.M-0415 6 27

Electric series ends a I

c.M-04.30, date is not

known.

British ViK-alion al-.o

drew from its I >.

ixiunter^KU t as well as

Gennett (q.v. both). I he

fbm pre.s.sed a nuuil«';

of other jalnTs anti

some may caiTv the

above matrices

adtbtion to those ii.ste<i

under Aro.

NOTE5
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WESTPORT WORLD (cont) ZONOPHONE

Pressed for Currys

(q.v.) by Edison Bell

1922-1924

2000 c.6/22

2050 1/23

2115 6/23

Ends at around 2200

in early 1924, but

exact data not known.

As suck, they would

not play on an ordi-

nasy machine, and thus

proved unsuccsessfuL

Only a handful were

issued.

100 ?/22

no 1/23

3000 c.6/22

3075 1/23

3185 11/23

Ends around 3200 as

ab<)ve-

160 12/24

Ends around this

point

MATRICES:

There was also a series

of 3digit numbers, for

which only the fol-

lowing is known:

425 c.8/24

For matrices see Edi-

son Bell; also see Port-

land, under which

name these may have

been remaindered.

NOTK-
Somc Westport issues

actually have that la-

bel pasted over a

Winner label

WINNER

See Edison BeU, who
issued records bearing

only this name until

1925.

WORLD

These were records in-

tended, by means of a

(implicated gearing

systetn, to play at a

constant linear speed

(continued at right)

R-1 3/22

R-220 1/23

Presumably continues,

but no data is known
Later issues drew on

other souriis, primar-

ily the long'playing

recordings of Vocalion

WORLDECHO

Dating information Ls

available for this label

but the circumstances

of its issue are not

known to the author

at this time.

A-1000 12/29

A.1040 2/30

Last number unknown.

New series:

B-IOOO 2/30

B-1021 3/30

Last number unknown.

MATRICES:

100 (start?) . . . 10/29

276 2/30

Last number unknown

No other data known

See His Master’s Voice,

the primary label of

the Gramophone Com-

pany, which issued

Zonophone records af-

ter 190a

NOTE:

It is almost (xrtain

that there are a large

number of labels

whidi could be

included in this sub-

section but of which

the author is unaware.

W hile some such la-

bels might actually be

either one of the

numerous minor labels

of the pre-1915 period

(see the preceding sub-

section and the list at

right) or po8t-1945

issues (not detailed

here) others may well

be short-lived labels or

special one-off items.

The Guide user is ad-

vised to compare such

records to other items

in the collection, or

check matrix sequen-

ces of labels known to

have pressed client la-

bels, to attempt to

identify and date such

items. The author

would appreciate any

such information in

order to update and

improve later editions

of the Guide.

Following at right Ls a

list of known 1904

1914 labeb drawing

from the sources listed

in the preceding sub-

section, or from Edison

Bell (There are others)

ALBION (B, O)

APOLLO (?)

ARIEL (all)

ARROW (B)

BEATALL (?)

BEKA GRAND (B)

BESnONE (?)

BRITTANIA (?)

BLTTERl'LY (seen

pasted over Popular)

CLARION (G)l?)

DACAPO (?)

Dn>LOMA (EB, ?)

EMPUIE (EB)

EXO (EB)

FAMOUS (?)

FAVORITIE) (F)

GRAMMAVOX (?)

HEART (?)

EWICl’A (?, B, own)

JOHN BULL (B, F)

JUMBO (0)

KALLIOPE (own)

KLINGSOR (P)

LEADER, THE (F, B)

LITTLE CllAM’N (EB)

LYCEUM (B)

LYIUC (F)

MELOGRAl‘ll (?)

MHLOPHONE (EB)

NATIONAL (B, EB)

ODEON RECDRD (O)

OPERAPHONE (?)

OUR FLAG (Kal ?)

PALLADIUM (?)

PEUCAN (EB, 0, ?)

PHILHARMONIC (?)

PHONA-DLSC (EB)

PICKOFALL (?)

PILOT (P, EB)

PIONEER (?)

PIAYWELL (?)

POLYPHON (own)

ROBEYPHONE (0)

STARS, THE (?)

S'fELLA (KalJ

VALKYRIE (0)

VICTORY (EB, ?)

(seen pasted on Stella)

There are others not

known to the author!

(EB is Edison Bell B

Beka, F Favorite, P
Polyphon, O Odexm)
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The purpose of this sectiiMi is to enable the user of the Guide to establish whether a record

hping rcseai^ed is the original pressing or a subsequent pressing bj descrilnng the various labels

used b^ each company in existence long enough to use more than one label design. Seme firms, of

course, did not issue earlier material on a later series, either deleting it or continuing to use the

older lahel while it remained available; others, however, kept records in the catalog for years, and

one Victor record by Sousa’s Band was still available over twenty years later, under its original

niunber. It also enables the user to establish an approximate date for a record even if the catalog

number series is not Listed herein.

In each case, the description given is not exacting, but should be adequate to distinguish between

the various label types. This descrition includes color, typeface of the label name, decorative

elements and their color and other identifying features. If any information is not known to me,

such as a Label for which 1 have only seen a black and white photograph, that is so stated. If the

label has a common name among record collectors, so that it might be so described in a

discographic publication or auction list, that is giveiL Minor detail changes, such as slight changes in

typography of credits, rewording of patent notices and the like is not listed; in some cases,

exhaustive studies have been made of such details, and Labels classified, but information is often

not generally availaUe. Where it is, 1 have included sources in the bibliography.

The many short-lived (and a few longer-UvedJ minor labels which used only a single label design

are not included here. There arc a very few cases where a label name was used more than once

during the period covered by the Guide - in all such cases the dates of the labels in question are

far enough apart that a check of the ’’Record Era Guide” should establish which of the labels is in

question, or the two (or more) use completely different catalog series. Post-1942 labels iue also not

included, as they are added to the Guide for convenience only. If a label is not discussed in this

secticHL, it is in all pr(d>ability in one of the above two categories.

To use this aecticMi, simply look the label up in the index for the label guide. If it does appear,

check to see which description most closely suits the record in question (note, however, that some

labels used a variety of label colours for non-popular material and while 1 have mentioned those 1

am aware of, there may well be others). This should give you an idea of a range of actual issue

dates for the record If you cannot find any description which se-ems to sugge.st the label design on

your record check the Record Era Guide in the book to see if your record is from an era eralier

or later than the dates mentioned as it may be an earlier or later label of the same name; also,

check the manufacturer credits to see if it is from a country other than the Uil and Canada, as

the larger firms had overseas subsidiaries and the smaller labels often had unconnected namesakes

in other countries. If you have access to a cxipy of Les. R. Docks’ "American Premium Record

Guide”, you will find many of the labels pictured which might prove of help.

While collectors prefer original issues, later pressings are not substantially lower in value (unlike

their 45 rpm counterparts) with one exception. Most earlier Victor records still in the catalog as *>f

about 1947 had their matrices dubbed onto new ones for technical reasons, causing a loss of sound

cpiabty. Original pressings will show the take number and V. E. in an oval or diamond or

evidence of something having been removed Dubbed cxipies are less valuable. This also apjdies

where sides were reissued under later numbers. For these., Columbia dubbings will carry a new,

later matrix number, not cxirresponding to the recxirding date of the original side; Deccas may or

may not do so, but the groove area and arrangement will be unlike the original - these’- are hard

to identify. In general, if a reissued side appears different from an original side from the same
period it is usually dubbed and thus of less cxiUector interest
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AFEX: This ranaHian label used essentially the same design and standard gold on dark blue Compo
colour scheme throughout its long existence. The only changes were as follows: The words "New

Process” appeared under the trade name in 1925 to indicate electrical recording (although most

were not) and this was rejdaced in 1927 by "Electrophonic". In 1952 the 76090 series, drawn from

various U. S. sources, appeared using a slightly updated version of the label on a maroon

background, and other series changed colour as did Canadian Decca iq.v.)

BANNER: This Plaza/ARC label first appeared with a label very similar to the Columbia of the

period; Blue with gold print, with the name in blue on a gold bar above the center hole and the

picture of a knight in a circle above that, which changed to a shield bearing "B K" shortly

thereafter. Perhaps this was still too similar to Columbia, since the bar disappeared, leaving only

"BANNER" above the hole and stylized draperies on each side. This design continued until the end

of the label, although the background was changed to bright red in 1934

BELl: This label carried three different label designs, the first two similar to its Arto source

(which used only one design). On the first, "BELL RECORDS" appears in an arc at the outside of

the top half of the label Between this and the center hole, a gold bell appears, carrying the words,

"A Bell-like Tone”. Within a year the bell disappeared, leaving all else unchanged Both of these

designs were printed in gold on Uack for popular and red for standard issues. In 1923, W. T.

Grant was forced to turn to a new source, and a new label appeared On this, "BELL" appears

em lneed within a classical pediment whose scrollwork top connects with a small circled picture of

a piping satyr, with credits below this. Background colours were as the previous designs, although a

few blues records in the popular series were on a blue background This design was used until the

end of the labeL

BLllEBlRlh This RCA Victor subsidiary used three different designs, all named by collectors The
first was one of the industry’s most attractive labels, the socaUed "buff" label This featured an

artdeco design with the trade name superimposed on a stylized depiction of a bluebird in flight

and "Electrically Recorded" above the center hede, and the credits below between abstract musicl-

note designs; the RCA symbol and dog were shown in tiny neighbourin
g circles at the bottom. This

was printed in a medium blue on a buff background, thus the name (The first few issues used a

light blue background). In 1937 (1939 in Canada) this was replaced by the "staff" label The latter

was printed in gold on a dark blue background, and used the same stylized bird sumpeiimposed

on a noteless staff of music, with the name in artdeco Lettering above. Two rings encircled the

outside, broken to allow the RCA manufacturing credit at the bottom, and Nipper had disppeared

entirely. In 1940, Nipper returned with a vengeance, surmounting the trade name., now in more
restrained print, in large form, just as on the parent label A small version of the bird appeared

underneath the name, with its wings behind the name. Oidy one Inioken ring now circled the label

The label was revived in 1949, uidng the existing RCA Victor label but on a blue background,

with the words "Bluebird senes" at the top; this was also used for Later issues of Bluebird records

in Canada, which appeared under their old catalog numbers for some years.

BROADWAY: Essentially the same design was used throughout the existence of this labeL with a

few minor changes. The earliest version used "BROADWAY", superimposed on a white bar in .some

cases and in gold in others, above the center h(de, with the drawing of a .skyline above the name
and credits on the lower half of the label A small circled ”B" appeared in 1923, and was u.scd on
all B D & M issues. When that firm failed, NYRL replaced the Puritan label with Broadway. The
first of these later issues, with the same design minus the ”B”, were on blue stock (perhaps using

up old Puritan stock?) but it quickly reverted to the original black background. In 1927,
"EXEXTTRICALLY REXX)RDED” replaced the bar below the trade name; this was the last change in

label design, even including the short-lived Decca revival of the label
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BRUNSWICKi The first records to appear under this name appeared in Canada, using a gold-on-

green Label unlike any subsequent label This was supplanted around 1919 by the attractive label

kno^vn to record collectors. The basic backgroimd of this label is black, with a gold ring around

the outside. Inside that, the space between two eccentric circles is filled with white; the outer circle

merges into scrollwork at the top which contains a small gold-patterned shield containing a red "IT

in gothic style, while the inner circle is flattened at the top to allow space for the trade name in

script letters below the circle. The space inside this is black and contains the credit This label

must have been expensive to produce, because it was replaced in 1924 uith the most common
design in gold (Hint mi black. This has a gedd outer ring and an inner line square on three sides

and following the label edge at the bottom; the space between these is filled with scrollwork, and

that inside the inner line contains the credits, with the shield gold and a black "B". This was used

through 1935, shrinking to 3" in 1927; most are gold on black, but other combinations were used

for classical and special issues. The manufacturer’s credit changed with takeovers, however, 1931

issues credit "Brunswick Radio CorpOTation”, and 1932-35 issues "Brunswick Record Corporation",

with early 1932 issues using up old labels but carrying stamped matrix numbers. The final design

appeared in 1936. Two parallel bars above the center hole combined with two partial rings to

produce two spaces, with a third between the bars containing the trade nam e, the lower space

contained credits, while the upper was filled with shaded vertical bars overlaid by the words

"lull-Range Recording”. CBS dropped the label in 1940, but Decca purchased the rights to the

name and revived the label for reissues, using a much-simplifiexl version of the previous design

with no vertical bars and the legend "Collectors’ Series". The label made its final appearance on
"78" in 1956, with a design similar to the previous one but no legend and silver print on a

maroon label Canadian issues from 1919 until 1932 matched their 1). S. <xMinterparts, with

changeovers often being a few months later, when ARC acquired Brunswick the Comfio G)rapany

acquired Canadian rights to the label and their issues bore a design similar to the 1). S. version

Init larger and in the Compo gold-on-blue colours, and this design was also used for the 194.3-50

(anadian reissues. The 1956 version was essentially the same as the LI. S. label

CWIEfh Although all of the label designs used on Cameo were similar, there are five distinct

de--iigns. The first was gold-on-black, with "Cameo" in old English lettering inside an ornate s<to11

device and a small cameo (Hctured above. After the first few issues, this was replacexl by a label

U'.ing a slightly smaller shield and white-trimmed gold lettering for the trade name; this was on a

blue background, but most of the label bore vertical red stripes as well with the credits

superimposed in gold This proved almost unreadable, and the complete label background was
changed to black before a year had passed After another year, the shield was removed as well;

this is the most common label In 1928i, a gold-edged white area appeared below the («nter hole,

carrying title credits, and in the next year this area was enlarged to include almost the whole
lower half of the Label The latter design was used until the end of the label in 1930.

(iHAMFlON: This Gennett subsidiary label used essentially the same design from its inception in

1925 until its end in 1934, and throughout its 1935-36 revival by the De<xa Reaird (kimpany. The
red and gold (black and gold 1932-34) label added the word ’Tilectrograph" below the trade name
in 1 927, and on Decca issues this changed to "Electrically Re<x)rded’” with patents added above the,

name and the label crediting Decca

CIAKIO.N: All rexx)rds pressed under this name by Columbia carried the same gold-on-green laltel.

The name was used, however, on at least two earlier and unrelate/1 lalicb), the first from c. 190f>

and the second frfan 1921.
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GJMAA: See Cnlumhia below.

COLUMBIA: Since Cdumbia was one of two labels to exist throughout the 78 rpm era, it is logical

that it should have had a large number of label designs during this long period. The first

Columbias were pressed under the Climax name, crediting Columbia as manufacturer, in 1901. but

by 1903, the firm was using its own name cm the labeL The earliest of these bore the legend

"Columbia Disc Record"; this was quickly supplanted by "Columbia Phonograph Co." and the final

pre-1908 label bore the trade name in ornate art-nouveau lettering. All of these designs had

variants, as welL All Were blacA with silver printing (thus usually designated as "B & S") and can

best be dated by noting the latest of the various patent and prize dates on the label or in the

record surface. When Columbia introduced double-faced records in mid-1908, the label was

completely redesigned the labeL The new label bore a large paired musical note above the center

hole, with the words "COLUMBIA" and "RECORD" arcing around the outside of the label in large

print on either side. A brcAen ring, interrupted by the note, ran around the in.side of the trade

name and, steppecL the manufacturer’s credit; this contained the credits below the hole. This started

out on a black background, and alternated between black and turquoise as prices were changed;

other colours were used for ethnic and special issues. Higher-jndced classical items bore the

"Symphony Series" labeL an elaborate affair on a dark blue background with a gold and red

banner arcing slightly to the right and center extolling the prizes and honours won.

The "notes” label was su{q>lanted in 1916 by a gold-on-medium-blue label (green for ethnic beiueJ,

much simpler in design; it had a ring around the outside of the labeL with "COLUMBIA" above

the center hole and the notes, smaller and circled, above that After three months or so, tlus lal>e]

was apparently felt to be too simple, as a thick gold bar was extended across the label to contain

the trade name, now in reversed print When the company was reorganized at the end of 1923,

another new label was introduced - the so-called "flag" label This label used various metallic-

coloured backgrounds - copper for popular issues - with "Columbia" above the center hole in black

and the still smaller circled notes in light blue above that Below the hole the label had a white

rectangle, framed in black, (m which title credits appeared in black. This was flanked on either

side by red, white and blue banners (not flags ! ).

This label was extremely attractive, but probably costly and failed to emphasize, the trade name,

so in 1925 a new label appeared, familiar to collectors. This label used two lines, each running

partway around the edge of the label with a flattened top or bottom, to divide the Label into two

arens with a horizontal area between them above the center hole. In that area "Columbia" appeared

in heavier lettering. The top area ccmtained the familiar circled notes, and, after 1927, the b^end

”Viva-T<Hial Recording"; the bottom area the credits. This was printed in gold on a blac k

background (again, green for ethnic records). In 1930, the labels on all (^lolumbia products shrunk

to a 3” diameter. In 1932, Columbia introduced "Royal Blue" records. The labels also changed to

blue, but existing stocks were used, producing blue records with black, or worse yet green, labels.

Some artists, as weU, rated special labels - Paul Whiteman’s records bore a garish orange and green

Label with a caricature of the leader, leading to their "potato head" nickname, while Ted Lewis

had a more tasteful black-on-silver affair. The standard design remained essentially the same until

1939; when ARC acquired Columbia in 1932, the details were cleaned up and the trade name
capitalized, and the label recieved the ARC "Full-Range Recording" legend in 1936l

At the end of 1938, CBS bought ARC, and in 1939 a brand new Columbia label was introdu<^d.

This bore "COLUMBIA” in squarish letters above the center hole, with the familiar notes and the

CBS microphone logo in interlocking circles above the name and credits below. This is familiarly

known as the "red” labeL since all popular issues were on that background; other series used

various colours of backrounds. The printing was gold through the 1940’s, switching to silver

thereafter, with some wartime issues printed in light yellow. The final design barely made the "78"

era in 1957. It was a silver-on-maroon label with four wedges extending from the center hole

dividing a stylized "COLUMBIA” above from the credits below.
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COLUMBIA (CANADA): The CjinaHian subsidiary of Columbia used identical labels to its 1 S

counterpart from 1904 until 1934 in fact, most labels seem to have been imp)rted from the

Wlien the label was revived in C.anada, in 1940, its labels were similar in desi^ except for

manufacturer credits, but records issued as part of albums or other records in the C,-6/8000 series

were on dark green backgrounds and Masterworks issues on medium blue, Canadian Columbias also

used silver print from around 1948 onward The 1957 label design is identical

CONQUEROR: This label was sold by Sears from 1928 until 1942 and used three <lifferent designs.

The first used gold print on a scarlet background It used a "(•og>^ heel” design as an outer ring

around the edge of the label with ’'Conquentr” in old English lettering alnjve the <enter hole and

the credits below. Around the same time that the .\RC labels were shrunk to 3” in 1931, the

itackground colour was changed to maroon and the design simplified slightly, although tpiite similar.

In 1935, the third design appeared The colours remained the same but the elaborate design was

simplified most of the label was now occupied by a combination of shield and scroll whnh

contained the trade name above the center hole and the credits bcloH”; in the small area alK>ve the

shield three stars surmounted by a crown appear, with a small portion of an out^ide ring

connecting the two sides of the shield This label makes no mention of Sears.

DEC/CA: With two exceptions the very distinct Decca label styles on Decca indicate series of

various prices, each of which were used for popular issues as their prices rose. The first 3r>ai:nt

Deccas bore blue labels with gold print On the 1934-37 issues, an outside ring was broken to form

the iKittom of a box in which "DECCA" apjieared in jierspective-shaded rounded letters a <levlce at

the top appeared to mmplete both box and ring. This is known as the "sunray” Dc(xa label Its

suvccessor, used on all other 35-cent Deccas, eliminated the bottom half of the outside ring and

replaced the shaded lettering with bbick capitals. The ,5(lcent De«-ia 18000 series, which was the

next popular series, was completely different The outside ring and Iwttom of the "l)ox” were iii

place, but "Decca" appeared in script lettering in the box. This design was used for the later »a<c

and country series as weU, at least on most issue.s. The 7,5-r’ent 23(MH) "Fersonalitv S<-ries" again

Used a completely different design- The earliest is-sues used the 3.5-<'ent de.sigus on a red lackgrouiid

(as did early 18000’3) but by 1946, when first used as the main serie.s, the lalx l had "DLCCA" in

serif lettering in a slightly smaller box with a star aiK>ve. it and "Personality S-rie.s" below the

1 k)X. .Some other issues used slightly different designs mfjst notably the 25000 reissue series w'hich

had no box or ring and a slightly more ornate design above the trade name. This was replaceil in

195.5 by a modem design, with "DECCA" arcing around the top of the. label at the, outside. All but

3.5-cent Deccas had goid-on-black labels except the last which was silver on charcoal grey. Some

•>^ic4;ial series, such as childrens records and the "Unlireakable," series, used <lifferenl colours.

DECCA (CANADA): In Canada, Dexr'as pressed by the Compr» Company were veiy different. I he

first were .similar to their U. S. counterparts but larger and had ntt shading on the niundc.d

lettering. In 1939, the rounded letters were finally replaced by the block letters long in use in the

U. .S. Differences in the price stmeture caused must of the U. S. 1 SfKKiserie.s Deex-a matercil to l>e

issued on a Canadian 10000 scries; Itoth KXKX) and 18fXX) scries n'cords retained the c.arUt r Li'k-I

design similar to the U. S. blue.-label Dexx’a-s. When U. .S. fKipular issues were shiftexl to (lie 2.3(iOO

cries, (x>mpo did likewife; however, they used the wript-letterexl laltel design of the L. S, DUKM)

series, adding only the "Personality series" designation. This was finally rejilaced in 1956 bv a lalx-l

similar in design but slightly different in colour to its U. .S. counteryiart des<ril>ed alxtve. The laid

colours of Canadian Deexa issues were always the standard Gim^Kt laltel lolours - <lark liluc with

gold printing through 19.50, silver on dark blue through 19.5.3 an<l silver <in lilack thereafti-r.
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lK)MlN(k This Plaza-pressed label used the same design from liegmning in 1924 until end in 1942,

but three different colour schemes. The first had "DOMINO" in gold and white lettering above the.

lenter hole, with a clown pictured above the name. The ornate outside ring and credits were in

•Mtld, all on a me.dium brown backgroimd, while the records themselves were brown also. .Alsml

1926 these were replaced by black records carrying violet labels with the same design in gold

print; these endexi about 1930. The label wass revived for a few montbs in 1932, this time withe

the design in black print on a gold labeL

DOMINO ICANADAjt This Compo-pressed the label used the same design and &)mpo goldon-blue

colours during its life, but carried different manufacturer credits. The first were crediud lo the

"Domino Record G>., New York” like their IJ. S. counterparts; these were apparently a store label

for the Metn>politan Chain in both countries. Later issues bore, no credit, and the final issues

<Tedit( (l Compo. Exact date for the changes are not known.

EDISON: Following are the major variations of Diamond Disc labels. The first etched "labels” bore

a toothed outside ring and a shield on each side of the hole \^ith title credits at the lop and

"I'ali.'on” at the bottom; these were, replaced in 1919 by a design with a triple outer ring and

-mall devices replacing the shields. "Edison” was first at the bottom but shortly moved to the top.

ami the two devices removed in em'ly 1921. Later that year the first paf)er labtds appeared asing

I he same design on a black background, and in October the "white” labels appeared (black [»rint on

white). The price appteared at the bottom 1922.23; "Re-Crention" was changed to "Record" in lale

1922 and "Made in 1). S. A,” added at the bottom in October, 1926.

EMERSON: Emerson re<»rds carried a number of designs from 1916 to 1929. The first records

intoduced were five and seven inches in diameter, and carried attractive full-colour labels with a

red-while-and-blue outside ring, carrying the trade name at the top and stars below that, encircling

a f»i(tured Miss Liberty, complete with landscape., upon which the credits were superimposed, all on

a pale green (yellow after the first issues for 7”) background. The. label was so hard to read that

the landscape soon disappeared, leaving the statue, which also disappeared on 7" records after 5"

issues ceased. In 1918, 9” Emersons appeared, and in 1919 10” records. From this point, all issues

lK>re the same design - a shield occupying most of the label with "Emerson" in reversed print

(s cupying the top of the shield above the hole and the. cJef-and-record trademark above that 7”

records were blue, on yellow, 9" gold on blue and KT gold on black with the trade, name in red

(a feature «piic.kly dropped!. In 1921, the reversed print was changed to stanclard, and "Emerson"

thanged to italics; minor changes were made to the trade mark also. After the company’s

reorganization in 1922, a new design appemred. This had a wide, ornate outside ring, with "The

New Emerson" above the hole and credis below. This lasted until 1921*, when issues ended. The

<-ompany was again rextrganized in 1925, and the label revived in 1926. This bore a design similar

(< the. 1921-22 vei-sion, again gold-on-black, but billexl the records as "Electrosonic" (whi<h H>me

weren’t ! ); this credit disaapeared shortly thereafter, and the trade, name, chitnged to white, with the

test of the printing in gold. The label seems to have ended in early 1928, although the firm

recorded material for lease to other labels into early 1929.

i'FDFJlAL: There are two completely different federal labels covered in this book, with no

(xmnection between them. The first existed from 1919 until 1924, using one silver-on-blue lalxil

de.sign; its primary activity was pressing records for Sears & Roelmck and the Charles Williams

''tores under their label names. The second was connected with King rwiords, although not a direct

subsidiary, in the late 194(Ys, and label derigns for this latter Libel are outside the scope of the

Guide, i’he user is asked to check the, "Record Era Guide” elsewhere in the book to establish

whii h of the two is being cJhecked, if not sure.
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<,l„\NL’'rT: This label, beloved to coUectOTs, actually^ used veiy few designs during its existence.

The first issues under the Gennett name, both vertically, and later, laterally cut, u.sed a simple

dedgn printed in gold on a bright blue background. It had a circle at the outside of the label

with "Ge.nnett” in old English lettering above the center hole and credits below. In 1920, this was

altered somewhat, with a thin outside ring and a concentric hexagon and ornate scrollwork between

the two occupying the label edge; the slightly altered trade name was in the same position inside

the hexagon, the bottom half of which contained the credits. In 1922 the background colour

changed to dark blue, and in 1925 to bright red, the latter i^ith minor detail changes also. The

advent of electrical recording (somewhat late) in 1927 brought with it a new design and change of

«-olours to gold-on-Hack. The ornate trim was eliminated and the records credited as ’’ElectroWam”,

also the name by which collectors know this design. There are many extremely <x)llectible records

carrying this versitm of the label ! This design was used until the label was dropper! in 1930. The

name was (cntinued for sound effects rexx)rds and other special issues carrying only the trade

name, in the same print, on a dark green or black label, and was u-sed for a Une of popular

records 1942-43 by Eb Oberstein, who pressed records under numerous identities during this peri<td

Ci.OBE: For such a short-lived and relatively rare label, there are a large number of desigirs

knowTL The first Globe records were pressed by Arto, and were similar to Arto-pressed Bell re('ords

except that the name "GLOBE" appeared arced at the top edge of the lalieL sunuounting a world

globe wrapped by a staff of music. Like all Arto pressings, this used gold print, on a bLack label

for popular and red for standard issues. Globe apparently outlasted its parent label (see the .\rto

hustory) and extended into the Bell era, as the author has seen a curious Glol)e record l»eairing a

light grey label with an essentially similar but coloured design and credit typography .similar to

fiost.Arto Bell records. In 1925, a line of Globe records pressed by Grey Gull appeared, which ma)

or may not relate to the earlier issues. These bear labels similar to the Radiex labels of the period,

with the outside ring, "Globe" in doubly arced print above the center hole, and the. pictured glolic

above that all in gold on a scarlet background, while credits appeared in black. The same design is

also known in gold print on dark green, another standard Grey Gull combination, and it i*- not

known in which order these appeared. The Label then seems to have disappeared for a time,

reappearing in 1928 with a redesigned label On this, "Globe" apjtears in ornate gold-and v hite

lettering with the globe pictured at right, all above the center hole, with credits in black lielfjw,

all on a scarlet background.

GRLY GlJLli During its 10 years of existence, this label used a liewildering variety of hiliel

<le.signs; the Guide user is referred to an article In issue #39 of I'hc. New Amlierola Graphic, still

available, for further details. The three versions of the first design all used an ornate scheme with

"Grey Gull" in old EnglLsh lettering above the center hole in an oval lozenge. rx>nne/'ted to an

(Kldly-shaped shield containing the other print This is surmounted by a detailed drawing of a gull

in flight superimposed on a circle, and the remaining space is occupied by ornate .scrollwork, in

the first version, the inner area is solid white, and a price is shown, while the se<y>nd version

farries a dark band extends across the inner area at hole height and "Boston, U. S. A." appears to

the left these are known in .several colour combinatious all with a white inner area. I he main
^cond colour has been seen as orange-yellow, oUve green and light green - the former two had

(lark blue |:Rint while the latter had black. The third version used only the top half (»f the d<%sign,

with the ornate trade name, and the. colour scheme was simplified to the standard gold-on-maroon

a->ed until 1925 by the labeL This extremely rare version seems to have been transitional.

The second design also appears in several versions. On these, "GREY GULL" appears above the

center hole with a more stylized gull and circle directly above and credits lielow. The first version

b.is a dual outside ring, while the second and third have a single one; on the third, the legend

B^ist(m, U. S. A. is in straight block capitals at hole levcL The final two versious replace this

legend with various items; aU but the. last are mar<x>n laliels - the last is gree.u (<x>nt. next [»agc)
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The fourth version, used from 1926, seems to represent an effort to standar<iize design." for all

Grey Gull-pressed labels. On these, "GREY GULL" is arced across the top of the label in smaller

gold and white print, with a smaller circled gull below the trade name in white on gold, and

credits in black below the hole. This appeared on three background colours, in orden beige or tan,

in varying shades, medium blue and bright red. The next version appears to be another transitional

design and is seldom found, dating from 1928L It displays "GREY GULL" in larger print, arcing

around the top half of the label with a multi|de gold-white-gold outer ring on a starlet

background. The gull is relegated to a tiny outline, sans circle, in red in a small white area below

a small gold semicircle at the bottom of the label The final version is quite common, having been

used from 1928 until the end of the label in 1930. The background calour and outside, rings are

as the previous design; the area containing the gull is also .similar
, but the colours are reversed to a

white guU on red. The trade name, however, appears on this version in ornate capital letters, arced

at the top to match the label edge and slightly at the bottom to allow for small scrollwork designs

below the name. Credits are in black as previous label designs. It might be noteed that given the

unorthodox practices of Grey GuU, other undiscovered designs and cohiurs may stUl be dis««>vered !

HAIIMOGRAPH: The design of this short-lived (1922-25) label remained the same throughout its

existence, but label and typography colours changed according to the soune company. As uc.ar a^ L
known, no items appeared using more than one label type.

HARMONY: Only minor changes appeared in the design of this Columbia sulisidiary label which

ran from 1925 untU 1932 and was revived in 1949. The very basic de.sign consisted of "Harmony"

in script lettering above, the center hole with credits below. aU in gold print on mariMin stock ihe

first year or so of issues carried a price notic* to the left of the hole, which s«K»n diapjieared. Ihc

laliel shrunk to a 3" diameter in 1930, and in 1931 acxpiired the "ElectricaUy Recorded" hgcnd.

The postwar revival used an identical design, but on a lighter background.

IMFERIALj Two completely different labels bore this name, the latter outside the scope of the

Guide. The first ran 1904-08, using a gold-on-blue design which, oddly enough, was rcyive^l by the

British label of the same name in 1920. The second was a west-coast-based label which started late

in 1947, featuring primarily rhythm and blues and country material British imperial rec^ords are

also fairly common in North America.

JKWEL: There are two separate labels under this name, which may or may not be connerted. The

first was pressed by Grey GuU, apparently sporadicaUy, from 1921 until 1923. The first of these

has a hexagonal outside design with "Jewel" above the center hole; it appeared first in gold-on-

maroon, the standard Grey GuU combination of the time, and later in a red-on-ye.Uow ver.sion

which is asuaUy found pasted over the label of other Grey GuU pressings. Both of these version."

are fairly rare. In 1927, the Plaza Music Gtmpany revived the name for a line of low-priced

records drawn from the Oriole label (q.v.l. This ran until 1932 and used a single de.sign, wdth

"JEWEL" above the center hole and credis below. The first issues were printed in black on a light

green label but this quickly changed to gold on maroon, which was used until the. end

IA BELLE: Very little is known about this label The first issues u.sed a gold-on-blue laliel, pasted

over Columbia records of al920; Later issues used the same design in gold print on black and

drew from Olympic, both the 1921 and 1923 versions of that label

LIBERTY MUSIC SHOft Records were pressed for this New York City store from 1934 until ai

least 1942. Early issues use plain black-on-white labels with no particular attempt at design; after

the first few issues, the records carried attractive dark blue-on-white labels with a distinctive design.
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LIJN(X)LN: This was a subsidiary Label of the Cameo Record Company from 1924 until late 1929.

The simple design used for almost all issues resembles the Cameo label, with ’’L1NC01..N" alstve the

(’enter hole, with the top of the name arced, surmounted by a small oval pictuie of .Abraham

Lincoln. Subsequent to Cameo’s merger into the American Record Corfwration, the lal>el wa-.

redesigned, with a less ornate rendering of the trade name and a white area occupying the lower

half of the label containing the credits. The label was dropped very shortly after the ARC merger.

LITTLE WONDER: These 5”, Columbia-pressed records carried etched "labels" 1914-16, hlue-<m-

}ellow paper labels 1916-18 and black-on-orange thereafter.

LVRIQ This early label used two designs, both quite attractive, 'I’he first lx*re the trade name as

"LYRIC RECORDS", superimposed at top right over a full-colour rendition of long-gowned women

(muses?). This was quickly changed to the second design, in which "Lyric" in ornate old English

script above the center hole, surmounted by the trade mark - a picture of a small kitten on a

record with the slogan "Never Scratches". The label backgound is light grey, with the trade name

in orange edged in blacL One source credits a third transi tional version on a light idue

backgrouncL wdth "LYRIC RECORD" arced around the top of the label and the ti-ade-mark kitten

and record at the bottom; this version is unknown to the author.

MADISON: Only a single design was used during the life of this labeL but slight changes were

made in typography. 1926-29 issued used straight lettering for the credits and a bright green

background; 1929-32 issues used italic lettering and a slightly lighter green.

MEDALLION: This Emerson-pressed label ran from 1919 until 1921, and used a single design with

two colour schemes. The first one used two shades of brown, with a white area containing the

credits; the second was a simpler gold-on-dark-green bicolcmr scheme.

MELOTONE: This label ran from 1930 to 1938 as a subsidiary of Bruirswick. The design wa- the

same throughout its existence, with the top one.-third of the label and a wide out.sidc ring in the

print colour creating a dark area which contained the credits in lighter print. "Melotone" appeare<l

in script in the top area, surmounted by a smaU design which suggested the continuance of tlit

outer ring. During most of the label’s existence, this was in silver print on medium blue stock, but

betweem 1934 and early 1936, this was changed to gold-on-green. In 1936, the original colour

s<-heme reappeared and as, with aU ARC labels, "Full-Range Recording" was added at the top of the

label This continued to the last issues in 1938.

MELOTONE (CANADA): When the American Record Corporation was formed, the Compo (^mpany

acquired the Canadian rights to the Brunswick and Melotone labels. They pressed the latter from

1932 until long after the end of the IJ. S. label, in 1942. The Canadian version of the laltcl prior

to 1932 was identical to its U. S. counterpart; however, Compci-pressed Melotones used a label in

the usual Compo gold-ondark blue scheme. These did not have the wide outside ring or the

reversed area containing the trade name. On these "Melotone" appeared in the same script but in

gold print, and lines suggested the design of the D. S. label

MITIHELI: This Label was pressed from 1924 until 1926 for a phonograph manufacturer. Tlie

fir.st issues were pressed by the Bridgeport Die and Machine Company, which went bankrupt in

early 1925; thereafter, the label was pressed by Grey GulL Each source used a different label

design - the B D & M Mitchells are printed in gold on a medium brown stock, while Grey Gull

uses its standard gold print and green background with the hexagimal border design used on

several client labels On both, the name is in an ornate script with "RECORD" appearing in the

"tail" flourish below the name.
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MONTGOMERY WARD: This Labed was pressed from 1933 until about 1940 for the noted mail

order firm. The same design was used, with "ELECTRICALLY RECORDED" arcing around the top

half of the label at the outside, and "MONTGOMERY WARD" appearing similarly at the hottfun.

The inner area is occupied at the lop by concentric half.circles and at the bottom by the credits.

The colour varies according to the source. Early Victor pressings are in gold on dark, blue or black

stock, while jnessings from c. 1934-37 use red print on a buff stock identical to the Bluebird

records of the period, from which most issues were drawn. Some Montgomery ward records were

pressed by Decca, who used gold print on dark stock, and the final issues were pressed by Var.dty,

asing a similar colour scheme but a lighter background, similar to the parent labe .

ODEON: This label was pressed from 1919 until 1929, and again in 1930, by the Okeh
I’honograph CurporatioiL From 1919 until 1927, the label used a simple design in black print on

an orange background, very similar to Okeh’s of the period except in colour. After Columbia

aitjiiived Okeh, both Odeon and Okeh were changed to a gold-on-black scheme, but neither design

( hanged (in 1926, the word "Electric" appeared in an oval beloew the trade name to designate

records so re<»rdedj. In late 1930, the Odeon name was revived (see the Okeh history) using a

completely new design identical to the Odeon label usexl world-wide, with "Odeon" in a small

re\'erse-printed box just above the center hole, surmounting a semi-circular bounded area containing

the credits, and a stylized picture of a temple above the box. This latter issue was short-lived, and

the name was not further used in North America.

OKEH: When this label was launched in 1918 with a line of vertically cut records, the name was

drawn from the firm which sold them - the Otto Ueineman Phonograph Spply Company, a branch

of the world-wide operations of Carl Lindstrom. the label emphisized this fact, with "OKEH" alK*ve

the center hole using a large "O" and "H" and a smaller "KE", with the head of an Indian

pictured within the "O". A red seal appears above the trade name, and "RECORD" in smaller print

lielow. I’he remainder of the label is used for credits. The label is printed in gold, excepting the

:^al and Indian, on a dark blue background. When the firm introdu(%d a line of lateral-cut records

in 1919, these bore the same label with "LATERAL” in large print below the trade name.

In that year, the (xnnpany was reorganized as a result of it having been (ie.rman-owned during

World War L Heineman’s name disappeared, replaced by the designation "General Phonograph

G>rpoiation”. Shortly thereafter a new label design appeared, whicJi would remain essentially the

.same until 193!x The seal and Indian vanished, and "OKeh" was now printed in a stylizf^d s<'ript

with the first two letters capitalized; the background colour was changed to maroon, although

printing was still in gold. In 1926, the firm began recording electrically, and these records bear the

legend, "Recorded by TRIJETONE Process" below the trade name, with "TRUETONE" reverse

printed in an oval directly below the. trade name.

In late 1926, the firm was acrpiired by Columbia The "TRUETONE" legend disappearciL l>eing

replaced .slightly later by the word "ELECTRIC" in a similar ovaL and the credit tyy»<»gra[>hy

change.d to the usual Columbia style. In 1928, the background colour of the label was changexl to

black, to correspond with Columbia, and in 1930 the label shrunk to 3" in diameter, as did other

Columbia products. After 1932, the label was used for only a handful of issues, with the

itackground colour varying, apparently according to whatever stock was at hand; black, maroon and

medium blue labels are known from this pericxL with the latter prexlommating. The label was

finally dropped by ARC in 193S.

I’he name did not remain unused very long, however. As noted previcnisly, the Columbia

Bi uadca.sting System acquired ARC in 1938, and dropped all ARC labels except Columbia and

Vocalion by 1940. Blidway through this year, the new owners elected to make the final change,

dropping the Vocalion name, and reviving Okeh in its stead. This new line of Okeh records bore

"OKeh" in a similar but modernized script above the hole, with credits occupying the lower half of

the label, all printed in silver cm a light violet background This design was used into the 19t)0’s.
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OLYMPIC: This Label used only a sii^e design during its several separate appearanoes, with

"OLYMPIC” above the center hole and a discus thrower pictured above that The original 1921

label carries Sdigit catalog numbers; later revivals, of which there were at least two. use 4-digit

numlters. The final issues are credited to a Chicago firm. Most use gold print on varioas tolours of

stock; maroon, black and bright red are known, and there may well be others.

ORIOLEi This was a store label for the McCrory chain of five^md-ten-cent stores from 1923 until

1937. It used a single design, but several colour schemes. The earliest Orioles were pressed by

(iameo and the Grey GuU, but the source was changed to Plaza in 1925. regardless of source, all

use the same design, with "Oriole” in stylized lettering above the center hole surmounted by a

picture of the bird, sitting on a branch. From 1923 until 1927, this was in black print on a

bright orange background. This was changed to a scheme using a matte black background and gold

j>rinU with the trade name in white edged with gold; this Latter scheme was used undl 1934 from

this point, the label was printed in silver or gold on a solid background, the exact colours are not

known, as only a black-and-white photograph of the late Oriole label has been seen by the auther.

The label presumably bore the "Full-Range Recording” legend from 1936, but none have been seen.

It apparentrly was dropped in early 1937.

OXi'ORIh This label was sold by Sears, Roebuck and Company from 1906 through 1911, although

the labels make no mention of that fact Sears drew from several sources for this line of records

but almost all were pressed either by Victor, drawing from their 2^nophone Une., or by Gdumbia.

YU apparently used the same simple Label design, with "Oxford” in script lettering above the center

hcdc, a single outside ring and credits below in the typography of the source company; all printing

is in gold on a violet background.

FYRLOPHONli Although this label name used throughout the world from its first appearan<e in

Britain in 1923 until the present. It was only used in the IJ. S. for a short period from late 1929

until 1930, along with the U. S. version of the Odeon label Iq.vJ British Parlophone records are

relatively common in North America, however. The U. S. version of the label is unlike it.s foreign

counterparts. It features "PAR1X)PH0NE" printed in block letters with ornate serifs arcing aroimd

the top of the labeL which is encircled by an mmate outside ring in a twisted pattern. Below the

trade name the Parlophone trademark, a circle containing the picture of a flower-homed

grampohone with the pound sterling sign superimposed upon it, appears, with "ELECTRIC” in smaU

print between the trade mark and the center hole and credits below the hole. Manufacture is

credited to the Okeh Phcmograph Company. British (and most foreign) Parlophone records carry the

trade name horizontally above the center hole with the trademark above the name; later versions

enclose the trade name in an ornate device,

PARAMOIINT; This was one of the |H-imary labels on the NYRL (New York Recording

Laboratories) group, and is noted among collectors for its series of race records intended f(n tlic

Black market it used, essentially, a single design from 1918 until 1932. This consisted of an

outside ring with "wings” similar to Victor at the top. "Paramount" appears above the center hole,

surmounted by an eagle, wings outspread; the first issues had the eagle standing on the top of a

phonograph, while after 1920 it occupied a world globe. About 1926 the "wings” (of thr ring, n<rt

the eagle) lengthened to extend about halfway down each side, and in 1927 the legend

"ELECTRICALLY RECXYRDED” appeared in small print below the trade name (whether or nor the

sides were so made ! ) The early 9-inch vertical-cut records bore black labels - lOiinch records

regardless of cut, had blue Labels until 1926, blacA thereafter, and violet labels are known as well

All were printed in gold. Various special labels are known, including those used for items in the

catalog drawn from Black Swan
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PATHEi Paths reo(H?ds were first manufactured in North America in 1916, although the^ were

imported earlier. Hie first European issues were unique in that they played from the inside out

and carried the information and credits deeply etched into the center of the record surface. When
the, records were pressed in North America, however, it was felt a more conventional record was

needed, and these played outside-in and carried a paper label, although still using the verticai-cut,

sapphire-ball play method. The labels bore the company credit inside a band arced around slightly

more than one-half of the label, with the crowing-rooster trademark above the center hole and the

trade name in script below the credits. Printing was primarily in gold with trim in white and red;

background colours varied but most issues were on black backgrounds Canadian pressings were

very similar, except that the band extended more nearly around the record. Although there were

slight changes in detail from time to time, the label design remained essentially the same until

vertical-cut records were dropped. The Pathe’ name was nsed, with a simila r trade mark,

extensively in Europe for many years, and on a line of Canadian recordspressed from French

Pathe’ matrices in the mid-1950’s.

PATUE* ACTliELLEr Pathe’ announced their entry into the lateral-cut field with this label in late

1920. The first issues bore only "ActucUc** as a trade name, in old English lettering above the

center hole. A wide octagonal band of scrollwork enclosed a light-green area containing the name
and credits, with a small silhouette of the Pathe* rooster at the top; the area outside the band was

black. Printing was in red, gold and black. After about a year this was simplified. The design

remained the same, but was printed in gold on a black background. After Pathe’ dropped vertical-

cut records in 192S, the label was once again redesigned. The Pathe’ name replaced the previous

Actuelle name, with the latter in fine pint below the script trade name, and the rooster was

relocated to a point below the "e” in ’Tathe’". This design was used until the label was dropped

early in 1930.

PERFECT; In 1922, Pathe’ entered the field of lower-priced recmrds with the Perfect label The

records carried nothing on them to connect them with the Pathe’ firm, but duplicated the Lssue.s of

the Pathe’ Actuelle label The earliest versionof this label was very simple in design. It (consisted of

the name TERFECT" arced slightly above the center hide, with credits below, all enclose*! in a

triple octagonal ring which touched the edge of the label at each comer. After about a year, a

m(»re decorative design was introduced, which would be the basic design of the label until 1936.

This featured a serrated outer ring at the edge of the label ’Terfect” arced across the label as

before but slightly largeer and a bit more mnoate. Above the name, two nude women, one on each

side, knelt to wOTship a stylized sunrise, whose rays served to provide a background for the area of

the label from the bottom of the trade name upward. This remained unchanged until 1931, except

for the addition of the word ’ELECTRIC in the arc of the sunrise following the ARC acquisition

of the label For the first year or so of this label both wax and label of the ie*x>rds were black,

but this was changed to reddishdtrown thereafter, with the labels acquiring a more reddish cast

during the ARC years. In 1931, records and labels reverted to the earlier black, and the lalx^l w'a-:.

slightly redesigned The two sun-worshippers received upto-date diort hairdos (but no more clothing)

and the rays of the sunrise were diminished The trade name, also, was changed to a similar but

more boldly printed version. In 1933, the background colour changed again, to purple. Finally, in

1935, the label received a comfdete redesign. The colours were changed to silver print on a

medium blue background (darkened slightly later) to match its companion Melotone label with the

name ’’PERFECT’ appearing in block letters above the center hole and credits below that As with

all products of the American Rectnd Corporation, the legend ’’Full Range Reairding" was added

above the trade name in 1936i The label bore this final design until its last issues in April 1938.

following the acquisttitm of the parent firm by CBS.
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PURITAN: This labeL, one of the few if not the only to be pressed simultaneously bv two

different companies (see the label history) used two different designs, though each has several sule

types. The first group was used from 1920 until about 1922; it is printe<l in gold and black on a

light brown background. The first two sub-types carry at the top a mexlallion containing a -wenc

with a woman in puritan costume in a room full of antitpies, excepting, of murse, a phoaogra}>h!

Below this ’’PURITAJV’ appears, in straight lettering <m the. first sub-type and aiced (,on<avely on

the second. The third type is as the second, except that the scene in the medallion is replacexl by

the slogan, "America’s Best Record", which would remain in that location for the Ufe of the lalx-1

(the scene continued to appear on Puritan sleeves ! ). On all three types, both sides of the laliel aie

occupies! by stylized flowering vines. In 1922, the label was redesigned completely. "Puritan" now
appears above the center hole in old English lettering, with the medallion and .slogan alKive. The

vines now run slightly more than halfway down the sides of the label at the very outside, leaving

most of the bottom half free for credits. Those sold by the Bridgeport Die and Machine Gviiipany

use gold print on black stock, while their Wisconsin counterparts use blue (or, occasionally, [furplei

stock. In 1924, B D & M changed the name of their label to Puretone; these are fairlv scar<e. The

label disappeared in 1926, when it was replacexl by the Broadway label as NYRl.’s popular line.

R S: This label exists in three apparently separate versions. The first date from about 192.^24,

and uses Gennett catalog numbers and label stock, with a simple de,sign carrying only the trade

name, credits and a double outside ring. The second version dates from 1928-29, and uses a more

ornate label, with the top one.-third ocrxipied by a complicated design of stars, lightning bolts an<l a

wreath containing the company slogan; two bars run horizontally across the laliel, the lower just

below the center hole, creating a horizontal sf>aoe containing the trade name, and the crexlit.s are

lielow the lower bar. This is in gold print on black. The final version uses red sUwk and an

identical design with the exception of the deletion of the horizontal bars. Since the issues are from

different sources, no material was carried over.

RADIEX: Radiex was the main subsidiary label of Grey Gull, and like its yiarent used a

bewildering variety of label designs. The first design was very simple, with "Radiex" in the to(i

area of the label and the words "New Process" below' that There is a single outside ring and

credits similar to corresponding Grey Gull issues. The first <»lour scheme is black on orange, and

later issues are gold-on-maroon. This was replaced by a more ornate de.sign on a scarlet background.

There, is an ornate outside ring (later simplified to a wide single ring) and "Radiex" apjiears

between two horizontal lines above the center hole, with both lines ending in decorative designs.

The top line, has a pattern of radiating lines above it The oniate.-ring vendon is knowui with lalwi

design and credits in both black and gold, and all four combinations have been seen! The plain-

ring version has a gold design and black credits. The.** were replaced in 1926 by a design in

which a white horizontal bar carries the trade name, in gold about two-lhirds up the label, wifh

gold scrollwork and a small white oval with a gothic "R" above that and credits iH-biw.

Background coloius changed from Light brown, to tan, to medium blue, to scarlet A similar design

was used for Grey Gull’s client labels during this period as well. Around 1928, Grey Gull

redesigned its labels. The resulting Radiex design exists in two versions. The first is printed in

dark blue, light blue, gold and white. "RADIEX" is arced above the center hole in white-edged gold

lettering. This is on a dark blue area, arced concavely at the bottom to match the trade name and

extending up to the outer ring, which is a complex dtsugn consisting of two interlocking dark blue-

rings emdosing light blue and white spaces and a small shield containing an "R" at the bxittom. Ihe

remaining Light blue inside space contains the credits. The final 1931 version of this deletes the

light blue and divides the light and dark areas of the label horizontally at the center, with the

credit area in white. In both cases credits are printed in blacJt. The final version is fairlv scarce,

as all Grey Gull labels except Madison were dropped shortly after its appexirance.
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HlXiALi This label began as an Emerson subsidiary and from 1922 on was pressed by Plaza. The

extremely simple design featured "Kegal" above the center hole and an outside ring, aU in gold on

black. The design was never changed, but the words ’’Electrically Recorded” were ad«led in small

j>rint in 1927 and the label shrunk to a 3” diameter in 1931. It was dropped in 193Z

RES()N.\: This label was sold by the Charles Williams Stores of New York Qty from c.l92(l until

1924 Most were pressed by Federal, who also pressed Silvertone records for Sears. These feature

”Kesona” in script above the center hole with a single outside ring, similar m design to their

[»arent laliel; they are printed in gold on black stocL A se<»nd version wa.s pressed in 1923 by the

B D & M Comp>any, which uses an ornate trade name between two horizontal bars with a lyre

above. These are printed in gold on brown stock. One source credits the latter as lieing the first

sold, but it is equally likely the two lines were sold simultaneously.

ROMEOt This label began as a line of records pressed by Camex); they were sold by the S. H.

kress Company, a chain of five-and-ten-cent stores based on the west coast, but may have been sold

independently elsewhere in the IJ. Sl The first design consisted of a bar, running from .-.ide to ^ide

and arcing above the center hole, separating the credit area. Above this. ”ROMEO” apjieared, ar<»-d

concavely to match the bar below and straight across the top. above and the either side of this

.simple scrolls filled with a pattern of small vertical lines occupied the space to the label’s edge,

When the American Record Corporation acquired Cameo, they also acquired the contract with Kress

and continued to press Romeo records, although the rarity of later issues suggests they may only

have been sold by the chain from this point onward. In 1931 the label was cx>mpletely redesigned,

with an enuate outside band of scrollwork and two multiple horizontal bars containing ”ROMFX)”

in artde<o lettering. The lower bar has an ornate series of small semicircles as a border ladow it,

while the space above the upper bar contains the legend "New Elettrographic. Process” and

numerous lightning bolts in reverse print All versions are printed in gold • the 1926-31 version on

cherry red or maroon stock, while the later version was on black stock until 1934 and medium

blue thereafter. The label is known to have run until early 1936 and may have lasted Irmger.

SILVERTONE: This trade name was used by Sears, Roebuck and Company for phonograpKs and

radios for many years, and for records also, though not continuoasly. The first were prt^oed by

Columbia from 1911 until 1916 Most of these used an elaborate design of black and white on an

orange l>ackground, jneturing a pifung satyr with attentive listener at the bottom and

"SILVERTONE” arced around the top half of the label The remainder was orange with credits in

black above the hole. The last year of issue saw this simplified. The new design had a thin outside

ring with patent information outside at the edge of the label; the trade name appeared horizontally

above the hole with the piper profiled in a solid circle above, all in gold print on violet stock.

The name was revived in 1919 for records pre.ssed by Federal The first 50 or so issued ased a

Label similar to the parent, with "Silvertone” in script above the hole and an outside ring, in silver

on blue. Their replacement was much more attractive. It was printed in gold on brown, with a

concentric outer ring and a pair of off-centered inner rings. The area inside this was divided into

am ornately scrolled area from the center hole upward, containing the trade name in white, script

lettering, and a brown area below runtaining the credits, printed in gold. Scars drew from just

ub<»ut every record company except Victor during the. 1925-28 period after the. end of Fe<leral, but

the design remained the same for all issuea This version of the label was dropped in 1928. The

label again appeared during the 194041 period. These .silveron-blue records were pressed by

Columbia and are very .similar to Columbia records of the time, except for the cxdours. The CBS

trademarks are replaced by "S R” in a divided circle, and a horizontal line at the bottom .se[iuratcs

the phrase, "Sold Only by Sears, Roebuck & Co.” with "Sears” in script from the credits. The trade

name, is in simpde script missing the earlier flourish below.
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''l ARR (-GENNETTlt Although the firm issuing Gennett records was the Starr Piano Company, the

Starr name appeared on a label in the IJ5. for less than a year in 1916-17. This is not the (a.se in

(Canada, however. One of the first clients for the then-new Compo Company in 19 J 9 was Stan’s

Canadian subsidiary. The first records pressexl for them duplicated the label design, numlie.ring and

trade name of their U. S. counterparts, but this quickly changed. By 1921, both the names Starr

and Gennett, appeared on the label, and as time went on, the Starr name gained prominen( e.

(x>mpo acquired the Canadian rights to the names in 1922, and continued to use them even after

dropping the use of Gennett material in 1925. From that point onward, the label, now carrying the

‘'tarr name with Gennett in smaller print below (this would soon disappear entirely) drew from

Cxrmpo. Plaza, Pathe and other usual Compo sources. In 1929, popular issues on the lal>el cea-ie(i

and it became Compo’s Francophone label, remaining as such into the 195(Ts. The same lalx l

design, excepting for changes in prominence of the two names and the Compv-wide size and c olour

changes, was usexl for the label from 1922 until its end.

''I'NRISE: there are two different versions of this label name, probably unrelated. The first wa> a

1929-30 Grey Gull product, sought by collectors for its attractive art-deco label (cetainly not for the

exmtent ! ) while the second was one of RCA Victor’s low-priced labels in 193.3-34, dropped to

c-oncentrate on Bluebird at that point Both are easily recognizable.

''1 PFJITONE: Two different firms, both Chicago-based, used this label name during the 1920’?^ The

fiiit was Sears, Roebuck and Company. They first used the name for a short period in 1924 These

re-corcis were pressed by Olympic, and their end may coincide with the end of that firm. They use

an attracive, ornate design. A wide white ring encircles all but the top pertion of the lalcel; it

LulcrsecTts a scroll-boundexl white area above the center hole which contains "SlJPERTO.^E" in

dc)ul*ly arced lettering superimposed on a staff of music. The remainder of the label is black, with

tw<i horns flanking a lyre at the top of the label These, the trade name, the cre<lits and the

dctorative devices on the outer ring are printed in gold. Sears did not use the name on records

ugam until 1928. The new design dimly resembles its predecessor, with the trade name in the same

style. It is printed in gold on black stock. There is a single, outside ring, inside this there is

elal)orate scrollwork at each .side of the label Two scrolloing lines run more or less horizontal!)

trom the edge scrolls to the center hole; above these, following their contours, ajrpears the legend

"SlfPFJl ELECTRICALLY RECORDED”. Above this is a reversed area shaped like a flattened shield

containing the trade name, su.rmounted by three more bits of scrollwork. The credits appear below

the (enter hole and below this a small box runs along the outside of the label These were pressed

bv (je.nne.tt 1928-30 and Brunswick 1930-31; both sources used an identical design, differing

primarily in .size (Brunswicks have 3” labels) and wording details.

The remaining records issued under this name were pre,ssed for the Straus and Schiam Company,

a large Chicago music firm. They sold their own ilnes of records 1926-27, drawing from Grey Gull,

Paramount, Pathe and Harmony, although mijst if not all of the latter were issued under the

I’uiitone name. Each of the lines of Supertone retxirds draws its label design and (xdour scheme

from the parent label Grey Gull pressings carry a label identical to the then-current Ratbex label

except for trade, name and initial; Pathe pressings have "SIJPERTONET' in block letters alvove the

centtT hole, surmounted by a circled "S” set in scrollwork in gold-on-red and red wax; Harmcmy-

denved records use a similar deign and colour scheme with a darker liackground; Paramount-

pressed Supertones have not been seen by the author but one source suggests a similar trade name

design but a gcdd-on-blach (gold-on-blue might also exist) colour scheme as nsed by Paramount

‘'I'FRE.HE: These Grey-Gull pressed records strongly re^mble the Grey Gull labels of the period

and use the same colour schemes. The name was used in the post-war period also, and may have

iiecn used earlier.
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VAKIETY: Two separate and unrelated labels using this name are covered in the Guide. The fiiNt

was pressed Cameo for a short period in 19^, The gold-on-black label is similar to Uomeo.

with a toothed outside ring and "VARIETY” in an oddly shaped box flanked by horas and

surmounted by dancing figures. The latter, equally short-lived label appeared in 1937. Ls is printed

in silver on black stock, with "VARIETY” in stylized lettering at tke top of the label, with the

"V" and ”Y" oversizBcL This is surmenmted by a field of stars and a single musical note..

VELVET TONE: This Label was a columlna subsidiary from 1926 to 1932, It used a single «lesign,

printed in gold on a medium-Uue background, gfor its entire life; this consisted of "Velvet Tone"

above the center hole, surmounted by a small decorative device, with credits below. In 1930 the

label was shrunk to a 3” diameter and the legend, "Electrically Recorded” was added in 193!.

They are known to have been sold in Canada but there is no difference in the label

VICTOR: The long existence of the Victor label meant that numerous label de.sign.'. were used.

Other researchers have published extensive articles and books describing the various types and sul>-

tjqies of these, so this will discniss cmly the major styles. Victor’s predecessor, the Berliner Cram-0-

Phc»ne Company, did not use labels, pressing the information in hand- or typewritten form in ihe

center of the 7” discs. When Eldridge Johnson acquired the rights to the firm in 1900, he first

sold "Improved Gram-O^Phone Records"; the improvement appears to have been the paper label,

often pasted over etched-center Berliner sides. This was followed shortly by the first records to

bear the Victor name. Their labeb bore "Victor Record" (Victor Monarch Record for 10”) arced

around the top outside of the label, with most of the remaining space occupied by a lengthy

desription of the conditions of sale. The earliest of these were credited to the Consobdated Talking

Machine Company, but the credit was quickly changed to Eldridge R. Johnson, In 1902, the wordy

notic was replaced by a large {ucture of Nipper, the Victor terrier, and his gramophone, and the

trade name moved to flank both sides of the center hole. The notice was reduced to fit a dated

sticker on the unused side of the reemd, which ran be used to help establish the issue date. In

1904, Monarch and De Luxe designations for KT and 12" records were replaced by the Victor

name on all issues. "Grand Prize” and "Price" versions (issued in that order) of this de.sign carry

those legends aroimd the center hede; the earliest has nothing there.

In 1909, when Victor began selling double-faced records, they realized there was no longer a place

to attch the sticker with its information, so patent and sale date was moved to the bottom outside

edge, jK>f the lower half of the label, which was otherwise very similar. The "3-line” and "S-line"

de.signations ap^y to different versions carrying the data in so many lines; some bear a date as

well In 1914, a aunplctely new design was introduced. The. outside ring acquired a pair of

jeointed "bat wings" at the top of the label (used to allow the owner to catalogue re<x)rd.s j>er a

Victor index booklet of the periodJ. Nijqjer decreased slightly in size, remaining at the top of the

label, while between dog and hole "VictcH'" appeared in bold lettering. The credits appeared at the

bottom. The earliest versions of this label referred to the sleeve for ^latent information, whilc^ later

versions carried that data around the edge of the labeL

The introduction of electrical recording meant another label redesign. After allowing a year for

dealers to sell off edd stock, Victor annenmeed "Orthojdionic” records c:arryimg an attractive new

label the trade name changed to capitals, in finer lettering, with "Nipper" above reduced still

further, surmounted by the legend "Orthophonic Recending". All of thi.s was surrounded by a

scnxdled outer ring, vaguely octogonal in shape, so that the label Ls known to collectors a.s the.

"scroll” label Small spaces at the top and bottom contain the initials "VE”, and the manufacturer L>

cxedited in fine print below the cxedits. The c^atalog number moved up to flank the* hole in 1928

(although credits were almost never changed in style for later issues of the same side); the.

manufacturer changt^d to RCA Victor in 1929; a notice forbidding broadcast replaced the plug fc»r

Victor needles in 1934, and the ’TE’s" disappeared shortly thereafter. This attractive label Ls very

well known to collectocs. however. (continued next page)
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One interestiiig label of this period, seen only on private pressings, features the trade name
enclosed in an oval, with scrolled lines running from the "comers” of that figure to the outside

ling, all above the center hole, and credits in the space lielow. This was used 1926-27 on while-

la liel special issues, and may have been an unsuccessful candidate for the new design.

Victor apparently felt the ornate design was too dated for the modem age of the late 193()’s. In

late 1937, a new, slightly altered design appeared. Trade name, dog, and credits stayed "as is”. l>iit

the fancy scrollwork disappeared, to be replaced by a double ring, interrupted by manufacturer

credits at the bottom. Inside this appeared patent data and a stem warning about the legal ase of

the rex»rd. At first, these, like all of their predecessors, were printed in gold on various colours of

label stock - usually black, but red for Red Seal classical records and other colours for special

series or issues. Around 1940, the gold changed to a duller silver (xtlour. The ”RC.\ Victor"

designation of the company was finally reflected in the laliel name in 1946. After some minor

changes in detail an notice wording, the final major change occurred in 1936, when NipperV

portrait was changed to a full-colour version, and this label appeared on the final 78 rj»m reconb

issued in late 19S8l

VICTOR (CANADA!: Victor records were pressed in Canada from 1900 to 1924 by the Berliner

Gram-O-Phone Company, a separate firm; t^s company was acquired by Victor in 1924 and run a--

a subsidiary thereafter. Their label designs differed substantially fom their IJ. S. counterparts until

194R The first records pressed by Berliner were on light brown wax, with a matching laltr)

printed in gold. They carried various names, but not the Victor identity, until alxmt 1909. from

that point, they bore the Victor name, but this was shortly augmented by the legend "His Mastcr’-

Voice” arec around the top of the label in print sized etpially with the Vutor name, lli< the

"UMV-Victor" designation among collectors. The basic design of the label was similar to the 1. S.

Victor laltel of the period, with trade name flanking the center hole and Nipper above. The ”''dng"

label (see above) was not introduced in Canada until mid-1915, and it. too l»ore the dual name.

"His Master’s Voice” above "Victor", with the latter omitted entirely for records not pressed Iram

VictOT material The first of these, like IJ. S. labels, were printed in gold on bla<k st<Kk. but

around 1918 the labels changed to a dark blue - sometimes bright blue - background.

In 1924, Victor took over Berliner, and the label design changed to reflect the I'. S. label. The

trade names appeared in bolder print, with the Victor name larger and appearing on all b«<ues, and

the. background reverted to the usual blacL in 1925, when Victor introduced electric recording, the

Compo Company was already promoting their use of the new method, so the Canadian Victor firm

elected to promote this from its first use, by putting "V. E." in an oval on the laliel to the left oi

the hole., with the word "Process” (192S2^ or "Orthophonic" (1927-35) below that Perhaps for thi-.

reason, the scroll design was never used in Canada, with the "wing" laliel being refined in detail

until 1947; it was reduced in size for all issues stasrting in 1932, had the initialed oval replacwl

by a ban on broadcasting in 1935i, and the gold colour of the ink gradually faded, although never

becoming the true silver of later L. S. releases.

In late 1947,
"His Master’s Voice" and the wing design finally disappeared, as the Canadian laliels

were brought into closer agreement with those of the IJ. S. issues. From that p<)int, the two were

virtually identical in most respects, bearing the "RCA VICTOR” trade name and primed in diver

on black, until about 1952L Canadian issues from this point are printed on a matte charciwl grey

.stock, unlik e, the glossy black U. S. labels. Country material and Bluebird material still in the

<atalog was issue<l on a "Bluebird series" usung silver on blue R(A Victor labels with the serio

designation at the top. Canadian record buyers did not get to enjoy Nipper’s full-colour pntrait

until early 1958, almost two years after it appeared on labels in the b. S. lor this rea.son, thi^.

style of label is very rare on Canadian RCA Victor 78 rpm dis<^ Production of the~’ neon!-

continued a few months later in Canada, lasting until early 19.59 and creating dc.^ual>le rarities Joj

coUiMiUns of 78 rpm rock and roll rexxinLs.
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LABEL DATINC GUIDE (ooatj

VOTAIJON; Although Vocalion was, for most of its existence, a subsidiaiy label, its life extended,

with interruptions, from 1916 until past the end of the 78 rpm era. It was first sold as a line of

vertical-cut records by the Aeolian G>mpan7, a piano firm who were one of the pioneers in the

field i»f player pianos. The label design introduced at this time lasted, with several variati<ms, until

193S. It consisted of a square touching the outside ring at the very edge of the label at each

corner. The space outside the square was filled with ornate scrollwork, while the square area itself

was divided horuontaUy into two halves, the top cmitaining the trade name and the lower a box

•vith the credits. The vertical issues bore tan labels with gold and black printing; the inside of the

s4]uare. was in reverse print with "Aeolian VocaUon" in old Knglish lettering at the top and the

credit box having a tan background. The first laterally cut issues changed the basic colour of the.

bbel to a bluish gray, and reversed the printing for the box and scrollwork. After a few months ,

the; laltel colour reverted to tan and the printing once again reversed; the ’’Ae4)Uan’' was first

deemphasized and then disappeared altogether. As well, the credit area became white, allowing for

much easier reading. This design was used until 1931; w'hen Brunsw'ick acquired the lai>e!, the size

^i^runk to 3" and manufacturer credits refle<;ted the new ownership, but the label was otherwise

unaltered except for these details.

Vhe Vocalion label was all but abandoned by 1932, but it was repaved a-s a mid-priced popular

ialK;l in 1933. The first two years saw a design identical to the older label, but printed in gold cm

black .stock, with the printing once again reversed! The box was now gold, vuth the trade name

and credit box in black. In 1935 a completely new design was introduced. Vgain gold-on-bl:u k. this

contained the trade name, in the .same ornate lettering, and the credits below in a vaguely .square

scroll-shaped area, with simplified .scrollwork at top, bottom tmd sides. This design lasted only until

!937, when it was again redesigned. The new design was printed in gold on a me<Uum blue

ba» kground. It had a double outside ring at the label edge, with various <TcdiLs and notice.s either

alrntting or interupting the rings. The trade name, still in ornate type, is above the center hole,

with a horizontal line below the name; the area above contains the "Full Range Recording" legentl.

This area was at first filled with shaded vertical lines, similar to Brunswicks of the j>e,riod. but

this was quickly replaced by five short horizontal lines at each end of the name. This design w as

in use in 1940, when the label was replaced by Okeh as a lower-priced line for CBS. The rights t<»

the V<xalion name were acquired by Decca, along with Brunswick, in 1943, but the former name

did not again appear on records until 1949. The final labels were very simple affairs with

"VOTALION" in block letters above the hole and credits below, printed in silver on maroon st(*ck.

ZONOPHONE: Zon-O-Phone records were first pressed in 1899 as a result of the disputes in the

caily disc record industry (see the hLstorical section). The earlie.st issues, from this year until earU

190.3, carry the information etched in the center rtf the disc, and are known as "etchfxl-lalter

records. In 1903, Victor atxpiired the remains of the firm, and continuexl to press rec4>rds un<ler

thai name until 1910. The labels are somewhat similar to those of the parent firm; printed in gold

on green stock, they carry "ZON-O-PHONE RECORD" arced eccentrically above a picture of a < hild.

rather than a terrier, listening to a gramophone. The price flanks the renter hole and crerUts

ajqx’ar below. When Victor introduced double-faced records in 1909, they did so on their

.-.uiisidiary label as welL Like Victor, these carry patent and warning information on the labeL but

on ZonXTPhone this runs all the way aroud the edge, three lines wide. These records make no

mention of Victor and are credited to the Universal Talking Machine G)mpany. M<»st rec<»rd.s found

today with this name are Zonophone (note the lack of hyphens), a lower-priced line of rer ords sold

by the Gramophone Company in Britain. These use the same gold.on.green colours but a

different label design.
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RECORD ERA GUIDE

1 he purpose of the "Record Era Guide” is to enable the user to visually establish an approximate

dale for a record. This will assist the user if the same Label name was used during different

periods, if the label cannot be found or if there is reason to suspect that the date obtained by

asing the Listings may not be correct

i90n.i90ft LO-inch records first appeared in 1901. All but a handful of records from this era are

single-sided. Most have very large labels, and are thicker and heavier than later records, generally

presenting a more primitive appearance, particularly the abels other than Victor or Columbia. See

the discussion of early independent labels for additional details.

1909-1 91 ft Both Columbia and Victor pressed double-faced records almost exclusively for ptpular

material during this period, althouh a handful of single-sided records were pressed through 1912

G>lumbia also pressed single-sided client labels until 1916. All Victor Red Seal and many Columbia

classical issues are single-sided. Other companies pressed vertical-cut records. Records have

diameter labels and present a more finished appearance.

1919-1926c Patent expiration allowed a profusion of firms to press laterally cut records, or sell

them, after 1919. Single-faced records, excepting special issues, disappeared after 1923. Labels

Ijecame smaller, usually 3.25”, and many labels added spiral grooves in thr run-out area to activate

automatic stop devices after about 1920. Records are acousticnlly recorded.

1927-1935 : Electrical recording became standard for all labels but Harmony and its derivatives by

1927, and most labels advertised it, as a process or with an "E" (VE, GE) on the lalieL Between

1928 and 1930 most companies used the smaller 3” label (except Compo, which used the larger

laliel into the 1940’s). Records do not have lead-in grooves (except experimental issues).

193.5-1945: Decca first added the run-in groove at the edge in 1935, and most labels added it by

1937, for use with jukeboxes and automatic record changers. Most labels added a warning again.^t

Radio broadcast (first known on Gennett in 1926) and mention of electrical recording was

graflually dropped. Almost all labels were redesigned, some more than once, between 19.36 and

1939. Records from this and the following era are most commonly found.

1945-1960: Vinyl records first appeared in 1945, and were used by most labels by 1955. They are

lighter and often thinner than older records, and the material is often advertised with a trade

name and a claim (optimistic) to be unbreakable. Song timings appear around 1948, and some

labels show a 45 r.p.m. issue number in parentheses after 1949. Records on odd or independent

LalieLs are most cx>mmunly found dating from this period.

It must be noted that wdth a very few exceptions (primarily early Victor issues) that patent dates

or copyright dates hare little significance for establishing record dates - other than indicating thr

earbest possible date for the record! Patents remained valid for 17 years, and could be shown for

that duration, while copyright dates usually referred to the label and appeared for as long as that

design was used. Very few companies dated records, as they felt cu.stomer8 would avoid older i^isues

if they were easily identified. Gennett showed dates in the 1920’s: Columbia use^l a emit- >ystcm

1916-1920 which apparently referred to the label printing date; Some IJ. S. Mercury records show

an issue date, as do many records pressed by Quabty in Canada, including Columbias 1955-1960.

i'or more specific data on individual labels, see the section detailing label styles and their

approximate dates of issue elsewhere in the Guide.
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ELECTRIC RECORDINGS

Manj^ collectors are primarily or exclusively interested in electrical recordings. The^ie, wbicii were

recorded using a microplione as opposed to a large horn and mechanical diaphragm, first appeared

on the rare Autograph label in late 1924, on Gnnpo recordings in early 1925, Victor and
Columbia in the spring of 1925, and other labels thereafter. For the benefit of the Goidr user«

identfied above, following is a guide for identifying electric re<»rdings on various labels:

BANNER land most labels pressed by Plaza, q.v. in matrix listing): An ’’E” in a circle, or the

legend, "Electrically Recorded", appears on the labeL Matrix numbers below 6300 are acousti<'. Irom
the higher 6300’s electric, between are mixed.

BELL: Most above 400 are electric; however, the quality is so poor as to make it hard to

iletermine audibly.

BROADWAY: Sdigit catalog numbers are acoustic. Most 4digit issues are electric - all of th<v^

using Plaza masters, as most issues did.

BRliNSWlQk: All below catalog number 2900 are acoustic. E’rom 3000 up. virtuallv all are electrj,

The remaining 2900’s are mixed, including some with one side of each type.

CAMEXh All below catalog numbers c.850 are acoustic; above 900 are electric.

COLUMBIA: AU electric recordings, except a very few Harmony sides (q.vj have a <‘irc|ed "Vk"

ahe.ad of the matrix number in the run-out area.

tDMPO (CANADA) (Ajjex,StarrvetcJ: Apex and Starr are labeled "New Fr<»cess" or "Flectrophonic”. m
most cases. Compo"s own electric matrices carry an "E" prefix from 1924-26. E'or ksue.s using l’la7a

masters, see above under Banner.

EMERSON: The 3000 series claims to be electric, although some sides are audibly acousli<'. \'

noted under Bell, the cpiality is so poor as to be hard to determine!

CENNEIT: Almost all issues on the "Electro-Beam" label, except a few reissues of earlier matenal.

are electric. A very few of the last 3000series issues are electric, and have a cirded "GE" on ihc

label, above the name. For CHAMPION, determine the Gennett issue if possible.

(tREY GlILLr Most matrices above 2000 arc electric, as are some of the Emerson-lvased side^ wuh
(X)ntrol numbers in the 38(Xys. See the note under Emerson regarding quality. A < uritm.-, .-uiuph

issue of an electrically recorded Radiex record from the end of 1925 is known, but it <loes not

seem to relate to commercial issues.

HARMONY: Harmony was the last label to use acoustic recording, cutting amusric sides until Vy>rii.

1930. A handful of electric sides, apparently originally intended for Columltia, appear i,1926. Suue
recordings, mostly of vocalists such as Rudy Vallee, were made electrically as early as 1928 (750-11)

lart almost all catalog numbers below 1000-H (2000-V,3000G) are aconstic. E’rom thi- pnnt, lK»th

aumstic and electric recordings are used until the last acumstic sides appear at around 1150-lL

IjINCOLN: All above catalog number 2500 are electric, below 2450 acoustic.

NATIONAl. MUSIC LOVERS: Check matrix source and see above. Late issues using Gamec masters

are electric.



OKKH: The small number of pre-G>lumbia electric sides are almost ail on th^ ’"Irot-ton.-''

designated labeL Virtually all Gdumbia Okehs are electrit; and have the "W as noted iindi r iht

Gtiumbia description above.

PARAMOUNT: The majority of the jhopular sides use Plaza masters; the matrix miml>er lonimf'oi'

under Banner above apply. Many of the Paramount matrites, especially blues retordings wdt; iDa<li

acitustically, even when the label indicates otherwise!

P\THE''PERFE(n': Pathe' began elerrtical retarding quite late, in raid-i^i^.T; however tlie\ i

uumlKT of sides rex;orded electrically by Gtmpo or from other source.s. Matrix luoiIki' iji flo

illOO series, if shown, are Gtmpo electric’ sides. Other items must Ite checked aucbbiv. ylihouuh

some labels show a circled "ET similar to Plaza.

R VldKX: See Grey GuU.

BOMiXh Almost all are electric" a very few acoustic sides may apjtear im the first few isvuf >

VKTIOR: Electric sides bear a ’"V.E.” in an oval, later a diamond, in the runout area, i'anadian

Lvsues also have this on the label 19625 is the first elecric recrtrding issued; however, al least luic

re{£iilar issue on Canadian UMV-Victor earlier than this is known, as well ar, a (an.xlc.in

r»romotional issue of 19571 with one electric side and one acoirstic of the same ^ong.

i iW'AldON; Assuming that Brunswick changed its subsidiary label to electric reconiin?. at atsuit the

same licuc as its primary label Vocalions above 15100 should be: ch-ctiic:; thesa- records, howc cci,

are not easily found and the exact changeover is not known.

In general it is safe to assume that overseas recordings follow the same pattern, with >he n>ajoi

comfcanies lUMV' and Gdumbia, or their subsidiaries) .switcJiing to ele,c:trical recording in mid-1925

and most independents recording electrically by 1927.

M)ME Gl RIOSITIES ABOUT ELEGTRICAL REGORUING

Sipposedly, the reason why Harmony and related records were made acousticallv so long after

their comf»etition is this: Gtlumbia iustalled a new acxcustic: rec:ording system iu late 1923. to

correct ncttoriously poor sound cpiality on their reccuds. When they converted to elec^tru’ai recordiri;;

less than two ye.ar8 later, they elected to esmtinue produettion of a cheaper acoustic re<ord rather

t han discard costly expiipment so recently installed assuming that many record buyers had oldci

I
monographs with liinited sound cpiantity. The ploy apparently worked as Harmony records are

quite common, even the later acoustic- issues.

\lthough eleetric recording was standard by the late 1920’s, many lal>els continued to jtromoie

ihc-.ir electric recording status into the late 1930’.s by which time no other method had Imcu usid

for years!

In late 1925, a handful of records were issued on a label called ’The Electric” All kno-xo snie-

arc, recorded acoastically . it was apparently the product of a custom recorclinu studio in New York

Gity caUed the Electric Recording Company...which made acoustic; recordings!

Paramount claimed tcc use electric recording fc»r some blues sides - there was after all an eje, •!)<

light in the studio !
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GLOSSARY

in order to assist new oolleetors, or users of this book not famibar with the terms of the rei ord
hobby, the following definitions are provide<i for terms and abbretiations used in the

ixoide and elsewhere in the hobby:

RE(X)RDLNG: A process whereby the sound is picked up by a large htnm and
transmitted mechanically by the vibrations of a diaphragm to a cutting needle making the rerxifiL

Noted for a thinner sound, with the bass barely audible,

Vi Bf Vt A b<*ok <x>ntaining several records, issued as such. Later, a long-playing record

\H(: indicates the American Record Corporation, a company formed by the mergei of several

liidejicndent firms in 1929, which subsetpiently a<xpiired Brunswick and Columbia. The comjwnt
was one of the most prolific of record firms and its materiel apyiears on numerous labels. Ihe
term is often mistakenly used for its prede<essor, the Flaza Music Company, whose matrix se<pien<e

was continued by the corporation.

iiitAM: Bridgeport Die and Machine Works; this firm pressed records fc»r the Paramount giouji

lict»)re making arrangements to press records under their own labels, including many client lal)cls.

<ATAI.X)G NliMBER: The number by which a record is usually known, assigned by the

manufactuntr f()r identifbation and cataloguing purp^ves.

i.BS: The Gdumbia Broadcasting System, who purchsed the American Record Corporati»m in i9.}d

t.iJlvM 1ABL1.S A label pre«wed by a record firm for a cbent, usually a retail firm or

phonograph manufacturer, to allow them to sell their own line of re(X)rd.s

t.llSrOM LABEL: A label usually privately recorded by a record company for a band, artist or

v/lher group, or for a company as a promotion, and labellexl under the client’s name without on,

identification as to the origin^ source. This differs from a <’iient label above in being Limited to

one or two issues, and from a private record in not carrying the name of the record firm.

iHlLBLtF.AfTil): A rex;ord with recorded material on both sides. Virtually all records after i923
wcie double>fa(xd.

i^)^lBLE 1K.A(.K: Records which U-sed a narrower groove to j>rovide a longer playing time

allowing two performant^es on one side; usually separate but rarely intCrmeshed

ELK.IRK. REfXlRDlNG: A process whereby the sound is picked up by a mi<TO{>bone an<l

converted to electrical energy, which is then amplified and u.sed to drive an electric tutting device
making the recording; this has been the standard methoil of reextrding since 1930.

(rHfXiVl']?! A mi.snomer, as there is actually a single spiral groove! The area of the record carrving
the actual retording.

HVIV: \ record, prt>duceid by the Gramophone Company or its subsidiaries on which the mtist

prominent wt»rding is the .slogan, "His Master’s Voice" or a translation thereof.

The paper device, or other method of marking information (e,tr.hing,ete.) w^hieh tK-cupies the

tenter of the record and carries the mformation about the recording. This is used althou^ only
the |>a|ier label actually deserves the designation.
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GLOSSARY (cont.)

VtAiKIX: Th<* original recording produced in the studio from which dies are made to manufacture

nconLs. Often used by collectors in place of matrix number (see below).

VJ ATRIA MlMBER (sometimes BLASTER number): The number assigned to the individual recording

of a selection by an artist, and often to subsequent recordings of the same .selection by the bamc,

or rarely another artist This is an internal number used to facilitate the company’s iHKtkjkeeping

and enable it to locate master recordings, but it often appears on the rword itself.

’siRL: New York Remrding laboratories, which were the recording ojieratiom. of the group of

i ,.aipani{s who produced Paramount and Broadway records along with others. Also set BDdM.

' i he following four "re” terms are often confused or misused)

RKi.OliPl.INC: A record \tTth a pairing of two recently issued sides or one i.ssued si<le wire itie

ojigluai up^KJsite replatxd by an earlier side. This differs from a reissue in that at least one, Adc i-

< urrent, and usually occurs when one side is dropped for one or another reason

\ subsequent issue of sides recorded and issued earlier, under a different ••taiocuc

uuxubei and on the .same or a different label, a considerable time after the original Lv>ue of t ithci

of me two sides.

RtlVl.VKTz A .subsequent recording of a selection used to replace the original recording, which raa\

oi may not have been is-sued- The sul)sequent recording may be by the same or different artiu

RKPRE.SS1NG: A later issue of a record bearing the same label name and catalog numl>er t>ot

Ltcr version of the, label or other identifiably different characteristics.

Ki The blank or lightly grooved area between the edge of the lecnrd and the stai't of the

grooves

HI N-OI T: The blank or grooved area between the end of the grooves and the outside edge of the

LalK-L Information is often .stamped or engraved here.

'-HKI .1 A f): The material from which most 78 rpm records are made; also the IkkIv of a sj»e(iii«

record. I'sucJly called, erroneously, the "wax" (see below) or, by those dealing primarily mth later

Issues, the "vinyl” (sometimes correctly so).

•'INfrlli-FACElh A record carrying recorded information on only one side, with the other ship

blank. Many early records classical records, and special recordings are made this way.

f AKI: When a selection was recorded more than once by the same (orjarelv, a snfistirute) artist,

each recording or attempt would be designated with a take. This may be a letter, a numlntr, or a

new matrix numiier (q.vj These are of interest to collectors, because takes often differ sultstantialiy,

with musicians present on one and not another, or different solos, performances or even, in some

ir»scs. different artists or bands.

A A\: Another misnomer, as only the earbest cylinder records were made of wax! Refers to the

actual l)ody of the record or the shellac disc itself, so that a number "in the wax" is somehow

pif sv'd into or onto the record’s surface.

/ii.TRON: Fills the last line and completes the page.
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A GUIDE TO IDENTIFYING MATRIX SOURCES

Throughout the 192ffs many labels, both Nwth American and Britkh, drew from various L. S.

sources for material rather than record their own. This is a guide to assist in determining which

source was used, detailing the most common sources and giving identification hin ts. It must be

noted that some labels deleted information from outside matrices, so that these onlv he

identified by aural comparison. This replaces the matrix identification chart in earlier editions,

which proved to be both inadeqtiate and inaccurate,

ARC/PLAZA: These sides are very commonly used on many labels. Matrix numbers start at oOOO,

although 1926-29 issues often use the Plaza control series (see date section for details). Original

stampers use various typography for matrices but show a numerical take following the matrix

number in almost all cases. NYRL issues from Plaza sides show an NYRL control and the original

matrix number, usually with no take shown.

CAMECh Their matrices very seldom appear elsewhere. Those that do are usually in the 2000-3000

range and are handwritten under the label with a letter take.

COLUMBIA: These are common on client labels 1906-16 During this period matii<e.s ran

3000-4999, 19000-999, 38000-39999 and 45000*, with other series sometimes used. They usually

appear under the label in fine {Hint with the matrix followed by the take and stamper number.

('OMPCh These appear on Pathe issues and carry an ’TT prefix.

FMERSOIN: This firm was a pwolific provided of material Earlier sides, usually standard materiaL

have matrices in 4000l4999 and 41000-42600 ranges. From 1923 onward leasetl sides carry

controL later matrix, numbers in ranges of 3100’s, 34003999 and 31000 up Typography is no

indication as it varied extensively, even on original issues.

FEDERAL: Outside issues are uncommon but known. Theese are easily identifiable, with the take

number preceding the matrix. The firm was acquired by Emerson in 1924 and the sequemx:

continued, so leased sides with numbers in the 24002600 range are known from this source; these

do not use the reverse take sequence.

CrREY GULL: Known on U. K. issues. Use a 4digit matrix with letter take, in small print

JONES MATRICES: Earl Jones supplied many independent labels with material 1919-21. The sides

may carry different matrix numbers on different labels, but all have numbers neatly handwTitten,

with a following number take if any, and many have "J” in the run-out as well

OILEH: The 0-9000 scries was used for some custom issues.

PARAMOUNT/NYRL: This firm’s sides are quite common, especially early standard sides. Matrix

numbers leased usually are in the 6001600 range, with lower numbers more common. Typography

varies but many of the leased sides use matrix numbers in large print with a small .suyierscript

take number; Later sides may use a common matrix-take format

PATHE’: Outside issues are uncommon but known. If original stampers are used, the matrix

number appears under the labeL running in 6500071000 and 105000up ranges; pre.-1925 .sides use.

an ’’n” prefix if lateral-cut European issues often have the matrix handwritten in the run-out
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If the user encounters an unidentifiable matrix, it is wLse t<* check under British laliels. The

following lists consistent relationships between North American and British labels. Set llic tiata (ta

relevant matrix numbers to identify foreign sides.

NORTH AMERICA-

BRlIN'iWlCK: 1930-35 issues drew from British Decca: these have letter prefixes on matrit es.

(X)LliMBlA: G>lunibia-reiated labels drew from British Columbia and Regal lal>eLs. Vs well, i ,
^

Qdumbia recorded sides for Bri tain, some of which were later issued in the 1). S.

UhXXlA: A very few sides drew from British Decca, Decca also pressexl a series in the 1930’s which

drew from overseas Odeon labels.

CCNlNETT: Gennett drew from various British sources in its early year, but most a?" oi

identifiable. Many come fom Guardsman,

OkEH: Drew from Farlophone. Its Odeon label drew from overseas Odeon and Farlophone.

F vTHE: At lea.st one side from British Fathe’ appeared in the [i. S.

V KJlOR/BLLEBIRIh Both drew from British HMV and subsidiary laiteLs; mo^i show the Briti-h

matrix number. Canadian Victor issued much British material

imiTALN:

BRliNSWlGK: Drew from D. S. Brunswick before 1934; thereafter most Issues from I '' ik-o a

( .01 T IMBL\/REGA1j Drew extensively from 1). S. Columbia. Issued some sides from Decca i94<V-.

DWX'.A Issued some material from 1). S. Decca.

DOMINION: Most of their catalog was from (iameo.

fiHAlTON: Drew from limerson, later from Fathe.

HIS MASTER’S VOICE/ZONOFHONE: The former lal>el drew from Victor, the latter from Bluebird

lVlFhiRL\L/REX: These and other (jystallate labels drew from Flaza; Cj-ystallate was ]>arl-owTier of

the American Record Corfxrration- After Crystallate was atxpiiied by British Decia, Rex dri w

the IJ. S. Decca label

FARLOFUONE: Drew extensively from Okeh and some few fntm IJ. S. Columbia

H\THE: Most of their lateralcut Issues were from II. S. Fathe' Ferfect.

V(K1\I,10N: This label and its many subsidiaries drew fr(»m li. S. Vinabon until 1925 and Cenncii

-vfMuaditally through Guardsman and after 1925.

Many other smaller British labels drew from IJ. S. stnmes most notaldy Tmersoii, (^cnrictt. i'i •> i

and Grev Gull Those not listed drew from multiple sources.
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ADDENDA

CAPITAL MELODOCRAPH PEEWJSS SCHUBERT

The only known issue

on this label dates

from C.192& It is

probably a [niyate is-

sue related to the New
York label issues iq.yj

OOOGAN

Cameo recorded child

star Jackie Coogan in

1924 and issued the

sides under his name.

Date by Cameo matrix.

CRTTONA

Brian Rust, in his

’’American Record La-

bel" book, refers to

this label as having

been pressed from

9/20 to late 192L No
exact dates are known
for any d the three

series.

IRACEN

Five records, in an
erntir mir ranging

from classical to hill.

billy material, were

issued on this labeL It

is credited to Inter-

national Records Agen^

cy and Cennett Recor-

ding Company (thus

{Htd>ably past-1934).

Four sides are known
to be from Cennett

and two from Rain-

bow - the others are

untraced.

This is a line of 7"

vertical-cut records, but

nothing is known
about the label save

its existence. It is

prtdKably from the

1916-1919 period.

MINERVA

(The following data

was omitted from the

Gnnpo

M-14000 9/35

M-14011 1/36

M-14035 636
M-14050 1/37

M-14065 637

M-14090 639
M-14100 1/40

N.14110 640

M-14168 Oast) .. 642

There was also this

series;

M-900 c.9/35

M.916 636

IsBoed sporadically toe

M-938 Oast) ... 642

The numbers also are

known tm Canadian

Melottme.

KIDDIE KONCERT
KARTON

Some of the first "al-

bums", issued by

Cameo late 1923L Date

by Cameo matrix.

OPERAPHONE

A line of etched-labeL

vertical-cut records

pressed c.191617 by a

New York firm. See

pt. 84 for information.

Brian Rust credits a

few items frxnn Cen-

nett having been

issued under this

name. It may relate to

a Mexican label oi the

same name which was

sold extensively in the

U. S. (all seen by the

author aj^iear to date

from the 1940^8). See

the Rust book for

further discussion.

PERSONAL

This label was used

{or private reemdings

by "Electric Reewding
Laboratories", who are

probaldy related to the

Everybody’s label This

dates C.1923.2S

PHONOGRAPH
RECORDING (XL OF
SAN FRANSISOO

operation apparently

from die late 1920^8.

It is not known if

they also pressed the

records.

PRINCESS

One of the obscure

vertical-cut labels of

the pre-1919 period.

Data unknown, nor has

the author seen (me.

REMINGTON

(Bennett pressed both

vertically and later-ally

cut records under this

name, probaldy fat a

client, but no details

are known at this

time.

Rust mentions the

existence of this label

but they are unknown

to the author. They

are verticad-cut, prob-

aUy c.1915.17 and

may relate to the Rex

groups (q.vj

SMITH COLLEGE
FIELD HOUSE FUND

The author owns a

copy of this, obviously

a qiecial issue. It is

inrobaldy &19368>, and

pressed by ARC The

"M" prefix (m the

matrices suggests they

are (xit by Master.

SPE(3AL

Records under this

name are personal re-

cordings cut by Htmier

R<xleheaver’8 Rainbow
label during the

1920^8. No data is

known for most, but

some may show (Ben-

nett matrices cn 20000

(private) aeries catalog

numbers (q.vJ. Needless

to say, there is very

little to interest the

music lover (m these!

SPECIAL RECORD

For records bearing

this as a sub-credit, see

the discussiem of the

1(X)0/2006P series un-

der Columbia cm page

27. Hicse were issued

to promote songs from

movies of the 192830
period Other issues (m

the series are on labels

connected with the

film studios invedved
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U. S. / U. K. ADDENDA

SUNSET

(This listing was (unit-

ted from its proper

sectLon)

Very little is known
about this Califomia-

based record company.

They pressed Sunset,

which was a client

label for S. H. Kress

stores priw to Romeo,

and Hcdlywood (see

below!

Sunset series:

S.500 c.6/23

E^ds at unknown num-

ber, re{daced by the

following series.

Presunmably starts at

1000 or lOOL
1050 c.1/25

1100 6/25

1132 1/26

1161 c.6/26

Ends shwdy after; the

abore is the last

known to the author.

HOLLYWOOD

1001

c.3/24

No odter numbers tct-

ified. Probably ran

dose to the above, al-

though few were act-

ually issued.

MATRICES

1 2/24

425 al/25

700 6/25

900 c.8/25

Further data unknown.

Later issues do not

show matrices. Also see

Research mag-

azine articles.

BUBRLE ROOKS

This was not a reccnd

label per se, but a

series of children’s

bo(^ whidi included

stories and poems with

accompanying reomls,

with the books ccm-

structed in the form

of small record al-

bums. The first issue,

and most common, of

the BuUde Bo(du used

Sl/2inch recxnds, the

same size as Little

Wonder records, which

were pressed by Col-

umbia. These were also

assigned matrices in

the Little Wcmder (q.vj

series. They bore no

mention of the BuUde
Books and no label

name, but the manu-

facturer credit is to

Harper^Qdumbia, Inc.

which comhanes the

publisher and record

company. Later issues

are known using

7-inch Victor reocnrds,

which are numbered

in the usual 7.inch

childrens’ recxud series,

which is not listed in

the Cnide. While the

records are no mme
ttutn a curiosity by

themselves, books with

records accompanying

(and intact) are collec-

ted both by record

and toy ooUect<»s as a

notemento of the early

20th century. The Ccd-

umbia pressings date

from the 1916-1920

era, the Victcnrs from

C.1924-2S If found

with the boidu, the

latter will show

edition and copyright

dates.

BRITISH LABELS

CAPITOL (U. K.)

All from U. Sl Camtol:

14000 . . . . 11/53

14124 . . . . . . 6/54

14226 . . . . . . 1/55

14307 . . . . . . 6^55

14380 (stops)

Restarts at:

. . 11/55

14500 . . . . . . 1/56

14601 . . . . . . 6/56

14683 . . . . . . 1/57

14749 . . . . . . 6/57

14825 . . . . . . 1/58

14898 . . 7/58

14985 . . . . . . 1/59

15040 . . . . . . 6/59

15095 . . . . 11/59

Last 78 rpm issue; not

all after 1/58 on 78.

LONDON (U. KJ

Fr<nn U. S. London

and other labels:

Dujdicated U& untib

1125 11/51

1140 7/52

1158 1/53

1184 6/53

1232 Oast) ... . 1/54

New series

8001 2/54

8056 6/54

8111 1/55

8146 6/55

8217 1/56

8294 6/56

8371 1/57

8451 6/57

8549 1/58

8636 6/58

8774 1/59

8893 6/59

9019 1/60

9149 6/60

9190 9/60

Last 78 rpm issue. The

1959-60 issues are

mostly 45 rjnn only.

NOTES

(This area may be

used by the Guide
user for additions oi

corrections of which

the authmr would like

to hearS
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SOME NOTES ON DISGOCRAPHY

While many^ users of the Caide may be satisfied with the degree of accuracy inherent in the

limitations of this publicatioEu and other users may be serious collectors with a fairly complete

discographical library, using the Caide to augment their other sources, there are doubtlessly many
new users who are interested in <d>taining exact - or as nearly so as possible - dates for the items

in their collectioiL To do so, it is necessary to understand the "science" of discography, or the study

of phtmograph records. Both the term and the art first appeared in Europe in the 1930’s, when
overseas jazz ccdlectws, lovers of the music but with almost no inf<nmation at hand concerning it,

began listing what were tin their opinion desirable issues, together with what little information was

known about them. At first, these early writings amounted to no more than lists of records, but by

the 1940’s, with North American oollecUnrs now interested and active, mme research was dcme, old

files researched, and publications contained mcne, and mcne accurate information, listed in a more-

or-less standard style.

Within a few more years, the first works of Brian Rust appeared. The incrediWy productive Rust

(see the bibliography) started exploring jazz, the most commonly researched field, but soon turned to

other early materiaL Other researchers exfdored the field of blues music, and many early

disnographers listed individual labels or researched favourite performers. Magazines, newsletters and

books appeared containing their research or challenging it, and discography became a recognized

field of inquiry. Today’s coUectm:, as can be seen from the number of entries in the annotated

bibliography following, has the benefit of as much of this research as remains accessible. The

following will give a short guide as to what as available, where it is and how to use it

The most accurate data on a record is in the files of the issuing company, or if they are not

available, their catalogs, supplements, advertisements in trade journals, and the like. Unfortunately,

much of the former is either Icmg-vanished or not easily accesiUe - if at all - to the public, and

the latter items, if found, are themselves collector’s items. For the serious researcher, however, the

location of available files is noted in the bibliography. Record company publications and trade

jumals are available in such large libraries as the Library of Guigess, the National Library of

Oinada, and in crdlections of the New York Qty’s library. Some catalogs and supplements may be

in smaller libraries or held by collectors. Discograhies, however, arc often in accessible libraries.

The jazz collector has a wealth of infcnmiation, if it can be found. The Rust jazz discography is

standard fur pre-1943 jazz; later information is available sporadically, with the dated Delaunay

book reacing 1947, and European works (very hard to locate) running later. The Ruppli books

cover some noted jazz labels, and there are many pamfdilets, most never printed in quantity, on

individual performers. The dance band collector must also refer to Rust; his dance discography is

out of print and expensive, but it is often found in libraries. Po6t-1942 dance music is detailed

only insofar as it was considered jazz. The collector of popular vocal music must fall back on the

"entertainment" book of Rust and Debus and a handful of individual works; most "run-of-the-mill"

singers have never been documented, if (mly because of the qtiantity of their output

Beyond this, there is even leas. Classical discographies are usually based on one performer or

composer, and usually lack detail; other non-popular music, except for a few artists, is ignored.

Country music, although very collectible, has never had a standard discography, nor has white nKk
and roll music. Both have only irmgazine. ardcles, with usually vague record listings in place of

true discography Therre is a discographic work on ethnic records cximplied by Richard Spottswood,

but it was not seen in time for inclusion in the Guide.

One final hint If you can locate any of these listed discographies data for unlisted sides can be

more closely estimated by finding the closest matrix or catalog number listed to your item and

adding or subtracting a few days to estimate a near-exact date for the side or record you are

researching. Also, see the note at the end of the fatUiography. Welcome to discography !



BIBLIOGRAPHY

The following listed works are not only the primary sources for the information in the Guide;

they are also sources for more accurate dating of many records for those who so desire. While most

of the works are not currently in print, they are often available in libraries or through consulting

other collectors who might own copies. Cmnments are provided for each entry.

Andrews, Frank and Bayly, Ernie; Billy Williamie Bournemouth, England; Talking Machine Review,

1982
(A complete discography of the prolific recordings of the comic British singer, which aids in sorting

out the many labels of pre-1914 Britain and their various sourcesj

G>nnor, D. R.: R G. Off the Record; Fairless Hills, PA; Gaildonna Publishers, 195&
(Later editions are known, but it is not known if any are still in print Covers the complete

recorded works of Benny Goodman]

Daniels, BiU; The American 45 and 78 RPM Record Dating Guide: Westport, CT: Greenwood Press,

1985.

(The companion work to the Gnide, and inspired by it for 1940-1960 issues.)

Dixon, Robert M. W., and Goderich, John; Blues and Gospel Records. 1902-1943 (3rd Edition):

ChigweU, England; Storyville Publishers, 1982
(The essential work for collectors of pre-war blues. Probably still available.)

Delaunay, Charles; New Hot Discography: New York Qty: Criterion Press, 1948
(This is a reprint edition, and even so may not be in print Hard to use, but the only relatively

available reference to po8t-1942 jaza . runs through 1947J

Docks, Les; The American Premium Record Guide. 4th Edition; Florence, Ai; Americana Books,

1992

(As noted in the text a reasonably accurate price guide as well as a valuable reference book for

establishing such things as original issue numbers and labelsj

Fagan, Ted, and Moran, William; The Encyclopedic Discography of Victor Records (2 vok);

Greenwood, 1983 (voL 1); 1986 (voL 2).

(An incredibly detailed look at the recording activities of Victor from the beginning; existing

volumes run through early 190R)

kinkle, Roger D4 The Complete Encyclopedia of Popular Music and lazz 190ai9.50. VoL 1-4 New
Rochelle, NY; Arlington House, 1974

(Now, sadly, out of print this is an interesting and useful book, including partial numerical listings

for a numlier of common labelsj

Leadbitter, Mike, and Slaven, NeU; Blues Records 1943-1970 (2 vok); London, Record Information

Sources, 198(7.

ifhe newest edition of a standard reference work. The nature of the material often precludes

exactitude, but the only reference of its kind. The earlier edition is more often available in

libraries and can often be found usedj
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Litchfield, Jack; The Canadian Ihzz Diaoography 1916-198ft University of Toronto Press, 1982

(This and the discographic section of Moogk’s book below are the only existing Canadian

disGographic references outside of this dating guidej

Moogk, Edward BL; Roll Back The Years Ottawa; National Library Of Canada, 197S.

(Although not perfect in accuracy, it is almost the only source for listings of Canadian recordings.

Out of print and probably impossible to find outside Canada.)

Osborne, Jerry; Popular and Rock Price Guide for 45’s; Phoeniz, AZ; O’Sullivan, Woodside and

Company, 1982

(Part of a series; the Country guide is useful as well These are regularly updated and newer

editions may be available. Valuable, as they give the year of issue for many 45’s which had 78

rpm coimterparts.)

Randle, Bill; The Cnimnhia l.D Series; 1923-192^ Bowling Green, OH; Bowling (rreen Universin^

r.css, 1974

(The only issued volume from a planned research series. JMight possibly be available in a few

liln’aries, but the author acquired the la.st available rx)pyj

Ruppli, Michel; The Alladin/lmperial labels: Greenwood, 1991.

Ruppli, Michel; Atlantic Records (Vols. 1-4); Greenwwod, 1979.

Ruppli, Michel; The Chess Labels (VoL 1-2); Greenwood, 1983.

KuppU, Michel; The. Chess/Verve, Labels (VoL I-lfl; Greenwood, 1986.

Kuppli, Michel; The King laheig Greenwood, 198S

Ruppli, Michel; The Savoy Laliel: Greenwood, 1980.

Ruppli, MicheL and Cuscuna, Michael; The Blue Note I ahe.l: Greenwood, 1988

(A remarkably detailed series of books detailing many of the major jazz and blues Labels of the

1946-1960 period. Most, if not alL are probably still in print, but the cost of the series is proltably

lieyond the average collector.)

Rust, Brian; The American Dance Band Discography. VoL 1-2 Arlington House, 197!).

(Every vintage record collector’s standard reference. Lists virtually all dan<e band records

1917-1942 Out of print but an updated edition may yet appear

J

Rust, Brian; The American Record Label Boob Arlington House, 1978.

lAtmoyingly imperfect in some ways, but the otdy work of its kind. Expands on the history of

most labels detailed in the CnideJ

Rust, Brian; British Mu.sic Hall On Record: Harrow, England; General Gramophone Publications.

Ltd, 1979.

(Essential to those collecting the material and the otdy major discography covering British records

liefore the first warj

Rust, Brian; lazz Records 1897-1942 Vol 1-2 Arlington House, 1978.

(Another standard reference work, listing the majority of records with any jazz (xmtent There are

earlier editions also. This edition is out of print, but an updated reprint from British pul>lisher

Storyville may still be available.)
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Rust, Brian; The Victor Master Book. VoL & Walter C Allen, Highland Park, NJ, 1974
(The only volume issued of a planned trilogy. Lists popular, race and country recordings, issued or

not, from March, 1925 to August, 1936 cut by Victor.)

Rust, Brian, and Debus, Allen The Com^dete F-ntpitainTneiit l>iscography (2Dd EA): New York;

Da Capo Press, 1989.

(Another of the indispensable books to ooUectors of pre>1943 records, although hardly as complete

as the title might indicate. Much improved over the out-of-print originaL but it is to be, hoped not

the final word on the subject)

Rust Brian, and Forbes, Sandy; British Dance Bands on Record 1911 to 194.^ General Gramophone.

1987.

(Vital to overseas collectcns and North American fans of British dance music, and a valuable

reference work to anyone owning British materiaL Presumably still in print)

Sears, Richard V-Discs. a History and Discography (with supplement): Greenwood,! 980,1 986.

(A compprehensive exploration of the V-Disc recordings issued during World War 11 and thereafter.

Valuable for collectors of that materiaL but of limited interest otherwiseJ

The following periodicals contain considerable information for record collectors:

Inslin’s Ia77. loumal (Box 213, Parsons, KS 67357) (back issues probably available)

The New Amherola Graphic (37 Caled(mia Street St Johnsbury, VT 05819) (All back issues

available)

Record Research (65 Grand Avenue, Brooklyn NY 11205) (Many back issues available)

78 RPM Quarterly (626 Canfield Lane, Key West FL 33040) (Issued sporadically, back issues

unknown)

There are a number of now defunct periodicaLs such as Discographer. JEMF Quarterly.

Kastle.mii.sick- Record Changer, and others which if available in a library or from a feelow

collector can be valuable. As weU, such rock-oriented record collecting publications as DlSCoveries

and Goldmine- among others, occasionally carry articles of interest to 78 rpm collectors.

There are a wealth of other discographical works - some privately published and virtually

unavailable (or never formally published at all) and others long out of print or in foreign

languages, as well as the catalogs, supplements, lists and trade advertisements of the record

manufacturers or dealers • which were consulted in the researching of the Guide, these are

omitted, both because of limited space and their unavailability to all but a handful of collectors.

The serious researcher is advised to consult other such collectors or major libraries if available for

detaUs and availability of such puUications. The author will be hay^y to attept to aid researchers

or answer <piestions insofar as time permits.

NOTE: For those diehard researchers, the files of both CBS-Columbia (including ARC and some

predecessors) and RCA-Victor are still held by their respective companies, although it is not known

to what degree access is possible; also, Brunswick, Decca and Gennett ledgers can be seen at the

library of the Country Music Hall of Fame in Nashville, while the Compo C-ompany’s recording

ledgers are held by the National Library of Canada in Ottawa While none but the latter were,

(unsulted by the author, and that only to a limited degree, it is hoped that these can be researched

at a later date.
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